Self is the dearest of all things, and only through the self is anything else dear. The Self is the origin of all finite happiness, but it is itself pure bliss, transcending definition. It remains unaffected by deeds, good or bad. It is beyond feeling and beyond knowledge, but it is not beyond the meditation of the sage."
— Brihad-aranyaka Upanishad

Twenty-five years?
A quarter of a century?
Think about it.
Think about it for, say ... a quarter of an hour.

Think about where you are in your life right now, the first time that you’re reading this ... or the second, or third, or the tenth time ... perhaps a quarter of a century down the road from that June evening, the witness of the commencement of your adulthood.

At any single moment we are the sum of all the things and people and experiences and ideas which have come before us. At that moment we are also a springboard for all of human endeavor, from which a yet-to-be unfolded future beckons.

The first students who walked the halls of East, who sat in her classrooms, who triumphed on her fields, are still here. Commemorated in the first Eidolon — the first “image of excellence” — they are our past. They are also our present and our future.

Looking back to them, we see the horizon of our goals, just as we stand ready to provide the solid foundation for those who follow us.

In high school, we wrestled with definitions for four years. But something far greater than the knowledge to succeed in a career or the building of heartfelt memories was at stake.

If our timeless moment at East was indeed transcendent, it was so because it gave us a sense of Self, strong enough to see the present in the past — and to see the future in both.
Mr. Gallagher takes time out of his busy schedule to pose at his desk.

To The Class Of 1992

As you prepare to leave East after four years, I find that we share some common experiences.

Four years ago, you entered high school as Freshmen, new to East and eager to succeed. In September of that same year, I began my new responsibilities as principal. We have shared many experiences together and, hopefully, have learned from each other as we've grown and developed. As Freshmen, I am sure that four years of high school appeared to be an eternity, while as Seniors, you may be wondering where the time went.

I will always save a special place in my memories for the Class of '92 for many reasons, but especially because that by your efforts you will be leaving East a better school than when you entered.

Thanks for making a difference and best of luck in the future.

During our Freshman year, former principal Anthony R. Cost turned his post over to vice-principal James G. Gallagher.
Into competition, twelve boys' gymnastics teams came, ready to show the best of their skill. Family and friends applauded as the gymnasts performed amazing feats of grace and agility. Closely they followed one young man to the next through the events, glancing away only to examine the judges' features for a hint of the scores before they were announced. With its many talented and determined gymnasts, our team performed well from the start. Nevertheless, by the last event, East trailed the highest scoring team by two points. The high bar alone was left. Each performance by the last three gymnasts encompassed eternity for the spectators as they awaited the results. Fortunately, the high bar was our strongest event, and with the near perfect performances of these three young men, East soared ahead in the last few moments to win the state title.

Looking Back After the Competition

Bystander: Gymnasts must be born with grace and strength! Look how effortlessly they vaulted over the horse and how perfectly they executed every move on the parallel bars.

Team manager: Yes, these young men seemed flawless as they took the 1990 Boys' Gymnastics State Championship title, but it certainly was not easy. Besides, did you say that move on the horse and parallel bars seemed effortless? Well, you should have seen the team as they started the season...

Bystander: Why? Was it really hard?

Team manager: Actually, these young men were already quite experienced, although sometimes, they seemed much less than graceful as they planned to vault over the horse, but tumbled over instead. Only practice, practice, and more practice perfected these moves.

Bystander: Unfortunately, an outsider to the sport like myself doesn't recognize the hard work behind the spectacular performance the gymnasts gave today.

Team manager: It is disappointing, but more importantly, this year the judges recognized and rewarded our ability and determination.

Every successful team in professional sports has one thing in common: a mainstay or a veteran. That's the stuff that dynasties are made of, for there is nothing stronger than a contingent of competitors centered around a figure of reliable excellence. Young, inexperienced athletes need a leader, source of motivation - someone who knows how to win.

When coach Ralph Ipri looked at his 1990-91 Boys Tennis Team, some faces were missing. Four of his starters from the 1989-90 team had graduated, leaving an encouraging yet fledgling team. It was for this reason the teens didn't set their goal too high. They just wanted to contend in the Division IV region.

However, when play began, Mr. Ipri was pleasantly surprised. The few upperclassmen that remained were talented and dependable, and the younger players far ex-
State of the Sports

ceeded anyone's expectations. With a team of five new starters out of the seven positions, East's team could be compared to the Philadelphia Phillies of 1950. The "Whiz Kids," as they were called, were a group of rookie baseball players who, condemned by the experts to a season of despair, went on to win the pennant.

Similarly, East's team transcended its outlook. The crew achieved a record of 28 victories to just one loss and captured the state public high school championship. From there, East went on to defeat the best private school squad, the Christian Brothers Academy, a team that had won the state tournament title 8 of the previous 15 years, to be crowned the best high school tennis team in the state.

This marked the first time in the history of tournament play that any team from southern New Jersey had ever won the high honor possible. Recalled varsity player Sagarnil Nag, "It was an exciting time winning match after match, especially when we thought that we were too young to win. But as it turned out, a solid team is better than a couple of stars."

Star tennis player Dave Kurzweil slams the ball across the court in a crushing defeat of the Christian Brothers Academy to capture the state championship.

Coach Ralph Ipri and team members Jared Morris and Jay Bardwaj take a break from the action to pose for the Eidolon photographer.

State champions Jared Morris, Jay Bardwaj, Dave Kurzweil, Coach Ipri, Steve Levy, and Alok Mehta line up at the net for Eidolon's photographer.
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This year, to celebrate the 25th anniversary of Cherry Hill High School East, Eidolon has reviewed our triumphs, moving experiences, and memorable events through the years. These times, as well as general comparisons of then and now, show just how much teenagers’ lives have changed and remained the same over the last two and a half decades.

The Way We Were

Turn left and go up the stairs to third floor B-wing. Third floor B-wing? No, it’s not a trick for unsuspecting freshmen. Surprisingly, B-wing was originally designed to have three floors. Obviously, the design did not go beyond the drawing board. After construction was completed, B-wing was first utilized as a temporary elementary school, separate from the high school which was, literally, next door.

And what a high school! Upperclassmen reported to school at 8:00 A.M. and left at 2:30 P.M. So far, so good. But pity the poor freshmen. They had to come in during third period and stay until... tenth! Yes, tenth period, which ended at 4:00 P.M., was the end of the day for them. This bizarre arrangement was necessary due to the lack of adequate space.

No wonder, then, that it was necessary to expand the facilities. Imagine what today’s student body would be going through if B-wing were still filled with grade-schoolers!

Hardly five minutes after school is dismissed, anyone in the vicinity of either the boys’ or girls’ locker room is sure to hear eager voices from within as the athletics teams get ready for practice or a game. In the past, however, this sound would be... in stereo! Before the Di Bart Gym was constructed, everyone
used what is now called the girls’ gym. The girls’ locker room was therefore divided into two, for boys and girls. This explains the still existing “B” on half of the girls’ lockers today and the “G” on the other half. In the days of the split locker room, there were nowhere near as many girls’ sports offered as there are today. Many of them were phased in as the years went by. Even the playing fields behind East had not been developed when the school first opened its doors. Intramurals and open gym programs were also not available for a long time. With the addition of the “boys” gym, the school was able to distribute its physical education students as well as athletics teams much more effectively. Today, of course, both boys and girls have a wide range of athletic programs to choose from, with excellent facilities in which to train their bodies as well as their minds.

Sure, you may cherish your new jeeps and sportscars today, but back then, you would probably be adoring that brand new Caddie even though it only gave seven miles to the gallon, and was the same distance from front to back! And you wouldn’t have found as many students cruising the highways in those huge gas-guzzling classics during the school week, but everyone had them for the weekends. The question, “Dad, can I have the car on Friday night?” was usually answered with a “yes,” much to the glee of the kids.

From hip-hugging bellbottoms to patchwork jackets, fashion in the era of flower children was much less rigid and definite in its styles than it is today. Waist-length hair parted in the middle was the norm for most girls while guys let their childhood crew cuts grow down to their shoulders. Thick high heels and platform shoes completed the ensemble. It was a rebellion against the strict conventions of the past. Interestingly, the old structured styles made a comeback with the advent of the eighties, and the adoption of a school dress code in the beginning of the nineties shows the same limiting influence. But at the same time, the styles of before, though admittedly updated, are returning in the form of miniskirts, psychedelic leggings, and French twists. Who knows what may come next?

EDUCATION! Yes, it’s supposed to be your reason for coming to school, and imagining it from before, you can just see students of the past few decades coming in and plowing through the same courses you have been for the past few years. But actually, academics and electives have changed a great deal. Following the same trend from liberalism to conservatism in fashion, education (and teachers) in the late sixties weren’t so concerned with rules and regulations. The general atmosphere as students walked through the halls didn’t feel as threatening with fewer monitors standing at corners demanding passes. And electives were a great deal more relaxing. Pottery and basket-weaving offered real breaks during a difficult and stressful day of studying and learning. Towards the early eighties, however, education became more intense with more rigorous courses. Some of the simple, “for-fun” electives were dropped, and practical co-op programs were added. Other electives, like the music program, still exist and get better each year. With these changes, students are now more prepared for college or work because of the steadily increasing quality of education at East.

But do you want to know about life in general? Well, truthfully, kids just haven’t changed that much through the years. Sure, there have been a few changes in the general atmosphere. Again, students swung from liberal to conservative with the peace protests of the late sixties and early seventies (yes, even Cherry Hill had its hippies!) and the serious practical attitude of the eighties. But now, we seem to have swung back with the concern with recycling and more social organizations. On our own time, though, we are the same. We still go to the movies and the shore. We still get jobs to pay for our car, and more importantly, for the car insurance. We talk on the phone at all hours, and we party on the weekends, and we worry about homework at midnight on Sundays. It’s been 25 years . . . a whole generation . . . and we’re not very different after all.
The Eagles victory was an uphill fight against the persistent East players. The Eagles were a cut above the rest, but the East "Beauties" valiantly held their own.

AUGUST 17, 1991

The Philadelphia Eagles swooped into the East gym to battle the East staff in an exciting struggle between basketball and laughter. The event was a joint fund-raiser for the Eagles and the yearbook. Todd Rappaport and Lee Goldstein chaired the event, assisted by Alan Glazer and Manpreet Dhanjal. A crowd of almost 2000 excited fans gathered to see players, Andre Waters, Mike Golic, Britt Hager, Wes Hopkins and Don McPherson.

Even the varsity Cheerleaders were there to push the East team to jump higher, shoot faster and play harder. Mr. Sheldon Zeff, coached the East team undauntingly.

Following the fun-packed game, the Eagles mingled with the crowd, signed autographs and made this a night to remember.

Miss Sue Schooley desperately tries to block a pass by hugging.
No headache here as Wes Hopkins and Mike Golic clown for Eidolon's photographer.

Stan Krantz of the East Press, shows Wes Hopkins the ins and outs of media hype.

Team t-shirts, designed by Mrs. Hopp, yearbook adviser and screened by the yearbook staff are displayed with pride by Manpreet Dhanjal, Todd Rappaport, Lee Goldstein and Alan Glazer.
"Tis not too late to seek a newer world."

Alfred, Lord Tennyson

Foreign Exchange Students

Incomprehensible American accents. A new school. Not a single familiar face. This was what the exchange students had to face as they looked upon the land they would call home for many months. They came from places as far away as Croatia and Japan and Holland to sample a different culture, taste a different way of life.

They had studied the United States in textbooks at their schools, but no textbook could encompass half of what they experienced here. Iva Orlic, a Croatian student, observed that she had studied fourteen subjects at the school in her hometown of Zagreb.

The students had to get accustomed to the school being the hub of activity. Here, unlike in many European cities, there was no café across the street in which to meet people over snacks. Thus, they had to learn new ways of getting to know people.

Slowly, the students began to mix with the East community. They joined clubs, participated in athletics, and began to get involved in their new community.

Transportation was another difficulty, because Cherry Hill had no public transportation system. Everyone had to rely on cars to get around. The quietness of Cherry Hill was unnerving to some. There was little nightlife, and most students didn’t go out on school nights. "There was more free time in Zagreb," remarked Orlic. "Still I like East."

In spite of all the differences, the students realized that people were people, no matter what country they were from. "In every country, people’s ways might be a little different, but every one is really the same - everyone has fun," commented Biana Brukman, an exchange student from Russia.

With friendships such as those between the exchange students and students at East, the world could only get smaller.

(above) Berkis Sarica, Turkey and Yuichi Ohara, Japan
Mr. Karl Moehlmann and German exchange students Soren Helms, Charlotte Zilm, and Leif Riemenschneider.

Marco van Velsen, Holland and Mirjam Heffels, Holland

Croatian exchange students: Igor Auferber (inset), Blanka Abinon, Iva Cimeranovic, Dunja Lederer, Daniel Orlic, Iva Orlic, Daniel Rosenzweig, Bojana Rozman, Lea Siljak, Danko Steiner, Marko Teodorovic, Heinrich Zistan.
The lights are glaring from above as you lie there, waiting anxiously. The nurses and volunteers buzz all around. Suddenly, you feel a slight twinge as a needle enters your arm. The faces around you blur as you try to concentrate on anything but the pain... In a minute, it is all over, and you are at the canteen with your doughnut and juice, proudly showing off the sticker on your lapel that tells the world, “Be nice to me. I gave blood!”

For three days in the fall and spring, East’s dance gym was transformed into the arena for the semi-annual Blood Drive. Students, staff, and members of the community came in to donate the ever-necessary resource: blood. Although the actual drive spanned three days, preparation for it began long before that.

Weeks prior to the event, students signed up to be on various committees. Members of the publicity committee posted signs around the school urging people to donate blood with slogans such as “Give a little... Save a lot!” and “One pint saves five lives.” Flyers were distributed throughout the community - anywhere they might attract attention. Students dressed up as blood drops visited the cafeteria during lunch periods to convince people to give blood. It took a lot of persuading, because some first-time donors were apprehensive about it. But the hard work resulted in an outstanding donor turnout.

East has won the Camden County Red Cross Award for the most pints of blood donated by a large high school five years in a row. In 1990, a new East record was established for the most blood donated.

But the blood drive was a lot more than mere statistics. Every donor received a certificate of acknowledgement as well as specific information on how the blood is used - to treat victims of accidents, cancer patients, etc. Donor Michael Suraike commented, “This made it seem more real to me - it was not some abstract thing any more.” The countless lives that were saved certainly made every minute of the drive worthwhile.
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Taking a **Break** to Save a Life

**BLOOD DRIVE CHAIRPEOPLE**
- Overall Chairpeople
  - Manpreet S. Dhanjal
  - Stephanie Pearson
  - Amy Waddell
- Donor Chairpeople
  - Samantha Levy
  - Carrie Sendrow
  - Melissa Paul
- Manpower Chairpeople
  - Jon Glass
  - Keira Natal
- Publicity Chairpeople
  - Tara Belafsky
  - Nancy Koutcher
  - Monica Musero

Donor Chairperson, Samantha Levy, quells Jeff Diamond's fear of giving blood.

Phlebotomist Sharon R. Willis carefully prep Bonnie Kim before donating blood.

In the anticipation of many donors, Lauren Borish, Manpreet Dhanjal, and volunteer Esther Milgran prepare the registration table for the onrush of donors.
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EXPANSION MANAGEMENT

TOP SCHOOLS

CHERRY HILL SCORES IN THE TOP TEN SCHOOLS THAT HAVE THE RIGHT STUFF FOR EMPLOYERS.

Expansion Management, a bi-monthly magazine for business executives and managers worldwide, has ranked Cherry Hill’s public schools among the nation’s top 25 school districts that have, in their words, “the right stuff for employers.” The cover story in the Fall Issue explained the EQ (Educational Quotient) which their experts used to rate the districts, explaining why and how the magazine scored the schools on educating future workers.

Cherry Hill’s ranking of 8th nationally became very impressive since it was the only New Jersey district to make it to the Top Ten. With a baseline of 100 denoting the average, Cherry Hill scored 132.8, only 5 points below the top-ranked New Haven, Connecticut with a score of 137.8.

Expansion Management developed the Education Quotient (EQ), after a panel of business executives unanimously agreed that the areas of quality had to deal with the quality of high school graduates a company would be able to hire. Criteria for this was: average SAT/ACT scores, student-teacher ratio, drop-out rate, per pupil expenditure, achievement test data, graduation requirements and educational background of parents. Featured in the cover story, was an article on “solving the educational riddle”, the importance of comparison of district’s educational strengths. The ranking reflects the Cherry Hill district’s emphasis on involving the total school community in the pursuit of quality highly motivated students, a dedicated staff and Board of Education, and a community of concerned and supportive parents.


Special Thank You to Mrs. Laurie Zelnik, Public Information Officer, Cherry Hill District.
It doesn't seem possible that our time together is coming to an end. Not so long ago, I welcomed you and challenged you to make this school your home. Since that day, you have made a significant impact on East. Your contributions in the classroom, on the playing fields, on the stage, in the world of print, and through countless student government activities have helped to maintain our tradition as a community dedicated to excellence. As you move on, you leave behind a legacy of achievement, pride, growth, and a concern for the world around you.

During the last four years we have all been forced to deal with many issues that threaten our world. We have learned of the deadly reality of the HIV virus. We watched together the tragic events of the successful Operation Desert Storm. We saw poverty and homelessness grow to epidemic proportions due to serious economic recession. Reluctantly, we faced the threat of the abuse of drugs and alcohol. The pressures have been constant, but the resources for survival, even victory, are obtainable.

I sincerely hope that East has given all of you the ability to eventually recognize those resources and to realize that our successes in this struggle will depend on our ability to work together.

Finally, I would like you to know that I have thoroughly enjoyed being your grade level principal and that you have made a permanent impression on my life. In response, I can offer you no greater gift or more lasting message than that contained in my favorite blessing.

May the Lord bless you and keep you,
The Lord life up HIs countenance upon you and give you peace. The Lord make His face to shine upon you, and be gracious unto you.
Amen
Mr. T.

Dear Class of 1992,

I find it impossible to cram the feelings generated by four years of sundry personal relationships, Spirit Weeks, Homecomings, dances, proms, and fundraisers into a half of print. So, I decided to string my strongest sentiments together in the vein of hope of communicating my emotions. Well, as your adviser, I felt pleased - delighted - captivated - ecstatic.

Still not clear? Perhaps a change to a quite familiar format might help:
The question below consists of a related pair of words or phrases, followed by five lettered pairs of words or phrases. Selected the lettered pair that best expresses a relationship similar to that expressed in the original pair.

Example:
Malatesta : Class of '92 : :
A. adviser : pleased          B. adviser : delighted
C. adviser : captivated      D. adviser : ecstatic
E. adviser : all of the above

(Note: The Correct choice is E. all of the above because I say so!)

See, that alphabet soup you endured (HSPT, TAP, PSAT, NMSCT, SAT) has best expressed its objectives (of all places) in your yearbook. And, it was my foremost pleasure to bring this learning experience to you. Wishing you the best life has to offer, I remain.
Sincerely yours,
Anthony Malatesta
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### Chronology Of 1991 Events

**January 8** - Pan American World Airways files for bankruptcy protection.

**January 12** - Congress grants President Bush authority to use force to drive Iraqi troops from Kuwait.

**January 17** - Day after U.N. deadline for Iraqi withdrawal from Kuwait, U.S. and Allies begin air strikes against Iraq. Hard-hitting air war to last more than 5 weeks.

**January 18** - Financially troubled Eastern Airlines grounds its planes.

**January 25** - Utah passes the nation’s toughest abortion law.

**January 31** - Allied forces claim victory against Iraqi attackers in first significant ground clash at Khaif, Saudi Arabia.

**February 2** - U.S. first-class postage rate increases to 29 cents.

**February 9** - Lithuanian referendum votes favor secession from Soviet Union.

**February 18** - Russian President Boris Yeltsin makes appeal for Soviet President Mikhail Gorbachev’s resignation.

**February 27** - President Bush announces cessation of offensive military action against Iraq and outlines cease-fire conditions.

**March 2** - Fierce armored battle erupts on third day of Gulf War.

**March 5** - Iraq repels annihilation of Kuwaiti air defense and releases allied POWs.

**March 13** - Exxon agrees to pay $100 million fine for the Alaskan Valdez oil spill, the nation’s worst.

**March 30** - William Kennedy Smith is acquitted of rape at the West Palm Beach, Florida compound where he was involved in the media sensation of the year.

**April 6** - Iraq accepts U.N. conditions for ending Gulf War.

**April 11** - U.N. Security Council announces formal end to Desert Storm.

**April 30** - Cyclone hits Bangladesh, killing approximately 125,000 people.

**May 8** - Last U.S. soldiers leave southern Iraq and are replaced by U.N. peace-keeping forces.

**June 15** - Philippines volcano Mount Pinatubo begins long series of eruptions that devastate surrounding area and shoots down the Clark Air Base.

### Year in Review

- **June 30** - Yugoslav republic of Slovenia and Croatia secede from the federation leading to bitter civil war.
- **July 5** - U.S. struggling through worst recession in years with unemployment hitting 7%, the highest in five years.
- **July 22** - Jeffrey Dahmer confesses to killing 17 men and boys and dismembering them. His trial started on January 27, 1992.
- **July 31** - Bush and Gorbachev sign long-range weapons reduction pact at Moscow summit.
- **August 24** - Mikhail Gorbachev resigns as head of the Communist party in the U.S.S.R.
- **September 16** - American trial of Panamanian dictator Manuel Noriega begins on drug and racketeering charges.
- **September 27** - Bush announces elimination of tactical nuclear weapons from land-based sites and ships.
- **October 11** - Anita Hill testifies that former boss, Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas sexually harassed when she worked for him ten years earlier.
- **October 15** - Clarence Thomas wins the confirmation hearing as a Supreme Court justice.

### Current Events

- **October 22** - Determination is made that the damage to the Earth’s ozone layer is accelerating.
- **November 7** - Karsh ‘Magic’ Johnson announces he has HIV virus.
- **November 14** - Midway Airlines pilots shoot down with no warning, stranding thousands.
- **November 16** - Klu Klux Klan leader David Duke is defeated in bid for Louisiana's governor’s race.
- **November 18** - Hostages Terry Waite and Tim Sutherland are freed in Lebanon.
- **December 2** - Pennsylvania hostage Joseph Cioppo is released.
- **December 4** - Last hostage, Terry Anderson is released after 6 1/2 years in captivity.
- **December 8** - Russia, Ukraine, Byelorussia form a “commonwealth” and declare central Soviet government defunct. The year’s end sees a once powerful nation in turmoil with food shortages and disaster for all. The U.S. readies food and medical supplies to be airlifted after the new year.

Rap star Vanilla Ice debut album hit the 6 million mark with “To The Extreme”.

Professor Anita Hill came forward to discredit Supreme Court nominee Clarence Thomas with charges of sexual harassment ten years earlier. The hearing made TV viewing a must and embarrassed a country. The U.S. Appeals court judge finally, after much debate and riveting testimony, was confirmed to the nation’s highest court.
January 17, 1991 saw the United States declare war on Iraq after Saddam Hussein refused to withdraw from Kuwait. The Persian Gulf war brought a new wave of nationalism to the United States as we toppled the Iraqi forces; however, Hussein remained in power. The Iraqi forces ignited thousands of oil well fires with the last one being extinguished in November 1991. A year after Kuwait City was freed, the effects of war remained.

Michael Jordan flew through the air as the star of the Chicago Bulls lead his team to the NBA championship. In this photo, he moves for a finger roll lay-up during a game with Houston Rockets.

Arnold Schwarzenegger was a hit in the hit film, "Terminator 2: Judgment Day." At a cost of more than $80 million, it was the most expensive movie ever made.

The coup in the Soviet Union began on August 19, 1991. An eight man committee took power from President Mikhail Gorbachev. By the time the coup was overturned four days later, the world saw the end of Communist rule in the USSR, independence for their satellite provinces and the collapse of the United Soviet Socialist Republic.

Civil War broke out in Yugoslavia. The war unraveled this nation of six divergent republics, two of which - Croatia and Slovenia - declared independence. All six had been held together under the previous hand of Dictator Marshall Tito. His death in 1980 brought radical changes to the communist bloc of Eastern Europe and the spirit for freedom and democracy emerged.

War is terrible, but it brought new friends to Cherry Hill East. As a direct result - our Croatian exchange students helped make the world a little smaller.

After nearly seven years as a hostage, Terry Anderson was released on December 4, 1991. Anderson spent 2,455 days as a hostage in Lebanon, being the longest held American hostage.

Magic Johnson, the popular Los Angeles Lakers basketball star, shocked the country with his announcement that he was infected with the H-IV virus that causes AIDS, and was withdrawing from the game he loved.
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The 1988 Cross Country Team members, Michael Suralik, Chad Harmer, Stuart Covitz, and Jon Bornfreund, pose for a team picture in their freshman year of high school.

A 1988 shot of our school mascot, the "Cougar," before it turned into the "Headless Cougar" after a vicious decapitation by the "Bad Guys."

Photo courtesy of EASTSIDE

Victorious Jello Wrestling partners, Marni Sclaroff and 1991 graduate Jen Makris proudly display all their glory during our freshman year.

(Top Right), Danny Kessler touts his "freshman horn."

(Far Right), The Cherry Hill Water Tower as it will never look again. The new image welcomes visitors and residents to Cherry Hill.
From the point of view of East's Spirit.

Class History

W ell, I finally sent out those schedules this afternoon. Just think! 500 clueless yet overly energetic Freshmen will soon be scurrying through the hallways searching fruitlessly for third floor B-wing ... Oh, by the way, we've got a new principal this year, Mr. James J. Gallagher. Wonder what he'll be like. At least the Freshmen won't feel alone. Well, I'm lucky. I've been through it all before ...

I see Mr. Belchikoff is back, with his exhortations to "Get involved." I love it when he says that "East is a buffet." Well, he's certainly right, as these young upstarts will soon find out. Let's see how the class of '92 does at Spirit Week.

On second thought, let's not.

On a brighter note, the football team won the Group IV State Championship. Let's hope my Freshmen learn something from them. And these kids certainly seem to be getting involved! Maybe it was Shakespeare that did the trick. At first, I thought, Romeo and Juliet? That antiquated sentimental story couldn't possibly be entertaining today. But I have to admit, my students never cease to amaze me! They really brought the play to life for every Freshman who had to pore over it for that first major high school English test. Boy, they work hard, those Freshmen. With courses like World Civilization, Earth Science, and QPS they trudge through the snow with piles of books in their arms, trying to get all of their homework done and still have time for their favorite TV show. By this time, they must all be looking forward to their well-deserved break. Before it, of course, is the FOP Rotary Party. The front hall is usually flooded with Freshmen cutting out paper snowmen and painting decorations, and this year is no exception ...

The halls always seem so empty and quiet during the holidays. My students who are out, however, are anything but quiet! These two weeks are filled with things to do—watching movies such as Scrooged and Rain Man, going to see Les Miserables perhaps, or even just...
shopping.

I'm always glad when January comes and the halls are filled with voices and footsteps once again. Oh, look what my students came up with this time to get into the spirit ... or should I say ... JELLO? It's the East premiere of ... Jello Wrestling!! In my 22 years here, I have never witnessed such a spectacle as people rolling in vats of crimson gelatin. They eat it, they breathe it, they bathe in it! Obviously, these kids (and teachers!) never want to grow up! Small wonder, then, that our spring musical is ... Peter Pan! The lighthearted youngster has flown in the door and has whisked all of us off on a magical journey to Never Never Land for two fantasy-filled weeks. Do you believe in fairies?

At last it's May. Those freshmen are so busy - because it's time for that annual freshman rite of passage - the Freshman Dance. The scene is set in the cafeteria, and everyone seems to be ready to dance their way into June ... and the summer!

Finals are over, and all the anxiety is past. All they have to do now is return their textbooks, empty their lockers, and say their goodbyes. Two and a half months!! But they aren't idlers, my students. Between volunteer jobs, beach parties, and traveling, they relax and enjoy their vacations. They naively imagine that Freshman year was hard. Just wait until next year ... 

It's almost September, and sched-

On the bus ride to school, the new Freshman anxiously enter high school for the first time in the Fall of 1988.

Lauren Sorokin photographs 1991 graduate Cindy Liu during the Chinese Cultural Round Up in the 1991 Humanities Class.

Chanda Dalal and Heather Umlah, strangely unaffected by Senioritis, hit the books with gusto.

Hard at work at cooking, Corey Stern displays his talents.

ule conflicts abound. Some Freshmen ... oops, they're Sophomores now, are sampling their first honors courses. To get psyched about East again, the classes pit themselves against one another in Spirit Week! Poor Sophomores. I guess they'll have to pick themselves up and try again next year. Some kids are then introduced to the enthusiastic romancing of Drosophile flies as they fruitfully multiply and replenish the test tube in Biology class. Then there's the high school requirement that no one dreads - Driver's Education (excluding perhaps those gory movies that rival even The Texas Chainsaw Massacre). For these Sophomores, the class means freedom as they will soon be let loose onto the streets with their permits. Phew!! It's a good thing that they're out there and I'm in here. Everywhere the students seem to be learning about the importance of biology and life, including in the Blood Drive. And there is quite a demand for blood, especially with our newest addition, Audrey II. This man-eating plant and the entire Little Shop of Horrors cast, (students and teachers included) are terrorizing the audience. In
fact, the Sophomores' grade-level principal is enjoying himself so much, that he might just laugh himself to death...

From the microcosm to the macrocosm. The Berlin Wall, which has been there for as long as I can remember, is being quickly chipped away as Eastern Europe emerges from behind the Iron Curtain.

Seda Munis tackles a Molecular Building set in her Cell Physiology class.

Art teacher, Mr. George Jackson, assists Stephanie Porter with a linoleum block print.

This is certainly a historic year for the advancement of democracy around the world.

Quickly winter comes and leaves. As spring blossoms, the students' thoughts center on protecting the environment. Wow, my kids certainly know how to make a point! Walking out definitely makes it clear to our administrators that these students are serious about keeping the earth inhabitable. Styrofoam goes the way of horse-drawn carriages as East's own EPA, the Friends of the Environment is established.

But for one special night, the Sophomores are content to relax just a little and concentrate on not stepping on each others' toes while dancing. That's right! It's the annual Cotillion and the cafeteria has been transformed overnight into a tropical cruise ship complete with leis and pineapples. Uh oh! The guard rail has fallen down! Watch out there, sailor, don't fall into those warm tropical waters!

It's time to cram for finals. They seem a little more relaxed this year - perhaps it's that feeling of deja vu. For the warm summer months, some of our soon-to-be upperclassmen still go down to the shore, while others find jobs to pay for the car that they will soon be driving with their permits.

And they're back! They look so cool getting out of the cars of their Senior friends. They can stare down any Freshman now, or show him the way to the swimming pool. (I can't believe that joke's still around after 24 years!) It's time once again for Spirit Week. Well, at least there's a slight improvement... I sincerely hope they get their act together by next year. Some of these Juniors are finally realizing the importance of their grades, especially with PSAT'S coming up. Here's a sampling...

1) T or F: Milli Vanilli
2) T or F: Census takers cannot count.
3) Who killed Laura Palmer, anyway?

Among their brightest memories will be Brighton Beach Memoirs the play performed as this year's Fall production. Sure, the circumstances are different, but in that teenage boy who leads the show, I can see all of my kids.

For a while now, our thoughts have been in the Persian Gulf. We
are all shocked by Iraq's invasion of Kuwait. To show their support, the students are wearing yellow ribbons and are writing letters to the soldiers in Operation Desert Shield.

It's January. Desert Shield has turned into Desert Storm. The students are more concerned than ever for the safety of the forces stationed in the arid desert. Although I wish my students didn't have to live through a major war, I'm glad they care so much about the troops we've sent.

Suddenly, our attention is focused on one of our own townsman, Jeffrey Zaun - who has been taken prisoner by the Iraqis. All of us sympathize with the pain and anguish his parents must be experiencing ... Anxiously we await any news at all. Slowly, a month of uncertainty drags by. The fighting has ended quickly - unlike the war I went through years ago. Everyone breathes a sigh of relief as the war ends. Welcome home, Jeffrey.

The students begin to return to their everyday affairs. No, wait! They've caught Spring Fever, that disease that strikes unsuspecting Juniors and prevents them from any serious concentration. It's a mild form of Senioritis, and becomes worse regardless of treatment. All they can do is dance to MC Hammer and C&C Music Factory and watch Beverly Hills 90210. To distract themselves even further, the students put on a lively performance of Guys and Dolls. What next, finals? Forget about finals! Let's concentrate on the Junior Prom. In the elegant Phoenix Room bedecked with turquoise and silver balloons, couples attired in gorgeous gowns and tantalizing tuxedos enjoyed each other's company ... "For Just a Mo-

Jon Patrick, Jeff Diamond, and Jay Lewe vividly display their spirit as East's Cougars capture another victory.

Underclassmen Cougarettes Bonnie Kim, Cindy Kam, Karen Kaplan, and Pauline Chow "say cheese" for the camera during the 1988 Homecoming Game.

(Bottom Left), Stephanie Pearson, Gina D'Orazio, Meg Kinney, and Melissa Chin stop to admire the Competition Cakes during Spirit Week of 1991.
During the Pep Rally of 1991, Mr. Bel-chikoff congratulates the Senior Class for producing Twenty-Five National Merit Semifinalists. The Pep Rally was used to honor both academic and athletic excellence within the school.

Marching Band Flag Captain Jennifer Lew leads other band members in a half time show at the Highland night game.

Steve Asbell helps out on the POP/Rotary Party held at the Hyatt House on December 16, 1991.

"Nothing was missing except clear starry skies and the theme song. But I heard it was great anyhow!"

Planning already for their summers, the Seniors, yes SENIORS, seem almost to enjoy class. Why, some of them are even going to colleges during the summer! Others have found such jobs as clerks and salesmen to pay for the extravagant year ahead.

Finally the oldest kids at East, these Seniors come waltzing back into school, this time stepping out of cars that they themselves drive. The first half of the year seems so difficult for them. Already attacked by the full form of the dreaded Senior virus, my poor kids just don't want to do anything. But this is when they have to do everything as they prepare for COLLEGE - that monstrous word that looms before Seniors with its threatening SAT's as these young adults try to live with the ESAT's: East's Senioritis Achievement Test. However, it doesn't seem that these seniors will have too much to worry about if the 25 National Merit Semifinalists, the highest percentage of Mickey Mouse and all his friends at Disney World wave goodbye to the departing Seniors after an exciting Class Trip.

East's students ever, signify anything (as long as they keep their grades up)! how to work and relax at the same time is a timeless Senior dilemma!

To take their minds off of these worries, however, are a myriad of activities like . . . you guessed it . . . Spirit Week. Yeaah!! My Seniors have finally triumphed. I'm so proud of them. I knew they could do it all along! Then there's the fall show. TARTUFFE. Everyone is really getting a laugh out of Tartuffe's scheming ways, becoming totally Tartuffified in the process. There's also Battle of the Bands, Lip Sync, Variety Show, PAVAS, and countless other events which include these kids' final spring production. Fiddler on the Roof. Then add to those for the seniors' special enjoyment, the Mr. East contest, the trip to Florida, and the Senior Prom.

And now the moment that we've all waited for and dreaded at the same time is finally here: GRADUATION! As they proudly display their diplomas and toss their hats to the sky, the four past years flash through my mind - from the minute those freshmen walked in the door to the echoes of their cheers in the stadium. Whenever my students travel in the years to come, they'll always remember that their journey began right here at East.

Class History written by Suma C.M. and Rita Louth.
This year, our Cindy Kam won the title of Young Woman of the Year for Northeast Camden County and then competed at the state level, where she placed second in both the Scholastic Achievement and Creative and Performing Arts categories.

Summer 1991, Rachel Garfield traveled to Ecuador as a volunteer in a community service project.

Congressman Jim Saxton met with Keira Natal in front of the Capitol. This past summer, Keira worked as a page for the House of Representatives.

For the first time in three years, the Debate Team, coached by Mr. Robert Nation, recaptured the South Jersey State Title. At the competition, Manpreet Dhanjal was recognized as Best Speaker in the league.

Oboist Michael Chueh performs regularly with the talented Philadelphia Youth Orchestra and has auditioned at the preprofessional level.

Each year, the New Jersey Board of Higher Education awards scholarships to students who will be attending New Jersey colleges. Awards are determined by class rank and S.A.T. scores. Awards are determined by class rank and S.A.T. scores. The two divisions between the awards are the Garden State Scholars and the Edward J. Bloustein Distinguished Scholars.

This year, our seniors continue East's longstanding tradition of high numbers of recipients of the prestigious Garden State Scholarships for academic excellence.

Eidoion regrets that space limitations prevent the listing of the names of all Garden State Scholars, Bloustein Distinguished Scholars, and PAVAS members.
In the summer of '91, our student leaders attended the Leadership Training Conference, a program coordinated annually by the New Jersey Association of Student Councils. There, the NJASC brought together representatives from various New Jersey high schools to exchange leadership ideas and expertise. Our participants were (from left to right): Junior Tricia Relloso, Bryan Goldstein, Jeff Perkins, Howie Necowitz, Junior Lisa Shusterman, and Steve Asbell.

Each year, the Performing and Visual Arts Society recognizes the accomplishments of East's seniors by inducting a select few into East's chapter of the national organization PAVAS. Talents ranged from painting to drama to debate. At the induction ceremony, all the nominees were asked to design a mask characteristic of their personal achievements.

The Cherry Hill Board of Education created the "Breakfast with the Board" this year because it felt a need to have good communications with students in the secondary schools. Students who were chosen represent a wide variety of East's student body and share a common goal to better our school community. These students were: (Back row): Junior Lisa Shusterman, Stephanie Pearson; (Front row): Manpreet Dhanjal, Sophomore Neil Relloso, and Jeff Perkins.

A new division of New Jersey scholarships was created this year in order to honor the top scorers and academic achievers from each school. These students are called the Edward J. Blostein Distinguished Scholars. The large numbers of recipients of both awards represent the quality of East's education.

Every year, local corporations award scholarships to students who are among the best in their school science leagues. Our students chosen were (from left to right): Harry Sun, Michael Suralik, Rita Louh, Alan Glazer, and Grace Shih.

This year's Variety Show, held on February 21, had many talented performers. Voted as the audience's choice, the Saturday Night Live group is seen here performing "Raminiski's Bar." The performers are (from left to right): Lee Goldstein, Kevin Kain, and Todd Burt.

Congratulations!
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The top 1% of the class make up the ranking scholars, the individuals who are the academic best of their class. Although these students truly deserve recognition and honor for their outstanding achievements, the following shall contain nothing about their grades, scores, or awards ...

One cannot truly understand RACHEL GARFIELD until one looks past her excellent academic record and looks at the person behind it, from head to toe.

Rachel is often identified by her long curly brown hair which bounces as she walks. Her big brown eyes, always have a sort of questioning look in them as she tries to take in everything that is going on around her. One wouldn't think that such a small, thin frame could handle the strenuous activities which she puts it through such as biking through Europe, hiking, and mountain climbing. Lastly, one can often find Rachel's feet in her favorite summer shoes, Tevas - a cross between flip flops and sandals. They may look a little odd to most people but as Rachel would say "Who cares?". Those feet will surely lead her down a path filled with success and happiness.

CINDY KAM
It begins quietly, subtly. Shyness, hesitancy grasp onto the delicate tones that tickle the air. Seconds pass, marked by the flowing motions of the conductor’s arms. Crescendo and accelerando usher in the transition between exposition and theme, as the disparate instrumental voices melt into a unisonance. Determination replaces vacillation. While the exultant theme chimes dynamically, the mellifluous harmony calmly, surely provides unfailing support. The piece grows more impassioned, for the euphony becomes more inspired and complex. The conductor’s direction no longer suffices; the single voice pursues its own interpretation. The voice soars, above constraints, individualism captured in song, pursuing its own paths, embodying a spectrum of spirit-stirring emotion, until it begins its descent, winding down and settling into a powerful, resolute chord.

End of Movement I: adolescence

GRACE SHIH
Welcome to the painting of my mind. The portrait is divided into irregular fragments put together like a bad jigsaw puzzle. A mass of color is seen swirling in a peaceful maelstrom into the center. The bright yellows and reds weave in and out of their more sombre counterparts, running into the blues, greens, purples, and oranges. The whole chaos of colors bullying each other and serenely in a startling white whose intensity depends on the strength of a colored life. How ever, deep in the core of the white, the colors emerge, almost imperceptible to the eye, - AGAIN.
A Collection of Me-Things

History, Astronomy, sushi, and Astrology, The Grapes of Wrath, all sorts of math, Pool with cues and high-heeled shoes, Purple hat and purple tights, Floating snow flakes and snowball fights, Christmas carols and turtle doves, Phil Collins's "A Groovy Kind of Love," Clarinet and marching band, Writing poems with green pen in hand, Puzzles (500 to 1000 pieces please), Sitting at a picnic, playing with bees, Walking in the rain without an umbrella, Eating ice cream by mixing chocolate and vanilla, Reading The Once and Future King, Driving the car, attempting to sing, In long skirts I often dress, And riding roller coasters is the best. I hope this collection of "me-things" helped out In discovering what I am all about.

RITA "Casalupita" LOUH

I have frequently been informed and have often found that the only way to succeed in any discipline is to pay strict attention to the teacher, take clear notes, and consistently complete assigned homework.

Christianity is the guiding force in my life. Men have always been and will always be equal to women. I have profound respect for the math dept. at East. The students of East are the paradigms of intelligence. Unbeknownst to most, the ideal method of learning is by rote. Always treat others with kindness and respect even if you find them personally distasteful. Do not voice your true opinion if it will offend others.

HARRY H. SUN
These seniors were selected as Semifinalists based on their scores on the PSAT-NMSQT test, which they took as juniors. Students had to score over the selection index cutoff to achieve this standing. This year, the needed index was 204. These students’ scores were in the top one-half of one percent in the state of New Jersey.

Mr. James J. Gallagher, Principal and Mr. James Subin, Director of Guidance pose with the Merit semi-finalists. The 25 Semi-Finalists from East High School, set a new State record with the largest total to ever come out of a New Jersey High School.
Each year, a number of students in the senior class are chosen to be in the Senior Hall of Fame. They are selected based on their character, honors, and contributions to Cherry Hill East. Only 50 of the initially nominated 150 students are picked for this honor by a thirteen-teacher committee.
Hey! I bet you thought that the senior class trip has always been to Florida, right?

Wrong!

This annual recreational retreat was originally a trip to ... Canada! And in February! As you might have guessed, students spent more time putting on extra pairs of socks than they did enjoying themselves.

in the frigid cold. So, in 1982, the compass needle was fortunately turned in the other direction. Students began to fly south, like the birds before them, to the warm welcoming wonderland of Florida. With temperatures and spirits soaring high, they anticipated fun without frostbite.

So they found Mickey and Goofy and Donald. All in Disney World. They all greeted the visitors from East. What a difference to see palm trees instead of maple trees. Our seniors could pack more souvenirs than thermal underwear.

They visited and saw everything. Epcot Center, The Pavilions, Cinderella's Castle, MGM and Space Mountain. The senior class trip has come a long way from its cold, humble beginnings. Hooray!!
1st Runner-up Grace Shih

Shira Taylor

Pauline Chow

Monica Majumdar

THE BEST DAY

34 YOUNG WOMAN OF THE YEAR
America's Junior Miss, now known as Young Woman of the Year, is a nationwide program to recognize, reward and encourage excellence in our young people. Since its inception in 1958, America's Junior Miss, Inc. has become one of the leading scholarship programs in the world. Last year, more than $3 million was offered on local, state and national levels, with approximately $300,000 available in the State of New Jersey.

Young Woman of the Year is not a beauty contest. It honors senior girls for overall qualities of scholarship, talent, fitness, presence and composure expressed in a personal interview.

The State Finals, held each January here in Cherry Hill, brings together outstanding representatives from all 21 counties. Cherry Hill East's coordinator is Miss Joan Bruno.
Erika Ballen adjusts her cap and gown for her senior class portrait.
Also representing East, Rita Leong and Tatzi Smith

Left to Right: Andrew Kamholz, Jason Lee, and Michael Chush

Michelle Berger       Jeffrey Beringer       Eli Berko       Mylere Berkowitz       Nancy Bertles

Marla Besser       David Bick       Danny Billington       Jennifer Blake       Kristina Blakely
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Academic possibilities for high school students are nearly endless. Aside from the hundreds of different classes available in all of the different subjects, there is a multitude of clubs and activities outside school for students to become involved in. One such activity is the Governor’s School. Ranging from programs in the sciences to programs in the arts, these four week assemblies provide all who attend with an experience unlike any other education.

The selection process for all of the programs is the same. Each student must apply within his high school and take an interview. A committee of the high school then nominates the students best suited (a maximum of six for the Arts and two for all other areas). The nominees then must complete an application to the Governor’s School. To be selected for his particular field, a student must demonstrate extraordinary interest and ability through that application. Six of East’s students exhibited those characteristics: Terri Smith and Harry Sun for the environment, Rita Louh for science, and Michael Chueh, Andrew Kamholz, and Jason Lee for the arts.

The Governor’s School for the Environment, held at Stockton State College, provided an intense study of the world’s pollution, energy forms, and culture. The main study programs for the students included energy sources for the future, cultural perspectives on the environment, human ecology, and the ocean. Two more focused courses were a study on inner-city Camden and the development of an ideal city. Aside from the primary instruction, many speakers provided insight on the environment from many different angles. Field trips included a visit to the United Nations, the Museum of Anthropology and Archaeology at the University of Pennsylvania, and even an incinerator at a Buddhist Monastery.

The Governor’s School in the Sciences at Drew University covered both the traditional branches of science as well as some of the newer technologies. The main courses offered were introductory Pascal programming, a biology study in membranes, cosmology, number theory, chemistry and medicine, and physics in the twentieth century. Students also collaborated on team projects which included such topics as psychology, lasers, high speed photography, embryology, development of muscle, the ecosystem, and physics in music. In addition to guest speakers, there were field trips to the AT&T and Bell Labs, the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey, and Exxon laboratories.

The Governor’s School of the Arts at Trenton State College supplied an intense study in several fields of the arts. Courses of study were music, visual arts, theater, creative writing, and dancing. Students devoted between six and nine hours a day practicing or performing their form of art, with an all-day performance each Sunday. In addition, students performed both individual and collaborative projects every Friday Night at a show open to the public. Each field had numerous specialists and performers demonstrate to the students, using performance as a method of teaching. There were also weekly speakers on the subject of the link between art and society.

The Governor’s School experience provided a wealth of information for the students. Aside from the academic education, they learned something about college life, living in a dormitory on campus for a month. However, each person brought something back greater than the sum of the knowledge he had accumulated. As happens every year, every student who attended a program shared his learnings with all of the rest of the students at East, providing a tremendous experience for all.
Karen Stanford and Meredith Field hanging out in the courtyard.

Sang Woo Byun  Song Ho Byun  Suma C.M.  Susan Cahn  Paul Campana

Robin Campbell  Tiffany Campbell  Patrice Cappetta  Marcy Caprario  Lisa Cardone
Daniel Cardonick  Jeanne Cardoso  Marisol Carrion  Christa Catanoso

Julie Changchien  Arti Chawla  Timothy Chen  Vincent Chen  Michael Chenetz

Craig Cherkas  Lellie Cherry  Daryl Chertoff  Julie Chiang  Melissa Chin

Hyung Jun Cho  Daniel Choi  Lois Choi  Robert Choi
After

Keri Schneider, Marni Sclaroff, Maria Wilkins, Jen Allora, Lauren Sookin, Rachel Donner, Alison Podolsky, Dylen Cooper, David Hollander, Kristen Jenson, Rachel Cohen, Jen Goldstein, Miki Schneider, Jen Singer, Johnny Shyu Camera Shy: Daryl Chertcoff, Tommy Lee, Andrew Harris
From left to right: (Back row) Keira Natal, Nicole Nigrelli, Carrie Sendrow. (Front row) Cindy Kam, Seela Munis, Gerri Reid and Laura Busse.
Girls State. It’s an honor to hear six girls win near the end of junior year. Laura Busse, Cindy Kam, Seda Munis, Nicole Nigrelli, Gerri Reid and Carrie Sendrow. You know it’s a fun week-long experiment in government and politics. Okay, so what do the girls actually do? Part of a nationwide program, Girls State brings young women together in each state to learn about government through actual participation. The girls begin as soon as they arrive, holding elections on the very first day! Starting each day with a patriotic opening ceremony, the girls then split into three parties of Nationalists, Federalists, and Freeholders to determine their party platforms.

Sure, politicians need to speak well and have a great smile, but the girls also find that politics requires a sharp mind and a serious attitude towards the issues. Like real candidates, the young ladies debate their two main issues, education and environment, for hours. Beginning with city positions, elections progress to higher and higher offices each day, and with their strong leadership qualities, more than half of East’s six girls have state-level positions by the end of the week.

But the girls discover a great deal more than just the issues. One of the competitions, the Model City contest, encompassed the spirit of the week. With people who had been complete strangers to them only a day or two before, the girls had to cooperate in different activities to win the competition. And whether they won or not, the girls enjoyed the week of comraderie and activity.
While most of us were attending the last day of school, six boys attended the American Legion Jersey Boys’ State program. Spending six days at Rider College in Lawrenceville, delegates Steve Asbell, Manpreet Dhanjal, Jon Glass, Ryan Jander, Jeff Perkins, and Scott Ross obtained hands-on experience of the workings of the American political system.

When the delegates arrived, they were randomly divided into two political parties, Federalists and Nationalists, and into twelve cities. From the beginning, the delegates were thrown into the mainstream of our governmental system. By the end of the first day, the delegates had elected officials ranging from Guide-On bearers to City Party Chairman to Mayor. These officials were to help govern the city and deal with their fictional problems. Next, each county (consisting of two cities) elected its officials. Each county then elected State Representatives and State Senators to deal with actual New Jersey problems. Manpreet Dhanjal was selected as an alternate for the American Legion Boys’ Nation program. The long, arduous week culminated in the election of the highest Boys’ State position, governor.

Even with the rigorous schedule and strict rules, the delegates did have time for fun. Every day had a specific time period set aside for recreation, which the delegates used to participate in sports or prepare speeches for their next race. Practical jokes abounded in each city. The boys walked away from the program with not only an in-depth understanding of the American legislative system but also some lasting friendships and memories.
From left to right: (Back row) Jonathan Glass, Manpreet Dhanjal, Steve Asbell. (Front row) Scott Ross, Ryan Jander, and Jeff Perkins.

Boys State

Thomas Gajdalo  Raymond Gardner  Rachel Garfield  Heather Garnick  Jaylene Gedgard

Pamela Geller  Stephanie Gellis  Kathleen Gerard  Todd Gersh  Lisa Gertsman
Before...
After

Dina Goldman, Andy Lefeve, Susan Bass, Chris Dwyer, Manpreet Dhanjal, Eric Sahns, Arti Chawla, Greg Silver, Jon Glass, Nina Ricci, Rachel Satanoff, Jay Leve Camera Shy: Beth Reuppel, Dennis Turner, Susan Schwab

Arati Gupta
Girls Career Institute

Early last summer 300 high school girls from throughout New Jersey attended the Girls Career Institute to learn about future career choices for women. The four-day program was held at the Douglas College of Rutgers University.

Samantha Levy, who represented East at the convention, felt that the program was educational and fun. Each day included two to three lectures which covered careers in topics ranging from math and the sciences to the FBI to sports like basketball. Samantha discovered the strong ambition in all of the girls who were willing to work hard to succeed. Between learning about careers and building initiative, Samantha also learned about the other girls as she watched the talent displays of anything from piano to judo. Activities like band, chorus, and sports brought all of the girls together. Samantha became especially good friends also with the girls in her dorm as they prepared a short play for “Skit Night” while munching on delivered pizza. But for the mandatory skirts at dinner and the “No Guys” rule which, surprisingly, none of the girls really missed, Samantha felt she had a small taste of college life—and it was great.

Mee Kyune Kim
Nam Kyu Kim
Richard Kim
Suzanne Kim
Meg Kinney

Joella Klinghoffer
Joon Suk Ko
Michael Ko
Irene Kontorousis
Lara Kotlikoff
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Before ...
Daniel Lane  Lori Langlois  D'lynn Larson  Kevin Lausi  Max Lautman

Sofia Lavdas  Josemar Lazaro  David Lean  Elmer Lee  Jason Lee

John Lee

Joseph Lee

After
Matt Dalsey, Rob Nipe, Carolyn Coen, Alison Murray, Karen Ferrell, Jonathan Prebich, Sheryl Van Horne, Tara Owens, Tim Anagnostis, Dena Appelson, Todd Rapposport Camera Shy: Andrew Kamholz, Kevin Lausi, Mila Tarzeghi, Vicki Wakely
GREAT STYLE

S

traight from the
hallways of East
comes the latest
news in fashion. So
who's on top of it all?
Who's completely chic
and totally suave? Why,
everyone is.

The latest rule in fashion
is that there are no rules.
From tight jeans to short
skirts to baggy sweats
and sneakers, the fashion
advice for now is “Be
you. Be individual.” So
then what have the
students at East picked
as their favorites?
Anything and everything.
With the backlash to the
sixties, A-line skirts and
tweed jackets came back.
Students coordinated
these with the colorful
tights and short skirts of
today. Then there are
the typical favorites
which are always in
-jeans and comfy
sweaters.

But why stick to the
norm? There are plenty
of unique pieces floating
around out there: combat
boots, trench coats, green
hats, and floral ties. Mix
and match your favorites
and create your own
style.

You are the last word in
fashion.

Steve Asbell, Matt Heitzer, Erika Ballen,
Bryan Goldstein, and Shawn Ravitz.
Steve MacEvoy and Keren Leonard taking a test just before the end of the marking period.
Jennifer Orodeckis, Donna Simmers, and Jen Probst making that “important” phone call.

James McGorman  Timothy Mead  Manish Mehta  Joshua Meltzer  Kimberly Menke

Adam Miller  Jennifer Mingori  Elisa Mintz  Amanda Morgan  Elizabeth Morgan
After . . .
Sam Aechione, Marniee Nottingham, Lee Rosen, Seema Bardwaj, Dan Morrison, Ross Lambersky, Jamie Voronkov, Tara Connors, Bryan Goldstein, Isabel Eleazer, Lisa Cardone, Oummi Na, Meredith Morally, Melissa Chin, Michelle Snell Camera Shy: Amish Shah, Lois Choi, Nancy Bertles
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“Real” football did this to Ryan Jander and Ounmi Na, Brandee Barton, and Deana Mustica give him some extra support.

Tara Owens       Soo Jin Paik       Gregory Palazzo

Stephen Palladinetti       Michael Parnis       Nehul Patel

Bridget Patrick       Jon Patrick       Christian Patterson       Kathleen Paulate       Edward Pearl

Stephanie Pearson       Nadine Peist       Jeffrey Perkins       Alisa Pierce       Denielle Pisa
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Marc Pisano  Allison Podolsky  Michael Policarpo  Renee Polite  Jennifer Ponden

Stephanie Porter  Eric Portney  Sofia Pouloupolos  Jonathan Prebich  Jennifer Present

Eric Wasserman gives Mandy Morgan a little lift.

Jennifer Probst  Lewis Proffitt  Josiah Puder

Christina Pugliese  Hasan Quadri  David Quinn
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From June 23 to June 27, five East students embarked on a stupendous exploration. True, they only travelled as far as Stockton State College, but that doesn’t minimize their discoveries. Bryan Goldstein, Marc Levenson, Stacy Lichtman, Stephanie Pearson, and Heath Weisberg all set out to locate the “X” that marks leadership. For five days, they searched for the answer to the question: What is a leader? 150 other young people from South Jersey high schools shared this quest with them. To find the answer, they attended seminars and lectures, listened to model leaders in society describe leadership qualities, and took part in discussion sessions. During the rest of the time, our explorers searched out new friends and had a great time playing volleyball, relaxing, and relating. By the end of the week, they all agreed that the “X” that points to leadership is a different X on all of our own value maps — that each person’s conception of a leader differs from another’s. But what they all truly discovered was even more important than that, for they found that by being open-minded, out-going, and true — to themselves and to others — they had made close and lasting friendships. Each of them left the program with fond memories, more knowledge about leadership, and a greater understanding of human relations and of friendship that will accompany them through the rest of their lives.
Before . . .
Kara Schrader  Susan Schwab  Adam Schwartz  Jason Schwartz  Suzanne Schwartz

Marni Sclaroff  Peter Sedlak  Stephen Selverian  Carrie Sendrow  Wendy Serota

Dana Sewell

Amish Shah

*After*

Josh Ratner, Sam Levy, Neelish Kalani, Elana Beck, Shira Taylor, Dave Kurzweil, Lee Goldstein, Heath Weisberg, Jason Sohin, Betsy Ruttenberg, Bonnie Kim, Jennifer Landes, Craig Cherkas. Camera Shy: Manish Mehta, Josh Stein, Mike Alperstein
Karen Auerbach and Jaylene Gedgard smile for the camera.
Talmadge Hugue follows the nasty events of the Clarence Thomas confirmation hearings.
Dana Wachs    Victoria Wakeley    Jennifer Wallner    Emilia Wang    Jennifer Warrington
Eric Wasserman    Alexandra Weinberg    Alison Weinroth    Heath Weisberg    Devon Weiss

Sondra Weiss

Marni Rovner, Jennifer Present, and Joanna Zalkind listening to one of their favorite songs.

Rhonda Wiese
Pam Geller, Shari Umansky and Rachel Cohen take one last look before heading into the future.

Not Pictured
Leigh Amsden
Charles Arcano
Bita Azad
Robert Cannaday
James Carey
William Carey
Stuart Covitz
Stephen McEnvoy
Catherine McNeal
Meredith Morally
Seth Seiden
Troy Seto
Nishant Shah
Gregory Silver
Shawn Thompson
Dennis Turner
Chess champion Lewis Eisen poses with the team's newest trophies, won last May in the National competition.

Brian Kupersmit cautiously moves his Bishop showing how he collected another win for East.

Senior John Lee contemplates his moves with the utmost care, which helped his team take second place.

Star players John Lee and Lewis Eisen have made their school proud by becoming two of the top players in the United States.

Teammates Brian Kupersmit, John Lee and Lewis Eisen proudly display their board control from their triumph at the National High School Championships.

One thousand students, hunched over green and white boards, remained in a hushed silence marred only by the ticking of timers and the slight clicking of pieces. The tension hung heavily in the air, relieved only by the quiet declaration of "mate."

From May 3 to May 5, 1991, Cherry Hill East's Chess Team competed in the National High School Championships. The varsity team consisted of graduates Hong Lee, Jason Rubin, and James Chappel, present seniors Lewis Eisen and John Lee, and junior Ryan Sand. The junior varsity team included Brian Kupersmit, Stephen Turer, Jeff Datto, Erik De Prince, Michael Ko, and Rick Hong.

Spirits were high as the teams competed and proved to be national powers. The varsity team, placed second nationally, and the junior varsity team, placed in the Top 25, returned to Cherry Hill confidently vowing to place first next year.
Will you go to the prom with me?"
These words signalled the beginning of weeks of flurry activity. For the guy, this meant a foray into the daunting rows of tuxedos at the local formal wear boutique. The jackets were fitted, and refitted; the pants were tried on, and a shirt picked out (whew!) and finally the fun began: Being imaginative with the color of the bowtie and the cummerbund. Was he done yet? No. It was then time to order the most beautiful corsage imaginable to adorn his date’s wrist. Next, a quick phone call to the limo service was in order, to ensure that he and his date would be transported in style.

Of course, while he was rushing through all of this, the girl wasn’t sitting idle. What with salon appointments, dress fittings, shoe dyeing, and visits to the florist to pick out the perfect boutonniere, she had her hands, and her schedule, quite full.

Finally, the long awaited moment arrived. Junior year, the night of enchantment was on April 13 at the Phoenix Room of Garden State Park. Senior year, it was held on May 28 at the Cherry Hill Hyatt. As the day turned into twilight, the memories began …

She stepped into the bathroom to add the finishing touches to her makeup and he approached the house. He quickly fixed his hair and hesitantly rang the doorbell. His date opened the door, and they both stood in awe. Each was amazed at how glamorous the other appeared to be.

A few minutes later, the doorbell began to ring again, as friends arrived. All the parents gathered around like bustling news reporters, ready to take group pictures. Lights started to flash in everyone’s faces. Flash! Flash! Flash! Each couple feared that the tedium would never end. Finally, like movie stars trying to escape tabloid photographers, everyone dashed toward their limousines, looking forward to the evening ahead.

When they arrived at the prom, they all posed for yet another picture. Then, they finally began to relax. As they surveyed the scene, everything seemed incredible—the room, the music, and especially the people.

After mingling with friends, people slowly began to move toward the dance floor. From that moment on, the night seemed to go by like a blur. Later, after dancing, eating, walking, and talking, the last dance of the evening arrived. All of the partners approached each other once again as the sentimental slow song was played. For just a little while, time seemed to stand still and everything seemed perfect.

But, of course, the song had to come to an end and the night went on. The couples crowded back into their limousines to embark upon whatever adventures lay ahead. Plans made weeks in advance came together as the couples headed for various destinations, such as restaurants, comedy clubs, or even the shore.

The night of fun and excitement eventually came to a conclusion, but the glittering memories will never lose their lustre.
Adam Schwartz and Jonathan Glass
Ali Goliaszewski and Ray Bannar
Randi Greenberg and Jen Goldstein
Sondra Weiss and Laurie Emdur
Tara Conners and Nicole Mazer
Heather Umlah, Gabriella Howell, Ali Greenberg and Elizabeth Morgan
Sharri Umansky and Debbie Gottlieb
Beth Rueppel and Jon Patrick
Caren Krachman, Johanna Zalkind and Amy Krachman

Sang Na, Jason Lu and Huan Ngo

Allison Murray and Jen Wallner

Karen Farrell, Donna Simmers, Tara Owens and Megan Durkin

Jamie Voronkov, Jen Blake and Nadine Peist

Jen Singer, Steve Selverian and Denielle Pisa

Meg Kinney and Laura Busse

Rachel Berkowitz and Aaron Moskowitz

Pauline Chow and Jon Lowenhar

Joon Ko, Hyung Cho, Mike Kraft, Eric Sahns, Nat Oblena, James Abdullah, Kwangtae Kim, Joe Domingo and Joel Morgan
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Rachel Satanoff, Lee Goldstein and Todd Rappaport

Erika Ballen and Christa Catanoso

Rich Kim and Gina Chung

Rachel Kaber and Sharri Umansky

Ross Lambersky, Craig Wille, Tim Anagnostis, Brian Levine and Rob Nipe

Meredith Field and Jane Osiseck

Michelle Snell, Jane Landes, Lori Langlois and Stacey Baratz

Ryan Jander, Allison Murray and Edward Hill

Mike Parnis, Jeff Diamond, Mike Rosman, Adam Schwartz and Eric Wasserman

Monica Musero and Nicole Gaghan

Lea Marks and Kelli Begun

80 BEST FRIENDS

continues on page 171
Cougar Relay! 3:00pm jelly bean search, mattress carry, frozen bubblegum blow, blindfolded quarterback, two-man potato sack, raw egg pushup, three-legged soccer kick, dizzy izzy, water balloon pop, apple sauce through a stray ... I can't wait!

Cafeteria Decorating 3:00-8:00pm and twister during all lunch periods!

Spirit week starts! Dance and dance contest 7:30 in the East gym (Don't be late!)

Cafeteria Decorating 4:00-7:00pm Theme-Cities!

12 GOOD REASONS FOR SPIRIT WEEK

12. wearing the red and white
11. testing our culinary arts with cake decorating
10. dusting off the school spirit
  9. lunch becomes a cabaret
  8. chance to revert to childhood
  7. causing legal compromising positions with twister

6. inexpensive fun
5. getting cuddly with other students for milk drinking
4. showing off those muscles during tug-of-war
3. cougar relay is a wonderful workout
2. new way to eat your applesauce (relay)
1. proving stamina through all the crazy feats
Hula Hoop Chain! during all lunch periods

Color Day, wear red and white to show your school spirit! PEP RALLY! and the jump rope contest

Tug-of-War! 7:30 at Beck (don't forget to weigh in!)

Cake Decorating, Musical Chairs, and the Penny Race!

12 GOOD REASONS FOR A PEP RALLY

12. it shortens classes
11. gets you psyched for the weekend
10. watching those cheerleaders!
9. pumped bodies in football uniforms
8. jumping rope is so invigorating!
7. good for relieving stress
6. there's a live band!
5. scouting out eligible future boy/girl friends
4. great socialization time
3. cooler than physics class
2. the noise will keep you awake
1. hey, it's free!
Everyone has it around the end of September. Mr. Belchikoff has it. Mr. Gallagher has it. Even the freshmen have it. No, it's not the flu. It’s S-P-I-R-I-T!

And the event that starts this contagion that everybody loves to get is the annual Spirit Week Dance, usually held on a Friday night. Sure, everyone - Freshmen, Sophomores, Juniors, and Seniors - are all jamming together to the latest tunes. But even then, signs of what will soon be an intense competition are already beginning to emerge. Eager, energetic dancers representing each class take the floor to show off their moves. Everyone is psyched for the zany days ahead.

And the excited students find that the week has only just begun. Not a day is wasted as classes race against one another in the relays over the weekend. Included are such amusing relays as piggy-back riding and egg-passing. During the weekend, the students also start to dissolve away the drab cafeteria and build in its place fantastic and faraway places such as Oz and Transylvania. On Monday, the students return to school and the week of crazy, competitive mayhem really begins to roll. And MAYHEM is the word for the lunch periods which feature Twister, Musical Chairs, Hula Hoop Chains, and Milk Drinking. Everyone actually seems to revel in this little reversion to childhood pastimes.

But that's not all! Spirit abounds at all times of the day in these students, who even compete afterschool in the Volleyball Tournament. Even those who don't feel physically fit enough to test their strength against others in the Tug of War eagerly contribute their time by baking and decorating cakes for the Cake Decorating Contest. And although there are more than two dozen cakes from each class, they all disappear in less than fifteen minutes after school ends as the students taste the delicious entries. All of this competition pitting the classes against one another culminates on Friday with students sporting red and white for the Spirit Week finale, the Pep Rally.
As students eagerly wait for the last period to end, they can already hear distant drumrolls and trumpet blasts coming from the gymnasium. Be-ee-p! "All students are now dismissed for the Pep Rally!" No sooner does the announcer finish than students pour out of every door in gleeful anticipation. The throngs of students become one steady stream as they reach G-wing. The band is blaring as everyone scrambles for a seat on the bleachers with their classes. As soon as everyone settles down, the festivities begin. First, the National Merit Semifinalists are honored for their outstanding achievement. Then it is time to cheer on the cheerleaders as they dance and arrange themselves in human pyramids in a spirited routine. And let's not forget the cougar mascot, who walks around trying to get everyone excited for the year ahead. Next come the fall athletics teams. The gymnastics team vaults its way into everyone's hearts with breathtaking displays of their feats. As the teams are introduced one by one, from soccer to field hockey to cross country, the atmosphere grows electric! The jump rope teams are coming out on the floor. One! Two! Three! . . . and so it goes as the class with the most number of jumps takes the prize. But perhaps the real highlight of the pep rally is the announcement of the class that won the week, and this year, it was the class of '82! After three unsuccessful attempts, they finally showed the world that they could pool their effort and proudly display their school spirit for all to see.
1. Nicole Nigrelli sprints to block the defense as Kelly Mumman catches the pass.

2. The senior team huddles to plan the next play.

3. Triumph shines through the faces of Staci Lichtman, Shira Taylor, and Jen Wallner after the senior team victory.

4. Lisa Cosiol, Jen Wallner, Lisa Kim, and Oun Mi Na, sport exuberant smiles, psyched for the kickoff.

5. Marc Ricci uses a sweatshirt to cover a newly-discovered rip in his jeans while Steve Selverian pretends he hasn't noticed.

6. The class of '92 gets rallied for the game with a spirited sign.

7. Muy Ing, Sue Wright, and Michelle Briggs cheer the other juniors on.

8. Mr. Haines watches the girls toughness it out in the rain as he stays dry under his umbrella.

9. Seniors Jay Lu, Kelly Mumman, Allison Podolsky, and Nicole Nigrelli are ecstatic after the win.

pictures by Pam Geller
Touchdown!! Field goal!! The spectators cheered as the girls battled for victory on the gridiron. It was the annual Powder Puff game, pitting junior and senior girls against each other, spiritedly vying for the coveted title.

It had taken long hours of practice to prepare the girls for that day. Their rough and tough male coaches had had to work hard to teach the girls to be aggressive out on the field. With practices for weeks beforehand, excitement ran high when the day of the game finally came.

Juniors Virginia Tucker, Diane Croft, Natalie Levy, and Amy Waddell helped their team put up a good fight as the seniors, led by Christina Blakeley and Nicole Nigrelli, managed to walk off with the title. Maybe their secret was in those unique jerseys. The variety of nicknames displayed on the players' backs ranged from the curious to the zany. But in any case, for the second year in a row, the class of '92 had proved that they had girls who could do their stuff on the football field. And the amazing thing was that all this was done in the rain! The day of the playoff was dreary and wet, but somehow, the girls managed to kick up enough mud, if not dust, to keep the fans interested in every moment from the kickoff to the minute the clock ran out!

And for the juniors, it wasn't a total loss. They gained valuable experience for their year as seniors when they would again fight for the title ... in Powder Puff.

1. The crowd is tense as the juniors are about to hike the ball.
2. The winded players set up for the next down.
3. Ryan Janders coaches the senior girls on to victory.
4. Monica Musero goes deep for a pass.
5. Allison Murray, Betsy Harvey, Alexi Weinberg, Rachel Cohen, and Brandee Barton, a few die-hards, try to keep dry under a blanket.
6. The senior girls, with Susan Bass in the lead, warm up for the game.
7. Juniors Sue Wright and Sue Fox attempt to block seniors Lisa Cosiol and Monica Musero.
8. Theresa Buchborn concentrates intensely on the game.

... What You Get Out Of It
Joe Melchiorre, lead singer for Sly Child pours his heart and soul into a performance that brought them a 2nd place finish.

Kathy Comperatore, female vocalist with the 1.21 Jigawatts, was a popular favorite with the audience.

Mr. David Cole performs a change-of-pace type of music between the battling band acts.

Dave Leibovitz of 1.21 Jigawatts, brings his acoustic guitar to life with a rousing solo performance.

The stage and the audience are never left idle, even while the bands set up. Between the music of the bands is more... music. Mr. Cole entertains with a mixture of softer songs as a calm interlude to the hard rock and roll. Brad Feldman and Alok Mehta do a duet of vocal and guitar and alumni Steve Mathai and Brett Wynn do a vocal arrangement. And for the final pause, while the judges decide upon this year's winner, the winner of last year's Battle, Silhouette, plays to a wildly cheering audience.

And then, it's over. The judges have made their decision. The two runners-up are Legion in third place and Sly Child in second. And finally the winner is announced... Banned in C.H.E. While all may not have agreed with the final verdict, the audience agreed that it isn't important who wins, for with the great music performed this night, with East's talent running rampant, the Battle of the Bands is once again, a huge success.

However, tunes from the top forties and other popular songs are played as well by Banned in C.H.E. and 1.21 Jigawatts. Really, any type of musical sound is okay - as long as it's good. And these bands are good!

But, for the bands, music is not enough. They must concentrate on stage presence and other visual effects as part of the competition. Ted Fallin, Dean Russell and Tom Keiffer of Cinderella (who really did show up), presided as the three deciding Fates. The bands really enjoy their presentations, but they try to build the enthusiasm for the audience as they gyrate across the cable-crossed stage. At one point, Banned in C.H.E. brought the audience to their feet with the song, “You Can Call Me Al”, complete with a miniature brass section. The contagion of excitement spreads and the audience starts to dance - in the aisles, in the pit, in a conga line around the auditorium.

The ultimate music extravaganza at East - it's the Battle of the Bands. The concert is an explosive display of the talent and hard work which students put into the playing of their music. Three of the bands, Legion, Sly Child, and Requiem, vibrate the auditorium with their harder rock.

F rom the moment you walk in, you know that it's going to be great. As the guitarists tune their instruments, the drummers assemble their sets, and the technicians run around checking the amps, this night of music promises to be fantastic. Greeting others, you are eager to find a seat, waiting impatiently for the show to begin - and then it does. Music blasts from the sound system put together by the stage crew as the bands rocks away.
Featured Performers

Sly Child
Sean Gallagher
Brett Kisselbach
Adam Lefkowitz
Dana Lomonoaco
Joe Melchiorre

Legion
Brian Hodges
Jesse Lomonoaco
John Mendoza
Vic Mendoza
Steve Rosenman

Requiem
Don Choi
Ben Rothberg
Elden Santos
Marcel Trudeau

1.21 Jigawatts
Kathy Comperatore
Jeff Glass
Marc Grossman
Dave Leibovitz
Alok Mehta
Dan Steinberg

Banned in C.H.E.
Tim Anagnostis
Todd Burt
Jon Glass
Jon Gunn
Rob Nipe
Jason Sobin
Brett Wynn
Russell Wolff

Special Guest Performers
Brad Feldman &
Alok Mehta
Mr. Mark Steele
Mr. David Cole
Silhouette:
Craig Bizokas,
Tom Colontonio,
Eric Guerra and
Jim McGorman
Former "Mr. East",
Steve Mathai
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Jason Sobin is a real crowd-pleaser with his talent and style.

Brad Feldman provides the accompaniment for Alok Mehta's vocalization of John Mellencamp's, "Jack and Diane."

Sophomore Jeff Glass helps keep the crowd mov- ing with his rockin' drum solo.

Tim Anagnostis, Russell Wolff, Jon Glass and Rob Nipe offer a thrilling performance of rock brass style.

Former East graduates Brett Wynn and Steve Mathai do a special number with Steve's sister, Kristina.

The crowd rocks and spills out into the aisles with the thrilling music of the winning band, Banned in C.H.E.

BATTLE OF THE BANDS 89
1. Louis Prophet escorts Senior Homecoming Representative Gerri Reid.

2. John Glass, one of the Senior Homecoming Representatives, enjoys the company of Gina D'Orazio.

3. Stephanie Pearson, a Senior Homecoming Representative, is happily accompanied by Dean Sharron.

4. Howie Nergowitz, the final Senior Homecoming Representative, snuggles with Kathleen Racelis to keep warm that cold Homecoming morning.
THIS IS NO ORDINARY

FOOTBALL GAME

It's people milling around, flat-bed trucks and floats, convertibles lined up along the track, the smell of buttery popcorn in the crisp autumn air, and clusters of East students and graduates meeting again. Traditionally held on Thanksgiving day, it's Homecoming, the annual football game against our sister school, Cherry Hill West. But what exactly is it that makes it so much more than just a football game?

One look around the stadium, and it's easy to see that this is no ordinary game. The stands are packed on both sides with fans, sporting East's red or West's purple. The marching bands entertain, pre-game and half-time. Floats and convertibles remain on the track until the end of the half-time show, when the Homecoming ceremony begins. The Cougar and the Lion, the Young Woman of the Year, the Homecoming representatives with their escorts, and the floats circle the track. Then the game begins again.

But the half-time processional is not the only thing that distinguishes this game. Homecoming is the traditional time and place for East graduates to meet again, to experience anew the Cougar pride that flows through East. But despite East loyalty, they don their respective college sweatshirts, regardless of the cold. They watch the game anxiously, cheering for East, laughing as they huddle together. And then those of us who have yet to graduate look on, knowing that someday we, too will be among those graduates returning to see old friends again and to fondly recall our years at East, so full of friendship, love and laughter.

HOMECOMING 91
East's skill prevails.

Cougars look tough on the field.

Making a decisive play.

Intense concentration on the game.

Full of spirit!

East is triumphant.
East, 41 West, 28

Going for the touchdown.

The crowd is ecstatic as East makes an amazing tackle.

YES!

T- Chantry Baker, Fresh. Rep. B-
- Cindy Kam, Yng. Wom. of the Yr.

- Bottom- Soph./Sr. Float

Top-Sara Braslow, Jr. Rep. Bot-
- tom- Fresh./Jr. Float
The two maids, Dorine and Flippote, watch as the lovers kiss.

In the infamous "rape scene," Orgon is shocked to see Tartuffe with his wife, Elmire.

As the family watches, Tartuffe is finally reprimanded for his crimes.

Tartuffe the charlatan, feigns embarrassment and asks Dorine to cover her bosom.

The flighty Flippote tries to cheer up the stern Madame Pernelle.

Many plays, from Romeo and Juliet to the Little Shop of Horrors have taken the spotlight of East's, and all have been great. But this show is different from any other Thespian attempt in the past. Moliere's sharp-witted satire, originally written in French, created not only for a different time period, but Tartuffe was conceived for a completely different audience, the decadent and French nobility. It has survived from the seventeenth century, attesting to its worthiness.
The white cast takes out time from their busy rehearsal schedule to pose for a picture.

The red cast practices for their curtain call.

As Orgon is caught between Mariane and Elmire, he is forced to hear the truth.

Tartuffe pleads with the ever-refusing Elmire.

The final confrontation between Orgon and Tartuffe is at last at hand.
SERIOUS FUN!

Swarms of people dash through the halls, hoping to get outside before 4:15. They run to the late buses and mob them, desperately trying to get seats. Why the sudden mad rush of students? Where are they coming from? It's the preparation for the annual F.O.P. Christmas Party for mentally and physically handicapped people.

For several weeks in the fall, students camp out after school at Communications, Cafeteria I, the front hall, and wherever else space is available. They create minor masterpieces of holiday art to deck the walls and tables. Anyone walking by must carefully step around faces of characters such as Mickey Mouse, Snow White, Calvin, and Hobbes. Chairpeople survey the students' efforts, making sure that everything is going smoothly. Students creating decorations work on one of three major areas: Santa Claus Room, Ballroom, and Table Decorations. The fanciful Murals will soon adorn the walls while colorful placemats provide the setting for the delicious food.

The preparations don't end when all of the decorations are ready, however. The dedicated students who have been chosen to attend the party spend most of the night before at the Hyatt Hotel, putting up all the holiday trimmings on which they have worked so hard.

Finally, the big day arrives. It's hard to tell who's more excited, the kids or the students. Everyone loves the party, as anyone can tell from the sounds of laughter, and it's always rewarding to see a little kid smile as he points to his favorite decoration. But that's not the only aspect of the party that lights up the children's faces. Imagine their excitement when they meet their favorite Disney characters in person! Look! There's Mickey, Minnie, and Goofy! But that's not all. Look who's sitting in the Santa Claus Room! Why it's Old Saint Nicholas himself, with plenty of toys for every girl and boy at the party. And while all of this merry-making is going on, special guests entertain the children. The Madrigals and the Belles of East serenade everyone with cheerful holiday tunes while the Mime Company evokes yet more giggles with their amusing performance. The festivities continue for hours.

Even after the tables have been cleared and the children have gone home, the spirit of the holidays lives on in the hearts of those who attended the party as well as the students who made it all come true.

Michael Policarpo, dressed as a Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle, and Lisa Geramman, his assistant, entertain lots of laughing guests.

After a long, hard day working at the FOP/Rotary party, Santa relaxes with his elves.

Two colorful, silly birds warble and twitter to the delight of many admiring children.

Jen Blake, Shari Umansky, Jamie Voronkov, and Rachel Kamer smile exuberantly, although tired after a great day.

96 FOP/ROTARY HOLIDAY PARTY
Left, Jon Lowenhar and Kathleen Racelis spread cheer to an FOP guest. Sometimes it is difficult to overcome the fears of being around people that are different. The FOP/Rotary party helps many get over these fears.

Above, Jeff Perkins, Nadine Peist, and Gina D'Orazio chat with four new friends that they've made while eating lunch.

Steve Byun shows his affectionate side while spending time with two young children at the FOP/Rotary holiday party.

Above, Alisha Rovner and Lisa Shusterman share a drink and some laughs with their pint-size pal.

Stephanie Pearson and Matt Heitzer have lunch and converse with a guest from the Berlin Activity Center, a facility for the mentally impaired.

photographs by Pam Geller

FOP/ROTARY HOLIDAY PARTY 97
The Student Government participants take a break to pose for a picture with Mayor Susan Bass Levin.

Mamreet Dhanjal, student aide to the Mayor, discusses ideas with Cherry Hill Mayor Levin and student Mayor, Joe Taylor.

Jeff Perkins shows his excitement as his proposal is presented to the council.

The Movers And Shakers

January 15, 1992. The day that students took over the town. A day that they will never forget.

Several East students participated in the Cherry Hill Annual Student Government Day. Joined by others from West and Camden Catholic, they worked on an actual town project. Approximately ten students from each school took the places of their real-life counterparts for a day. At the conclusion of the day session, the students conducted a mock town council meeting. The day started promptly at 9 A.M. After the young politicians introduced themselves, Mayor Levin spoke to them about the important role of local government. After the selections for the various positions, each student discussed with their real government personnel the stances they could take on various issues.

The main item on the agenda was a decision dealing with land use. The township of Cherry Hill plans to buy a piece of land in the vicinity of Point of Woods. The parcel of land has been available for several years and has about four acres of prime area. When the land is purchased by Cherry Hill, the council will make the decision as to how to utilize it. This was the issue turned over to the students. A discussion ensued in which the students debated the various uses for the land. Later that night, at the town council meeting, the students presented their arguments to the board of councilmen. The outcome was 7 to 1 in favor of building a playground on the land.

"It was a great experience. We were given a very good opportunity to see how the township government actually works. I used to think that everything was clear-cut, but it takes a lot of thinking, planning, debating and careful consideration," observed Bryan Goldstein, S.G.A. Secretary-Treasurer. The students from East took on a number of jobs including, City Engineer, Director of Public Works, Director of Recreation Ombudsman of the Handicapped, Aide to the Mayor and Council Member at large.

Staci Lichtman spoke for many when she remarked, "It was certainly educational, but at the same time it was a lot of fun and very exciting. We met a lot of people from other schools as well as from our own government. I absolutely had a great time."

S.G.A. Officers Bryan Goldstein and Steve Asbell listen intently to one of the day's major speeches.

Photographs by Rachel Garfield
S.G.A. President, Scott Ross discusses his idea with his counter-part, Cherry Hill Council Vice-President, Dr. Stephen Barbell.

Jeff Perkins, Town Engineer and Bryan Goldstein, Public Works Director, describe their plan to the committee.

One of Cherry Hill’s council members explains a point of information to the group of students.

Keira Natal, Esther Vaturi, Stephanie Pearson, Matt Goldberg and Stacy Lichtman talk shop with Mayor Susan Bass Levin.

Even as Matt Goldberg takes his lunch break, the topic of the day continues to be discussed.

EAST PARTICIPANTS - STUDENT GOVERNMENT DAY

Manpreet Dhanjal, Aide to the Mayor
Scott Ross, Council Vice-President
Keira Natal, Esther Vaturi, Council Members
Matt Goldberg, Township Solicitor
Jeff Perkins, Township Engineer
Steve Asbell, Dir. Community Development
Bryan Goldstein, Public Works Director
Staci Lichtman, Recreation Department
Stephanie Pearson, Ombudsman for Disabled
SHOW BIZ:

Lip Sync Chairpeople: ARI COHEN, JODI VARON
Special Thanks to: Dr. Vivene, Scott Ross, Steve Asbell, Bryan Goldstein, Jeff Perkins, Tricia Rellosa, Neil Rellosa, and East's stage crew.

CHERRY HILL STYLE

Amy Allmendinger and Craig Silverstein perform the "Time Warp" from the classic Rocky Horror Picture Show.

Alex Jankovic and guest performer move to the booming vibrations that filled the auditorium.

Tricia Rellosa and Scott Ross do a number from "Dirty Dancing."

Tapping out the beat on the drum, Stacy Caruso provides the rhythm for the limbo behind her.

Josh Meltzer and Jeff Perkins get ready to prove that clothes do not make the man.

"Day In My Life Without You" is the rendition of Danielle Zucker and Wendy Scanlon.
Lip Sync is one of our most popular events. Nearly a hundred kids put together acts for the show. After selection of the perfect song, they must develop the cool choreography that fits the sensational stage presence. After scrambling to get in a rehearsal or two, they are ready to audition. Improvising most of the routine and just hoping to make it through, the groups wait for the list of accepted acts to be posted. And there it is! Their group's name! They're in!

The big night arrives and after weeks of rehearsals and staging and revisions, the performers are nervous, but psyched and ready. As their name is announced to the cheering audience, they scramble behind the curtained stage making adjustments and taking positions.

It's over! They were great! The audience loved them! The cheering and clapping is their proof. And beyond that, Lip Sync is another contribution from East to our community for the money raised benefits local charities, under the auspices of our Student Government Association.

Shawn Ravitz and Steve Young lead the group with "OPP."

Heather Henry and Jeff Perkins provide a pleasing change-of — pace with their selection.

Rick Grossman leads "GNR" with "Live and Let Die."

David Lean and Todd Burt do "The Cat Walk" as the group lips to "I'm Too Sexy."

John Albright and the quartet do their rendition of the 70's hit, "Staying Alive."

Pumping up the volume, Mike Gilman and group were an audience favorite.
Robert D. Nation, Director, shows the program to the cast prior to a rehearsal.

Heath Weisberg who plays the role of Tevye in the White cast, knows that Stage Manager Nora Rubel is an actor’s best friend.

Lee Rosen, Andy Kaufman, Ryan Wolfson and Lee Goldstein do a run-through of the “Bottle Dance.”

anatomy of a show—

“Fiddler on the Roof”

When the drama department decided to bring the little Russian village of Anatekva to East’s stage, about two hundred people materialized to produce the show. While crew people memorized spots and places, case people memorized lines and rehearsed songs with Mrs. Wilson. Miss Quinlen choreographed dance numbers and Mr. Nation put everyone through their paces. Simultaneously, a miracle of set design was in the works - East’s Anatekva rose on the stage through Mr. Weaver and his miracle workers. And in D-wing, Mr. Yurko and the Pit Orchestra arranged, practiced and perfected the musical score. And finally it comes together as players, technicians, musicians and directors are ready for Opening Night...

Steve Palladinetti and Iva Cimermanovich concentrate on their cue for their dance in the wedding scene.

“Places everyone,” is the command that positions the Red cast for the Wedding scene rehearsal.
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Jennie Winter, Rhian Baker, Suzanne Schwartz, Jen Sturtz, Samantha Levy and Natasha Ross appear surprised as a scene is blocked.

Mike Gofberg and Rhian Baker work out a dance sequence before putting it to music.

In the music room, cast members work out the song lyrics to a difficult, but beautiful show number.

Saumya Bhatnager and Shailaja Raval move gracefully through the routine of the Wedding dance.

Lee Rosen is hoisted up on a chair as demanded by tradition, by Heath Weisberg, Todd Burt and Andy Kaufman for the difficult routine of the wedding scene.

Show candid by Manpreet Dhanjal and Esther Vaturi
Reena Meltzer enjoys her role of scenery painting, a task that makes her one of the "miracle workers." Josh Ratner, another "miracle worker" deftly helps create a little bit of Anatolika.

Members of the Pit Orchestra work hard and long, practicing the show music to perfection. The elementary school actors who appear in East productions, wait off-stage for their cue.

Shelby Adams with the help of Mrs. Nation, start the tedious work of making the authentic Russian period costumes while, Tim Brudy, Brian Weyardt and Lee Forshner build a village house.
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# CAST OF CHARACTERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>WHITE</th>
<th>RED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Heath Weissberg</td>
<td>TEVYE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rachael Satonoff</td>
<td>GOLDE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Berg</td>
<td>TZIEFEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kathy Comperatore</td>
<td>HOPE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laurie Knobler</td>
<td>CHAVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suzanne Schwartz</td>
<td>YENTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>David Hollander</td>
<td>MOTEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Goldstein</td>
<td>PERCHIK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eric Braverman</td>
<td>FYEDKA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Todd Burt</td>
<td>LAZAR WOLF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Anagnostis</td>
<td>MORDCHA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoff Soifer</td>
<td>RABBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natasha Ross</td>
<td>MENDEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alicia Ahrens</td>
<td>GRANDMA TZIEFEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayna Baker</td>
<td>FRUMA-SARAH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Silverstein</td>
<td>THE FIDDLER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antoine Kattar</td>
<td>AVRAHIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Christina Pugliese</td>
<td>NACHAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sharon Markowitz</td>
<td>SHAINDEI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Barr</td>
<td>THE WOMAN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Wislocky</td>
<td>SPRINTZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brittany Sacks</td>
<td>BIELKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jason Lynch</td>
<td>DANCING CHAVA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DANCING FYEDKA</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## SINGING AND DANCING VILLAGERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGING AND DANCING VILLAGERS</th>
<th>FEATURED VILLAGERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amy Allmendinger</td>
<td>Laura Luu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Amster</td>
<td>Ellen Magaziner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhian Baker</td>
<td>Tracy Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen Bikel</td>
<td>Nicole Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Bikel</td>
<td>Jill McMenamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Bronberg</td>
<td>Reena Meltzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Cho</td>
<td>Elizabeth Meuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iva Cimmermanovic</td>
<td>Niraj Pahaljani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal Desai</td>
<td>Miriam Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra DeYonge</td>
<td>Jennifer Radano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tama Dichter</td>
<td>Shalaja Raval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Edelson</td>
<td>Brittany Sacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Elkous</td>
<td>David Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ellis</td>
<td>Sherri Sclaroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenina Estella</td>
<td>Wendy Seltzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Gofberg</td>
<td>Stacy Shapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Helmus</td>
<td>Jared Silverstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Klein</td>
<td>Jill Stebbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Klein</td>
<td>Julia Stolzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Kowalski</td>
<td>Beth Tischler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina Krueger</td>
<td>Kelly To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Kruse</td>
<td>Jennie Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Lambert</td>
<td>Leah Worrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Lowenhah</td>
<td>Ari Yares</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SINGING AND DANCING VILLAGERS</th>
<th>FEATURED VILLAGERS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amy Allmendinger</td>
<td>Laura Luu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melissa Amster</td>
<td>Ellen Magaziner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rhian Baker</td>
<td>Tracy Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jen Bikel</td>
<td>Nicole Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kelly Bikel</td>
<td>Jill McMenamin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marc Bronberg</td>
<td>Reena Meltzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andrew Cho</td>
<td>Elizabeth Meuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iva Cimmermanovic</td>
<td>Niraj Pahaljani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neal Desai</td>
<td>Miriam Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alexandra DeYonge</td>
<td>Jennifer Radano</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tama Dichter</td>
<td>Shalaja Raval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Edelson</td>
<td>Brittany Sacks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karen Elkous</td>
<td>David Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Ellis</td>
<td>Sherri Sclaroff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenina Estella</td>
<td>Wendy Seltzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike Gofberg</td>
<td>Stacy Shapiro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lisa Helmus</td>
<td>Jared Silverstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brad Klein</td>
<td>Jill Stebbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Klein</td>
<td>Julia Stolzer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Kowalski</td>
<td>Beth Tischler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carina Krueger</td>
<td>Kelly To</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Kruse</td>
<td>Jennie Winter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Lambert</td>
<td>Leah Worrell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kate Lowenhah</td>
<td>Ari Yares</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## FEATURED VILLAGERS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FEATURED VILLAGERS</th>
<th>WEDDING</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Megan Cohen</td>
<td>DANCERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sara Cohen</td>
<td>Shelby Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caryn Davis</td>
<td>Dayna Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teddy DePrince</td>
<td>Rhian Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brian Fleming</td>
<td>Saunya Bhatningar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Hornback</td>
<td>Eric Braverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jessica Lautman</td>
<td>Iva Cimmermanovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Lipsius</td>
<td>Mike Gofberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Lutman</td>
<td>Jason Lynch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dana Michael</td>
<td>Nicole Martin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natalie Pierandzio</td>
<td>Steve Palladinni</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephanie Reynolds</td>
<td>Shalaja Raval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adam Rubin</td>
<td>Geoff Soffer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>William Schantz</td>
<td>VILLAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jenna Silverstein</td>
<td>CHILDREN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charles Snyder</td>
<td>John Andrukas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Soffer</td>
<td>Keith Burnstein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deborah Steinberg</td>
<td>Candi Carter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trisha Tucker</td>
<td>Jeff Cohen</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## PIT ORCHESTRA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Players</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VIOLIN</td>
<td>James Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Grace Shih</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peggy Yu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soo Jin Paik</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Melody Lee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Vicky Wakeley</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIOLA</td>
<td>Jen Lew</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kathi Bickel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CELLO</td>
<td>Joanna Chang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Abby Reed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASS</td>
<td>Jennifer Novak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLUTE &amp; PICCOLO</td>
<td>Wendy Huang</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Julie Changchien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBOE &amp; ENGLISH HORN</td>
<td>Harry Sun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLARINET</td>
<td>Erica Plotnick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jem Tien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Scott Grossman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASS CLARINET</td>
<td>Scott Grossman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BASSOON</td>
<td>Lauren Sorokin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mike Sweeney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRUMPET</td>
<td>Russell Wolff</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Changchien</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Steve Lyon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORN</td>
<td>Cindy Kam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## PRODUCTION STAFF

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION STAGE MANAGER</td>
<td>Nora Rubel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAGE MANAGER/COMPANY MANAGER (youth)</td>
<td>R.J. Portella</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPANY MANAGERS (teens)</td>
<td>Lee Rosen, Heath Weisberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASST COMPANY MANAGERS (youth)</td>
<td>David Holander, Todd Rappaport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSISTANT TECHNICAL DIRECTORS</td>
<td>Kevin Kain, Josh Ratner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER CARPENTER</td>
<td>Randy Shusman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSISTANT DESIGNERS</td>
<td>Dana Maslekov, Heather Morrison, Jaime Smith, Shelby Adams</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COSTUME COORDINATOR</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRODUCTION ASSISTANT/PROMOTIONAL MANAGER</td>
<td>Eric Braverman</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER ELECTRICIAN</td>
<td>Devon Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLY MASTER</td>
<td>Kevin Kain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MASTER GRIP</td>
<td>Josh Ratner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUND ENGINEER</td>
<td>Tim Brady</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROPERTIES MANAGER</td>
<td>Scott Rosenblum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOWCASE DESIGNERS</td>
<td>Lee Goldstein, Ryan Nation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REHEARSAL ACCOMPANIST</td>
<td>Evan Weiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOUSE &amp; HOSPITALITY MANAGERS</td>
<td>Pauline Chow, Rita Louh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLERICAL ASSISTANT</td>
<td>Andrew Rosenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSISTANT ELECTRICIANS</td>
<td>Kim Bibernen, Joanna Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARPENTRY</td>
<td>Alison Loeb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andy Logan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Greg Mrozak</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Miriam Post</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andrew Rosenfeld</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kara Schrader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Joanna Schwartz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt Sheby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Devon Weiss</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doug Webel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PAINTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rhian Baker</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Iva Cimeranovic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ana Domas</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rachel Donner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kirsten Johnson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jen Park</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kara Schrader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lauren Schrader</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jill Stebbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Danko Steiner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hana Tuksar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIGHTING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lee Forshner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Andy Logan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Matt Sheby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POSTERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jeff Glazer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lisa Helmus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Laura Luu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sharon Markowitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niraj Pahlaajani</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Corey Ringer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jill Stebbins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ryan Wolfson</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The Student Government Association is responsible for organizing many school activities, including both community projects and entertainment programs. Every fall, SGA kicks off the year with Spirit Week and Homecoming to bring the students back into the swing of things. Following that, the elected representatives start meeting in earnest to plan the big events of the winter, such as the Battle of the Bands, the Lip Sync Contest, and the Variety Show. These events always attract large, enthusiastic crowds. But SGA does more than just entertain the student population. It also performs many small, but greatly appreciated, services for the school community. A multi-colored array of balloons float down the hall, above the smiling faces of birthday girls and boys, thanks to the SGA. The official SGA Publicity Committee paints signs and distributes timely flyers notifying students of upcoming activities. Recently, the SGA has even decided to play matchmaker! With the addition of the Heart-to-Heart Computer Dating Service, students have fun meeting the partners that are supposedly perfect for the. The Student Government Association also extends a helping hand to the community. Through charity drives for donations of food, clothing, and other items, SGA works to aid those in need. In addition, its members organize parties at nursing homes during holidays, bringing smiles to the faces of the residents. As the Senior Class Publicity Manager, Laura Busse, sums it up, "SGA is a great asset to school and community because it's constantly working to get more people involved and to foster school spirit."

Senior Class Officers

President- Jen Marinucci
Vice-President- Howie Necowitz
Secretary/ Treasurer- Shawn Ravitz
Publicity Manager- Laura Busse

President- Scott Ross
Vice-President of Affairs- Steve Asbell
Vice-President of Activities- Tricia Rellosa
Secretary/ Treasurer- Bryan Goldstein
Publicity Manager- Jeff Perkins
Junior Class Officers

President - Lisa Shusterman
Vice President - Gayle Horvitz
Secretary/Treasurer - Vini Malhotra
Publicity Manager - Adam Tarshis

Sophomore Class Officers

President - Neil Rellosa
Vice President - Lindsey Lichtman
Secretary/Treasurer - Jennifer Dwyer
Publicity Manager - Brian Friedman

Freshman Class Officers

President - Gary Ross
Vice President - Dan Perkins
Secretary/Treasurer - Dana Petrone
Publicity Manager - Sid Greenfield
RESPECT FOR DRUGS

Dena Appleson
Justin Ardito
Jeff Diamond
Meredith Field
Heather Garnick
Steven Gottschalk
Joanne Greenhaus
Betsy Harvey
Rachael Kiber
Samantha Levy
Dan Morrison
Keira Natal
Stephanie Pearson
Alisa Pierce
Alison Podolsky
Mike Policarpo
Renee Polite
Jennifer Richman
Carrie Sendrow
Danielle Skye
Lori Stein
Fara Sternchos
Shira Taylor
Jamie Voronkov
Alison Weinroth
Johanna Zalkind

Advisor: Mrs. Melicent Brans

STUDENTS AGAINST DRUNK DRIVING

Marla Besser
Gina D'Orazio
Hope Feldscher
Betsy Harvey
Staci Lichtman
Dan Morrison
Susan Wright
Joanna Zalkind

Advisor: Ms. Lois Gangluff
Ms. Gail Peterson

110 COMMUNITY SERVICE CLUBS
With the many activities offered at East, students hardly ever have a reason to be idle. However, there are people for whom daily life inevitably becomes a humdrum routine that they are almost incapable of changing. These are the elderly residents at nursing homes, who often must see the same faces and wander through the same halls day after day. The Adopt-a-Grandparent program is dedicated to bringing a bit of cheer and excitement into the lives of these residents.

Making two visits weekly to the Meridian Nursing Home, the students give the elderly a new perspective on having fun. Monday is an activity day at Meridian. The residents can anticipate exciting games such as bowling, Wheel of Fortune, Trivia, and Balloon volleyball. Both students and residents join in the fun by participating in such games. Sometimes, students work on arts and crafts with the residents as well. On Fridays, the residents play Bingo with the students and socialize. Club members also help the Meridian employees distribute snacks and escort the residents to and from their rooms.

Each student is encouraged to get acquainted with many of the residents, who enjoy the chance to talk to someone who cares about their lives. After becoming friends with a lot of the residents, the student may choose to adopt one that he has gotten particularly close to. Therefore, the club holds “adoption ceremonies” in which members can formally adopt residents of their choice.

Mr. Craig Burgess, the faculty adviser, coordinates the club’s activities with the help of the student chairpeople. The Adopt-a-Grandparent program shows students that friends can easily bridge generations with a little bit of love.

Jessica Lee
Dayna Levin
Ann Lim
Maria Ling
Jessica Litwin
Stacy Lonker
Kate Lowenhar
Laura Luu
Heather Maisel
Amy Masin
Jill McMenamin
Reena Meltzer
Elizabeth Meuse
Alisha Newman
Henry Oh
Melissa Paul
Nicole Pierson
Renee Polite
Lisa Pullaro
Abby Reed
Floren Robinson
Jordan Rockford
Lisa Rosenberg
Naomi Rosenfeld
Alisha Rovner
Allison Rovner
Eric Salzman
Rebecca Schlanger
Brandy Schneppe
Susan Shaw
Mira Silber
Caroline Sim
Emmeline Sim
Julie Simons
Amy Beth Sitnick
Kelly Smith
Leslie Snyder
Laura Stitt
Renu Syal
Erika Taylor
Lisa Taylor
Alexis Tenenbaum
Elaine Tong
Lidia Tovar
Alison Weinroth
Susan Wright
Aviva Yasgur
Jon Yasgur
Stacy Zubrick
Adviser:
Mr. Craig Burgess
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FRIENDS OF THE ENVIRONMENT

Allison Adleman
Rachel Alban
Ivy Brown
Tessa Buchborn
Jeanne Cardoso
Amy Cutler
Josh Cutler

Michele Donner
Jessica Feinhas
Nicole Gaghas
Alison Grossman
Branko Jakominich
Lara Kotlikoff
Sara Larsen

Emily Lataczewchi
Jessica Lee
Susan Lee
Amy Masin
Beth Mazgajewski
Jason Michaelis
Allison Murry

Dena Mustica
Kinnary Pandya
Nikki Tavakolian
Ester Vaturi
Adviser: Mr. Halpern

INTERACT CLUB

Officers:
Jen Wallne
Terri Smith
Heather Garnick
Jennifer Adler
Marla Besser
Tim Chen
Winston Chow
Tabasum Fakhri
Rachel Garfield
Conant Kuo
Elisa Levine
Florence Lu
Reena Meltzer
Ha Van
Adviser: Mrs. Statmore
One of the school’s newer clubs, Amnesty International continues growing and diversifying with success. With monthly writing sessions and booths set up in the cafeterias on Human Rights Day, the group is now recognized for its efforts to free prisoners of conscience and end torture. Some better known Amnesty activities, like the pizza sales after school every Monday and the annual rock concert in March featuring student bands, are also quickly becoming traditions with the student population. But that is where the similarity with past years ends.

The organization has increased its membership tremendously over its three years in existence, with more students involved this year than in the past two years combined. Through working with chapters in other high schools and in the community, the club has also begun some new traditions. One of these, the Spring Walk for Human Rights around Cooper River Park was created by a coalition of several regional high school chapters in an effort to bring greater awareness of human rights abuses to the South Jersey area. Attending meetings of the Haddonfield adult Amnesty group, East’s students receive seasoned ideas and advice. And in March, the group enjoyed a weekend in Boston while attending the annual National Meeting for Students. Working hard to make protecting human rights a recognized issue in the school and the community Amnesty International gets bigger and better every year.

Ali Adelman
Rachel Alban
Sally Baraka
Rachael Buchman
Kirwan Chawla
Jia-Rui Chong
Karen Elkhous
Jessica Feinhaln
Brian Glass
David Green
Mark Hansen
Miriam Heffels
Paul Hernandez
Bruce Hsu
Branko Jakominich
Muy Jug
Jennifer Kappus
Jennifer Kim
Conant Kuo
Jessica Litwin
Jeannette Louh
Rita Louh
Ellen Lunenfeld
Michael Mansor
Sharon Markowitz
Dana Maslakoff
Joel Morgan
Donna Moshe
Kinnery Pandya
Urvashee Patel
Seema Rathi
Donna Rosenberg
Grace Shih
Amy Sitnik
Mandy Strauss
Alexiz Tenenbaum
Esther Vaturi
Susan Wright
Tom Wright
Aviva Yasgur
Danielle Zucker

*Adviser: Mr. Brian Wolff
Officers-Rita Lou
Dana Maslakoff
Kinnery Pandya
Alexiz Tenenbaum
Susan Wright*
Have you ever wondered what makes the world go 'round? Science teachers may have some answers, but members of World Affairs Club would probably reply that it’s the people who live on the earth that make it so dynamic. From local to domestic to international affairs, hardly anything escapes scrutiny at the club’s meetings.

At least a week before a meeting, the officers confer to choose current topics for discussion and to paint signs in hopes of attracting new members. Catchy slogans are utilized to grab the attention of anyone who passes by.

After school on the day of the meeting, people grab a bite to eat and then converge upon FO77, ready to express their views. Seated on desks, on the floor, or wherever else there’s space in the bright yellow room, club members engage in a lively discussion on diverse issues. The officers slate one or two topics for each meeting and introduce them briefly, but from then on, it’s a free-for-all. All are welcome and everyone is encouraged to put in his own two-cents’ worth on the topic, be it Florio’s new education policy or the civil war in Yugoslavia. The debate often gets hot – facts are uncovered, opinions are aired, and spar. At 3:45, when a vote is taken on the issue at hand. After closing comments, members disperse, still hyped over the many-faceted issues.

Is there a winner in all of this sparring? Only in what the students have learned about their fellow students ... and the world.
"I f you don't agree, I'll launch a nuclear strike!"
"I think you're bluffing!"
"Well, just try me!"

Comments such as these are not only heard in world courts, but also in the annual Model United Nations at Cherry Hill East. This year, on April 29, 1992, the Lecture Halls of East, the Principal's Conference Room, and the Library were all transformed to assembly rooms where student delegates held the fate of the world in their hands. Originally, the Model United Nations was created to allow students in South Jersey to participate in a Philadelphia World Affairs Council event. Now, after ten wonderful years, the Model United Nations has become one of East's long-standing traditions.

For the past ten years, issues ranged from the Palestine Liberation Organization taking over the Occupied Territories to the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics allowing the breakup of their nation.

This year, the day began with a general assembly in the East auditorium. Other delegates arrived from area schools as the Secretary General of the Model U.N. called the meeting to order. After the roll call, students separated into their respective committees.

Each committee discussed pressing issues concerning human rights, the arm race and world hunger. A special select committee on Eastern Europe and the Former Union of Soviet Socialist Republics addressed concerns in that region of the world.

Throughout the day the delegates held heated discussions, arguments, and debates. However, these exciting disputes came from more than just a group of informed, interested students. The day was a reflection of weeks of preparation: researching the culture, people, and history of all the countries.

At the end of the day, everyone returned to the auditorium for the final assembly. There the committee chairpeople and their rapporteurs announced the results of voting. As the Secretary General closed the meeting, the delegates resumed their high school identities. From this simulation, they learned how to become more than just informed citizens but active leaders of tomorrow's world.

TENTH YEAR ANNIVERSARY
"Order in the court!"

This is no actual courtroom battle, but a ... Mock Trial. It is a national program in which students prepare a case and present it a trial. Teams from schools compete on the county, state, and national levels. The program was started ten years ago and has quickly caught on in many parts of the country, now involving thirty-five states. Each year, the State Bar picks the topic of the trial and then makes up the characters. Some cases in past years have dealt with: child custody, freedom of the press, AIDS discrimination, sexual harassment, and murder. This year's topic is about a senior in high school who is nearly illiterate and has trouble functioning in standard society.

The Mock Trial program came to East in 1983 with Mrs. Jepson, a Social Studies teacher, acting as a head. Since then, leadership of the program has moved into the hands of Mr. Hillman, also in the Social Studies department, and Mr. Shipley and Mr. DeMichele, both lawyers.

Mock Trial is for students who are interested in learning about how the legal system works and how a courtroom trial is developed and executed. To be in Mock Trial, a person must either take a test (if the person wants to be a lawyer) or have an interview with the advisers.

There are two teams, defense and prosecution, this year totalling ten people. There are also junior spots for people who are training to be on a competitive team. Students involved in Mock Trial meet several times a week, with more practice time as the actual trial draws near. The teams receive both group and individual training and must prepare for both sides of the case.

County level competition starts in early February and the Nationals are held in early May. In the past, East has been the state champion in the 1988-89 and 1989-90 school years. The Mock Trial program does not stress winning, but emphasizes learning about the American judicial system and the workings of a trial.

Lawyers
Joe Cho
Joanne Greenhaus
Mike Lustbader
Betsy Ruttenberg

Witnesses
Jen Adler
Bryan Goldstein
Jen Kleer
Sandra Lee
Tom Lee
Greg Weintraub

Alternates
Abbey Reid
Richard Shum
Dan Utain
Prati Vardhana

Adviser: Mr. Ronald Hillman
In 1988, the Varsity Debate Team continued Cherry Hill East's fine tradition of excellence by winning the South Jersey Debate League Championship for the second year in a row. In fact, under the guidance of Robert D. Nation, the East Debate Team has won the SJDLL championship twelve times in the past twenty-one years. In the following three years, the Varsity Debate Team struggled to maintain the standards that previous East debaters had set. The team won the Southern Division Title three times. Yet, three times they lost the South Jersey Debate League Championship.

So it was no surprise that this year's Varsity Team was hungry for victory. But, the Debate Team faced an uphill battle. Out of the eight varsity debaters, only four were on the team the previous year and none had debated at the Varsity level. In fact, Mr. Nation and the returning debaters largely viewed this season as a reconstructive year. However, the Debate Team was able to make up for this lack of experience through a combination of Mr. Nation's superb instruction in the fundamentals of debate and the team members' hard work and natural talent.

This year's Resolved Topic was: That the Federal Government Should Significantly Increase Social Services to Homeless Individuals in the United States. This year's Affirmative Team of Co-Captain Sagarnil Nag and Michael Suralk proposed that the Federal Government issue $4500 worth of medical credit to every homeless citizen. In their proposal, they hired 25,000 social workers and created a Federal Agency to administer these funds that would be generated by a three percent tax on foreign imports. During the regular season, the Affirmative Team had a 5-2 record.

This year's Negative Team of Co-Captain Manpreet S. Dhanjal and Adam Goldworm defeated "ambiguous, esoteric, nebulous" proposals ranging from low-income housing, increased medical care, and availability of postal mailboxes to receive services. During the regular season, the Negative Team compiled a 6-1 record.

The Debate Team's combined 11-3 record earned them the Southern Division title and the opportunity to debate the winners of the Northern Division in the South Jersey Debate League Championship. This year, there was a two-way tie in the Northern Division so, East faced Lenape High School and Moorestown High School in the Championship. East's Affirmative Team confronted Lenape's Negative Team, while East's Negative Team challenged Moorestown's Affirmative Team. Because East could lose in a tie breaker, both of East's teams had to win outright in order to win the Championship. In two of the finest debates of the year, both of East's teams soundly defeated the opposition by unanimous decisions. At the end of the seasons, Co-Captain Manpreet S. Dhanjal was awarded the Best Speaker Award. The team was given the South Jersey Southern Division Trophy and the SJDLL Trophy. Thus, despite seemingly insurmountable odds, Cherry Hill East's 1991-1992 Varsity Debate Team staged one of the best seasons ever, continuing the fine tradition at East.
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The word is yes,” chuckles advisor Tony Sipp at the monthly newspaper meeting as the eager writers crowd around the flat, green drafting tables in F-087. “If you’re asked to write a story, that’s the word we’d like to hear!”

The advice is heard often, as the editors try to out-shout one another to attract the staff of writers to their sections.

“Come on, you know you’ve always wanted to write a feature story … How about taking two?” asks one editor of a sophomore writer. From News to Student Life to World Issues to Sports, writers scramble over assignment sheets for a half-hour, trying to get the good stories. By about 3:15, the hubbub has died down, and only a few editors remain, hawking their last two or three stories to an almost empty room.

The next morning, those last assignments are given out, and the real fun begins - writing the stories. The first task of writers is usually to decipher the harried editors’ handwriting on the assignment sheets. Once they have successfully accomplished this, they begin to stroll the hallways, hunting for the elusive interview contacts listed as possible sources of information.

Around two days before the deadline, the source and the writer cross tracks. An appointment is set up, and the interview takes place. Now, the writers must put their notes and quotes together in order to produce a coherent and interesting article.

“Oops! Almost forgot the heading! Slug, Byline, Number of lines, a third of the page skipped, More, Add 1, 30 . . .” Slug?? The uninitiated shake their heads sadly as their literary friends seem to be losing their sanity. Not to worry - they are merely lapsing into legitimate journalistic jargon.

No sooner has the story been finished than the feared DEADLINE arrives. That morning, a horde of aspiring journalists appears in the hall. Like a magnet, the remote region of F-wing attracts a stream of writers submitting copy. They stagger in with fifty pounds of books and triumphantly extract two copies of each story from underneath their chemistry notes.

Section editors then sort the articles and begin the job of making raw text into a newspaper. They proofread, truncate, and of course, edit. Perhaps the most important rule is: no paragraphs more than thirty to forty words long!

(In case you were wondering, the above paragraph just barely made it.)

After they are read, the stories are sent to the publisher to be printed out in long columns of text, called galleys.

“Galleys are back!” The news spreads to all the section editors in a matter of seconds. In boxes, cardboard tubes, or just bare hands, the editors tote them to and from school for the next couple of days.

“How many inches is the little mark in between ⅛” and ¼”? Every editor knows the answer to that one by heart: 3/16”. It’s the magic number of newspaperdom - three-sixteenths must come between headline and story, photo and cutline, etc., and everyone learns it in no time.

Balancing rectangles of text and art, editors draw and redraw rough pencil dummies until they are weary of making vertical and horizontal wavy lines to represent text and headlines. Soon, it’s time to transfer the preliminary lines on to big white boards. The editors cut the last few paragraphs of stories to make them fit into the design. The pieces fit like a jigsaw puzzle, with spaces left for art and photographs.

“Oh, no! The copy isn’t long enough to fit the hole!” The solution lies in liftout quotes, subheads, or dingbats (little symbols) - anything to take up space. Once the editors have placed the text where they want it, they have to write headlines, come up with cutlines to describe photographs, and position the photo credits. The list of things to do seems endless - photographs must be proportioned and cropped, art must be sized, headline styles must be chosen, correction sheets completed. And woe to the editor who forgets the dollar bill test - no block of unbroken gray text can be longer than the dollar bill!

Finally, after about a week of frenzied layout activity to make the boards ready, the page prototypes are sent off to the publisher. As the long wait begins, editors begin experiencing strange visions of improperly laid out pages. Was a headline missing on page 4? . . . Whatever happened to the photo that was supposed to go with page 14 . . .

Fortunately, there’s not much time to brood over such items, because within a few weeks, the cart comes rolling down the hallway with the stack of newspapers piled high. Escorted by ecstatic editors, the cart of newspapers is taken to the teachers’ mailboxes in C-wing for distribution.

The next morning, every homeroom is abuzz with the latest news of East - compliments of the latest edition of Eastside.

Students and teachers are not the only ones to rave, however. Eastside has won awards from: The International Quill and Scroll Society, the American Scholastic Press Association, the New Jersey Press Women’s Association, and the Garden State Scholastic Press Association. Last year, Eastside bagged the rolling trophy at the Temple University Press Tournament.
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Tell me, O muse, of the great and wonderful dragon called Demogorgon...of its coveted treasure chest of words - words that capture the spirit of the school known as East. How difficult it is to put on paper even the most familiar emotions; yet, behold the members of the club, who have succeeded in expressing themselves in lyrical poetry and flowing prose! They have bound their feelings in a book for all to see and cherish!

They not only penned their thoughts but also gathered them up into packet form. Such collections were then placed before the group, at each Wednesday weekly meeting, in yonder hall, to be reviewed by a full and thorough process. Some of the works were accepted by all for publication in the great dragon book. Others were perhaps selected for the dragon’s sister, Vignettes. O, that hall did hear such discussions of literature as never before!

"By this date," proclaimed the town crier, "all submissions must be received!" And they were received, and lo! in the space of a few months, the great Demogorgon rose as it did every year, replete with illustration, photography, and veritable gems of student literature. Due thanks must be given, let it be said, to the dedication of the editors, the staff, and adviser.

The word spread like seeds in a gale wind - Demogorgon was here! Wherever a patron of literature could be found, copies of the book were made available. No common dragon was this - it had won awards for its design and content for years. Of course, the dragon would sleep the summer through...but come September, it would stir - and breathe its great fire yet again!
Bonjour! Buenos dias! Guten Morgen! In languages ranging from Chinese to Hebrew, Punjabi to Polish, the Foreign Language Literary Society’s Passport magazine takes its readers on a linguistic flight around the world. From its beginnings as a black-and-white, photocopied packet of poems and articles two years ago, the magazine has grown into a colorful showcase for writers and artists of various cultures.

Putting the magazine together is no simple task. From September through January, club members go on a massive campaign to ferret out the literary talents of East. Trying to represent as many languages as possible, they approach students before and after school, during lunch, and during foreign language classes to solicit a wide variety of work. The next major hurdle is finding bilingual "experts" to proofread the material and check the translations. Around the end of January, staff members meet to come with a suitable theme and rough out the general plan of the book. Last year, Passport displayed stamps from different countries throughout the book as a unifying element. After these basics are dealt with, deadlines loom. In one month, layout, artwork, and cover design must be completed and reviewed. Finally, the pages are sent to the publisher and the club waits with bated breath ...

... Until it arrives! The much-anticipated magazine is then ready to savor and sell to the school and community. A pleasant surprise came with last year’s magazine - Passport won a First Place award from the American Scholastic Press.

But wait - there’s more! In addition to its literary activities, the society hosts an annual party for foreign exchange students at East. After warming up the atmosphere with some good food, the staff and the exchange students hold a lively, informal discussion about what it’s like to live in a different country. East students find out what their foreign counterparts do for recreation and how the school systems vary from one place to another. The exchange students, in turn, get some insider knowledge about the Cherry Hill scene and are encouraged to express their feelings about their experiences in their own languages for the magazine.

Thanks to F.L.L.S., globetrotting is now as easy as picking up a Passport!
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124 CULTURE CLUBS
The person who was supposed to write this caption is the President of the club so it was never submitted. This group missed every picture call. They plan to submit their membership list on the last day of school.
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE CLUBS
While East offers second-level courses in Biology, Chemistry, and Physics, many students, especially those seeking careers in the sciences, desire a more thorough education. Those individuals can have their thirsts quenched by the Science Leagues of New Jersey.

In order to qualify for these teams, students must show both an aptitude for the subject by taking a qualifying test and a genuine interest in science.

Each of the leagues consists of high school teams of four people. There are several statewide meets each year where each student individually takes a timed, multiple choice test. After all competition is over, the school receive state rankings for the year.

Advisers:  
Mr. Stanley Krantz  
Mr. Anthony Robino

East's Chemistry Team, which has taken part in the competition since the conception of the New Jersey Science League in the early 1980's, has been extremely successful. Between the Chem I and Chem II teams, a dozen state championships have been captured. Neither team has ever finished out of the top ten and both have usually been in the top three.

The Physics Team has enjoyed similar success. Also competing since the beginning of the League, the Physics I and Physics II groups have rarely placed below the top three.

The Biology Team, which covers the most material of the three, has performed extraordinarily. Their teams, like the others, continually place near or at the top of the state.
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Fleur Frasella
Rachel Garfield
Pamela Geller
Jessica Gross

Nikki Hirsch
Jen Kappis
Steve Levine
Lea Marks
Dana Maslekov
Cindy O'Neil
Joe O'Neil
Kinnary Pandya

Anne Paparella
Stefanie Porter
Nikki Tavakolian
Dana Wachs

Adviser: Mrs. Melicent Brahms
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James Abdullah
Sue Bass
Julia Brown
Laura Busse
Karin Butter
Paul Campana
Robin Campbell
Lisa Cardone

Mike Chenetz
Hyung Cho
Lauri Emdur
Damion Harrow
John Lowenhar
Marc Mazzolla
Eric Michaels
Allison Murray

Shailaja Raval
Marc Ricci
Nina Ricci
Grace Shih
Sondra Weiss
Johanna Zalkind

Queenie Aquino
Kathleen Bolton
Michelle Briggs
Lisa Bronstein
Ali Greenberg
Bilail Huff
Kirsten Johnson
Jennifer McCord
Nate Oblena
Danielle Pisa
Ben Puder
Donna Rosenberg
Jeremy Shorr
Orchesis rehearses. Mary Beth Quinlan choreographs a new dance for Karen Kaplan, Beth Ruschmeier and Ady Lamhot. photo by Fleur Frascella

John Lee helps publicize the next World Affairs Club meeting.

Candids

Christina Blakely, Lisa Kim, Rahul Khurana, David Schwartz, and Matt Goldberg demonstrate Amnesty International’s success in raising money through pizza sales.

Kristin Holt and Kathleen Paulate collaborate on yearbook business.
President:  
Elaine Cruz

Vice-President:  
Eric Salzman

Sports:  
Mike Furman
Matt Lesher

Cameramen:  
Tim Brady
Tracey Denton

Adviser:  
Miss Peggy Beck

Michael Raskies
Saumya Bhatnagar
Tim Brady

Stacy Caruso
Pauline Chow
Elaine Cruz
Andrew DeChristopher
Tracey Denton
Apurva Dixit
David Drachman
Jennifer Feldscher
Wesley Fine
Michael Furman
Natasha Grzymski
Aarti Gupta
Nikki Hirsch
Mike Krayvitz
Matt Lesher
Adam Litwin

Kate Lowenhar
Jason Lynch
Jeff Pollak
Christina Pugliese
Abby Reed
Corey Ringer
Scott Rosenblum
Neva Salzman
Randy Saperstone
Mira Silbert
Geoff Soffer
Ron Spitz
Jennifer Steinberg
Lisa Taylor
Evan Weiner

Mike Baskies
Tara Belafsky
Saumya Bhatnagar
Frank Bianco
Tim Brady
Pauline Chon
Rachel Cohen
Elaine Cruz
Tracy Denton
Manpreet Dhanjal

Beth Greenberg
Natasha Grzymski
Cindy Kam
Andy Kauffman
Ross Lambersky
Matt Lesher
Adam Litwin
Rita Louh
Jason Lynch
Jeff Pollak

Christina Pugliese
Natasha Ross
Eric Salzman
Randy Saperstone
Graie Shim
Ryan Silverman
Jen Sonstein
Ron Spitz
Dennis Stein
Dana Wachs

Victoria Wakely
Mimi Wang

Adviser: Mrs. Kathleen Carpenter
VIDEO CREW

Saumya Bhatnagar
Tim Brady
Tracey Denton
Dina Goldman

Brian Klimek
Matt Leshner
Corey Ringer
Barry Schwartz

Rhonda Wiese

Adviser: Miss Peggy Beck

DRAMA AIDES

Debbie Gottlieb
Ryan Nation

Adviser: Mr. Robert Nation

136 VIDEO AND VISUAL AIDES
They are the forgotten ones, the people behind the curtain. They play a major part in all of the East productions, yet we do not see their faces. The back stage technicians make it possible to have all of the events that take place on the stage.

The greatest task that the stage crew technicians have is working on the main-stage plays, which are performed twice a year. They are responsible for building the set from scratch, creating just the right amount of lighting, and making believable special effects. The work can be difficult and the hours long, but for them it is worth the effort.

The people involved in stage crew always manage to have a good time. The mood is usually not too serious, so the work they do is made more enjoyable. Also, there is a unique bond between everyone who works backstage, and close friendships are often formed.

When each play finally opens, they get the chance to see the results of their efforts. It is very rewarding to see at last how their work has turned out. When the show is over, the "strike" the set, and begin to work on their next assignment. The work of a techie is never done!

Terms of the Trade

Art Paint
Backdrop
Border
Brushes
Castors
Circular Saw
Cyke
Donuts
Dry Brush
Dutching
Elephant Walk
Extension Cables
Fernels
Flats
Flying In or Out
Frames
Freshman Box
Gels
Gobos
Jigsaw
Likos
Patch
Pin-rail
Pros
Sizing
Sponging
Strip Lights
2-fer
Traveler

Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver
President - Andy Kauffman
Vice-President of Activities - Heath Weisberg
Vice-President of Newsletter - Eric Braverman
Secretary/ Treasurer - Lee Rosen
Tech Liaison - Nora Rubel

Historian - Shelby Adams
Music Liaison - David Hollander
Courtney Ames
Kathy Comperatore
Rebecca Fried
Alan Glazer
Lee Goldstein

Debbie Gottlieb
Brian Levine
Jason Lynch
Christina Pugliese
Todd Rappaport
Rachel Sattanoff
Chris Wilkins
Craig Wille

Adviser: Robert D. Nation

Dayna Baker
Iva Cimermanovic
Ana Domas
Stephanie Gellis
Aarti Gupta
Erica Lambert
Ady Lamhot
Mary Martin
Iva Orlic
Shailaja Raval
Beth Ruschmeier
Beth Tischler
Jeanie Wiesner

Adviser: Mary Beth Quinlan
The Mime Company of Cherry Hill East was established fourteen years ago, and the tradition of quality entertainment continues today. Relatively small when it was formed, the club has now developed into a fifteen member company well-known for its achievements.

Mime is a two thousand year old non-verbal art form that narrates stories using hand and body motions. East’s company is patterned after a technique called *commedia dell’arte*, which is a recurring cast of characters that appear in many different stories. Because the students write their own stories, the half-hour show changes every year, even though old favorites are often redone. The tales portray a range of skits including situations of two men and their dogs or a your child chewing bubble gum. Through participating in the Mime Company, the students not only broaden their learning experience but also enrich themselves by learning a fun, imaginative way of expressing their emotions. Comedy is vital to the Mime Company because it plays a great role in the success and enjoyment they have.

In order to join the Mime Company, the students must go through auditions. They first study the art of mime, then create and direct short tales, and finally perform their acts in front of the community. This year’s schedule included shows at the FOP party, Silver Court Nursing Home, Girl Scout troop meetings, and TGIF Night at East. In the past, they have also performed at homeless shelters, day care centers, Christmas parties, and the openings of new stores at malls. The group meets afterschool on Wednesdays year-round and has become a favorite among the students of East.

Shelby Adams
Naomi Blum
Pauline Chow
Joanna Grey
Jeff Glazer
Arati Gupta
Kristen Holt
Antoine Kattar
Pierre Kattar
Jennifer Lipsus
Ross Lambersky
Nicole Martino
R.J. Portella
Christina Pugliese
Corey Ringer
Jen Sturtz
Charlotte Zilm

*Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver*
What do you do if you have to put on a show, but the audience tells you what to do instead of a script? Why make it up as you go along, of course! This is exactly what a group of seventeen East students do all the time. The Improvisation Club, started last year by Joel Weiner and Todd Burt, is a zany organization dedicated to whatever is on the members’ heads at the moment. The club performs with no prior rehearsals and no scripts. All of the dialogue is spur-of-the-moment; whatever pops into their heads comes out, often making for some highly amusing entertainment.

The club meets on Wednesdays to practice the craft by way of “improvisational games.” One such game is “Freeze and Justify.” Here, actors in the middle of dialogue are told to freeze. At this point, other actors must switch into the previous actors’ positions, change the situation, and justify their new interpretations. Another technique used by the club is “Video Dubbing.” Members must supply impromptu dialogue for a movie which is played with the sound turned off. Such games help to improve the actors’ presence of mind and ability to think on their feet.

The Improvisation Club performs at East during T.G.I.F. nights, P.A.V.A.S., and other events. Such performances are always true to the spirit of the club - the action is fresh and unrehearsed, the words are original, and no one ever knows what will be said next - probably not even the actor who will say it!

IMPROVISATION CLUB

Tim Anagnostis
Steve Asbell
Rhian Baker
Todd Burt
Lee Goldstein
Debbie Gottlieb
Joanna Grey
Kevin Kain
Sarah Kehoe
Ross Lambersky
Brian Levine
Nicole Martino
Heather Morrison
Rob Nipe
Jeff Perkins
Todd Rappaport
Josh Ratner
Marni Sclaroff
Charlotte Zilm

Adviser: Mr. Thomas Weaver
Courtney Ames
Eileen Caballo
Candace Erlon
Jeff Kauffman
Debra Kruse
Ryan Jander
Chris Morone

Ellen Nees
Peter Nees
Shailaja Raval
Craig Wille

Adviser: Ms. Fran Lutner

Anthony Aquilino
Robert Atkins
Michael Bucciarelli
George Chewkanes
Scott Cuneo
Michael Davin
Malissa Dipaolo
Kimberly Dobbs
Christopher Dobinson

Christina Fleming
Victoria Gaston
Benjamin Goodman
Rajeev Gowda
Seeta Gowda
Monica Herrer
Talmadge Hugel
Brian Klimek
Michael Kraft

Andrew Niemczak
Nathaniel Oblena
Chanel Peterson
Douglas Peirce
Kevin Price
Joseph Rita
Bilse Schopfer
Jeannie Siobal
Teneacia Smith

Joseph Steelman
Jennifer Urban
Chandra Wiese

Adviser: Lt. Col. Jere A. Gainer
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Tina Addiego
Michael Agranoff
Michael Aimis
Lauren Ammerman
Maria Benitez
Christopher Bilicki
Craig Bizokas
Stephen Bollers
Erica Buzzeta
Christopher Cerqua
Jennifer Chun
Dave Cohen
Stuart Covitz
Erika Dean
Gina Di Filippi
Richard Di Lauro
Justin Dorfman
Jenniene Fareri
Cheryl Faunce
Pamela Feinberg
Melanie Feloa
Nicholas Fifis
Kelly Fine
Thomas Fleming
Kimberly Formica
Jamie Francesconi
Frederick Friedman
Adam L. Frost
Thomas Gajdalo
Michael Gelman
Todd J. Gersh
Helen Glazier
Fran Goliaweski
Paul Gorgadian
Randi Greenberg
Shila Harari
Reagan Hardwick
Asaf Herskovitz
Marc Iacona
Alexa Jankovic
Colleen Kelly
Maureen Keogh
David Kim
Kee Young Kim
Daniel M. Lane
D'Lynn Larson
Kevin Lausi
Meghan Lempa
Keren Leonard
Michael Litz
Deanine Mancini
Casey Marnell
Nicoe Mazer
Matthew McCord
John McDonald
James McGorman
Kelly McKee
Timothy Mead
Sharon Megas
Aaron Meldofsky
Kimberly Menke
Jennifer Mingori
Meredith Morally
Jane Osisek
Adriene Pasmanick
Chris Patterson
Edward Pearle
Jennifer Ponden
Jennifer Present
Josiah Puder
Dennis Reilly
Kevin Rorke
Howard J. Risen
Andrea Rothchild
Marni Rovner
Theresa D. Sapp
Stacy Schemerling
Miki Schneider
Randy Schwartz
Troy Seto
Ryan Shane
Gregory Silver
Keith Stern
Steven Sumerson
Sarah Swanson
George Thomson
Isaac Tillman
Daniel Velez
Jim Ventimiglia
Maria Wilkins
Matthew Wolfgang

Advisers:
Mr. Anthony Fiocco
Mr. Charles Martine
Marketing Education is an instructional program designed to prepare students for marketing careers. It trains students for entry-level, mid-management or management, or entrepreneurial positions. Instruction is practical, interesting, and challenging. In addition, it provides valuable training and offers practical experience with compensation. Under the cooperative method, the student combines classroom instruction with on-the-job training in a career of his or her choice.

If the students in the various Marketing Education classes want to participate in a fun competition which will test the skills they have learned, they can participate in the Distributive Education Clubs of America, better known as DECA. The annual contest begins with a week of tests and interviews. The written test on the first day is like any other examination but for its subject, which may be on such areas as management, fashion and design, and marketing and sales. The next day students must enact two real-life situation which may occur in the test area of their choice. These situations can include anything from an executive’s discussion with his client to a model’s walk down a runway and her subsequent discussion of her ensemble - creating the well-known DECA Fashion Show. Then it’s time to await the decisions of the judges, who will evaluate the students’ performances and finally select the top five winners. These students must then study and practice their speaking skills for the state competition. The top two winners there become contestants for the final national competition held in California.

More than just a class and more than just a job, Marketing Education and DECA give students the change to learn and apply actual business skills and techniques. Not only is it a valuable program because it gives practical experience, but it’s also great, as Paul Gorgodian finds, because it “covers every area of the marketing world.”

Chris Beringer
Adam Bookbinder
Chris Calzaretta
Victor Chen
Seth Cohen
Austin Flinn
Joelle Friend
Rachel Garfield
Dustin Grimm
Chris Ho
John Ho
Jay Kutz
Nick Laudas
Michael Maggio
Aaron Meldofsky
Paul Mellili
Brett Schulman
Jennifer Sonstein
Mike Sust
Adam Taylor
Shira Taylor
Patrick Thomas
Matthew Thomson
Jen Tien
Stuart Zucker

Adviser:
Mr. John Hansell
GOTCHA!

The average school day lasts from 8 A.M. to 2:30 P.M. In that time period, students enjoy a variety of things. The many sides of our student body have been captured in the following candids.

1. Eric Wasserman, Craig Cherkas, Chris Sherwin, Mike Rosman and James Francesconi just hanging out in the courtyard.
2. Marni Sclaroff mixes her linoleum blockinking in her Commercial Art Class.
3. Seda Munis samples the cuisine of one of the many cultures studied in Humanities.
4. Renee Polite is engrossed in her coursework.
5. Shu-Ya Lee concentrates on a biology lab.
6. Chris Tobe finalizing his notes.
7. Jon Bornfreund works out one of the many mysteries of science.
8. Stacie Schmerling follows a composition lesson in Intermediate Photography class.
What Goes On Behind Closed Doors ... 

What Type Are You?

TYPE A

"THE NEAT FREAK"
Are your books lined up according to size? Are your notebooks color-coordinated with your folders?
Is your bookbag neatly hung on a locker hook?
Is the door of your locker spotless?
If you answered YES to any of these questions, you are a NEAT FREAK.

TYPE B

"THE SLOB"
Do you have old gym clothes stuffed in your locker? Do your pictures clutter the inside of door? Are your books haphazardly tossed inside?
Do the straps of your bookbag jut out of your locker? Is there an avalanche everytime you open your locker?
If you answered yes to all of these questions; then you are "THE SLOB."
It is always a rush, like a marathon. It is never calm, quiet, or fun, but even so, it is done everyday. Each student has one and has to be there by 8:00 every morning. It's homeroom and often it's burden.

Students dash through the hallways, staring at the floor, counting tile after tile, hoping the monotony will end soon, fearing hallway hypnosis, and regretting sleeping those extra five minutes. Then, just as the bell sounds, students miraculously leap into classrooms as the familiar words are heard: “All students should now be in homeroom.”

The hustle and bustle does not stop there. Now it is a race with the clock to get that last assignment completed. Suddenly an interruption is heard . . . “Please stand for the flag salute.” Everyone drops what he is doing and immediately rises to recite The Pledge of Allegiance.

Then at once everyone falls back into his seat and resumes previous activities. A lucky few receive such exciting rewards from the teacher as library obligations, white cards, guidance passes, or even surveys.

Still, homeroom is not all business. It is a place filled with an abundance of social activity. No other classroom during the day has such diverse activity occurring at one time. Arguments, commotion, and just simple conversation fill the room from wall to wall.

Homeroom, a place of refuge, companionship, or just complete chaos, must come to an end. Students pile out of the doorways at the sound of the bell, and they move onto the first period. They look back on the preceding events and know that nothing could possibly equal the homeroom experience.
TRAFFIC JAM

It's every freshman's worst nightmare, and even the sophomores and upperclassmen still get occasional shudders when they remember. It can't be equaled by anything - not even a serious discussion with a grade-level principal. It's C-wing intersection.

Everything's peaceful, quiet - until the bell rings. Then the halls immediately fill with innumerable students - all heading towards C-wing intersection and all trying to get to some place on the other side. The ones who make a simple turn are lucky because, as in the traffic circles South Jersey is famous for, they quickly come into the crowd and then go out. However, for the unfortunate most who have to cross the intersection, they must dart through openings in the crowd without - BAM! - crashing. SLAM! into anyone else. Even for the upperclassmen, it's a little better. They're seasoned walkers - they know how to maneuver skillfully through the mob or simply avoid the intersection altogether. But the poor freshmen gave up at the older, towering students around them, unable to see the ceiling, hoping desperately that they don't drop anything - STOMP! CRUNCH! - as they are herded along with the mass of people moving in various general directions.

Even South Jersey government officials realize that circles should be gotten rid of, but it seems that there is no way to get out of having C-wing intersection. Maybe it would be possible to put in an overpass, or perhaps a traffic light with someone directing the traffic ...

Well, it might happen someday! But for now ...

Hey! Watch out! Coming through! Be careful there! Uh oh! Sorry about that! Awww!!!
YOU SAY IT’S YOUR BIRTHDAY

"Embarrass a friend!" - the signs say in the hall. "8 balloons for $4.00!" Almost everyday you see someone walking down the hall with a bunch of colorful balloons in hand. It’s a great way to say Happy Birthday or Congratulations. After all, what's a special occasion without balloons?

AND HERE’S YOUR HOST . . .

"Hi, Ma’am. How may I help you?" The student host/hostess is here to assist you. Seated at a desk just outside of Communications, the student host/hostess is there to aid anyone who walks into the school. Each day a different senior is assigned the job. Whether they need to show a visitor to a class, or a parent to the guidance office, the host/hostess is ready, willing, and able. Dressed to impress, they greet all with a smile and help in any way they can.
If one were to ask a student not attending Cherry Hill East what the word lab meant to him, he might respond that it is the shortened version of the word laboratory. However, every East student would answer that it is an extra class period which provides students and teachers with extra time to examine the fundamentals of the class. English labs are required for freshmen, sophomores, juniors and seniors. Only some science courses require a lab period. Students may not realize how beneficial labs are, but without lab periods, students would not be receiving the same quality education they receive presently at East.

"I really don't mind missing gym for lab. I need all the help I can get with Chemistry."

Keep up to date

There is a wide variety of academic courses and activities which East students can partake in. However, students must be able to balance and keep track of their activities. In order to organize a busy schedule, students use a daily planner which the administration offers to each East student at the beginning of the semester. The planners are free of charge, which leave no excuse for not picking one up. In addition to the calender, there are day-by-day historical facts printed at the bottom of each page. If you already have a daily planner, tell your friends about them. Write it down, so you don't forget!
Scenario: Just any plain old morning in homeroom. Seven young men are sighted down the hallway, slowly approaching. One of them even carries a horn. As they near their destination, a fanfare is heard.

A fanfare? Who are these seven mysterious people? Are they minstrels from long ago? If so, what are they doing at East?

All of these questions are answered when the melodious sounds of "Happy Birthday" rings through the room and a certain person suddenly turns several shades of red. Who else could they be but the Singing Telegram people? Many an unsuspecting birthday boy or girl has been the surprise object of their serenade.

Tim Anagnostis, Todd Burt, Jeff Kaufman, Brian Levine, Robert Nipe, Chris Wilkins, and Craig Willie are the seven singers. They charm their "victims" with cappella tunes such as "Goodnight, Sweetheart" and "Lion Sleeps Tonight." Their voices transform birthdays into musical events that the lucky students remember forever.

Top- The merry, melodic men of East. Left- Jeff, Chris and Rob take a break to goof off.

"May I Have Your Attention, Please?"

... with liberty and justice for all. Please be seated. The morning announcements will begin in a few minutes. Will Dana Wachs please report to B131, that's Dana Wachs.

Gooooooood morning! Rise and Shine! Today is day 5, and this is Grace with your Monday morning announcements. Attention all seniors: the first payment on the Florida trip is due Friday. Get those checks in now if you want to have fun in the sun... Duke University is visiting today. Representatives will be in the Guidance office at 1:00... Anyone interested in becoming chairperson of the FOP party must get an application from the Activities office and return it to Mr. Belchikoff no later than next Thursday... And now over to Jen.

Friends of the Environment will meet on Thursday in C117... Come find the answer to why the sky is blue and other imponderables on Wednesday with Demogorgan in B147... World Affairs club will be holding its next meeting on Wednesday in F067. New members are always welcome... And now over to Tim.

There will be an SGA meeting tonight in the Little Theatre. We will be discussing Homecoming... Auditions for Fiddler on the Roof, the spring musical, will be next Monday, you don't have to sing or dance, and in East's last production of Fiddler a freshman played Tevye! Don't forget to watch Eastcast tonight at 7:30... And now over to Natasha.

The varsity soccer team won against Triton yesterday. Please come out to support the team as they demolish Highland. The new Athletes-of-the-week are posted in C-wing intersection... And now back to Grace.

For Jen, Tim, Natasha, and anyone else in B131, this has been Grace. Have a great day, week, and life!"
Guidance And Grade Level, 

Grade Level. It strikes fear into the hearts of some. With those ominous pink passes, students are suddenly summoned to A-wing. They walk cautiously down the hall and upon entering the office for the first time, are ready for anything... But there's nothing. There is only the friendly secretaries who help them by answering their questions and reassuring them that surviving their next visit to the Grade Level Office will be easy.

Two doors down is the Guidance Office. Students are summoned there by a white pass that gives them a few minutes' reprieve from class. Upon entering the area for the first time, students notice immediately the busy secretaries who offer their lost souls help. They are friendly and warm, and search determinedly for the answers to any questions students may pose, that is, if they do not already know them. Although most students do not realize it, the job of a secretary is not easy. It's not just answering phone calls and telling students if their counselors are available. Secretaries are the first line of public relations. Their duties range from greeting the public to scheduling appointments to helping parents with their students' questions. Although they have a multi-faceted job which requires hard work and patience, our secretaries agree that it is very rewarding.

Then there are the counselors. These people promise to assist students in tackling any and all of the problems they may encounter. They guide students as to what courses to take and later help the seniors with college applications. Their jobs are never done— and with the large number of students that each counselor has, it's amazing that the counselors can remember every student's name and file. Besides the regular counselors, students are encouraged to talk with Mrs. Denker, the Student Assistant Counselor, if they have any serious problems. Organizing the peer support groups in the school, she provides students with a comfortable environment in which they can talk about anything on their minds.

Guidance and Grade Level in A-wing. It's not a mystery anymore.

Not A Mystery Anymore

Guidance counselor John Gilligan explains some points of confusion to Kelly Mumper and Mike Rosman.

Monica Musaro shows her pass that confirms her guidance appointment.
Movin’ Right Along ...

Br-r-r-r! It’s freezing! I’ve been waiting out here - let’s see - exactly 12 minutes and 15 seconds, and there’s no sign of the bus so far. And I left my gloves at home - just my luck when the wind chill is twenty below!

"Look! The bus is coming!"

Finally! Now I get to take my barely thawed hands out of my pockets, pick up my two ton load of books, and get them onto the bus without dropping any ... Oh, great, I’ll never find a seat ... There’s one! Whew!

Hope I get in early enough to grab a doughnut ... Can’t believe I’ve got a test first period! Hopefully Johnny remembered to bring in my tape today ...

Oh, there’s Mr. Bill, all bundled up for the cold and cheerily waving to all of us on the buses as we pass by ... Time to get off the warm bus into the deep freeze again ... Mr. Frank’s there braving the temperature to greet us as we step off the bus and head for the heat as quickly as we can!

Well, it’s 4:15 now, and, of course, my bus has to be the most crowded of them all. Look at all these people waiting! Where did they come from in just two minutes?

Here come the buses - Let’s hope I get a seat before the bus is full!

"Sure, you can sit here, even though there’s already three people in the seat ..."

"Ouch! I sat on a seatbelt!"

"What do you mean, you have to get out at the next stop? Can’t you see I’ve got ten tons of books in my lap?"

"Stop at Country Club, please!"

Wow, I made it, and finally got off at my stop. Only three blocks to go, and then I’ll be home. Thank goodness for those bus drivers. I couldn’t even begin to imagine what finding transportation would be like if it weren’t for them!
On Wednesday, December 18, 1991, Dr. John Vivone’s Senior English classes hosted their third annual holiday party for twenty pre-schoolers from Camden. Preparations began in September with plans that provided entertainment, decorations, food and beverages and even, two gaily decorated trees. The teacher’s cafeteria was transformed into Santa’s Workshop from 2 P.M. to 5 P.M. The seniors donated many, many toys for their little guests and on the practical side, each child received a pair of warm mittens. After the gift distribution and as Santa disappeared, the children got the opportunity to spread out into the main cafeteria and play with their new toys. It was an unforgettable afternoon for the seniors and the children, and the event brought the spirit of the holiday closer to home.

Santa (Scott Ross), was the center of attention as gifts and holiday treats were distributed to the children.

“Yes, Virginia - There Is A Santa Claus.”
Catch the latest flick at AMC Movie Theater.

With stores like The GAP and Structures as well as The Food Court, Echelon Mall's got it all.

TCBY: The country's Best Yogurt, the name says it all.

M-Street, the Mansion, and millions of shops make up what we know to be Main Street.

Round and round we go on the Ellisburg Circle.

Twenty five years ago, our parents were grooving to the sounds of the Beatles and The Stones. Twenty five years ago, Lyndon B. Johnson was the President of our country. Twenty five years ago, the town of Cherry Hill that we know did not exist. Cornfields and apple orchards stood on the land now occupied by malls and McDonald's. How different was the life of a high school student living in Cherry Hill twenty five years ago?

It is hard to imagine a teenager surviving without the presence of the Echelon Mall, the movies at AMC, and the early bird special at Denny's. We cruise down Route 70 and brave the Ellisburg circle. It makes one wonder what teenagers did for fun in 1967.

This only proves that places and people are forever changing. Many of our
favorite hangouts such as TCBY, Dalt's and Friendly's may be gone by the 50th anniversary issue of Eidolon. What used to be Holly Ravine and the Cowtail Bar on the corner of Springdale and Evesham is now a shopping center. Ellisburg and the Garden State Racetrack circles are now under construction. The circles are getting a facelift and within the next five years will be transformed into ... Who knows what? Twenty five years from now all that will be left of the places where we played will be faded photographs and memories.

For instance, how many remember the birthday parties at the Echelon Roller Skating Rink or at the Super Bowl? Do you remember playing Pacman at Blast from the Past? For a few years, a popular hangout for kid was The Silver Palace where one could eat pizza and play video arcades. Malibu Grand Prix, once a hot spot for future race car drivers, has lost some of its excitement now that we can drive real cars. However, our town entertains people of all ages.

Cherry Hill is a great place to live. We do not have a Central Park or a Hard Rock Cafe. We do have a Pennypacker Park and a Richman's. Experience what your town has to offer you. Experience it now. Experience ABSOLUTE CHERRY HILL.
A Classroom With No Walls

And they still are. Various classes and extracurricular groups continue to take learning out of its usual context as they go on field trips. Every year, the physics classes participate in Physics Day at Great Adventure, a nationally sponsored event which invites students to see the laws they have studied put into action on various rides. Creating their own accelerometers with a packet of materials and some confusing airplane model-type instructions, the students are then prepared to study motion as they ride the roller coasters, the pirate ship, and the merry-go-round. And the lab report on the findings recorded ensures that the students learn while enjoying themselves at the park.

Humanities, or Non-Western Cultures, is the ultimate class when it comes to field trips. The students often explore such places as Washington D.C. Coming to school at six thirty in the morning, the students are all bundled up and ready to go - a scene reminiscent of the childhood visits to the zoo. After traveling in style on the luxury buses (you know, the ones with the televisions and VCR's), they arrive in Washington. Once there, the students have some choices as to which museums or embassies they would like to visit. Thus learning is not only fun, but it lies in the control of the students, allowing them to choose, in effect, their own education for the day. Discovering new forms of art and learning about different countries through talking with their representatives in the embassies, the Humanities class returns from the informative trip, happy and exhausted.

Then there are the extracurricular groups which go on trips. The Orchestra, Wind Ensemble, Belles, Madrigals, and East Singers travel annually. The Thursday of departure, the students exhibit tell-tale signs of traveling, bringing their luggage to school in the morning and daydreaming all day, unable to concentrate from excitement. The trip is not just for fun, however. The main purpose of this excursion is to perform in a music festival for renowned music professionals who judge and score the groups' performances. The judges then give their evaluations, stressing areas which may be improved. Thus, the trips are a truly effective learning experience. To unwind from the grueling practices and stressful performances, the musicians relax by visiting and sightseeing in the city where they are staying.

A few years ago, the many talented student actors and actresses who grace the East stage, went on a voyage. They put together "A Tribute to Broadway" and with their hit production of "Little Shop of Horrors" went to the Bahamas! Performing for the students at the University of Nassau along with performances for the other hotel guests, the Thespians had a great opportunity offered to them; a superb learning experience and it certainly was fun.

And that's the point - that learning is fun and goes on in the myriad of classrooms without walls.
Why are these girls jumping with joy? Probably because they just learned that they are going on an Environmental Science field trip to the Philadelphia Zoo.

Excited students wait patiently on the bus before heading out on a Humanities field trip to Washington, D.C. Several of the Humanities classes have also explored the cultural treasures of New York City.

East cheerleaders ... and Kevin Kain? (probably his day in the cougar suit), on the bus before leaving for an away sports event.

Soo Jin Paik, Melodie Lee and Kathleen Paulate sail away with other music students at the Charleston, South Carolina Music Festival in the Spring of 1991. The 15 hour bus ride did not seem to dampen their spirits.
The situation: Jane Doe desperately wants to be accepted by the “in” crowd at school. To impress her friends, she throws a party at her residence while her parents are out. The guests arrive... with beer and marijuana. Unable to resist peer pressure, she accepts drinks and even tries to smoke. Soon, the party is way out of hand, as the guests deface and destroy Jane’s own painting. Jane’s feeble protests are of no avail; more guests are invited against her will and the party promises to become even bigger...

The above scene was enacted by actors representing the Good Clean Fund, a community group, an October 24 and 25 in East’s auditorium. Earlier in the week, students were encouraged to wear red ribbons that proclaimed that they were “Proud to be drug-free.” These activities were held to observe National Drug Awareness Week.

After the actors finished their skit, they left the stage and led a discussion. What was unique about the discussion was that the actors stayed in character throughout it, showing students the attitudes of certain stereotypes and urging them to come up with ways of resisting pressure from peers. They emphasized the importance of self-esteem in learning to combat outside pressures. Students laughed at some of the characters and sympathized with others, but importantly, they were forced to think about what they would do in those character’s situations.

Mrs. Janet Denker, Student Assistance Counselor at East, felt that the play was beneficial because it got the students thinking about some of the issues - and that’s what is most important.” She observed that although it was hard to judge the event’s success, the students’ enthusiasm was evident from the depth of the questions and responses that were elicited from them in the discussion.

The program also found strong support from the administration. Mr. James J. Gallagher, the principal, remarked that even though this one program would not be entirely sufficient, every little effort is valuable. The more approaches taken to solve this problem, the greater the number of students it would reach. Gallagher observed, “We cannot be afraid of failure; otherwise we would be paralyzed in our efforts.”

The performance of the play at East was sponsored by the Cherry Hill Alliance on Drug and Alcohol Abuse, and organizations of residents, school administrators, and community leaders. This group works to promote awareness throughout the school system.
as well as the community.

The skit makes it clear that the problem of drug and alcohol abuse is everyone's problem, and that discussing it openly could effectively promote awareness and foster ideas on how to combat it.

(Far Left), East students respond enthusiastically to the presentation.

Actors from the Good Clean Fund direct the discussion on the effects of peer pressure on teenagers.

The adviser to the acting troupe reacts to the last suggestion made on the problems of drugs and alcohol.

Father and daughter offer the symbolism of "feelings" in the midst of troubling situations.

Jon Bornfreund, Kristina Blakeley, Kristen Holt, and Shelby Adams ready their responses to the social dilemmas teenagers face in the 1990's.
Do You Dare To Be Different?

Clothes. They are a form of expression and a testimony to an individual's character. Certain items have always been considered daring, risque, or just plain unacceptable in school, but with only a vague “No” about these clothes, students continued wearing them. However, with the enactment of an official dress code delineated in the Student Handbook disseminated in the September of 1991, very definite rules now outline what students can and cannot wear.

Various reactions sound through the hall. Although some students are slightly unhappy about their diminished right to choose, most simply accept these rules which their representatives had decided upon in the spring of the previous school year. The forum of administrators and students who discussed the dress code wanted certain restrictions which would create a better atmosphere in a place whose primary purpose is education, and yet did not wish to forbid too many types of clothing in a public school.

Consisting of clothes considered improper, the list includes such items as tank and crop tops, short shorts and miniskirts, and clothes which mention sex, illegal drugs, or alcohol. Excessively tight or immodest clothing is prohibited as unnecessary and potentially distracting to others. Clothes which mention unacceptable topics may be a bad influence, and since the topics are mostly illegal, are not considered acceptable in a public institution. Finally, the group relented on certain items, like baseball caps, which they found would have been unrealistic to prohibit. With this, the administrators created and implemented the dress code containing the most logical and reasonable guidelines for clothing in a public school.
what's in

IN MOVIES
1. Robin Hood/Dances with Wolves
2. Dead Again
3. Silence of the Lambs

OUT MOVIES
1. Dirty Dancing
2. Ghost
3. Nightmare on Elm Street

IN T.V. SHOWS
1. Beverly Hills 90210
2. Cheers
3. L.A. Law

OUT T.V. SHOWS
1. Simpsons
2. Growing Pains
3. Who's the Boss?

IN LANGUAGE
1. Not!
2. Insane
3. Shah!

OUT LANGUAGE
1. Cool beans!
2. Awesome
3. Psych!

IN DRESS
1. Jeans
2. Plaid
3. Hats/Caps

OUT DRESS
1. Fluorescent
2. JAMS
3. Skids

IN ACTORS
1. Kevin Costner
2. Robin Williams
3. Christian Slater

OUT ACTORS
1. Kevin Costner
2. Bruce Willis
3. Patrick Swayze

IN ACTRESS
1. Jodie Foster
2. Michelle Pfieffer
3. Melanie Griffith

OUT ACTRESS
1. Kim Bassinger
2. Julia Roberts
3. Cher

IN MUSIC GROUP/SINGER
1. REM
2. Jimmy Buffet
3. Mariah Carey

OUT MUSIC GROUP/SINGER
1. New Kids
2. Vanilla Ice
3. Madonna

IN AUTOMOBILE
1. All Jeeps
2. Miata
3. Lexus

OUT AUTOMOBILES
1. Trans Am
2. Yugo
3. Volvo

what's out

IN MISCELLANEOUS
Recycle
Contraceptive use
College
Magic Johnson
OUT MISCELLANEOUS
Hairspray
Ignorance
High school
Howard Stern

IN POLITICAL FIGURE
1. Anita Hill/Clarence Thomas
2. George Bush
3. Jim Florio

OUT POLITICAL FIGURE
1. Saddam Hussein
2. Dan Quayle
3. David Duke
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Finally got our feet wet and figured out how to peel 'em in... just look friendly.
LET'S DO LUNCH

It's the one place to which you can be ten minutes late and no one will question you. Simply the most relaxing period offered, it's Lunch.

As students stroll in, the cafeterias begin humming with activity. For some, these next forty-two minutes are a great chance to unwind while they eat and talk to their friends about anything from yesterday's soccer game to today's Physics test to tomorrow's party. For others, the lunch periods are essential in completing any homework not finished in homeroom.

Lunch becomes even better on beautiful sunny days in the fall, spring, and summer as activity shifts outdoors to the courtyard. Here students relax in the open air, lounging on the grass to eat and talk, or playing hackeysack with some friends.

There's no doubt about it. With the short period of free time lunch gives us, it's the best time of the day.
The Little People Are Coming!

Watch out! Watch out! The little people are coming! No, they aren’t Munchkins (although that could be debated), they aren’t Lilliputians, and they aren’t Smurfs (though they look like Smurfs). They are psychology projects!

That’s right. Children between the ages of two and seven are invading the halls to participate in experiments under the control of East’s blossoming Freuds, Wundts, and Skinners.

Psychology students bring in younger siblings, cousins, or neighbors to perform experiments which demonstrate cognitive development, characteristics of age differences, and differences between the sexes.

Although they may want to, the psychology students perform no torturous or painful experiments in the class, even on the most hyper or annoying children. For the most part, they just ask the children questions, or present them with hypothetical situations.

The young children are not the only ones who undergo Test during their stay at East. It is often equally as challenging for the students to keep track of these children for the entire day.

However, almost every student involved finds the experience to be a rewarding one. “It gave me a chance to spend time with a young child, and even to remember my own childhood,” mused Shira Taylor.

Those students not in psychology class need remember only a couple of things to survive the attack of the little people: (1) watch where you step, and (2) not every puddle is composed of water. With these things in mind, most students should try to spend a little time with these children, and maybe be reminded of those days not so long ago when the cookie jar was more than an arm’s length away.

Individualized English

Individualized English is a class in which the curriculum is expressly tailored to the students’ individual needs. Each student is encouraged to study on their own in areas where they might need help. The atmosphere is free yet disciplined. Students work on SAT preparation and vocabulary to help boost their test scores and improve their comprehension skills. The pupils are also taught to write summaries of books they have read. Students learn skills in grammar as well as composition by writing various types of essays. They also get an important lesson in self-discipline by learning to pace themselves in the course.

Advanced Reading

Contrary to what its name may imply, Advanced Reading is not a course entirely devoted to the perusal of higher literature. It is an English course in which the primary emphasis is on expanding students’ vocabulary as much as possible. Students in the class are free to create much of their own curriculum for this course, depending upon where their strengths and weaknesses lie. The class also goes over strategies for improving verbal scores on the SAT. Students are encouraged to read widely in order to sharpen their comprehension skills. They can tailor the course to their needs and work at a comfortable speed in order to get the maximum benefit from this course.
"Let's Talk About It!"

ex, drugs, and you. Mrs. Joan Saltzer, one of the Family Living teachers, is aware of the social pressures facing teenagers today, and offers herself not only as an instructor, but also as a friend.

Mrs. Saltzer has been teaching Family Living since Cherry Hill East incorporated the course into its curriculum. When asked why she chose to teach the course, Mrs. Saltzer replied, "I see myself as a positive member of society and want to channel my attitude towards my students." She achieves this by approaching her class with an openness that allows her students to easily and willingly discuss topics which are pertinent to today's teenagers.

Her enjoyment of the course stems not only from her need to inform students of controversial issues, but also because she achieves a sense of fulfillment. Mrs. Saltzer gives of herself and in turn her students reward her with an honest and unequalled trust. Pauline Chow, an advocate of this timely course claims that, "It is one of the few courses offered where you do not have to be afraid to voice an opinion or dare to disagree with the instructor." The course content varies because it is about living.
Stress... it comes in many forms, and unfortunately we all experience it: English tests, college applications, club meetings, and more. At Cherry Hill East this stress is exemplified. Ten years ago, it was only parents who instilled the pressure for good grades and success. Now, stress comes in forms of self-pressure and peer-pressure. Students learn in a competitive environment. It seems as if learning "for the sake of learning" is no longer their primary goal. Now, it is to create an appealing image. After all, it is the well-rounded student that colleges want, right? A student who takes challenging courses, participates in extracurricular activities, has a career promising job, and still maintains a good grade point average is the perfect package. How often does one see students computing their class average after receiving a test grade? Whatever happened to the concern of learning about a mistake and not how a mistake will affect class rank? Is a "C" really passing? Not to some people.

In addition, many students hold down jobs as well as balancing a heavy course load and extra activities. Pressure to help pay expenses for college coincide with the powerful pressures of school. Late work hours cause some students to sleep through classes or do poorly on schoolwork. Students need time out from stress. They don't only suffer from the competition to be number one in the class. They suffer striving to be Blood Drive chairperson, employee of the month at McDonald's, a sitter for a baby brother, and quarterback for the football team all at once. Is this a healthy environment for students to live in? Probably not. This is not to discourage involvement in as many activities as possible; it is just to say that it's impossible to cram thirty hours of activities in one twenty-four hour day. In essence, the students put a measure of the pressure on themselves. In order to get the best, one has to be the best. As a wise songwriter once wrote, "Slow down, you move to fast"... or you'll burn out by the age of thirty.

**Are You Stressed Out?**

A. Work overwhelms Craig Errazuriz as he finishes up last night's homework assignment in Study Hall.

B. Students keep a steady pace as they scurry from class to class.

C. Christa Catanosa takes her stress out on an innocent poster with the word "Kill".

D. These girls take time out in the wrestling room for a snooze.

E. Jill Ventimiglia cannot stay awake in class. Is this due to too much work the night before or a restless night due to stress?

F. Steve Palidinetti tries to reassure Susan Gooch that things are not as bad as they seem.
ANXIETY
It's 2:30 p.m. ... Do You Know Where Your Friends Are?

R-r-r-r-ing! The day is done, and students are running desperately to their lockers before dashing to their buses.

But wait! Not everybody rushes home just yet - there's a whole new world after school.

By 2:45, Cafeteria I is teeming with energetic people, whether preparing for club meetings, working on group projects, or simply hangin' out. If the activity gets too strenuous, students can always head over to the candy store for a bit of energy.

Taking a break and stepping out of the cafeteria, students find a myriad of colorful signs and posters being painted outside the SGA office. Enchanting melodies drift up D-wing, serenading the busy sign-painters as they work.

For students who seek a quieter environment, the library is the perfect place for research, photocopying, and reading.

Perhaps the most common activities after school are the club meetings. From World Affairs to Orchesis to Math League to Friends of the Environment, there's always something for everyone to get involved in.

Of course, for all those after school athletes out there, there's open gym, the weight room, or even just the courtyard for hackey-sacking, or playing frisbee and football.

But it doesn't last forever - come 4:15, most of the students disperse until the next day - when the chaos begins all over again.

1. Mrs. Hopp helps the Asia Culture Society out by buying pretzels after school.

2. Heather Bronstein and Suzanne Fox help their publicity manager by painting signs.

3. Keri Schneider adds a personal touch to her sign.

4. Students carry on an intellectual discussion, even after hours.
more best friends

Aaron Moskowitz and Alex Wolf
Maria Wilkins and Lauren Ammerman
Sajini Thomas and Rita Louh
Jane Osiseck and Sue Schwab
Lara Kotlikoff, Marni Sclaroff, Kerri Frazer and Elana Beck
Charles Liu, Michael Ko, Tho Ngo, Pauline Chow and Rahul Khurana
T. J. Gersh, Chris Sherwin and Taj Gajdalo
Steve Asbell, Jeff Perkins and Scott Ross
Devon Weiss and Jeffrey Bell
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Debbie Goldstein and Shawn Ravitz
Elisa Mintz and Edward Hill
Sharri Umanisky and Kelli Begun
Heather Hohmann and Kerry Bunting
Nadine Peist and Gina D'orazio
Scott Ross and Tricia Rellosa
Keri Schneider, Jen Singer and Rana Roseberg
Rachel Garfield, Joanne Greenhaus and Jennifer Adler
Marc Ricci and Stephanie Pearson
Lisa Kim and Steve Byun
Jennifer Lew and Susan Lee

174 BEST FRIENDS
Turn That Frown Upside Down

You Are Happy When:

- You ace a test.
- You hear Mr. Belchikoff say "East is a buffet".
- You win an election.
- Mr. Branin in your substitute teacher.
- It is a teacher inservice day.
- You don't have any homework.
- An assembly is scheduled.
- You finally decide which college you want to go to.
- You get the lead in the Spring musical.
- Your class wins Spirit Week.
- You win the Pumpkin Decorating contest.
- The lunch of the day is pepperoni melts.
- You see a hopeless freshman.
- You give blood . . . and survive.
- There is a fire drill in the middle of a test you didn't study for.
- You are called down to Communications.
- You get a parking spot.
- You are let out of school early because it is 95°.
- Your name is mentioned in EASTSIDE.
- You smell cookies from the cooking room.
- Your class goes on a field trip.
- You get to come in late to school because of HSPT testing.
- EAST wins homecoming.
- You wake up in the middle of a blizzard.
- We have a four day weekend.
- You are nominated to the Senior Hall of Fame.
- You receive a good SAT score.
- You get a guidance pass out of your worst class.
- You are Mr. East.
- You make the soccer team.
- Your band wins Battle of the Bands.
- You go to the FOP party.
- It is your day to be student host/hostess.
- You finish your term paper on time.
- Your picture is in the yearbook.
- It is PAVAS.
- You are asked to the prom.
- You see a VCR and a T.V. set up in your classroom.
- You can wear shorts.
- You are a senior ready to graduate.

You've Had It When:

- Your locker is jammed.
- You get a cut slip.
- Your Chemistry experiment blows up.
- The Freshmen win Spirit Week.
- You get locked in the darkroom.
- You fail a test on your birthday.
- One genius ruins the curve.
- You have Biology lab out of lunch.
- You leave your Psychology book in Math class.
- You get a paper cut.
- You have to take the HSPT test . . . again.
- You get rejected from your first choice school.
- The air conditioning does not turn on until May.
- It is the fourth year in a row that you have lost the election.
- You miss the late bus.
- You get a pop quiz.
- The 25 page term paper on your computer disappears.
- You have on week to read a novel for English class.
- Someone kidnaps your "egg baby" for Family Living.
- Your teacher assigns homework for the weekend.
- You step in gum.
- You have to dissect a pig in Biology.
- Your balloons get stuck in the door.
- It is a rainy Monday.
- You burn your brownies in Cooking class.
- The teacher calls on you when you do not know the answer.
- You trip down the stairs.
- It is the first day back after Winter break.
- Instead of a flashing "No School" sign on Cable 18, there is an announcement for the Brett Harte carnival.
- There is a fire drill in the middle of the test you studied for.
- The little kid you brought in for Psychology has a tantrum.
- While using the Bunsen Burner, your hair catches on fire.
- You are wearing a Harvard sweatshirt and everyone asks you "why?"
- It is raining and the bus is fifteen minutes late.
- You lose your voice just before trying out for Madrigals.
- You cannot get through C-wing intersection.
- You say goodbye to your friends.
AND THE BEAT GOES ON

TRUMPETS
Peter Acchio
Tim Anastasi
Charles Changchien
Phillip Grasso
Dan Kessler
Steven Lyon
Chris Mccrone
David Shiflet
Joe Scliffman
Bill Wixman
Russel Wolff
Christy Worroll

TROMBONE
Saranga Komanduri
Alan Lee
Nancy Lee
Greg Maisel
Ryan Nation
Jennifer Novack
Josiah Novack
Paul Rubin
Adam Taylor
Andrew Wiesner
Alex Wolf

FLUTE
Jean Beckel
Marisa Canino
Lisa Jay
Rebecca Johnson
Christine Kim
Debbie Kruse
Ellyn Nees

TROMBONE
Andrew Cho
Alan Glazer
Daniel Hoffman
Robby Nipper

SAXOPHONE
Marlene Carlisle
Winston Chow

COLOR GUARD
Rachel Berkozitz
Anna Carney
Patty Doerr
Kim Formica
Meredith Gordon
Lauren Greenberg
Valerie Hackenberg
Olivia Hwang
Mee Kyung Kim
Suzanne Kim
Jennifer Kowalski
Jennifer Lew
Florence Lu
Mary Martin
Michelle Melograna
Meryl Saithe
Jennifer Shaw
Laura Stern
Stephanie Stern
Mandy Strauss
Jennie Wiesner

DRUM MAJORS
Pauline Chow
Rita Louh

Mr. Roy Hough
Mr. Carmen Grasso
Mr. Gene Magill
Mr. Bruce Yurko
Mr. Robert Nation
Mrs. Mary Beth Quinlan
Do Sol Fa Sol Mi Sol Re Sol ... Do Sol Fa Sol Mi Re Do ...

From scales to rhythms to songs, the training in Vocal Workshop is the beginning for every aspiring singer. It is here that they first give their fledgling voices a maiden flight as they soar through the octaves to find their own ranges. They learn to control their breathing so as to sustain the notes to the fullest extent. Starting with simple songs and easy rhythms, the class progresses towards more complex pieces. All of this training prepares students for the simultaneously dreaded and anticipated rite of passage: Auditions!

Tension mounts as the students rehearse their audition pieces and practice sight-singing until the moment of truth. Taking a deep breath and focusing on the music, the students try their best, hoping to make the cut.

For some, the hard work earns them a spot in one of the higher singing groups, with chances to perform in various concerts both at school and in the community.
For many girls, the next stop on the road after Vocal Workshop is ... Chansons. This all-female choir sings unique pieces suited to its membership. With voices as enchanting as those of the mythical Sirens, they charm the hearts of all their listeners.

Clad in cream-colored gowns, the girls perform at the various concerts held at East for the community. The group studies octavos and major forms of the choral tradition during their daily class period. Students are also instructed in more advanced music theory. Some use the techniques acquired in this class to prepare for auditions for East Singers.

Shelby Adams
Alicia Ahrens
Rachel Alban
Janice Baldi
Sarah Berg
Rachel Berkowitz
Jennifer Bikel
Kelly Bikel
Kristina Blakely
Sara Braslow
Marlena Carlis
Anna-Marie Carney
Elaine Cruz
Ana Domas
Andrea Dubois
Randi Fleishman
Fleur Frascella
Jodie Goldstein
Beth Greenberg
Joanna Grey
Chrissy Halberstadt
Catherine Howey
Nancy Lee
Jennifer Lipsius
Mary Martin
Kate Martino
Reena Meltzer
Arumina Niogi
Toral Patel
Emily Pinzur
Jennifer Radano
Jill Roche
Natasha Ross
Meryl Salth
Lisa Shusterman
Nicole Sloan
Jill Stebbins
Laura Title
Hana Tuskar
Jodi Varon
The tension is nerve-wracking. Short of breath from anxiety, the singers must calm themselves, take a deep breath, and concentrate on their voices. One by one, the students go through simple scales, then chromatics, then their rehearsed pieces. Next they must sight-sing an entirely unfamiliar piece without ever having seen it before. Soon, the audition is over, and it's time to go home and hope that a certain name will appear on the list posted in D-wing.

For those who survived the tough auditions for East Singers, the year ahead promises to be both challenging and rewarding. With less emphasis on rhythm and greater emphasis on theory, students rehearse difficult pieces and practice singing in harmony. The daily class period allows these singers to work on perfecting their music for their many community concerts.

Courtney Ames
Tim Anagnostis
Kathi Bickel
Eric Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Marci Capraio
Julie Changchien
Kathy Camperiore
Rachel Donner
Isabel Eleazar
Candace Elion
Krista Fiala
Rebecca Fried

Alan Glazer
Lee Goldstein
Chris Graham
David Hollander
Wendy Huang
Rebecca Jackson
Cindy Kam
Andrew Kauffman
Jeff Kaufman
Laurie Knobler
Debbie Kruse
Ross Lambersky
Sarah Lee
Brian Levine
Jason Lynch
Monica Majumdar
Rebecca Makris
Amy Marinock
Joel Morgan
Aaron Moskowitz
Ryan Nation
Elynn Nees
Robert Nipe
Jennifer Novack
Kathleen Paulate
Houman Rabizadeh
Todd Rappaport
Lee Rosen
Rachael Satanoff
Wendy Serota
Todd Sumsky-Burt
Chris Villar
Dana Wachs
Heath Weiser
Rhonda Wiese
Chris Wilkins
Craig Wille
Sing. Ring. Sing. Ring. No, this is not an English poetry lesson. This is what the young girls aspiring to be Belles of East must be able to do with perfect synchronization. The students first learn the melody of the audition piece. Then they work with experienced Belles who teach them how to handle and play the hand bells. Each bell is a different size and plays a unique note. Each girl must hold two or three of these bells, playing them at the appropriate times according to the music. As a result, the auditions require a great deal of concentration and coordination for these girls who have just recently mastered the many difficult techniques. The girls who are the most talented instrumentalists and vocalists can then look forward to a rewarding year of concerts for the school and the community as the Belles of East.
"Fa la la laa laa ..."

In the merry halls of East that standeth on the road of Kresson, there lives a band of jolly minstrels. They call themselves the Madrigals. Clad in velvet dress and silken hose, they wander the corridors reveling in glorious songs of yore.

From whither come these young songbirds? After the last snow hath melted from upon the land, there beginneth the yearly ritual of auditions. Each aspiring child of the Renaissance singeth two tunes - "Silver Swan," and a lively piece known as "Hark all ye lovely saints." This they singeth in a peculiar fashion. Each must sing his part in harmony with others on a tape. They are then told to clap out a particular rhythm and sight sing a tune. If a youth desireth to play the recorder, let him stand forth! For such instruments are beloved by the Madrigals.

The happy minstrels often come forth to present their musical repertoire to both school and community audiences at various concerts.

Sara Braslow
Eric Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Marci Caprario
Kathy Comperatore
Isabel Eleazar
Rebecca Fried
David Hollander
Andrew Kauffman
Laurie Knobler
Aaron Moskowitz
Ellyn Nees
Robert Nipe
Jennifer Novack
Lee Rosen
Heath Weisberg
Rhonda Wiese
Beginning their days with a musical interlude, these students never have to anticipate the terrifying first-period essay test because they play their instruments in a relaxing and pleasant atmosphere instead. However, this doesn’t mean the class is all play and no work. Rather, the students improve many of their basic musical skills here by practicing rhythms, scales, and songs. Cultivating both their talent and their interest, Concert Band prepares students for the more difficult levels of playing in the other two bands by first readying them for the dreaded annual event - Auditions! Although these instrumentalists tense up simply at the sound of the word, nothing can compare to the panic they feel as they walk through the door to be judged by; not one, but two conductors! The sweaty palms, the racing mind, and the quick, choked breathing all end suddenly as the students calm down to play the rehearsed piece to the best of their abilities. Some of the anxiety returns when they begin sight-reading the rhythms, but that is quickly over as well. The audition is done! And the cycle begins again for students in either this band or the next as the amateur instrumentalists gradually become talented musicians.

FLUTES
Ellena Anagnostis
Karen Elkouss
Rebecca Johnson
Joshua Rubin

CLARINETTS
Jeanne Cardoso
Jared Moskowitz
Ari Yares

SAXOPHONES
Adam Alter
John Choi
Robin Gandhi
Jeffrey Glazer
Ryan Gorman
John Mendoza
Matthew Sheby
Chong Wang
Stuart Zucker

TRUMPETS
Jeffrey Ayres
Phillip Grasso
Chang Woo Kim
Christy Worrilow

PERCUSSION
David Drachman
Jeffrey Glauser
Saranga Komanduri
Eric Lee
Jeanette Louh
Adam Taylor
There are a select few who make it. They comprise a group of some of the best musicians in the school. They are the members of the Symphonic Band. Every day is another chance to hone their talent. Although the music may seem simple to spectators and onlookers, it is both challenging and interesting to the students. However, not just any students can join this band. Selection is strictly by audition, which makes for a stressful experience for these musicians. The players are judged in three key areas: scales, the solo piece, and the sightreading piece. Students are examined for not only tone and precision, but also for musical interpretation and creativity. The result is a group where talent is abundant.

The fifty students who embody Symphonic Band work hard under the direction of Mr. Roy Hough. Mr. Hough extends not only his love of both music and teaching but also his years of experience. The band, like the other musical groups, performs twice each year for students and parents. The winter and spring concerts are always a great opportunity to exhibit the talent which each student has.
The musicians calmly walk on to the stage in their concert black, ready to give the best performance possible. They have practiced this music for months, perfecting not just the melody and the rhythms, but the intonation and the emotion as well. But the effort began long before the past few months. They have played these instruments for years, beginning with "Mary Had a Little Lamb" and "Ode to Joy" like everyone else. Practicing their instruments and surviving years of auditions, they earned their spots in Wind Ensemble and in this performance. In fact, this performance can even feel somewhat like an audition. After all, everyone is tense and hoping to play his best. But the anxiety is gone. It has turned into the nervous energy that every singer in a choral group, every musician in an orchestra, and every performer in a play finds as he is about to demonstrate the pinnacle of his talent. This performance - this is the goal and the expression of the students' musical achievement.
VIOLINS
Warren Su
Samra Lee
Gary Jan
Edward Ke
Jung Park
Sharon Seidel
Hosein Yeh

VIOLAS
Kathi Bickel
Jennifer Kim
Dia Ganguly

VIOLINCCELLOS
Samuel Sohn
Heather Wolbach

At the end of January, we become a little detached from the normal scheme of things. As we concentrate on auditions for String Workshop, scales run through our heads and hands. We spend all our available time practicing the already practiced and practiced piece. As we wait our turn, our hands, clammy and shaking will probably lose the needed dexterity. We are on the verge of being...STRING WORKSHOP.

Even though we feel we have absolutely no chance, we do have hope. This hope is the class of String Workshop, taught by Mr. Eugene Magill. The daily drills and weekly rotating lessons are geared to make us musicians capable of being accepted as one of the music area’s elite.
The sound of scales, spicatto passages, and flourished ending spins around the room in a cacophony. The varnished surfaces of violins, celli, and violas gleam in the light as the fingers dance from one string to another. Behind several music stands, string players concentrate intently on the music trying to ignore the butterflies in their stomachs. From this fountain of abilities, the East Orchestra will shoot up under the conducting of Eugene Magill. The new orchestra each year begins by preparing for the winter concert with pieces like “Pavane” by Ravel or the intense “Victory at Sea.” However, this Orchestra does not always remain at East. Every year, the whole group also travels to a jurisdiction site for one weekend - this year in Virginia. Gold medals have always been a tradition.

Suddenly, silence cuts across the music pages as a relieved student walks into the room. For him, the audition is over. But …

For many of the orchestra members, this is not the end of the practice rooms. All South Jersey audition come in December, and snatches of the audition piece can be heard in rehearsal everyday. Then after All South Jersey, the string players proceed to All State Orchestra where the practice rooms become even bigger and the cacophony even lovelier.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VIOLINS</th>
<th>HORNs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>James Huang</td>
<td>Cindy Kam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grace Shih</td>
<td>Robyn Rosenbloom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peggy Yu</td>
<td>Ernest Del Duke</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soo Jin Paik</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bruce Hsu</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tom Sarma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Moon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Chang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jane Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James Yang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melody Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Chang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vicki Wakely</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeffrey Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renee Cho</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hyeri An</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gerald Su</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vincent Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor Chen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stephen Kuo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joe Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Olivia Hwang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arunima Niogi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eugenia Kang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patrice Cappetta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Feldscher</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conant Kuo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roger Park</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rick Hong</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Jen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winston Chow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIOLAS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Lew</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Craig Silverstein</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELICEROLOS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joanna Chang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mimi Wang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jae Yul Choi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abby Reed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elizabeth Meuse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASSES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Novack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steve Byun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLUTES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wendy Huang</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Julie Changchien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pauline Chow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OBOES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Harry Sun</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Chueh</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASS CLARINET</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marlena Carlis</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scott Grossman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CLARINETS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jason Lee</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erica Plotnick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BASSOONS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lauren Sorokin</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debbie Kruse</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TRUMPETS</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Russell Wolff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charlie Changchien</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steven Lyon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TROMBONES</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Rob Nipe</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alan Glazer</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daniel Hoffman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TUBA</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Eric Rizzi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERCUSSION</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phil Horwitz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ryan Nation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Josiah Novack</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Andy Weisman</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ORCHESTRA 189
in the spotlight in the spotlight in the spotlight in the spotlight

CHORUS
Courtney Ames
Jean Bickel
Eric Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Marci Caprario
Julie Changchien
Candace Erlon
Lee Goldstein
Dara Gruen
Catherine Howey
Laurie Knobler
Debbie Kruse

Debbie Kuan
Nancy Lee
Aaron Moskowitz
Jennifer Novack
Stephen Palladinetti
Kathleen Paulate
Lee Rosen
Rachel Satanoff
Wendy Serota
Saema Somalya
Chris Villar
Heath Weisberg
Rhonda Wiese

ORCHESTRA
Kathi Bickel
Marlena Carlin
Joanna Chang
Julie Chang
Mark Chang
Jeffrey Chen
Victor Chen
Vincent Chen
Jaeyuk Choi
Michael Chueh
Bruce Hsu
James Huang
Olivia Hwang
Eugenia Kang
Jane Lee

Jason Lee
Melody Lee
Jennifer Lew
Elizabeth Meuse
Andy Moon
Jennifer Novack
Soo Jin Paik
Roger Park
Abby Reed
Grace Shih
Craig Silverstein
Warren Su
Harry Sun
Mimi Wang
James Yang
Peggy Yu

BAND
Julie Changchien
Daniel Cho
Joseph Cho
Michael Chueh
Ernest Del Duke
Paul Elkouss
Eric Finch
David Goldman
Scott Grossman
Daniel Hoffman
Wendy Huang

Alan Lee
Jason Lee
Steven Lyon
Scott McDaniel
Ellyn Nees
Robert Nipe
Erica Plotnick
Robyn Rosenbloom
Bill Scott
Michael Song
Russell Wolff

in the spotlight in the spotlight in the spotlight in the spotlight
ALL STATE

CHORUS
Courtney Ames
Eric Braverman
Eileen Cabalo
Marci Caprario
Julie Changchien
Candace Erion
Laurie Knobler
Debbie Kruse
Aaron Moskowitz
Ellyn Nees
Lee Rosen
Rachael Satanoff
Wendy Serota
Chris Villar
Heath Weisberg
Rhonda Wiese

ORCHESTRA
Kathi Bickel
Joanna Chang
Jaeyuk Choi
Michael Chueh
James Huang
Melody Lee
Jennifer Lew
Robert Nipe
Jennifer Novack
Soo Jin Paik
Grace Shih
Harry Sun
Emilia Wang
James Yang
Peggy Yu
PIT ORCHESTRA

VIOLINS
James Huang
Melody Lee
Soo Jin Paik
Grace Shih
Victoria Wakeley
Peggy Yu

VIOLAS
Kathy Bickel
Jennifer Lew

BASS
Jennifer Novak

CELLOS
Joanna Chang
Abby Reed

PICCOLO
Wendy Huang

FLUTES
Julie Changchien
Wendy Huang

OBOE
Harry Sun

BASSOONS
Lauren Sorokin
Mike Sweeney

CLARINETS
Scott Grossman
Erica Plotnick
Jen Tien

HORNS
Cindy Kam
Robyn Rosenbloom

TRUMPETS
Charlie Changchien
Jonathan Glass
Russell Wolff

TROMBONES
Alan Glazer
Robert Nipe

PERCUSSION
Dina Goldman
Phil Horwitz
Josiah Novack
Andrew Weisner
Alex Wolf

Eric Braverman
Todd Burt
David Hollander
Andrew Kauffman
Lee Rosen
Heath Weisberg

MALE BELLS

192 PIT ORCHESTRA/MALE BELLS
in the spotlight • in the spotlight • in the spotlight • in the

ALL HONORS

Courtney Ames
Harry Sun
Jimmy Yang (not pictured)

VIOLINS
James Huang
Melody Lee
Soo Jin Paik
Grace Shih
Jimmy Yang
Peggy Yu

VIOLA
Jennifer Lew

BASS
Jennifer Novak

CELLO
Mimi Wang

in the spotlight • in the spotlight • in the spotlight • in the

ALL HONORS/CHAMBER ORCHESTRA 193
The night is theirs. Weeks of practice and preparation. Their night to shine and oh boy, do they! They light up the stage, their talents engulf the audience. The spell and silence broken only by the thunderous applause. It happened here on a wondrous night to remember ...

JANUARY 15, 1992

Marci Caprario singing Quilter's "Dream Valley"

Todd Burt singing Harry Connick Jr.'s "Recipe for Love"

Andrew Kauffman singing Bernstein's "Something's Coming"

Kathleen Paulate performing Chopin's "Fantasie-Impromptu"

Grace Shih, Soo-Jin Paik, Victoria Wakely, and Peggy Yu performing Vivaldi's "Concerto in B Minor"

Heath Weisberg singing Yeston's "Love Can't Happen"

Grace Shih performing Bloch's "Baal Shem II Nigun"

Lee Rosen singing Schonberg's "Stars"

Monica Majumdar singing Gore's "Out Here On My Own"

Cindy Kam performing Debussy's "Les Danseuses De Delphes" and "La Fille Avec Les Cheveux De Lin"

Dave Hollander introducing the soloists

Jennifer Low accompanying Mimi Wang on Bach's "Arioso"

Rob Nipo and Craig Wille singing Williams and Ascher's "Movin' Right Along"
Senior Soloists Night is a great time for seniors to strut their stuff. Plain and simple. If a senior has some talent, and wants to exhibit that talent, then he’s eligible.

Although there is some of the usual nervousness at the concert, this anxiety is quickly dispelled by the knowledge that it’s the friends and family of the performer who are watching him do the best he can.

There are the usual violin, piano, and vocal acts. Buy maybe they’re not so usual after all. All of those performers are the people you’ve seen in the halls for four years, or gone on a first date with, or stayed up all night on the phone with, or crashed your car with. And while your best friend is up there, these fond memories are running through your mind, as you watch him perform is an entirely new environment.

As with all things done senior year, Senior Soloist is tinged with a bit of nostalgia. As seniors perform, each one feels that somehow, this performance should be one of the best he has ever given because it is his farewell to his four years spent here. The seniors, their families, and friends came together and created yet another fond memory for those years after East.
Despite the dejected looks, seniors Tony Kim and Marc Ricci watched a cougar team go on to chalk up another win.
James Abdullah
Kris Broadbelt
Rob Campbell
Rob Cannaday
Craig Cherkas
Dave Cohen
Chris Dwyer
Nick Fitis
Khalif Edwards
Kevin Foley
Chris Griffin
Erik Henry
Bryan Jacoby
Ryan Jander
Tony Kim
Joe Lazaro
Jay Lowe
Greg Palazzo
Dave Quinn
Steve Selvarian
Greg Silver
Josh Steinberg
Randy Zemble
Rob Adelizzi
Steve Badiali

Lee Berkowitz
Craig Brody
Todd Caporaso
Jeff Datto
Andrew Dwyer
Matt Eisenberg
James Francesconi
Chris Kelcher
Jacob Kreuger
Craig Lipkowitz
Mike Litz
Geoff Massimini
Nick Nasuti
Fred Palk
Tim Parkhill
Lou Regan
Dennis Reilly
Paul Rizzi
Alterek Saffold
A.J. Salvatore
Bryan Sands
Steve Scharff
Ryan Shane
Dan Sturtz
Head Coach: Bo Wood

FOOTBALL 201
Senior Tricia Doyle prepares a powerful swing to move the team forward.
Kristen Jensen easily steals the ball from her opponent.

Seniors Lellie Cherry and Jen Marinucci look on as Nicole Rekant passes the ball.

Senior goalkeeper Cris Ferrazzano prepares herself for the shot.

Danielle Pisa shows deep concentration on her swing to the ball.

Coach Sue Schooley points out the key plays after the first half.

**Varsity Team**
Tiffany Campbell  
Lisa Cardone  
Lellie Cherry  
Carolyn Coen  
Patricia Doyle  
Cris Ferrazzano  
Kristen Jensen  
Jennife Marinucci  
Jennifer McCord  
Tara Owens  
Danielle Pisa  
Nicole Rekant  
Beth Rueppel  
Jeneen Rutan  
Donnelle Cohen  
Heather Hohmann  
Jill Marple  
Lisa Derphilbosian  
Yvonne Cheng  
Coaches:  
Susanne Schooley  
Marla Wander  
Sheila Ridley  
* Captains
REACHING TO
NEW HEIGHTS

Senior Dave Lean swings backward as the students watch during spirit week tribute to the teams.
Miki Schneider gets ready for her performance in front of the East students.

Josh Meltzer stuns the crowd as he executes a perfect handstand.

Joanne Kobylinski displays the motion for her final dismount.

Boys Roster
Alfred Alon*
Marc Astmann*
Lisa Costal**
Elmer Lee*
Andrea Dubois
D'Lynn Larson**
David Lean*
Josh Melzler*
Thomas Vandepute*
Steve Asbell*
Achilles Alon
Anthony D'Alessandro
Chad Schieken
David Cardoso
Eric Goldberg
Dereck Jančer
William Scott
Michael Silvestro
Stephen Roseman
Jeffrey Wagman
Jennifer Watters**
David Astmann
Kurt Fayer
Eric Kodish
David Krawczyk

Girls Roster
Chantel Asey
Zora Berman
Mousumi Bhakta
Hallie Bloch
Clara Comonis
Robyn Covitz
Joanne Kobylinski
Corina Krueger
Erica Liu
Beth Morowitz
Tejal Patel
Mayura Sardesai
Randi Sidweber*
Miki Schneider*
Kerri Wood
Head Coach: Doreen Bennett

*Captains
**Managers

Andre Kwon
Joseph Morice
Brian Schoool
Head Coach: Lou Frank

Gymnastics 205
HOLDING ONTO

A TRADITION

Senior Captain Karen Ferrell gains control and prepares to move upfield.
Senior Captain Meg Kinney played a key role in East’s Road to success.

Sophomore Melissa Der Pilbosian was a strong force in the defensive end.

Senior Bridget Patrick brings the ball through her opponents as teammates Traci Cravitz, Melissa Der Pilbosian, Donna Simmers, and Kristi Parkinson look on.

Senior Vanessa Rubio proved to be the leader in offensive play.

Varsity Roster
Jennifer Allora
Christina Bartnikowski
Heidi Camille
Melissa Chin
Traci Cravitz
Melissa Der Pilbosian
Meghan Durkin
Karen Ferrell *
Meredith Field **
Diana Goldman
Debbie Goldstein
Lisa Goldstein
Karen Greenberg
Heather Henry
Meg Kinney *
Erika Miles
Wendy Novick
Jen Orodecki
Bridget Patrick
Jen Probst
Vanessa Rubio
Rachel Rednick
Donna Simmers *
Karen Stanford
Laura Stitt
Emilia Wang

Head Coach: Lee Troutman
* Captain
** Manager

Senior Captain Donna Simmers withstands the Cherokee opponent to make her attack.

Senior Goalkeepers Dina Goldman (Left) and Laura Stitt (right), solidified the defense.

GIRLS SOCCER 207
Senior Matt Breckenridge searches for someone to receive his pass.
Goalie Dave Angstreich dives to make the save.

**Varsity Roster**
Steve Young
Jon Glass
Matt Dalsey
Sam Achionne
Dave Angstreich
Brad Sachs
Soren Helms
Craig Errazuris
Matt Breckenridge
Adam Shane
Jason Kenig
Jonathan Brand

Mike Lean
Dave Pactwa
Steve Turner
Pat Thomas
Mital Sheth
Jin Kobiyashi
Mike Policarpo
Lewis Profitt
Pete Krowiak
Rob Choi
Brett Leiberman
Coach: Karl Moehlmann
Captains

Jen Glass sprints forward to gain possession of the ball.

Senior Brad Sacks traps the ball to make his next move.
WHAT'S ALL THE RACQUET?

Senior Betsy Ruttenberg flows with her swing after a smash hit.
Marni Rovner returns a winning hit. Right, Samantha Levy shows off her net game.

Looking determined, Seema Bardwaj gets her match winning point. Senior Captains Seema Bardwaj, Samantha Levy, Betsy Ruttenberg, Marni Rovner.

Varsity Roster
Seema Bardwaj
Samantha Levy
Betsy Ruttenberg
Marni Rovner
Traci Goldberg
Jill Plasky
Alex Jacobs

Junior Varsity
Lois Choi
Nicole Gaghan
Peggy Yu
Lisa Barsky
Kerry Bunting
Joelle Friend
Jessica Lightman
Beth Rudner
Jodi Schoenhaus
Nikki Tavakdian
Valerie Butler
Jodi Cohen
Megan Knott
Ellen Leitman
Kristen Mueller
Seema Rathi
Susanna Yi
Ellena Anagnostis
Lauren Geller
Leslie Gilbert
Kelly Gola
Selda Kenis
Jessica Kozlov
Coach Mr. David Cole

GIRLS TENNIS 211
SUCCESS

ON THE RUN

Junior captain, Mike Berry comes in with a strong finish.
Manager Anita Cullen reads off the splits to Meghan DiGregario, who appears pleased with the results.

Tom Wright strides to the finish to place for East.

Aviva Yasgur warms down after winning a tough race.

Sophomore Julie Leonard had an important spot on the East lineup.

Dan Sturtz looks ahead to the finish with ease.

Dave Gealt finishes way ahead of his nearest competitor.

Adrian Berger-Ettenson
Mike Berry*
Daryl Cherkoff
Jon Bornfreund
Dan Burnstein
Anita Cullen
Melanie Daulte (Mgr.)
Manpreet Dhanjal
Meghan DiGregario
Dave Gealt*
Rick Grossman
Chad Harmer*
James Kohn
Claire Leonard
Julie Leonard
Samra Lee*
Dave Levin
Tak Omura
Manuel Sarreal
Johnny Shyu
Dan Sturtz*
Kelly Smith
Jolie Werner
Monica Woehlert
Tim Wilkins
Tom Wright
Aviva Yasgur
*Captains

Coaches:
Donald Witzig
Tony Sipp
VARSITY CHEERLEADERS

Captains: Carrie Sendrow, Stephanie Pearson, Nikki Gibbons
Melissa Spitz
Betsy Harvey
Renee Cho
Jen Present
Erika Ballen
Shira Taylor
Marissa Rothman
Lisa Kim
Marniee Nottingham
Christa Catanosa
Keri Schneider
Kevin Kain (Cougar)

JUNIOR VARSITY

Staci Michaels
Lindsay Lichtman
Elana Sacca
Jen Sherman
Sherri Mitzner
Carly Levy
Abby Bogos
Cindy Skwarek
Your Spirits Up

Senior Kathleen Racelis keeps in rhythm with her line during the halftime show.

The Varsity Basketball Cheerleaders make a dynamic formation.

Varsity Basketball Cheerleaders

Captains
Alison Podolsky
Kathleen Racelis
Jennifer Singer
Karen Stanford

D'Lynn Larson
Sara Braslow
Robyn Covitz
Georita Frierson
Gayle Horvitz
Beth Morowitz
Tricia Relloso
Jodi Schoenhaus
Lisa Shusterman
Nicole Weinberg
Heather Henry
Rachel Rednick

Coaches
Charles J. Musemeci
Elaine Winder

Winter Cheerleading 215
Senior John Patrick reaches up for a basket.
Senior Dave Quinn flies above his competition.  

Senior Khalif Edwards fights out his opponents.  

Khalif Edwards makes himself available for a pass.

Senior Adam Schwartz defies gravity as he grasps the ball.

Adam Schwartz  
Mike Parnis  
John Patrick  
Jeff Diamond  
Dave Quinn  
Khalif Edwards  
John Brand  
Rich Cody  
Rob Johnson  
Jim Rosa  
Brent Fisher  
Sam Suhn  
John Corrado

Coach: John Valore

BOYS BASKETBALL 217
HEATING UP

Donyelle Pulliams goes up for another shot.

Jill Marple rises above her opposition and makes the basket.

Heather Hohmann concentrates on making the needed points.

THE COURT

Coach Fleming gives Donyelle Pulliams tips on the important foul shot.

218 GIRLS BASKETBALL
Bridget Patrick makes a shot while her teammates stand ready for a possible rebound.

Junior Sue Ray looks for a pass.

Sidelined due to injuries, Seniors Tricia Doyle and Beth Rueppell keep their team's spirits up.

**Varsity Roster**
- Tricia Doyle*
- Bridget Patrick*
- Beth Rueppell
- Traci Cravitz
- Diane Croft
- Heather Hohmann
- Jill Marple

Donyelle Pulliams
Sue Ray
Chris Regan
Melissa DerPilbosian
Coach Dan Fleming
*Captains

Melissa DerPilbosian makes a steal and moves up the court.
Mike Lean soars in the air for a perfect dive.

Boys
Captains
Andrew Harris
Marc Levenson
Chad Stahl

Kris Broadbelt
Justin Ardito
Mike Arcaroli
Stan Tyszka
Steven Lyon
Lolue Haym
Mark DeNick
Joseph Ciprietti
Ben Neulander
Jeff Madden
Mike Lean
James Kohn
Andrew Grossman

Todd Block
John David Barnea
Bing Tien
Scott Stein
Jeff Mitchell
Alvin Lai
Sid Greenfeig
Ben Gajdalo

Coaches
Fred Knouse
Bo Wood

Managers
Pam Clarke
Carolyn Guss
Rachel Hopkins
Gina Sharon
Jennifer Slater

Girls
Captains
Alison Murray
Betsy Harvey

Melanie Dautle
Miki Schneider
Maria Wilkins
Meaghan Killion
Amy Marinock
Kate Martino
Sarah Perloff
Dana Wright
Rachel Zmuda
Ginny Burns
Meredith Gordon

Amanda Lithgo
Carolyn Maher
Lisa Miksis
Anita Ricci
Hillary Welde
Jolie Werner
Chantry Baker
Suzanne Bechard
Kelly Black
Kim Cameron
Jamie Cona
Jen Dickerman
Taryn Eaton
Karen Greenberg
Robyn Haesler
Heather Harvey

Beth Kolodguy
Shannon Lenahan
Lisa Lyon
Alana Maher
Jen Naumann
Courtney Smith
Kelly Smith

Coaches
Bill Sheppard
Vince Grimaldi

Manager
Karen Pfeiffer
Left: Ryan Sands looks for a strike as he throws the ball down the lane. Right: Meryl Salth shows great form as she bowls her round for East.

Senior Sheri Van Horne bowls a perfect strike for the East match.

**THE LANES**

Senior Brett Leiberman spins the ball out to complete a successful frame.

**Girls:**
- Kim Van Horne
- Sheri Van Horne
- Meryl Salth
- Mary Frances Rafferty
- Gerri Reed

**Boys:**
- Doug Meron
- Damon Harrow
- Amish Shaw
- Jason Lane
- Louis Eisen
- Hasan Quadri
- Todd Suralik
- Brett Leiberman
- Ryan Sand
- Jon Schnalzer
- Victor Guss
- Brian Bulicki
- Brian Kupersmit
- Matt Sazinsky
Senior Wrestler Chris Sherwin holds his man for the last few seconds to win match point.

Jeff DeJonge prepares to lunge at his opponent for an easy offensive approach.

Achilles Alon's hold is just short of being able to bring down his man.

Senior Alfred Alon warms up prior to what promised to be a tough match.

Varsity Team Wrestlers

Michael Carnes  Matt Arnold  Adam Arluke  Martin Jensen  Jeff Kelmer  Paul Walker  Achilles Alon  Jeffrey DeJonge  Nick Nasuti

Aaron Schopfer  Geoff Weismer  Alfred Alon*  Greg O'Neil*  Chris Sherwin*  *captains

Coach: Lou Frank

IN THE SPOTLIGHT

222 WRESTLING
THEY'RE GAINING ON YOU!

Boy's Roster
James Abdullah
Eli Berko
Daryl Chertkoff
Chad Harmer
Ryan Jander
Joseph LaRose
Josemary Lazaro
Elmer Lee
Nathaniel Oblena
Manuel Sarreal
Jason Schwartz
Johnny Shyu
Michael Berry
Anthony D'Alessandro
Jeffrey Datto
Apurva Dixit
Alan Griesbach
Rich Grossman
Paul Hernandez
David Iglewicz
Chris Keleher
Stephen Kuo
Zachary Levy
Lawrence Li
Josiah Novack
Takumi Omura
Fred Paik
Michael Poulsbok
Louis Regan
James Rosa
Ben Sax
Aaron Schonfer
Mital Sheth
Eric Simpson
Ronald Spitz
Dan Sturz
Patrick Thomas
Francois Trudeau
Steve Turer
Daniel Utam
Ha Van
Clive Walmsley

Girls Roster
Susan Bass
Julie Brown
Kristina Blakely
Lisa Cardone
Lois Cardone
Lois Choi
Melanie Dauble
Amy Rose
Jeneen Rutan
Alexandra Weinberg
Tara Dryness
Stephanie Gross
Samra Lee
Rebecca Schnoll
Jennifer Shaw
Caroline Sim
Teneacia Smith
Stacy Stecknoff
Alexis Tenenbaum
Jennifer
Claire Leonard
Julie Leonard
Amy Liu
Reena Meltzer

Ben Sax charges toward the finish line.
Determined up to the very end.

Senior Marisol Carrione throws the winning out for the game.
Senior Miki Schneider AIMS FOR THE BOARDS.

Dylen Cooper drives the ball for the winning run, (top). Farah Sternchos makes the scoop, (bottom).

Diving for the ball, senior Staci Lichtman makes the save.

Marisol Carrion
Dylen Cooper
Staci Lichtman
Omi Na
Jen Probst
Miki Schneider
Farah Sternchos
Diane Croff
Tracy Goldberg
Jen Hansen
Coach: Mr. Caputi
At the top and still climbing

With immense concentration, senior Dave Kurzweil returns the ball that places east in the state finals.
Adam Tarshis focuses on a winning serve which takes the set.

Mike Cheuh returns with a masterful forehand shot.

Steve Levy smashes a successful return.

Matt Goldberg eyes the ball for a clean return.

Dave Gealt follows through after a powerful swing.

Steve Levy
Jarrid Morris
David Kurzweil
Jay Bardwaj
Aalok Mehta
Matt Goldberg
Adam Tarshis
David Gealt
Michael Ayranoff
Mike Cheuh
Alan Cheuh
Dan D'Orazio
Bill Athey
Jirsu Lee
John Lowenhar
Sagarnil Nag

Coach: Ralph Ipri
Senior Tara Owens moves with great force as she carries the ball forward in a stunning upset over Lenape.
Senior Jen Marinucci keeps solid control over the ball.

Jennifer Allora
Lellie Cherry
Carolyn Coen
Cris Ferrazzano
Kristen Jensen
Amy Krachman
Caren Krachman
Jennifer Marinucci
Nicole Nigrelli
Tara Owens
Danielle Pisa
Nicole Rekant
Beth Rueppel
Emilia Wang
Christina Bartnikowski
Michele Borrelli
Heidi Breener
Danielle Cohen
Traci Cravitz
Christine Dagit
Heather Hohmann
Jessica Lightman
Jill Marple
Beth Morowitz
Donyelle Pulliams
Suzanne Ray
Tara Shapleigh
Dana Wright
Susan Wright

Junior Sue Ray defies gravity as she scoops the ball.

Carolyn Coen sprints easily toward the goal.

Beth Rueppel looks for a move upfield.
Eric Henry eyes the men on the field before stepping up to the plate.
Kevin Foley digs in, ready to grind it out.

Steve Young's powerful swing knocks the ball deep into left field.

Mike Terzaghi slams the ball for the distance.

Chris Dwyer
Kevin Foley
Erik Henry
Marc Ricci
Matt Dalsey
Steve Young
Steve Selverian
Josh Hansen
Rob Choi
Yosh Saito
Barry Toren
Mike Terzaghi
Jesse Murray
Mark Denick
Steve Badial
Ryan Shane
Mike Weinstein
James Francesconi
Matt Eisenberg
Dave Kim
Scott Prowdczick
Pete Krowiak
Mike Policarro
Dave Angstretched

Steve Young reacts quickly as his throw catches his man off the base, resulting in an easy out.

Chris Dwyer is in position for the winning catch that ended the game.

Coaches:
Dave Martin
Rick Bocchino

Marc Ricci makes a strong throw back to first to complete the play.
Cherry Hill East Celebrates Birthday

Junior Dance Slated For January 18

In February of 1967 the new buildings on Kresson road were finished, and with the arrival of some 480 freshmen, Cherry Hill High School East became a separate and distinct institution. Student Body Without A School! Previously to that time East had been a student body without a true home, living in E-wing at West between the hours of 12 noon and 8 p.m. Events were always crowded: every boxer had two or three students sharing his room, because of the close quarters, rec- curricular activities were practically nonexistent; certainly most of the students involved in extracurricular activities, East had not yet been formed. As there was no gymnasium of dis- posal, everyone took health. The sole consolation offered the student was being able to sleep until 11.

As one can imagine, everyone was happy when the new school was ready for classes. Since the school went to a normal time schedule, after school activities will be held on January 18. The time will be from 8 to 11 p.m. and admission will be 25 cents.

Sponsored by the Junior Class, East’s Birthday Dance will feature a live group from Philadelphia. Although they are not well known in this area, they are reputed to be an excellent band. Consisting of two cel- los, two violins, and three brass, the Orchestra met with considerable success in their en- deavors, both athletic and other- wise, in celebration of the birthday of the school. A dance will be held on January 18, The time will be from 8 to 11 p.m., and admission will be 25 cents.

Miss Albert prepares slides in the BIo Lab.

New Biology Teacher Fills Mr. Costs’ Post

Mr. Cost has left the biology department to take an administrative post. Therefore, a new teacher was added to the staff of CHHSE to take over his classes. She is Miss Lois Albert, who as a student in the year when Mr. Cost’s classes were held, she worked as an electron microscope. Now she works as a student in the biology department.

Miss Albert was also employed at the Institute for Medical Research, at the time of the research laboratory in Camden, while she worked in an electron microscope. She still works in the Institute in the present.

Originally from Audubon, East’s new teacher knows the South Jersey area quite well, she attended Audubon High School and currently resides in Audubon Heights.

Miss Albert, when asked what she thought of Cherry Hill East, replied that it was almost as big as the college she attended.

Miss Albert was asked what she thought the biggest problem would be in adjusting to a new school. She smiled and replied, “getting to know the kids.”

Alma Mater Decision Pending Approval

The committee that was formed to pick the words for East’s Alma Mater is planning to make its final decision early in January to make its final decision.

Committee members: Mr. Culpepper, Mr. Brunner, Mrs. Mroczek, Miss Bruno, Mr. Forchion, Joan Fry, Ann Alexander, Cindy Gark, and Ken Sunberg will choose the song’s verses from the entries that were submitted by students for the Alma Mater Contest. Mr. Cannons, Mr. Grower, and Mr. Newkirk will make the committee’s decision. Most of the members have active music background and are representatives of our school’s administration, student body, and faculty. The committee will be looking for words that are not dated while reviewing the entries. The committee will also be looking for a representation of a school that is not the athletic season or social event. Our Alma Mater will be one of the factors that will determine the stan- dards that we are endeavoring to promote throughout our school community.

The tune of the words were written for a traditional Welsh air called “Men Of Harlech,” It is a folk song that has endured for several centuries and Mr. Cul- pepper claims, “It embodies the dignity of a formal alma mater with the spirit that will make it popular for the student body.” He believes it to be unique as a school alma mater and “It looks like it will be fine tune for three years, I finally decided, it was the best choice.”

East Debaters Battle Over Draft Question

The Cherry Hill East debating team talked West into a seven year point with our school and tied with Cathedral Academy’s team on Debate. Cathedral’s affirmative team supports a program of compulsory military and nonmilitary service for all able-bodied young men for each resident of the United States. The members of the East team, Shaun Morrison and Kathy Hard, collected 35 points against the 31 earned by West’s negative team during the hour-long debate.

Each debate is held in a separate room at Cathedral Academy in Camden. That high school is the meeting place for the interschollar debating by member schools in the South Jersey Forensic League. The last debate is planned for April 23.

Each of the four participants in a debate earns, at the discretion of a judge, a certain number of points in each of six areas: analysis, reasoning, evidence, organization, clarity, and delivery. The number of points won by a team in each of the areas is the score for the team’s school.

Miss Ferguson, who was “rescuing the team” during Coach Scena-ris’s absence, was forever off to a great start and every hope of keeping it up.

The last debate is only one of a series of future confrontations which are expected to lead to a successful year for the team of East.
Throughout Cherry Hill High School East there are a core of people that make sure that each day moves smoothly. Without them, Principals would not be able to do much more than sit, students could roam unattended, and Guidance would go unguided. Those people are the Office Personnel.

Each day, the agendas, the attendance lists, the important letters, and the college transcripts are typed, filed, processed, and mailed by these important people, and unfortunately, many go unnoticed.

This is a shame, because, not only does the Office Personnel care for the school, many are quick with an affectionate greeting or a warm smile.

Continuing To Help Keep This Massive Confusion Orderly

Barbara Biebler, Main Office

Doris Cole, Main Office

Hilda Daley, Attendance Officer

Elaine Lippincott, Special Education Aide

Mary Muscat, Special Education Aide

Terry Pawlowski, Grade Level

Helen Refano, Communications

Felice Rothman, Principal’s Secretary

Pam Stafford, Main Office
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Myrna Furbman, Fielda Flemming, Terry Pawlowski and Anna Croce of the 11th and 12th Grade Level Office.

Fielda Flemming, Attendance

Barbara Pollard, Special Education Aide

Barbara Tansey, Main Office

Joanne Rorlbach, Lillian Paul, Flora Malamut and Martha Calista of the 9th and 10th Grade Level Office.
WHEN we arrived as Freshmen, Mr. Gallagher was in his first year as Principal of Cherry Hill High School East. However, Mr. Gallagher was not quite the novice that we were. For the previous seven years, Mr. Gallagher had been an assistant Principal under Mr. Anthony R. Cost. The assistant Principalship was a promotion after eight years as a Biology chairman and two years as the Science department chairman, which followed several years of Biology teaching, all here at East.

Mr. Gallagher’s public school education started right here in Cherry Hill at the Erlton Elementary School. He went to the Heritage Middle School and was a member of its first graduating class. He then attended Cherry Hill West, graduating in 1967 with Peggy Beck, Mark Steele, Dave Grubb and Tom DeLuca. What a class! Mr. Gallagher’s high school interests were the Ars Medica Club (the adviser was Mr. Cost), and the Language Club. He served as a Biology Aide and was intramural bowler for all four years of high school.

Because of his unique evolution through the Cherry Hill system, Mr. Gallagher has been able to witness changes and growth over the years. He has seen the quality of our school develop its own distinct personality as the movement toward open student-teacher exchanges grew.

After completing the Cherry Hill school system cycle, we can only wonder where Mr. Gallagher will expand to next. Perhaps he will move on to Central Administration, but for now, we want him here for us, with us and as he has been, a very positive part of us.
A Hand To Help You, A Shoulder To Lean On
If You Try Sometimes, You Get What You Need

Our Guiding Light

The Guidance Department navigates all students through their four years at East, directing their educational and vocational requirements while carefully handling their personal needs. From Freshman year up until Graduation Day, the Guidance Counselors design rigorous schedules for each successive academic year, assisting students in their respective course selections. The goal is to tailor each course load to fit the academic abilities and interests of each student. Over the four years counselors learn each of their student's thresholds for challenge and opportunities for academic growth.

Most notably, the department aids each upperclassman in planning and applying to colleges. The counselors sponsor visits from admissions representatives and from recruiting officers. The Cherry Hill High School East Guidance Department plays an invaluable role in our higher educational goals and helping get established in jobs for those of us that do not go on to college.

You Said It, Again

"The closest to perfection that a person gets, is when he fills out a college application."
-1989 Eidolon
You Said It

"There are times that require a kind word and an affectionate gesture, or more importantly, a good ear."

---

When You’re Down And Troubled, And You Need A Helping Hand

Cherry Hill East provides its students with many special programs to assist and encourage them in the educational process. These programs include the Child Study Teams, the Special Education Instructors, and a variety of other programs. These are the people who are more than ready to give a student a little extra encouragement.

Because everyone has his or her own needs and weaknesses, these educators help people to overcome their problems in order to receive the best education possible. Through programs such as “English as a Second Language”, foreign students are helped to overcome language barriers in order to facilitate learning in language dependent courses.

Whoever the student and whatever the problem, the Special Programs Department is always ready to assist utilizing their specialized skills and their warm smiles filled with encouragement. They are special educators with a very special job.
As in any other large operating facility, Cherry Hill East has a key core of people working behind the scenes to keep it running smoothly. Though most people hardly notice that these services exist, no one could go without them.

Everyday, East is delivered countless numbers of supplies which must be kept track of and processed before reaching their in-school destinations. Constant repairs and maintenance checks are done in order to maintain safety standards. Athletic equipment is stored and fixed, and Athletes are mended. Even the halls are guarded by Campus Police.

In the end, however, these people need to be noticed and applauded, because by doing their jobs well enough to be noticed, they are rewarded by the efficiency of the school.

**Behind The Scenes**

Arnold Black, Maintenance Head

David Callan, Athletic Trainer

Diane Cunningham, School Nurse

George Curtis, Maintenance Supervisor

Lillian Doron, Custodial Crewleader

John Hoffner, In-School Suspension

Eddie Johnson, Athletic Supervisor

Sandy Lazar, Campus Police

Chuck Ludavico, Repairs

Robert Mascio, Engineer

Jacqueline Sauro, School Nurse

Tony Trombetta, Stock Room

James Wood, Campus Police
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Time and time again, the teachers in the Cherry Hill High School East English Department have told their students that, if they paid attention and if they took the lessons to heart, they would be more than just prepared for college.

"You will be helping your roommates with their papers," they said. "You will lead your study groups," they insisted.

Almost every returning East graduate agrees. The fact of the matter is that Cherry Hill East is even better at preparing their students in English than is expected.

But How?

The big difference is, of course, lab. Each class, once a week, every week, meets for an extra period to work on and to improve their writing skills. The goal is to perfect the exact skills needed in college to write the required research papers, position papers, and creative writing assignments.

You Said It, Part One

"The grade is the administrative device that does violence on the developmental process."

-B.F. Skinner, Walden Two

Candid Camera

Did you really think that you could hide from the all-seeing, all-knowing yearbook staff?

Did you really think that you could keep such a DELIGHTFUL childhood picture secret?

English students may have had you for either senior English or Individualized

English. You like the New York Yankees and have been known to wear your hat to school?

Who are you?

Surprise! Mr. Carr. This picture was taken when he was in 6th grade at PS 93, in the Bronx in 1959. Isn't he just adorable?
"Lucky!"

Mr. LaVoie graciously enclosed the following letter, addressed to Mrs. Hopp, with these two pictures.

"Well, ol' chum, you know what 'they' say ... if you're gonna fall off the wagon, make a thud! Here are two photos from my deep, dark, mysterious past. In one, the year is 1947, I'm all of four years old, and I'm riding my fancy English-made tricycle down the sidewalks of Broad Street in Philadelphia, where I grew up before moving to Collingswood. The other one is, believe it or not, my Senior Prom picture - Bishop Eustace - from June of 1961, thirty years ago! Wasn't I a good-lookin' young teen? The girl is Patricia Murphy, and heaven only knows where she is now ... Lucky

About the nickname - Lucky - what does it mean?
We could tell it, but let's let Mr. LaVo.

"My parents had lost a little girl at birth a year and a half before I was born. I arrived premature, four pounds, five ounces, by six weeks. Two days after birth, I caught bronchial pneumonia. Faced with a second infant catastrophe, my dad swore he'd nickname me "Lucky" if I survived. I did - and ever since, the name's stuck with me."

---

You Said It, Part Two

"Chaos can descent at any moment."
-Roland "Lucky" LaVoie, to his creative writing classes.

---

Did You Know That ...

... that Mrs. Shuster won a best actress award for her portrayal of the wife in the play Roshaman, while in college.
... that Mr. Hansell was a priest before he left the monastery to marry Mrs. Hansell and become a teacher.
... that Dr. Dwyer was elected President of his school in high school.
... that Mrs. Sipp is related to famous pilot Chuck Yeager.
... That in the last lottery to be drafted into Vietnam, which was also the last lottery in the nation, Dr. Vivone received lottery #1.

---

Sandra Forchion, Mary Genovesi, Martha Haigh, John Hansell, Francis Kovalevich, Paul Howe, Roland LaVoie, Anthony Malatesta, Rosemary Mignagna, Robert Nation
“Working On His Tan, Ph.D. Style”

Dr. Vivone:
teacher of English, teacher of Life.

His former graduates remember him as the one who prepared them, really, for the reality of college. They return regularly, write letters, and assist him in preparing the next batch. Faithfully. Loyally. Graciously.

His “potential graduates” see him as a tough but fair, not to mention funny and amusing, pseudo-prophet. They remember his words, even if reluctantly, because they truly help. Dr. Vivone, Ph.D., Student Government Association adviser, forever in pursuit of his favorite activity—working on his tan.

Perhaps the reason for his unique relationship with his students is obvious. He always takes a personal interest in his seniors and they cannot but take an interest in him.

The cherubic and always stylish Dr. Vivone at the tender and yet precocious age of three.

You Said It, Part Three

Are the students smarter now than they were ten years ago?
"Yes. They agree with me more often."
-Mr. Malatesta
"If You Asked Me I Could Write A Book." - Harry Connick, Jr.

The library is, arguably, the most important place in this building. Well, besides for the cafeteria, and maybe the yearbook candy store.

The students of Cherry Hill High School East are lucky; in that, the school library rivals- in some respect- local counterparts. Equipped with computers, microfilm/microfiche viewers, sojourn, and countless numbers of books, the library here at East has all that a student needs to conduct an experimental research report, write a position paper, or study up on an important historical figure.

In addition, the library is always expanding its quantity of books, magazines, newspapers, microfilm, microfiche, audio and visual tapes, not to mention its computing, audio, and visual equipment. In reality, there seems to be little reason for an East student to seek research materials off of school grounds.

Top 3 Reasons To Visit The Library

With apologies to David Letterman, they are:

(1) You don’t have to go to regular class.

(2) The copy machine works! (Most of the time, when there is paper, and ...)

(3) It is a unique opportunity to study classical bust sculptures of entirely unidentifiable men.

You Said It, Part Two

"Tomorrow, we are going to go to the library- it's cool, it's cool."

Mrs. Carlo, or Dr. Vivone imitating Mrs. Carlo

Did You Know That...

... the library has over 41,000 items of print and non-print materials.

... there are two CD ROM Magazine indexes, wilsodisc, and infotrac available

... library has both prodigy and learning links capabilities through a modem

... the library is connected with all region 6 libraries through sojourn
Do You Know What You See?

Art does not, as a rule, have to encompass the talented alone. It is a sensory discipline which offers creative training and problem-solving. A stress on critical thinking is the common denominator. The art department concerns itself with teaching creative processes through coordination of the mind, hands and eyes. Artistic beauty is all around us and the art teachers are determined to expose the student to as many aspects of that beauty as possible. The art department prepares and develops students for careers or simply as a furthering of knowledge. The art student is polished into gleaming renaissance scholars.

The Art Of American Film

Very few courses at East can be said to have both academic rigors and entertainment. "The Art of the Film", taught by Mrs. Hopp fits that category. In this class, students learn about the history of filmmaking and learn to see films from the standpoint of its technical achievements and not merely from its storyline. Use of color, compositional line, camera angles and positions and editing techniques are illustrated and debated for their modern worth.

Part of the beauty of this course content lies in the fact that Hollywood has contributed to our cultural heritage and Mrs. Hopp makes it reflect in our lives.

You Said It

"Sometimes, the package is more important than the product."
- Ms. Barbara Hopp

Did You Know . . .

. . . that Mrs. McDonough once ate dinner next to Cary Grant.
. . . that Ms. Hopp's three sons are all born in the same week in May.
Traveling Musicians

This year, on May 29th, the East Singers, Chansons, Belles of East, Madrigals, Wind Ensemble, Orchestra, and the East Marching Band travelled to Williamsburg, Virginia to perform in a national music festival. As usual, East performed and ranked incredibly well, taking more than its share of awards.

Afterwards, the member of the ensembles were able to relax and enjoy King's Dominion Park.

You Said It, Part One

"Music is well said to be the speech of angels."
- Carlyle

Bragging Rights!

Everything that you ever wanted to know about East music, but were afraid to ask. East is extremely proud about our 10% make-up of the All-State Chorus and Orchestra. This is from a sampling of 200 schools, and East, once again, topped the list as the school with the greatest amount of musicians.

In addition, East has several appointees to Governor's School of the Arts. Once again, an unproportional sampling of East students were accepted as compared to any other school.

The Sound Of Music

The Cherry Hill High School East Music Department offers a wide array of instrumental and vocal courses. Among the courses offered at Cherry Hill East; Wind Ensemble and Music Theory are two of the finest. The three bands at East, Concert Band, Symphony Band, and Wind Ensemble are all elective courses that offer students the opportunity to play with a large group. Orchestra and assorted vocal classes also are offered. In addition to these 8:00 to 2:30 classes are a number of extra-curricular groups. These include Marching Band, Jazz Ensemble, Woodwind Quintet, Brass Quintet, Chamber Winds, Pit Orchestra, Bells of East, Madrigals, and Chansons. Rotating music lessons offer students the unique opportunity to study privately with their teacher or just to practice a difficult passage in private practice rooms. With help from dedicated faculty, students are offered the opportunity to expand their own individual techniques and taste the professionalism that is necessary during concert performances. Although many participate in the music program for enjoyment, East prepares students for future careers in music. The Cherry Hill High School East Music Department is one of the finest departments in the school and is loved by its students.

You Said It
Part Two

"Man's supreme method of communicating love is through his music."
- unknown

You Said It
Part Three

"Music is the free exercise of man's passion: the soul and mind cast to the wind."
- unknown
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DO YOU SPEAK ENGLISH?

Traveling to a foreign country for the summer? Trying to watch the Spanish Channel on T.V.? Want to visit Germany as an exchange student?

Cherry Hill East's Foreign Language Department can help you in all areas. It offers a wide assortment of courses in French, German, Latin, and Spanish. Teachers stress proper reading, writing, and speaking methods as well as cultural and historical aspects of the language, and the people who use it.

Some classes help with English vocabulary and SAT work, while others are known to be extremely valuable in college.

The bottom line is, that if you want to gain as much as you can from Cherry Hill East, remember the Foreign Language Department. It has so much to offer!

"More Than A Teacher"

There is more to life than work alone. The supreme example of this doctrine is Mr. Craig E. Burgess, resident Spanish teacher, poet, and published author.

Published author?

Yes, it's true. Mr. Burgess compiled a collection of his writings and had them published under the title *Thoughts and Perspectives*. One should not be surprised, however, to learn that a teacher at Cherry Hill High School East, especially Mr. Burgess, has plans after school hours.

Seventeen year old Craig Burgess and date prepare to go to his 1962 Junior Prom.

In addition to being an author, Mr. Burgess is an avid bowler, and a pretty successful one.

After school, Mr. Burgess advises Adopt-a-Grandparent, the Spanish Club, and was the recipient of the Cougar Pride Award.

Craig Burgess

Diana Fischburg

Lois Gangluff

Mary Hansell

Fran Lutner

Ann Eck

Bonnie Ford

Marilyn Halpern

Julia Hayes

Karl Moehlman
Separated At Birth

Ay Caramba!

One would think that they are tired of all of the questions. Logic would say that the constant inquiry would drive them mad.

"Who's older?"
"Do you speak Spanish together at home?"
"Are you really sisters?"

They certainly walk alike and talk alike. Sometimes they even dress alike. They are the "Ramirez sisters", but they aren't really sisters.

Gail Peterson and Lois Gangluff live with this misconception everyday, but they do seem to enjoy it. Still, students should remember that they are DIFFERENT PEOPLE!

Did You Know ...

... that Mr. Burgess was selected as a Boy's State Representative for his class in high school.
... that Mrs. Sokolov went to high school in Avignon, France.
... that in 1980, Miss Fischburg immigrated to Israel and lived there for 11½ months.
... that she joined the local militia while there and participated in armed patrols of the Haifa Bay area.
... that Mr. Burgess was a member of the Rutgers College Barbershop Quartet.
... that Dr. Rollin worked as a V.I.P. guide at the Brussels World's Fair, leading kings, queens, and other heads of state on the guided tour.
... that Mrs. Peterson met Julio Iglesias backstage at one of his concerts.
... that Mrs. Sokolov has a bilingual dog who responds to both French and English commands.
... that Mr. Burgess has published a book, Thoughts and Perspectives.

You Said It:

"Vir sapiens fortis est."
"A wise man is strong."

-Julia Hayes, reciting the Latin motto of East.

The "Ramirez sisters", another reason to take Foreign Language at East!
It Seems Just Like Yesterday ...

Twenty-five years ago - Six who witnessed the beginning; helped bring life to bricks and mortar and paved the way for the rest of us ...
... and in 1971, some young eager faces with dedication and inspiration to bring excellence to a young, vigorous school. They are still within our midst and the drive is still there ...
The aim of the Cherry Hill High School East Physical Education Department is to increase the skill and understanding of students' personal fitness levels and to broaden their knowledge of athletics in general. Students are encouraged to actively participate in structured physical activities. This is enforced by daily "gym" classes, one of the two only mandatory courses required here at East. Students learn how to play soccer, volleyball, tennis, and softball. All of these sports can be played after necessary instruction and with strict supervision. In addition to playing these games, students are taught the rules and regulations of some of their favorite sports. Values such as teamwork, team spirit, and hard work are all strongly encouraged.

For one marking period, students are instructed in the classroom on various subjects such as Sexual Education, The Effects of Drugs and Alcohol, Respect for Drugs, Nutrition and Exercise, and general health information. In addition, courses including Family Living, Nutrition and Exercise, and Respect for Drugs are offered as electives.

You Said It...

"It's not right, it's not wrong, it's just different." Mrs. Joan Saltzer, Family Living's first and favorite saying.

You Are Going To Be Unprepared For Gym Again!

The Best Kind Of Car Insurance

Ready to drive? First you need driving lessons. Before your six hours behind the wheel, you have to pass Driver's Education. Driver's Ed is offered Sophomore year as the health course. It is a required course until those enrolled, and others who have not yet passed the Driver's Written Examination, finally score an eighty or higher. Students are taught straight from the official Driver's Manual that is available from the Division of Motor Vehicles.

For one marking period, instead of physical education, students study driving skills, traffic laws, and public safety. They learn appropriate stopping distances, and in specific situations, who has the right of way. An in-depth unit on drunk driving and hazardous driving is explored along with traffic films of bloody car accidents. The goal of these disturbing features is to shock students into realizing the potential dangers associated with driving and with the handling of an automobile.

In Driver's Ed, students learn the laws and penalties associated with driving while intoxicated. We learn about speeding and other traffic violations. Special guest speakers are brought in to address the class on important issues relating to automobile safety. Campus Police Officer Lazar and other informative speakers relate tales of automobile accidents and automobile theft. At the end of Driver's Ed, students return to gym class a little wiser about the world in which we live and drive!

A Lesson On Human Life

Perhaps one of the most popular courses offered at Cherry Hill High School East, and undoubtedly the most controversial, is Family Living. This is a one semester course taught by Joan Saltzer and by William Sheppard that satisfies senior health class expectations. The class is a mature extension of sex education and awareness, and then some.

Simply put, Family Living is a comprehensive guide to modern living for today's teenagers. The curriculum juggles many aspects of life that high school and college students must face as they bear the responsibilities of adulthood. Topics range from a survey of religions to debates over abortion, with pit stops to cover anatomy, birth, sex, sexuality, birth control, marriage, and culture.

As you can imagine, Family Living in 1991-1992 is a far cry from its counterpart twenty-five years ago. A Family Living class in 1967 would most likely have been separated by gender, and the females would have covered topics such as sewing, cooking, and basic hygiene. Basic curriculum would have dictated that girls learn to first sew an apron to later use in a cooking unit.

Will our version seem that archaic in 2017?

Probably, but that still does not take away from the social importance of a course such as Family Living. The students in the class are treated like mature adults and contributors to lessons. No one is a mere spectator. Interaction with speakers, especially questioning and challenging them, is greatly encouraged. The teachers want the students to be well informed, and then to come up with their own intelligent and informed decisions.

As Mrs. Saltzer is fond of saying, "I will challenge what you think, but I will never challenge what you believe."
"Put Me In Coach, I Can Do It!"

Not everyone can play a sport in high school. Whether it is the result of a lack of time or a lack of talent, it doesn't matter, a student can still fulfill an athletic fantasy.

Simply by allowing students to play basketball, football, or volleyball, the Physical Education Department has created opportunities for the non-star to bask in momentary glory. A last second jump-shot is as exhilarating in a gym class as in a "real" game, if only for a brief moment. The same can be said for a diving interception, a monster spike, or a homerun—the self-rewards can be endless.

However, the benefits are not only for those who can excel in these small-scale competitions. The Physical Education has structured its program so that anyone can build upon his/her skills. This idea is founded on the maxim that practice makes perfect, and when used correctly, the maxim rings true. Such is the case with East's Physical Education Department.

---

**Did You Know ...**

... that Mrs. Saltzer played field hockey when she was in high school.
... that Mr. Oliver studies military history as a hobby.
... that Mrs. Saltzer once met Tony Randall.
... that Mr. Oliver met Bob Mathis at the Los Angeles Olympics and spent several days in his company.
... Mr. Sheppard likes to travel and to play golf.
... that Mr. Wood played pro-football.
... that Mr. Wood enjoys fishing and boating.
... that Mrs. Rogers enjoys tennis and snorkling.
... that Mrs. Rogers has traveled to 48 states, including Alaska.
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A New Look For An Old Standby

Everyone knew that it had to happen sometime. But when Dr. Solomon and Mr. Schnell were suddenly transferred to Cherry Hill High School West, the Humanities Program was left without a set of veteran teachers. The enrolled students were in a panic! No one knew who was going to assume the role or what to expect.

When school began in September, students found Mr. Keith Haines and newcomer to East, Mr. Paul Howe at the head of the classroom. Would they be able to take the place of the recently transferred teachers or would there be a revolution?

Though there were a few problems in the beginning as far as the structure of the class and the familiarity with the subjects at hand, the students found that the course did not lose much of the sparkle that had made it a long time favorite of upperclassmen. Certainly, the class was different, but most students were satisfied with the "new" Humanities!

The Social Studies Department offers a unique learning opportunity that teaches students a myriad of lessons. In History, we learn the factual history of a country, and we learn the concepts and reasons that cause the history. In Psychology, you can learn the different schools of thought, and how that applies to life.

"How it applies to life" is a big thing with the Social Studies Department. That is why they are deemed "Social Studies", the study of the interaction between people. We learn about wars, not to just glorify them, but to understand the political, social, and economic issues behind them. We study the economy and the success of government programs so that we can teach ourselves to repeat the good things.

Many a great scholar has said that it is useless to understand a culture if you do not study its past. The Social Studies Department of Cherry Hill High School East is designed to do just that!

Can Something Older Than You Be New?

Howard Boulden
Fred Butter
Michael Caputi
David Chamberlain
John Clowar
David Cole
You Said It, Part One

"This next song goes perfectly with our chapter. Some would say that this is a song about the Civil War."


You Said It, Part Two

Question: Can you name anything different than when you were in high school?

"Most things are different, students have more of everything."

Michael Caputi

Did You Know...

... that David Chamberlain raised goats as a kid? The first one was housebroken.

... that Nancy Linton received a citizenship award at her high school graduation.

... that Michael Caputi was a former head football coach at West High School.

... that John Heisler was in the New Jersey National Guard for six years.

... that Diane Kuhl wanted to be a Foreign Service employee in another country.
Hands On Experience

With a wide variety of courses ranging from Fluid Power and Mechanical Drafting to Small Engines and Woodworking, the Industrial Arts program at Cherry Hill High School East is second to none. The Industrial Arts program supplements the already outstanding academic reputation of the school. These diverse courses give students the opportunity to learn vocational skills such as woodworking and basic home repair, giving the East student time to work with advanced equipment. Students can gain knowledge, in addition to their academic studies, and develop "hands on" skills for the future. By working in conjunction with the Cooperative Industrial Education program, students have the unique opportunity to develop valuable work experience, thus preparing them for a more "rounded" and "hands on" educational experience.

You Said It, Part Two

"No matter what your lot in life- build on it."
-Anonymous

The New Top Five

With our apologies to David Letterman, we offer you our "Top Five Reasons to Take Industrial Technology Courses."

5. A chance to play with cars during school.
4. Power Tools
3. Get haircut during school.
2. Power Tools
1. Can males resist a class called "Fluid Power"?

You Said It, Part One

"Technology is anything invented after your eleventh birthday. This explains why only children can program the VCR!"
-unknown

The World Was Built A Single Stone At A Time

Gerald Feidt
Robert Foster
John Hoffner
Ralph Ipri
Thomas Kelley
John O'Neil
William Wagner
You Said It, Part One

“Chance favors the prepared mind.”
-Unknown

What Exactly Is A Co-Op?

For over a hundred students a year, co-op is a program that gives students an opportunity to develop marketable skills on the job and receive training pay. Co-op is, in fact, short for cooperative education, a program used for three separate courses: Cooperative Education (CIE), Marketing, and Cosmetology. The students take classes in the morning, then, in the afternoon report to work.

The program, however, is not as easy as it sounds. The involved students must attain employment through all proper employment procedures: working papers, resumes, and countless APPLICATIONS. Once hired, they must work hard not only on the job where they are evaluated by their employer, but also in class where they are graded by course instructors. Only those students maintaining a "C" average or better may continue to participate in the co-op program.

As the students learn skills and gain real valuable work experience, they earn money which, in turn, makes them salaried workers. The opportunity is also there for this to possibly develop into a full-time employment position after graduation.

The program is well appreciated by students, as shown by the increasing enrollment, and by the colleges that have started offering scholarships to students excelling in their field of work.

How To Get Ahead In Advertising

Business Education offers a diverse selection of valuable courses for future business majors and to those who just wish to improve their typing and computing skills. The curriculum, which includes fundamental courses on retailing, merchandising, consumer affairs, and advertising, lays the groundwork for the challenging business requirements of the finest colleges. In a world that is extremely dependent on computers, computing skills are of utmost importance. The Cherry Hill High School East Business Education Department recognizes these needs and is expanding to meet its great increase in demand.

You have all seen those commercials, "I was turned down three times for a job because I could not operate a computer." At East, every student has the opportunity to learn this and countless other skills that will open the door to a successful future.

The Secret Of My Success
The Knee Bone’s Connected To The Thigh Bone . . .

From dissecting frogs to stuffing squirrels, from observing the mating rituals of Drosophila to identifying rare species of organism, the life sciences are more than just explored in Cherry Hill East’s Biology Department. After taking an introductory core course, students may choose from an ever expanding array of department electives. Depending on personal interests and varying career plans, students may choose to analyze athletic injuries, prepare for college studies in the allied health professions, practice and perfect the collection and preservation of numerous plants and animals, or construct terrariums under variable physical and environmental conditions. In addition, aspiring scientists may conduct individual projects in the Biology Research Club or here firsthand information from guest speakers in the Biology Careers Club. The Biology I and II Science League Teams have consistently ranked near the top in state competitions. Most importantly, East’s Biology Department helps us understand and appreciate the everyday miracles of life.

You Said It Part One

"Biology proves that we are all cousins if not brothers.”
-Edwin G. Conklin

You Said It II

"Coaches put too much emphasis on the kids to perform.”
-Vladimir Vranich
From Q.P.S. and Earth Science to Cell Physiology and Physics II AP, Cherry Hill East’s Physical Science Department offers its students a world of classes. By maintaining a standard of excellence which constantly measures up to the rapidly growing abilities of the student body, the department continues to evolve a well-developed program centered on the practical sciences which can challenge students of all levels of ability.

It has been a goal of the department to institute courses that increase the student’s study habits through emphasis on pop quizzes, involved assignments, and tests. In addition, the teachers impact on the students thought patterns, allowing for explorations of “why” as well as “how” and “what”. Above all, Cherry Hill East’s Physical Science Department prepares students with clear thinking for college and careers.

You Said It

“Science is the search for truth.”
-Linus Pauling

You Said It, Part Two

“That is the idea that we all hope to have learned in studying science in school— we never explicitly say what this is, but just that you catch on by all the examples of scientific integrity, a principle of scientific thought that corresponds to a kind of utter honesty.”
-Richard P. Feynman
Can You Throw A Slider Without Math?

O
course you can, but you cannot understand how it is done. You cannot measure the break in a curveball, or the speed of a split finger fastball. You cannot calculate the arc of a freethrow, the airspeed of an airplane, or the landing site of a meteor that just hit your car if you part it in the wrong spot.

The truth is, though many of us have a difficult time understanding the function of X, almost everything in the world today has something to do with mathematics. Science, and scientific progress is dependent on it, as is medicine, engineering and architecture. Even art is based, in some way or another, on math.

The mathematics department at East is designed to ease the burden and ensure its students conquer their phobias of fractions and functions!

Attention: A Guide To Better Mathematics

Does reading your mathematics text book confuse you to no end? Do the "Mean-Value Theorem" and "parametric equations" frustrate you to no end? Do you need a computer sized calculator to complete the simplest algebra problem?

If the answers are yes, do not fear. The staff of the Yearbook has decided to include a series of helpful pointers to help you through this devastating period.

1. Always do the homework, even if the Korean Assembly instructions on your new home entertainment center make more sense. You cannot get penalized if you try!
2. Always ask the teacher to explain those problems that you do not understand. If you are tenacious, the teacher will explain until you have no choice but to understand. This method also wastes class time.
3. Go to after-school help. This is not any help unless you get further instruction on an area of difficulty. It serves as a good argument to your parents for the need for your own car.
4. Get a 14,000 button calculator that can calculate the gravitational pull of any given star in the universe on a dorito lying on the floor in a cafeteria in St. Louis by the push of a single button. This is extra helpful in physics as well.
5. Look in the back of the book. You know that the answers were there all along, right?

You Said It:

Do you think that life has improved since twenty-five years ago?
"In a lot of ways, it has. Day to day living is easier; new inventions make it so. But, now we have drugs and a break in the ozone layer. It's a mixed bag."
Marlene Levy

258 MATHEMATICS
If You Have Taught One ...

After twenty-two years of teaching at Cherry Hill High School East, Ellen Dooneief has probably taught every mathematics class known to the human race. At one time or another, she has taught Fundamentals of Math, Algebra 1 ("A" and "R"), Geometry ("A" and "R"), Algebra 2, Analysis (Honors), PreCalculus (Honors), and Calculus.

But don't think for a minute that her life is solely based on the quadratic equation or the formula for the surface area of a cone. For one, Mrs. Dooneief is a diehard New York Giants fan. She likes them so much, that she would rather live in New York than in any other place in the world.

In fact, the world of sports touches her life quite often. She taught Orel Hershiser Algebra 2, and claims to have helped with his curve- mathematically of course!

Did You Know ...

... that Kathryn DeHoratiis and Thomas DeLuca married in 1986.
... that their daughter was born on Prom night, June 1, 1989.
... that two out of three teachers in the department list Tom Clancy as his/her favorite author.
... that the teachers in the mathematics department are more inclined to participate in recreational sports such as swimming and golfing than any other department.
... that Mrs. Dooneief was involved in dramatics when she was in high school.
... that Mr. Knouse lists "sports cars" as his favorite hobby.

You Said It, Part Two:

Has anything changed since you were in high school?
"Yes, in the late sixties, we were always protesting something."
-Kathryn DeHoratiis

Helen Hu
Fred Knouse
Robert Lapp
Marlene Levy
Joan Malloy
Glenn Nec
Robert Nehring
George Opre
Linda Ruth
James Wakeman
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PERSONAL TALK:

Gerts - Watch out for camels from South America, never forget Jimmy

Zem, how was the game man? What game? I don’t know man! From Dan

Yo Shusman! We did it! Welcome to Nittany Lion Country! From Cards

Meltz, Cutler, Strow and Begin! from Dan

“Karen Ferell come and git it!” — “You can see the beach patrol 4 miles”

Tara - “Do it or don’t!” — Everyone - remember the big (New Year’s) Chill

Kevin - Car rides + late nights are great + secrets r always fun! Luv ya, Shari

Ed - Remember those “somepeople” talks? Thanks for being a friend, Melissa

ONE ON ONE

Ryan - You’ve always been there for me with a great smile. Thanx, Buttercup

Chuck - never forget great times at soccer camp - Woody/headballs, wet or dry? Dave, the Blalaph team, Blubbs, lost cleats. Your pal, Gridless.

Lellie - Do you know left from right? Our 2 mile hike at Motolly, Melissa

Kathleen - Through everything, we’ve remained close friends. Thanx, Melissa

Danny: Thanks for being my best friend in the world. I love you! Staci

Jo, Rach, Shir, - Ace bowlers scamming on ---, Love, Jen

Jen - Who is that crazy girl in my Psych class? Wuh, one of Mr. C’s 2 Jens

Jo, Where is 30th Street and why does my hair get curlier when cut? Jen

Jess, We told her so! Never forget New Year’s. Love, your driveway friend

Jo, Betsy, Bry, Tom - Not every cow can give a gallon of milk, Love, Gerry

Jill - “You’re crazy” Oh my God - I will never forget you or your crazy sayings. Thanks for all the great memories. OK - Bye - Christa

Rana - Reread your birthday card - Have things gotten better yet? We have been through so much together. Thanx for always being there Love Christa

Keri - How can you ever forget cheerleading! We were the best. You will always know some of my craziest secrets. Christa

Peg, I’m glad we’ve been best buds for 4 yrs. Friends forever, Mon

Movie gang-this yr’s been so great! It’s not what u d do ... luv u guys, Mon

Bon, Sooj, Cind, Rob, Sue, Jen & All “The girls”-all 4 were fun. Luv ya-Mon

Laura-By now, you know where to start! Luv, Gina

Joe Ski-Beach walks and beach talks go so well together! Luv Shmo Ski

Nicci-If it hadn’t been for that dog ... Luv, Gina

You started it, Maggie! or is that Maddie?

Aaron, you still owe me $4!

Maneater, could you please save some guys for the rest of us? Love, Me

Sharon, congrats on becoming a woman! I’ll miss you next year! Love, Me

Lewis You got to work more on your system! It’s quieter than a do do.

JoelMorgan - When are you going to get your driver’s license?

Mark Pisano - Don’t think I’m “jealous” of Cidy and Talons are slower than 5.0.

Joe Domingo - You’re getting smaller every year, return the Soloflex.

Howdy Doody, Reagan, Good luck in Texas. I still owe you $20.00??????

260 SENIOR MESSAGES
Meg K. - I'll never forget our year of trentorns and The Moon is Down - Lois
Marla - If there's no courts, we'll go shopping; same difference! - Lois
Alli, Jenn, Marla - I knew that Florida would be great! Thanks 4 All - Lois
Staci - How we've grown up! What memories we share! I love you-Steph
Karen - Never forget- it's only a ten minute walk! Love always, Steph
To the lunch table of period five- I love the talks and you all! Steph
Carolyn - Thanks for some of my best memories! Love Stephanie
Elisa - What can I say? Think just a second. I'm sure it will come- Steph
Kev - You bet I couldn't get it in. I did. Love-Steph
Marc - Words can't express how I feel about you! I love you-Steph
Betsy - Just remember- we love our friends! Love ya herds! Steph
Marni - A true friend is hard to find. Thanks for being one! Love Steph
Amy - Biology wouldn't have been the same without you. I love you-Steph
Alisa - Science childhood you've been by my side, thank you! Love, Elisa
Shari, Pam, Kelli, Lea, Staci, Jamie, Steph, Rachel, Kevin- Let's talk about...
Lea, you are my sister and my best friend. Peace and luck to you. Luv Kelli
To lunch period 5, thank you for our interesting conversations- luv kelli
Vera, don't trip on the green trolley at 4 a.m. Nevada., Ironclad
Elana, thanks of the memories and the past 5 years! Danielle
Lara (Chicky), remember Wyatt? And Tom in Philly? Death-rocks!, Dump
Seds- I'll take the golden buttered hotcakes with the finger-link sausage
Spleen- To Capt. Jefferey Lloyda and Leut. Paul Rogers- honor the Guard!

Phi, Ryan, Ratboy- Ahhhhh, I'll take the ham sandwich, heavy on the jitsy
Luaran - Be sober in dress and modest in diet. In short, kiss me and be quiet
Luaran- you have been a good friend to me, good luck, best wishes always!
John Lee - "The Power of Polystyrene and George Michael" - Vincent
Bruce Hsu- Have you hugged someone special today (like Dominique)? Vin
Christine Kuan- Don't worry! Hobbes is in the mail! - Vincent
Jason Schwartz- We don't see truth, we just see blue! - Vincent
Brian Kupersmit- Pick up the basketball with your feet! - Vincent
Richard DiTullio- Vulcans have three eyelids, right? - Vincent
Jeff- We smiled, we cried & because of you I learned to love- luv Carrie
Berger- you can shake with the best of 'em. I will miss you! Love, Carrie
Shmoe- Sweet dreams don't let the bed bugs bite! Remember forever. Luv baby
Banana- more than a friend gave me my memories that will last a lifetime!
Michael- Thanks for caring and understanding me more than anyone- Carrie
Jen- Guys have come and gone but our friendship will not - miss you, big dog
Ari- I knew I'd laugh at times we cried; not cry at times we laughed. Luv Car
Jeff- Through good and bad times you have always been there! Thanks, Carrie
Caren- To my very 1st friend & my best friend 4 a lifetime. Thanks 4 always being there. Sharing a smile a laugh or a tear. I love you - Amy
Jill- We went from sharing toilets to sharing secrets. You are my best friend for life. I love you. Jack will rain forever- Amy
Marnie & Betsy- We ask when but we know why. I love you two. Amy
Jap- From purple hair to this, thanks 4 being a great friend. Love, Amy.
Steph- Talking everyday is not necessary, knowing you are there is something else. You know I'm always there for you. I love you, Amy.
Wednesday nighters: Thanks for the great memories. Love always, Amy
Jo-Jo- I saw your.... no just joking! I love you to death. love, Amy
Nicole Z: Shopping in Philly & JFKJR- Randi S.
Hey Phu, "It was not I, said Loop I"

"Vicki, how's Kevin and your umbrella?"
"Shut up, Chad!"
"You know, Heather, those icy steps just don't like me!"
Bean: "No, never, never!"
"Chadwick, run into any ski poles lately?"
"Es war doch so schoen!" Mel
Baals I broke my pencil for you but what are friends for. Thanks Iloveu
Carrie thanks for the best memories of my life, I love you forever
Hey Keri Anne What's your game, cack lawn what can I say, but thank you
Carrie- For listening and knowing what to say. Thans- I luv u always- Nana
Jean- What's the time? Time to part, but memories r in my heart luv- Sam
Berg- From babies till grad- and still together- friends 4ever- Luv - Sam
Ali- You can always make me smile- I'll stick by u 4ever- I luv u- Sammee
Laurie E: How is Elvis? Let's go shopping! TCBY gossip- Randi S.
Alison W: Gossip lunches, Chinese cookies- Randi S.
Lauren S.: Library book cart, Chinese cookies, term paper buying- Randi S.
Alisa P.: Polyester, pink & maroon, English teachers - Randi
Sue: Remember New Years' Eve, Energizer bunny, ice skating- Nina
Lisa: The chain ping pong ouch pizza base- ment calendar naked gun- Nina
Lisa: Oscar Grover Brown-eyed girl dancing on the table the vase- Nina
Beth: Where is the key I left it on the tray good luck next year- Nina
Sue Lisa: The Lenape guys senior prom had fun I hope underwear- Nina

Sue: Ouch my foot auburn the sweatshirts news travels fast- Nina
Lisa: Six out of eight. Where is the sugar? Show us your dance. -Nina
Ugs egg- Either either neither neither lets call the whole blank -Nina
Vanessa- the past two years have been great. I love you! Love Jonathan
Lisa- Get me a white ridge ball. Jeneen
Kristen- I can get us there. I am great with direction. Jeneen
Lexi- I feel the earth move whenever you are around. Jeneen
Debbie-Thanks for taking me bowling! Erika
Jennie-So what do you have today? Anything for me? I'm starving!
Caryn-Fun, laughter, fireworks, sand; Lions & elephants at the fair - Erika
Debbie-No butt or firm butt? That is the question!
Caryn & Jennie-It's party time! Big birthday bash '91 Surprise!
Jennie, my downtown girl! I luv You! Love always, the Terminator
Erika, what do you look at when you talk to a guy? - I luv ya! - Deb
Caryn (Molly), Where ever we go we'll always stay close! Thanx-Deb
Caryn and Minky-Do I have durt on my Birt? - I luv you guys!
To all my friends: Thanks for a great 3 years!
Love, Chris Puglies
Becki - You're a great photographer- math is a different story - Chris
Rebecca- How many slept through Precalc today? - Christina
Aarti- Ohh noo, it's the end of the yeeear, what will we dooo? -Chris

Lauren-History2A: Match, bear, ck, and never forget, always be U! - Jellybean
Saj-DDMen! Who's driving? Presents, Humanities, I'll miss you-your Albino
Jeanne-One out of three! Not bad. I'll always be there for you- Esther
Kevin - Car Rides & Late Nites are great and secrets are always fun! Luv ya, Shari
Kathleen P. - Thanks for all of the laughs, tears, and oree binges! Cindy
Chapel of Love Gang - Don't forget the sound of music! - Cindy
Wildwood - Seniors at the shore - that's what friends are for! - Cindy
To the After-School Gang - Thanks for keeping me unbored! - Cindy
Andy - No, I don't think we're in any way related! - Cindy
Joanne - What is withdrawal? Love, Manpreet
Mike & Cindy - Thanks for the Preet Doll - Love, Manpreet
Lee & Todd - Thanks for all the yearbook memories - Manpreet
Debate Team - It was a great season, 7-0 Manpreet
Mikey, Jonz, Neh, Preet, Jon, Jon, Chad, and company - remember the fun! - Daryl
Hey Kats, Bon, Cindy, Rita, Sooj. . . I'll never forget ya! - Daryl
Lee - I use Dove, we are science buddies for life! Love, Joanne
Rachel G. - No Whammy No Whammy No Whammy Stop! You are the best, Rach! Jo
Marc - No, but I have Wilt Chamberlain's autograph!
Betsy - From the shore to the slaughterhouse - we are friends forever! Jo
Rachel C. - You know, you're really not allowed to do that! Ferth Rules!
Jen - Objection, Your Honor, that's not fair! We are Mock Trial!
Shira - Look at us! Fishing Bowling, scamming - what a friendship!
Bryan and Khalid - What can I say but . . . I love you guys! Jo
I will never have better talks about sex & stuff! Thanks! Luv ya, Shari
Elisa - We have been and will be best friends forever! I love you - Shari
Deu - What, Crabs? Falling menus, twenty percent, real friends! Love ya, Shari
Staci - We stuck it out together and became the closest of friends! Shari
Steve - I love you despite groups and Armeian Functions! Thank you! Shari
Rachel C. - You are my real friend - never forget! I love & trust you - Shari
Pat - Strum-pet-smile, be happy, and know it'll all work out great! Luv, Shari
Mike W. - For a 'Trig buddy you sure became an amazing friend! Love ya, Shari
Jay - I bequeath you my good looks, great tennis skills, & my height - Allen
Steve - May we always have fine women, fine wine, & fine stereos - Allen
Shara - I love you always and forever! - Ning
DUMP, Born, Mikey, Chad, Low & Tom! Thanks for leaving me alive! L & R' Jonz
Ko, Elm, Kup, Gandhi 1&2, Tho, Yoshi, Chuck, Marv! Hope to see ya soon! Johnny
Hey girls, love you all! Hope u can sleep over next time! Ha! Right! Johnny
Jen-I can't hear, the radio's too loud! Turn it down! Love-Michele
To all our friends-thanks for the memories
Love, Michele & Lori
Lori-always remember the best of times together-BFF-Michele
Tiffany-Dubh, blonde jokes, CCC, Get it out! Get it Out!, lunch buds-Michele
Marnie- You are my oldest & dearest friends. Thru laughter & tears we've grown closer. You are part of what I am & that means we can never part
Car, Ali, Berger-up where the sky begins started with you
Steph-whether we are close or apart, you're always near to my heart- Betsy
Fla. wouldn't be the same without you-I hope the talks continue-Rana
Jen&Jo-w/o you I could not have handled mock trial but w/o mock trial I would not have met you.
Car, Erika, Marnie - no matter what happens my childhood memories belong to you
Caren & Amy - You are each a special friends who after time I've found. Now that I have the best I will always keep it. Thanks & I love you both
Bryan- what are we going to do next year?
Patrice, you made my Senior year my best year. I love you! Love, Justin
I love you more than the sea because you mean the world to me.
Jeannie: My buddy thanks for everything babe - Patrice
Lisa: win-lose-or-draw scrabble ha baha! - Patrice
Justin: Friday afternoons August 3 I love you - Patrice
Kristen, Cris, & Fleur: Our talks Jr prom I love you guys - Patrice
Qwag Te, you’re not going to college but you have Mindy going for you.
Mike Kraft, When are you going to get un-grounded & get Jen for me
To Lisa, Susan bass, Nina I had a fun time worrying with U, good luck; NYear
To all the homeboys lay of the ----- “cisco” at milligs in camden
No! I didn’t maybe I did. who cares!
Larin: May all your Tuesdays be just like them in high school Maria
Jen-Stop drooling. I’m sure you will get a gold card soon. Ere we mean enuff? don’t forget our bear mistress. Days! Were outta here!! — Maria
Lar-How’s your kid? I’m always here for trips to Shop-Rite — Marie
Tricia- Don’t be shady. I’ll miss you. Best friends-Miki
Tricia-See ya and I wouldn’t want to be ya — Miki
Ma-Ree, Keep on tappin’ in the free world. Lar
Jen- next time we party, don’t forget the frexa — net! Lauren.
Maria- I may have Tuesdays, but you have everyday-Watch that big U. Lauren
Lori-Bucky Beaver, Mr. Macho man, peewee, Derfa? HA/Love, Michele
Stacey-clueless, same difference, can I please just tell U! Luv, Michele
Lori-stay away from the roof of the mansion—out of the bushes! - Mich
Christa- I’m glad we became such gr8 friends. Thanks to our intense gym talks. I’m going to miss you. Don’t bond too much without me—love U - Jill

Christa/Mandy- Thanks for deeking me to go to ATL. City! Love ya - Jill
Lawn Doctor- How many leads? Jeff-sorry! Pretzels, smelly water candy, blackout, cat. Kirsten and all of the laughs. Love Jill and Rana
Erika- Do you drove? Can you drive a golf-cart? All of our memories will never be forgotten. I love you tons-don’t bond too much without me-Jill
Erika and Christa- Be a rebel, Be a rebel, Be crazy! Go try on a sexy dress! — Jill
Nina: If it wasn’t for you and Rich there wouldn’t be JAS. -Thanks- Sue
Lisa: Hey material girl! Don’t forget fits- we should go pro! — sue
Jenanne: Do you feel the earth move? get a gatorade high lately? — Sue
Lexi: Drop a tray or fall of a skateboard lately? I owe you fluff — Sue
Beth: Fall in a trashcan lately? Don’t forget grasshoppers, Lip syncs — Sue
Nina: Hey energizer rabbit! Don’t forget fireman, all of our outings! — Sue
Nina-Lisa: We seem to always go for the same things- lenape guys! — Sue
Rana my other half, mybest friend thanks for being U. I love you Joey
Nate oblena, good luck in college and “stop” going to fantasy show bar.
Sam: For years we’ve had good talks and times what else could I ask for?
Steph-As the old saying goes its no quantity time its quality time
Rana-Talks penmen eating what our friendship is made of. We’ve had fun
Jo- Our friendship has drifted in and out but its finally here to stay
Jen- We didn’t have lunch nearly enough but getting out early was great
Carrine- From Johnson till now what a long strange trip it been
Betsy- Whether near or far next year our friendship wont change unless for the better. We’ve laughed and cried and grown inside. What else can one say but thanx and I love you as grease says well be together forever
Amy Caren: You’re very different people but I love you both the same. It doesn’t matter when we became so close just that we did & will always be
Erika- Although we’ve gown apart we will always be close in my heart
Rana- We’ve been thru alot- I’ll never forget U. See U in Florida -Jill
Johanna- We have had some gr8 times. If U ever need a laugh-call Jill
Kristen- You’re the greatest, thanks for being there Love, Nancy B.

Monica- I’ll miss you lots. We’ll do lunch sometime. Love you, Nancy
Cris-I always remember you even if I forget to pick you up. Love, Nancy
Randi-I think you’re really pretty and I like your spots. Is there anyone in South Jersey we don’t know? I always remember Taylors and Denays
Ali- always remember lounge chair, mix by hand, concord and the best times together always being the best of friends. I love you
Mandy- I think beer shirts are so gross. my cheeseburger is raw. There is so much chaos in here. That man just saw me naked.
Lis-Want some fries with your ketchup? (Watch for seagulls) Luv Terri
Sharri-but as far as you knew, you lied to me first! The Duke (Terri)
Stacy-we walk, we walk … Turtles! Good luck in Camden! Love Terri
Bet-no nuns and lox! Use your deep city off! right, left! Love Terri
Ticki-one of these day, we will play “Carmen” again. Signed the chief
Tiff-seen Sharon lately? Watch the aggressive driving! Watch out! Muff
Kristin-Black Car, Woo Woo, Miniature Golf! Jill Remember? Love Natasha
Chrisy- Thax 4 the secrets, you’ll never get cars so Happy B-day! Keri
Jeff - New Year’s was awesome, longer than a month? You must be special. Thaxn for all the memories. Keri
Mandy & Den – We’ve had great times, Mand your stories aren’t that bad. Keri xx
SooJin- Thanks for always being there for me. Remember the fun! - Bonnie
Suzanne, I’ll never forget our life long friendship. Stay strong. — Bonnie
Sooj, Sue, Suz, Jen, Peg, Rita, Cind, Mon, Robyn-Thax guys. It’s been great-Bon
Meej, thanks for sacrificing so much of your time for me. Love in x. Suz
Oun, even though our friendship was based on fighting, I had fun. Suz
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Sooj, I had the best time at your lock-in! You’re so cool! Love-Suz

Neigh for me! Thanks guys for all the memories! I love you! Love, Mimi

Us remember Denny’s eyebrow man, fishlips, Jetson, the joker, Ilisha’s head, Nike Air, the gas station, dishwasher hot chocolate, fire hazards, SLJISK

Charlie Brown, I love kicking your butt Don’t know why Love, Lucy

Hey Karen What’s soooooooooooo funny? Never feel funny, Love, Nancy

Hey Karen Look out, the busses are coming, the busses are coming! Nancy

Hey Donna Isn’t it a sin that we’ll never find that hill of beans? Nanc

Carrie - complaining in cheerleading, and discussing the loves that just won’t go away. Thanks for listening and understanding. Love, Jenn

Johanna - Deja-vu. Just take it as it comes. Famous last words. Love, Jenn

Caren - to a friend whose seen the good and bad the last twelve years. Thanks for being there. I’m always just a house away. I love you - Jenn

Sammy - Thanks for always being who you are. One of these days everything is going to go your way. I promise. Remember the good times. Love, Jenn

Amy - What can I say to a girl who’s seen my life for the past 12 years. Thanks for all the Woodcrest, Beck and East memories. I love you - Jenn

Carrie - New Year, New Guys (Tony and Dave), New Life. Love, Jenn

Johanna - Thanks for making the hard times easy. I love you - Jenn

Peg Sook Cindy - Temperant Turtle’s G-string & Pit!! Luv, Grace

Suma Lee Todd Lois Rita - Mon dieu, guess who fell out the window? Grass

Saj - Militia, Eunuchs, spare change, Moo, Jane, Haul - Luv Empress Dowager

Paul Rahul Alan Mike K Andy K Mon Sue Jason John - Do a 9! 8! Grace

Bingandgrells - you guys have always been there for me no matter how paranoid I got, I will never have 2 better best friends I love you guys so much. Keri

Rosie - Through everything I’m so happy we’ve remained close I don’t know what I would do without you. Keri

Erika - “Are you OK”, cheerleading, Key Largo & Passover dinner were awesome. We’ve had the best times. Keri

PreCalc Honors 90-91 - r = 1 + cos o. Love, Mrs. Plotnick

Boggy - Gravity walkers never walk alone. - Bum

Leibo - When this baby hits 88 M.P.H. - Bum

Deb - how do they know if they had two …? As if … if so - Shawn

Boggy - He who dies with the most toys win … What? - Bum

Monica - We’re not mean, just honest! Luv ya! & never change, Rachel

Joanne - We are football! Rachel

Khalil - someday! Luv ya! Rachel

Sharri - your friendship has always and will always mean the world to me. Do we ever have enough time to talk? Not possible! I love you - RC

Jen - I called it first!

Marc - No, I called it first!

Patrice - My Game Boy Buddy; Connect the dots la la la la the Love You

Laura - Turn me on dead man, Paul is dead, there’s a delivery Gary-Shepard

Debbie - Kiss me, I’m Jewish, downtown and the terminator, I love you, Jean

Kris - Knots, pierce has lost it, Murphy and Designing Women

Caryn & Leslie - I love you, thanks for everything wabs wabs wabs downtown

Erika - Beverly Hill’s night, Algebra and Trig class, I love you, Jeannie

Vicki, Mimi, Jen L. Patrice - Flying - what’s this? … Doch!! Luv, Grace

This has to go in the yearbook. What has to go in the yearbook? Karen

Billy Joel, Bon Jovi - Who’s face lit up? Love, Clueless Karen

Terri, Ilisha - Windshield wipers, it’s not raining! Cravings! Kar, Stac

Nancy, Friday’s or Uno’s, surprise! Let’s go fly a kite! Love, Karen

Ilisha - I saved your life twice! Relax said the nightman! Love, Karen

Stacey & Ilisha, We don’t have our seatbelts on! Love, Karen

Karen, I have my seatbelt on! Love, Stacey

Karen, I have my seatbelt on! Love, Ilisha

Stacey & Ilisha, I don’t have my seatbelt on! Love, Karen

Ilisha, I didn’t just walk over for water! Don’t spill on my carpet! Stac

Hey Terri, How much does Muhlenberg cost? Love, Ilisha

Neeps, Dropped any beads lately? Love, Ilisha

Stacey, can we stop at the MAC machine? Love, Jen

Karen, enjoy the mozzarella sticks! Love, Jen

Lori & Michele, thanks for driving by you know where! Love, Jen

Ilisha, are you constipated? Love, Jen

Sam X-mas Eve, West Guys, New Year’s Eve, Delaware, any questions? Love, Jenn

Michele - Don’t go changing. You are the greatest. Love, Jenn

All - To a new friendship that will continue to grow. Love, Jenn

Jill - from nail fights to being rebellious - we’ve been through it all. I’ll never forget my crazy times with a crazy girl-I love you - Erika

Tag - you always keep us laughing - we’ll miss u - Love Rana Christa & Erika

Jeff - I’ll never forget how you broke your pencil for me-that’s what friends are for! Thanks for a real good time-Love always & forever-Erika

Betsy Marni & Carrie - old friends are the best kind - I love u - EK

Christa & Keri - Betty, Joe & the qrtrs, MC D’s, crash, did I get into Penn State yet? & football poems. Too many laughs-not enough room-Luv Erika

Keri - How can I sum it up? Crazy times! Thanx 4 the memories Luv Erika

Christa- we laughed until we had to cry - the story of our friendship. True friends r hard to find-I’m glad I can stop looking. This isn’t goodbye-Best friends don’t know what that means-Thanx 4 everything-Love Erika

Neepa, Gotta love those Audebon Chicks! Love, Chanda

Patty, Fake L.D.’s, Atlantic City, We are such honest people! Chanda
Jen-We're office aids! Thanx 4 always being there- I love you xoxo Ek
Rana- moisturizer-bananas-right side bigger more. You made me cry in the end. You are a great friend-too great ever to be forgotten -Love Ek
Jeneen and Lexi: I feel the earth move-camp lunchtrain-camp lunch -Lisa
Jeneen and Kristen: I'll get you a white ridged ball- Lisa
Bridget: Don't forget we are Deluca students! Graphing calculators - Lisa
Patrice: Win-Lose-or-Draw Scrabble Canada Ski Trip Homeroom talks- Lisa
Yo Alex don't forget about the breaking chair Yo Steve who has guts?
To Downtown-I love you. Waba, waba, Love Leslie BFF
To Minky-you're the best. I love you. Caryn
To Deb E-thank you for all those New Years, I love you- Caryn
To Susie-my summer school buddy, you're a great friend I love u, Caryn
To Erika- Never lost that charm, thanks for everything. I love you, Caryn
To Alan- Let's go to the Red Roof, I love you, Caryn
To D'Lynn- Senior year and I still can't get rid of you, I love you, Caryn
Esther, Buttercup, Jellybean, Alligator, My New Yorker- Love, Lauren
Esther, match, bears, Calvin Klein, acid, W., History 2-what a joke - LPS
Erica, pig farms-boy crazy you! Oboe boy- I caught that ! Love, Lauren
Brandee, I am always here for you! You can always count on me- Lauren
Brandee, Golf Clap- oh yo yo yo . . . A.A. nites! From Dates! Love, Lauren
Jenn P-Thank you for being my true friend.
I'll Miss you. I love you-Alli

Samantha J: Do you go to Georgetown? -Jen R

Alison W: I "love" your shirt-JenR
Laurie E: Do you dare me to wear the button? Jen R
Seca M: look out for my cue ball! Jen R
Laurie E and Alison W: Our gossip over yogurt- Jen R and Randi S
Alison W: I gave out more ribbons than you! -Jen R
Amy: Thank you for giving me so many memories-your friend forever, Slicke
Amy-Vontrapirio, acne, window trick, going to wash your clothes, Holyho!
Ed - last Hit!
Laura-someday Mr. Acid washed jeans will admit his eternal - Love 4u - Meg
Laura-butterfly in the sky-thanks 4 all the laughter u have given me
Meredith- ME?? (George Michael Concert)
Nina: Calendar Brown - eyed girl dancing on table, vase, Grover, Oscar - Lisa
Nina: Naked Gun Ping-Pong Paddling the Chain Pizza Upstairs- Lisa
Nina: Six out of eight where's the sugar show us your dance-Lisa
Nina and Sue: The Leneape guys senior prom underwear old group-Lisa
Nina and Sue: The three Chris' working at the pool gift certificate - Lisa
Sue: Bloomsburg-Material girl-outfit Main Street morning rides- Lisa
Michele, Stacey, Jen, Let's go by you who's house and shine the lights 1 or
Michele always remember the good and bad times we've had Love Lori
Michele lets remember to stay away from 30 year olds! Luv Lori

Michele thanx for dealing with me for the past five years! BFF Lori
Jen never forget Keller and his class! Love Lori
Stacey never forget our English class and all those motifs Luv Lori
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Chanda and Stacy. I am the masterspitballer! Love Neepa

Josh - Do you know your right from your left? Love Neepa

Josh - What's the point of a right turn? Love Neepa

The oldies, the trainees, and the madam!

To Laura - Can I just ask why you are the leader of the pack? Love Sue

To Caryn - I will never forget you or the memories we have. Love, Sue

To Stacey - Never forget our phone call that had music playing! Love Sue

Irene and Sofia - I will never forget you or our friendship. love ya Sue

Jen G. - Only the best of friends last this long. I love you Ali

Car-friends like u are hard to come by. I was lucky to find u. Love Ali

Samme - Time may slip away but true friends last forever. I love you Ali

Berger - Thanks for the laughs, the memories and being my friends. Love Ali

Madrigals are better than bells!!! (fa, la, la, fa, la, la, fa, la)

To Jen, Becki, Alex, Aaron - we made it! What would I do without you? Rhonda

Aaron, Wendy, Kathi, Jen - Atlantic City. What was that restaurant called?

Leen - Pizza! Pizza! I swear it's the name! Good luck next year! Rhonda

Jen - the support group lives! Who has the camera? Love, Rhonda

Rachel - do we need to talk? Keep in touch when I'm at college! Rhonda

Aaron - the past seven years have been great! Love always, Rachel

Alex - remember, you started it! Keep in touch! Love, Rachel

Rhonda - We have to talk! What else is new?? Rachel

Sam - how is the weather in Georgia? Seda

Karen - I will drop physics after Great Adventure. Seda

Kelly - Remember Ratner ID Always! Seda

To Mom and Dad, I love you forever! Love always, Seda

To Doctor and Mrs. McDonnell - Thank you for believing in me! Seda

Sue you are a true turtle, dirtybird die! Stacey

Jen, Lori, Michele Kiddlehopper! Punch Bugg! Shotgun! Coppers! Stacey

Karen look both ways before crossing Springdale, clueless! Stacey

Jen Are your ears still ringing? Do you have any gum! Stacey

Michele My music is better. I locked the door. Chinese firedrill Stacey

Ilisha Jen driving around forever just to get me home Stacey

Neepa Halloween, spitballs, and the mansion and the binoculars Stacey

I don't like R__ Anymore - yeah right! Pauline & Andy - we're so sure.

Tho and Rahul - We all made turnarounds. Friends at last! Andy

Mike - All cards & Valentine surprise! It's too late - you have to go home. Luv, Me

Peg - From pencil! Stapler! to Sour Patch Kids w/Rap to the 4-ever late row! Salvati on never! Good friends 4-ever! Thanks 4 always! Love, Reet

Saj - Trashy novels & sitting on stoops. What am I 2 do w/u in India? Luv, Me

Marv - Years of homeroom & homework! Thnx 4 rides & 4 poking! Luv, Pool Queen

Basement & pool gang - Thnx 4 zeh great times! Never 4-get me! Costumes, New Year's 91 & Valentine's! Love, Your Hostess

Peg & Mon - Strawberry daquiris & pina coladas! Luv, Rita

Suma - Suma! Viennese ici! J'ai un dilemme! Who's afraid of the big bad wolf? Copy nights are never done & neither are our friendships! Trust me!

Andrew - "We're still going out?" How about telepathy and blue? Luv, Rita

Mon, Rita, Bon, Sooj, Cin, Mim, Grace, Sue, Jen, Suma, Robyn - Thnx for the fun! Peg

Elmer - I will never forget laughing, stories, movies, dinner, Your love, Peg

Monica - I will never forget our friendship, chats, and bullfrogs. Love, Peg

Mon, Wait till I take them off! Tatmud

My Posse - Thanks for all the great jokes. I had so much fun. Fem Man

Kat, Stop it! Don't touch your lip! Tho Ngo

Poker Buddies - The long nights went by too fast! Thnx for the money!

Pauline - Meeting you made the first three boring years worth while.

To My Posse - Thnx for the memories. We were amused - Nehul ("GOD")

Sooj and Bon - U. Penn, Cougarsettes, & other memories! Love ya lots, Pauline

Susan - Yearbook, what else! Thnx for being a bud! This buds for you - Chow

Cindy - Ninja Turtles, parties and other memories - Luv ya, Pauline

Rita - I want a date now! Ha Ha Ha. I love you - Andy.

Cindy - We're friends forever this time. I'll always love you - Andy.

Where would I be without you, Pauline? I'm glad you're with me - Andy
Singing telegams! I've enjoyed all the nights of endless driving! It's been fun, guys! Lots of love, Pauline

Mon, Neh, Tho, Kata, Jon, & Rahul - Thanx for all the times! Miss ya. Ciao

Andrew - Thanx for caring and being my friend! Lots of love, Pauline

Michael, Thanx for all the good times! I loved you so much! Luv, Pauline

To All My Friends - Thanx for being there and all the times! Pauline

Rita, Rob, Tim, Russ, Joe, Bill, Alan, Dan, Mike, Pete & Others - It's been fun - Me

Steve - You went to JFK without me! To be or not to be - to be - in 5 years

Lisa & Kelly - I'm so stressed (whine); To all involved - New Year's!

Jeff, Matt and Scott - You guys are the greatest! (Shah!) - Steve

Matt - "I have been... and always shall be... your friend." - Steve

Susan - Thanks for being such a great friend. Friends forever! - Jen

To all my good friends - Thanks for all the good times. Jen Lew

Thanks so much for helping us get through our adolescent years!!

Jen - Thanks for being the best friends I could ever have. Luv always, Susan

Mimi, Mon, Peg, Sooj, Cin, Rob, Rita, Paul - Thanks for the memories! Susan

Marvin Magbalon - How many dishes did you wash today? Michael

Tho Ngo - Well, when is your Uncle Eddie coming over? - Michael

Johnny Shyu - do you want to get sick? Prom Michael

Rita Louh - Merry Christmas! Your X-mas friend!

John Lee - Throw the egg! Not in the car with the window down - Michael

Harr Sun - Going to the bathroom again? Need another one? - Michael

Scott - King me or as Dan Lewis would say, "Kinga Me!" - Perks

Brad - Don't get thrown off the 3rd level at the Allman Bros. - Perks

Steve - Let's cruise down Route 202 with my friend Lee! - Perks

Levee - Do the chem wave! Yes-Fest '92??

Legacy - Man, you're the best. Rach

To Jen - Capillaries, yes my name is Jen! Love, Karen

To Mer - What's the date? Can you come over? It's hot in here! Karen

G...d & The Devil - Settle your differences! You may be sorry some day!

Donna (Max) John Lennon Exhibit (closed)
Cold Spring Harbor. Love, Karen

When times get rough and friends just can't be found like a bridge over troubled water I will lay me down. I love you guys! Love, Karen

To all those underclassmen I leave behind - I'll be back! Luv, Natasha R.

Karen - "I want to rock 'n roll all night...", 44, "What a..." Love Louann

Yo Kar - Ring a Pizza doesn't deliver! Nice prom date! Party on Lampost!

Dev - Slurp! Let's be awesome driver! Long live Mr. Wolf's class! Love, Mere

Gnaj - Tahw sedd h ees ni reh? Seton, Spaso, AET, Spine, loop DNA synned Love EM

Mike - Thanks for a great 8 months. You taught me so much! Love always - Mere

Janna - Snickers, guys, West all the way! What did Joe say? Parties

Jane - Parting is such sweet sorrow, until we meet again. I love you always - M

Yes Gary - you are the man! Oh, not tonight! Love always! Mere East is #1

Erika - If we met in 6th grade we probably would have hated each other. I cannot sum up all the laughter, the tears, in these few lines, so I'll just say thank you for being such an awesome friend. I luv ya - Christa

Chris - The past two years have definitely been an experience. I will always remember the times we've had together. Love, Christa

Eddie - Never forget - Aug. 28, 1991, in your red BMW and "Everything I Do!!!"

Gina, From 1974 - 1992 We have had allot of fun. We can't ever stop!

Dannie Pannie, The sister who's a great listener to all my stories.

Maria, I'll try to listen to your great advice next time. Love, Nicole

Rardi, If we're going to do lunch, we must be protocol! Love, Nicole

Gina - Let's start from the very beginning - are you driving? Luv, Laura

Meg - One, Two, Tell me who are you? The bean, not horses... Luv, Laura

Laur: Never forget the corn, cottonpicker etc. Never forget the good times, De
"Thank You For Your Continued Support ..."

Randi Baer 1987
Sara Berinson 1987
Lorri Blank 1987
Joshua Bomze 1990
Michael Branch 1988
Allison Brandt 1984
Andrew Brandt 1986
Lauren Brandt 1989
Derek T. Braslow 1989
Atul J. Butte 1987
Jeff Casella 1990
Grace Leigh Chan 1990
Lara Chepenik 1987
Tracey Chester 1987
David S. Cohen 1990
Joelle Cooperman 1987
Terry S. Cooperman 1990
Lisa M. Corrado 1989
Evan S. Cutler 1986
Matt Daulte 1988
Upendra Dhanjal 1986
Carynelisa Erlick 1989
Alison Fendrick 1987
Caren Freeman 1986
Cyndilee Freeman 1987
Caren E. Garfield 1990
Valerie E. Garfield 1988
Carolyn Cecilia Gargaro 1989
Melissa Goldberg 1990
Andy Goldman 1987
Becky Goldman 1989
Sharon Herbert 1989
Ryan D. Madanick 1991
Mark Metzger 1990
Kevin Robert Milner 1990
Jennifer Mitchell 1986
Susan Nicolazzo 1989
Jason Pachman 1989
Scott Podolsky 1989
Philip Popper 1990
Evan Richman 1989
Monica Richman 1987
Michael J. Sacks 1990
Matthew Salzman 1990
Jami Schneider 1989
Lisa Schwartz 1989
Julie R. Seltzer 1990
Amy Shapiro 1989

Adam Shorr 1988
Rona Shorr 1989
Lisa Parris Soslow 1986
Andrew T. Swers 1990
Amy Taylor 1990
Ping-Chen Tsai 1990
Daffodil Tyminski 1990
Matthew Weissman 1990

Todd Rappaport and Lee Goldstein
Business Managers
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CONGRATULATIONS

BEST WISHES

GREAT TIMES

GOOD WISHES

SUCCESS

HAPPINESS

FRIENDS

PROSPERITY

LOTS OF LUCK

Proud of you

GOOD LUCK
CHERRY HILL
ICE HOCKEY TEAM

JUNIOR VARSITY

VARSITY TEAM
GOOD LUCK AND BEST WISHES TO OUR SENIORS
CUTTERS LTD.

FAMILY HAIRCUTTERS

11 East Split Rock Drive
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
(Near Clover Shopping Center)

(609) 424 - 5522

FULL SERVICE TRAVEL AGENCY

THE SHOPPES OF HOLLY RAVINE
100 Springdale Road
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
(609) 354-9393

Congratulations and Best Wishes to

RACHEL LYNN GARFIELD
AND THE CLASS OF 1992

Marjorie, David, Valerie and Caren Garfield
Money Isn't Everything.

As the largest independent banking organization headquartered in South Jersey, First Peoples Bank of New Jersey is concerned about more than just the region's economic well-being. That's why, in addition to providing individuals and businesses with loans and financial resources, we support countless community activities.

At First Peoples, we know that serving our customers is important. Even more important is doing all we can to help make southern New Jersey a better place for all of us.

(609) 858-7300
ERNEST V. DEL DUKE AGENCY
INSURANCE & FINANCIAL SERVICES

"Protect What You Have"

1190 Marlkress Road, P.O. Box 2025, Cherry Hill, N.J.
08003

Telephone (609) 424-7960
Fax (609 424-0234

SOUTH JERSEY
PROSTHODONTIC
ASSOCIATES, P.A.
1793 Springdale Road, Cherry Hill, N.J.
340 Ganttown Road, Bunker Hill Medical Center
Washington Township
424-7177 (Cherry Hill)
589-9325 (Washington Township)

LARRY LITWIN   LISA BARBELL   ADAM LITWIN

Hello,
Sports Fans!

The Shoppes at Holly
Ravinia-Springdale & Evesham Rds:
609-428-8968

Plaza Shoppes
110 White Horse Road
Voorhees, NJ
OPEN Mon. - Fri. 9:30AM - 9PM
Sat. - 9AM - 3PM
Sun. - 10AM - 2PM

To Bigfoot:
Congratulations!!

We're very proud of you.

Good Luck at college.

Love always,
Mom, Dad, Andrea and Matthew

Congratulations

"Polly"

We are proud of you!

Love, Mom, Dad, Deana & Diavalo
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Carrie -

We love you very much!
You've made us very proud.

Love,
Mom & Dad
Abigail, Becky & Reggie

Way to go, Dave!
We're so proud of you.

Love,
Mom, Dad,
Scott and Jenna

Dear Jen-
You've always
made us
so proud of you!
Best of luck always
in
all your future
endeavors.
Love,
Mom and Dad

UNITED
JERSEY BANK
SOUTH, N.A.

34 offices in Burlington, Camden,
Cumberland and Gloucester counties.
Main Office: 1800 Chapel Avenue West,
Cherry Hill, N.J. 08002.
For the Office nearest you,
Call 800-282-BANK

Member FDIC
Member of UJB Financial Corp.
Dearest Roman,

Our warmest congratulations on the occasion of your high school graduation. Your hard work and passionate desire to learn, to acquire skills and knowledge and, thus, to make a contribution in building a better world will surely be blessed with success in the future. We thank you and are very proud of you. God bless you and guide you.

Your loving parents,
Renata & Andrew Olearchyk
Sister Christina, Brother Adrian
and Grandfather Marian.

To Suzanne Schwartz - We’re all ao proud of you upon your graduation. We hope that the next 4 years will bring as much joy as the first 18 years have.
Love,
Mom and Dad
David and Sarah
XOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOXOX

To a special daughter and sister,

SAMANTHA LEVY

Lots of love and congratulations on your graduation.

Love,
Mom and Carly
Johanna,

Words cannot express just how special you really are... You have been a ray of sunshine, making us all so very proud... May all your future dreams be as fulfilling as you have made our lives.

We Love You!
Mom and Rich
Loryn, Josh & Dusty

AMY and CAREN KRACHMAN

Congratulations on a job well done! We wish you health, happiness and for all your dreams to come true.

All Our Love,
Mom and Dad
DEL-VAL COACH  
• ATLANTIC CITY CHARTERS  
LAVATORY EQUIPPED  

784-0099

- TOUR & CHARTER PACKAGES  
- GROUPS & INDIVIDUALS  
- INDUSTRY & CONVENTIONS  
- SPORTING EVENTS  
- LOCAL & LONG DISTANCE  

CORP. OFFICE: 2650 EGG HARBOR RD  
LINDENWOLD NJ

HILLMAN'S  
BUS SERVICE INC.

SCHOOL BUS TRANSPORTATION  
SPORTING EVENTS - FIELD TRIPS  

429-7409

if you want to get in,  
you've got to  
STAND OUT

SAT PREP  
ACHIEVEMENT TEST  
PREP  
COLLEGE SELECTION  
COLLEGE APPLICATIONS

Call today for your  
FREE DIAGNOSTIC TEST  
and start  
Standing out from the crowd  
CHERRY HILL  
988-1900

THE RONKIN  
EDUCATIONAL GROUP
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Manpreet • Daryl • Johnny • Chad
• Jon • Tom • Michael • Jon


“Born To Be Wild”
wacky, wacky, memories

Tono's, chili surprise, Floyd, smelly curve thing, Pictionary at Mike's, Sounds like Doughnut, definite top day, You're funny that way, Rich snobby snobby rich, Nice neck, GI Joe ad, Pull my finger, Antonio Mendoza, Smartfood, "Hello ... and goodbye", Napkin Motif, Fix my wagon, Barium Enema Quiz, Oh but you do!, Craig's flying wagon at Dalt's,Hmm Gil ... , I love it, His skin was sally, nmm., Chipurrol/Squirrel Nut Zipper, spark-el-eel, They're called boudoir, Vento, Oh fine!, STBY, TCBY, Salad Tossing, 1-2-3 Flick and Pull, Windshield Cheri, De Bulls, He loves my Caribou!, Junior Prom, Tubbing, You want me!, "Well, if you can afford it, mon.", Hey-oh! Wah, I would rather eat lint, Popest, Wacky Business Managers Extraordinaire, NDOH, "I'll cut you off!", Shwing, Bladder Diagram, Mishpacha, Set me free mix, Wilbur, Rodney, Chuck, Skippy, Babe, Libby, Stanley, Thor (aka Klaus), Helmut on the go go, Kraus, "She's there, no there, no every where!", What's wrong with me, 50's McDonalds, Helliyo, sand sperm, Eagles ad Blitz, 12/15/90 Les Mis, Don't be so moody, Mutli, Twiddle-wit, Silly Caputi, The Bluh, Help, I'm in Lindenwold!, Hello!, Give me funf!, Somewhere AhAh, cerviezen, Touch my monkey, Lemonade? Please!, Take it easy!, Good luck to all our friends in the future!
Congratulations and Good Luck to

MARC BRANCH
Love, Mom and Dad and Michael

CONGRATS ALEXI
The very best
1974 New Year Gift
Love, Mom

SHIRA

Congratulations, you're the best!
Reach for the stars and may all your dreams come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad, Amy, Adam,
Mom-Mom, Pop-Pop and Grandma
CONGRATULATIONS TO THE CLASS OF 1992

From the Cherry Hill East Music Boosters.

Dear Rana -

"In my little world, you are the sun." We've weathered a lot of storms together, you and I. You've always been the silver lining behind the cloud for me. As you graduate from high school, I can't imagine not having you near. But I know that wherever you go and whatever you choose to do, that little world will be brighter because it will have you in it?

You have made me very proud, Rana. May you always have the very best and may happiness and sunshine go with you always!

I love you very much!

Mom
UNCLE ENG'S
Chinese Smorgasbord Restaurant
—Mandarin & Szechuan Style—
131 Haddonfield - Berlin Road
(Centrum Shopping Center)
Cherry Hill, N. J. 08034
Tel.: (609) 795-3900
795-3901

Shear Elegance
106 Spring Rd
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
(609) 795-1171
ANDREW CHICIANK

ALAN S. CUTLER, D.D.S.
LIMITED TO ORTHODONTICS
1940 EAST ROUTE 70
CHERRY HILL, N.J. 08003
609/428-1441
250 GIBBSBORO RD.
CLEMENTON, N.J. 08021
609/783-1222

ASTA
Centrum TRAVEL, Inc.
Office: (609) 354-9101
(800) 344-3070
Esther Levy
Travel Consultant
219K Haddonfield-Berlin Rd.
Cherry Hill, NJ 08034

IRIS
Jewelry * Handbags
Accessories
Springdale Plaza
Cherry Hill, NJ 08003
609/424-4747

Expert Nail Sculpturing
Moderately Priced
High Fashion

Dear Rachel,
Another milestone - another moment
of great pride! We love you and wish
you all the best that life has to offer!

Love,
Mom and Dad
David and Seth

Congratulations Jennifer
May your future be bright and May all your dreams
come true.

We love you,
Mom, Dad and Jonathan

We’re waiting
for you.
Pursue your
goal.

Always Proud!
Love Always!
Mom, Dad, David, Jeff
Congratulations to our beloved Kay. We’re very proud of you.

Love,
Dad, Mom, Abbey and Grandma

Congratulations NINA!

We are very proud of you, your accomplishments and your commitment to succeed.
Good Luck in College.
Love, Mom, Dad, David and Anita
Dear Chris AKA Crick,

We're so happy for you that you're finally out of East! We know it's been a long 4 years. Be proud that you hung in there when things got rough. We always had faith in you, we hope you know that.

Remember the plaque over the sink and your life will be much more enjoyable in the long run. It's easy to be a quitter but it takes guts to stick it out when life goes hay-wire.

We love you and are very proud you are our son.

Love, Mom and Dad

Chris,

You finally made it after all those times that you wanted to quit. I knew you wouldn't because you aren't that stupid! Wasn't it worth it, staying in school instead of being a dropout all your life? Well, congrats and good luck in making money, being happy and getting a Vet!

Love, Rick

Chris,

Good Luck! You finally got out. Well, good luck in whatever you do.

Love, Brian

Chris,

Congrats! I believed you'd do it and you did. All those arguments about quitting for nothing, I told you so. You will go far because you are a smart, kind and generous person. A person that I'm proud to call brother. You've been there for me through the tough times and I'm here for you in the tough times ahead when you get out. It's a good feeling, believe me! Way to go!

Lots of Love, Elmer

Dear Chris,

I love you and I'm very proud of you.

Love always, Jill
Dear Nicole,
Congratulations,
Good Luck in college.
We love you!
Carpe Diem . . .

Love,
Mom, Dad, John
Penny and Nana

“BEST FRIENDS’ MEMORIES”

Frosh luv Rob, Intro to SC, Peter Pan Orgy, Denny’s, RP, TA, CK, ZZ, ID, LM, BL, AM, BT, ND, TS, KK, Lab Theaters, Sabrina! Spread Eagle, Little Shop Sumo warriors, Ian’s party, Goats are Ded! KJS loves RSB, Miss NJ, Beakfest IV, V, Maine ’90, SLF, Jay S. Bagel, HM, Parks and Rec, Babushka! BBM bricks, Circuit B, DW-Not! Prose Surfing, Chautauqua ’91, NCH, Muff, Buff, Bub 1, 2, 3, OC, John and Jeff, Doug is a Hick, So, Rick, I’ve heard . . .?! FV forever, KJ 1st downhill experience, NYC, Baltimore Md. 3 days! Sisters AAK! Mrs. S. my second Mom, 18th surprise, KB, RS, JR, DJ, Cockey Lock, Husband! College stress! Pray Naked! and more . . .

smith bros.

“obviously not your average clothing store”

featuring:
Big John - Edwin - Agnelli
Girbaud - Champion - Mitre
Brine - Styx

Marlton Crossing Shopping Center
209 South Route 73
Marlton, New Jersey 08053
(609) 985-6433

Hours: Monday through Friday 10 - 9  Saturday 10 - 6  Sunday 12 - 5
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"And the best thing you've ever done for me is to help me take my life less seriously; it's only life after all."

RACHEL
ELISA
SHIRA

Rachelism • Sleach • Halloween • deadfish • long distance relationships • "wake up!" • inhale/exhale • fairy tales • Four Seasons brunch • Shag haircut • "Go, car, go!" • New York-New York • Applesauce & M&M's • puzzles • grasshopper on the windshield • Ernie or Bert? • Mozart at the Mann • "Have fun, be careful of the gangs" • eating ants • surprise party dinner • fractured nose • Sweet 16's • Keyboarding/Scott • College essays • Shira's cure for AIDS • M&M • The Mart • french braid up side down • talking Shira doll • Young Woman of the Year, G-C-G • the boat • guinea pigs of Ecuador • "Did you ever see food say, HI?" • Sailing • misery loves company • Elisa's 3 line letters • hair pulling fight • Ben & Jerry's • 2 pints • walking Herbie on a leash • inconspicuous • believing in horoscopes • Pet Farm • Malaria • "We ate pizza" • Rachel looking for the Prom picture • Daedville Regatta • Dudes of East • running yellow lights • Variety Show • PAVAS • Westmont • Bradfest • Meister's gym class • Mitsy • Snarf-Friday night pizza • Shira's countdown • "I like your cape" • Cotillion • Proms • Rachel the PMS cure • Twins • floating drink holders • "was that a complaint?" • dating best friends • raw cookie dough • cake from scratch • running away from home • Therapy • 69 • naps • same mothers • gum with paper • USY • exercising • Jane Fonda • Harvard sucks • Elisa & Rachel's apartment • Powder Puff football • smoking car - emergency break - M-mobile • Elisa's communion • fuzzy phone • "whatever happened to open me second?" • getting lost on the way to TCBY • Marge's cooking • Penn State Weekend • FOP • tryouts for the softball team • "'cause hey-free dummy!" • Mermaids • changing clothes at the stoplight • the hammock • racquet ball • scarecrow • "don't lose the tickets." "Rachel, shave in the backyard" • Einstein/Newton • Senior Class Trip • Murder Mystery Party • plays/movies • 3 fish • bungee-jumping.
"It starts at the crossroads, the beginning of a great adventure. 
Going East, going west, going in the direction our experiences lead us. 
Looking back on where we've been, looking ahead to where we're going. 
Following a path worn by those before us. 
Stopping for a moment of peace ... and togetherness. 
Having a friend to lean on. 
Emerging amid the trees and the shadows and the dancing of light. 
Wondering how long the journey will last. 
Asking questions, searching for answers, knowing that time will tell. 
Waiting for the perfect moment. 
Keeping our dreams alive, spotting our destination up ahead. 
Realizing the moment is near ... "
CARRIE • ALI • SAM
MICHELLE • JENN

Cruising in the Forerunner; Mem Day Wkend; Gym; Foodworks; break-ups and boyfriends; Triple Threats; Nana; Washington Ave.; Bucks; Peter Gabriel; Junior Prom-OOZ, slumber; New Year's; 90210; SMLOB; PFC w/CHS - Batman, Ghostbuster, Catwoman, Berger dissed; Whitney, Berger Shake, Love Shack, Seriously, What is that?; We don't need any Moore; Barryville, Tuck-em Inn, Bob; If it's not one, it's the other; South St and Comedy Works; AP faints at BD; Grover; Schmatee; Sweet Caddy; whatever with you; Luther; Phil Collins; who is CSN? Christmas parties; Lambert's; Dalt's; Cackle; Arizona; Indiana; KJ:Lo; Ocean City boardwalk; Jenn's tree; quarters; arm turns green; new Jack hustler; Fla; RFD- we run the show!; Siamese Fish Twins; Berger Puff; library 15 or less; what a heff! Kamikaze; we have no life; PSU baby; Denny's; Shira's home!

Groove is in the Heart. Peter Gabriel is in your Eyes and Queen Latifah is in the Soul. But Johnny Gill is going to rub you the right way until you are a Stone Cols gentleman. Always remember to let love Rule and have some sensitivity or else your Fair Weather Friends is going to poison the word to your mother. Some people are down with OP.P. but we set a drift on Memory Bliss. AS MC says, "FRIENDS JUST CAN'T LET GO."

Peace and we're outta here!
JENNIFER RICHMAN

We Loved You Then

We Love You Now

We'll Love You Forever!

Dad, Mom & Robby
"There are many people that we meet in our lives but only a very few will ever make a lasting impression on our minds and hearts. It is these people that we will think of often and who will always remain important to us as true friends."

Glass Bottle - Star Gazing - April Fools Day - McCord Supply Girls Night - Holy Cross gang - Mr. Silverman - Rocky Horror Show - 8th grade to Leonard to Goldens - Walk from Greg Boyles to Nicole's - Freshman Lacrosse - Nicole and Jay's forever fights - Carolyn's bloody nose - Goldstein's New Years - Hey, Guys, no parents are home! - It's time to take out the car - Limo ride into Philly - New style ponchos - Mom, stop the car. I'm going to be sick - "parties" at Coen's - Nicole heaving with Dena at Carolyn's - SuperFresh is open all night - Dena's Hole in the Wall - Dena, there's blood stains on your sister's bed - Jen, you want some shaving cream? - Carolyn, which is the gas and which is the break? - falling off the chair - the Club Wex Gang - Carolyn's opera singing - Carolyn's secret admirer - Notes - Sarah Connor - Parnis' sophomore year - Carolyn, your bathtub is filled with Mills - Tara, what time is your Mom picking us up tonight? - fat Lips in lacrosse - Hey guys, let's do Donney - Jen, the 12 minute run scares me - Cotillion - Carolyn, how are you feeling? - Vicki's lawn - the ? Sophomore Shanks - Hey, gang, where's Tara? - Jen's Ocean City parties - Brendon Graham out the window - Zipperheads - Muffins - Dave, I'm hunting you down - Golfcourse - B-Bong - Apple Cider on New Year's Eve - What's the significance? - I don't know - Summer '91 - Junior Prom - New Years '91 - Dopo's slammer - Strawberry Daquiri Mix - Caroly, do the church ladies dance? - Jen, how was the phone talk with Jay 1 year later? - Where's my popeet - Jen, do you want to have a picnic at Joe's Park? - Carolyn's Hook-Up spot - The Mann Music Center - It's just an eat and roll - Hey guys, respect my car from Nicole - Howwas interrogation night? - Dena, how's Tom K. - Ray-Ray - Triple threat concert - BBID - How about some Snapple? - Is it a TCBY night? - super bug plus - Tara, pierce my ear too - Wet-dog - Dena, do your Mario dance - Donkey-Kong - Lellie's back seat - Who's better? - Puff, Chester or Mita? - Nicole's slammer - toonces - a cucumber or a worm? - Ben & Jerry's - cookie dough - ice-cream - Tara, the barber - Park late night - our trips down to L.B.J. - Que Bueno - Oh no, I got finked - there's a furball stuck in my throat - There's the Kro Moblie, follow that car - one-eyed Willy - Tara, it's time for our afternoon walk - Tara, Dena, Jen and Lellie ... I love you from around the way - Dena, are your down with the brown? - Knee, toe, knee, toe, knee - Talking on the phone till 4 a.m. on the roof - Tara's Nintendo - All nighters - Grace, Sia, Sophie, buncin. "E.T." - Fish fat, Shawnee Men, The Hood - Q-102 - Taylor's - C & C Music Factory - Dena, anyone for pool? - Poopy - throwing eggs - Billy Joel, Danas Gum - Steiny to Jones in Street - Gaily - Tigger on house arrest - Deiter - Nicole, what was it like? - Rocket - Carolyn has to go to the bathroom again - Rusty - Spam - Thumper - Keep the baby in the water - you got a reinder up your butt? - Your dirty Mickey - That's so racial - Toughguy - don't roll your eyes at me - Truckin' - our summer list that we never even started - help, Carolyn - virgin lungs - Carolyn, you're going down a one-way street - Right into the cops - Death Row South Street - Whip Lash - Cone Heads, Tara - do you have your penny? - Muchos, Nachos - Brian's - Ohio U. - Fine Thanks - my Yak jeans - Hondora - "I'm bad, you're not bad" - screech - That's so rude - Bonner Hall, Eric's Place to get "8" - Totally Fab - Where are we, at a Pork and Beef Bar? - Let's watch "Silence of the Lambs" - Dena, you gotta catch a light - Nicole's "B wing" - Hook-up place - Shake it in the Morrocon restaurants - Going into Philly with Pisa - Giant size "Hot Rod" - Tara, where are the keys? Maybe in the trunk? - Quinton - Fay calls and hangs up at 3 p.m. - Jen, do you think that was a porta-potty on their lawn? - Ya down with TMC? - Fif's Gek stands - Va, Beach with Lellie and Jen - ride to Nova/little red Cabriedit convertible - wheels - super sub - Renaldo - Lellie's house - Thanks for spitting in my face, Tara - Dena, don't ignore me and hang up on me - Rock and rollin' at Purnell's - Tara birthday - Dena, sorry I couldn't find out where you work - Jen, did you find your $250? - Tara, did you get hit by a truck and cheese balls? - Denny's - "Someone stole my car!" - Dena's earring and jacket - Mom, I'm sleeping at Jen's and Jen is sleeping at my house - Nagshad - Patty-wagon - hie-cups - Kutztown - McDonald's - Chubby Wubby Baby Club - Fireworks at West - Where is your Ryano Pig? - Drew - Ant - Monchi - Dopo - Do Me Chuck - Sham - Stack, thanks for listening to Carolyn and Dena - Brat - KermitMobiles and the New Addition - LONG LASTING FRIENDS FOREVER!
The editorial board, staff, and advisers of Eastside thank the Class of 1992 for four newsworthy years and wish them good news in the future.
Congratulations to
JEFFREY BELL
and
MARKO TEODOROVIC

EVESHAM VETERINARY CLINIC
Route 73, RD 1
Marlton, New Jersey 08053
(609) 983-9440

On Route 73 between Evesham & Kresson Roads

Rabies and Lyme Disease are in our area now.

Make sure that your pets are up to date on their vaccinations.
"You've come a long way baby!"

CONGRATULATIONS AND GOOD LUCK TO
RACHEL KABER
AND THE
CLASS OF 1992!
We Love You, Rachel!

Mom and Dad
Jeremy and Bogart
Grandmom and Grandpop Markman

and the

ATLANTIC CITY SHADE SHOP
Northfield, New Jersey
From your first play,
From your first "A",
From the first time you showed your
caring way,
We knew that try as we may,
There'd be
nothing that
we could say,
To surpass the
way
We're filled with
pride this
graduation
day!
We love you,
Mom, Dad, Babi
& L.T.

JOHANNA & RANA

"Although we may grow up,
we'll never grow apart,
our memories will be
cherished, deep
within our hearts."
— Best Friends Forever

Chris,
Thanks
for everything.

Love,
Nicole

Keira,
May your dreams be fulfilled
and your future bright,
beautiful and
full of love.
We're so proud of you!
Love, Mom, Dad and Allison
“Friends may come and friends may go, but memories last forever. The times shared with you my friends, we will always treasure.”

ERIKA, CHRISTA, JILL, MANDY, KERI, CAREN JOHANNA, JEN, RANA MARNI, BETSY, AMY

“All our dreams can come true - if we have the courage to pursue them.”

Dear Todd,
May you always have success.
We love you very much!
Mom, Dad, Brett
Grandmom and Aunt Sue
MARLA

You're the kind of daughter all parents wish for - the kind who brings pride and happiness to a family just by being such a warm and thoughtful person. We've seen how you touch others, and it makes us feel good. It makes us feel as if we certainly did something right in raising you. Our wish for you is for a lifetime of happiness...

Love Always,
Mommy and Daddy

Sammee

and Carrie

Say Something Scary...
It was the beginning of forever, Frosh Dance, brunch, PB Max, Klearly, Prom, JD loves ping pong, Henry loses, BFF NOT, Summer Hoch, Boston, "Buffalo Stance", J + totes two, General: I won the battle, but you won the war, It rained on our parade.

Say Something Funny...
Seriously, what is that?, JD & PM, Smurf-shooter, bodywrap, Golf, Berry Berry nice, 3/16, Slammer!, Butch-Twist, mixes, "In your Eyes", Cotill, shore, Capital L, CSN, SM Bord, Rumors.

Say Something Serious...
Guess what? Don't be mad, Columbo, You swear, What's up Brother?, shrink, forever, what is that?, Jon-SMLOB, Double Diss, Wild Goose Chase, FOP, Blood Drive, Swers game, New Years, Cheese -Ball Levin, Nice parking job, Sleeping w/t Enemy, 3/22, Hooked sweetly, Fla, w/ Motz, clutch driving, Silence of the Lambs 2 X, "You're in Love", making new music w/AS, Runway w/Nard, triple threat, Prom, 002, "Bowling anyone?", Shac, comedy wars, GS, GCI, He's back!

Say Something Sad...
I'm stressed, Double MR Bar, Birthday?, What is Burt?, Nov. 5th, breaks up, makes up, cruising, mall, food wars, gym, Hall of Fame, Stag-Prom, brew, ha-ha, "we havesuch munchies, Not!, "Indiana here we come, Emory, no Frosh 15, Nov. 24 we go to jail, Senior Trip, sweet Cody, Pat, feel good, movie of the century, "Pretty Woman", "I toldyou so!"

SAY ANYTHING...

Congratulations to MARLA and her friends
Laura
Rachel
Shira
Elisa
Jen A.
Meg
Allison
Nadine
Jen W.
Lisa K.
Lois
Jamie W.

Mom, Dad & Ira
WHEN? • ONE OUT OF FOUR • BIRTHDAYS • STOP!! • REVIVAL • SKI TRIP IN THE BATHROOM • FLORIDA • SAN DIEGOS • WEDNESDAY NIGHTS • SOUTH STREET • SHORE • MOVIES A+C/B • SLEEPOVERS • ALL-NIGHTERS • MARNI'S • FOREIGN CONNECTION • BOWLING • WHAT GUYS? • WHAT'S HIS NAME? • LUNCH • CLUB • WOODCREST SCHOOL • MAGIC CARPET RIDES • BLUE ATW BAG • ANDY'S • JASON'S • ABSOLUTE • PROM • SWITCHING • PENN • AMERICAN • CAMP • EVESHAM • TCBY • HIBERNATION • JOHNSON SCHOOL • FIGHTING - NEVER! • TRUE FRIENDS.

AMY • BETSY • CAREN • MARNI

BEST FRIENDS FOREVER
THE D-WING GANG

"Sometimes you want to go where everybody knows your name, And they’re always glad you came" 

BECKI JACKSON, AARON MOSKOWITZ, WENDY SEROTA, JENNIFER NOVAK, RHONDA WIESE, ALEX WOLF

Morning in D-wing/The little red wagon/1500 years to travel, 4 light years/New Years parties/Skiing off cliffs/ Beaches"/"Don't jump Jen! I'll catch you"/JCC camps/God vs. The Devil/Balloons in Schaefer's face/Becki, you still owe me $50/You'll be where July 4th?/Green M & M's/8 in French/Frosh girlfriend curfews/2 thumbs down/Joint science finals/"Aaron, what's that thing doing in my mouth?/Float-Aaron-Away-Funds/Ms. please remove my nuts/Aaron, where's my $4?/Aaron in the creek/Fival/Fuzzy duck/April Fools/Spain?/Horney lockers/Musical Towing Service/Oh My God, I have hair on my legs!/I know everything, I just forgot a lot/Anywho . . ./My hair, my hair/MOOO!!!/Rhonda got run over by a rabbit/Shazaboo-keep your shirt on!/What Cctillion?/Jr. & Sr. Proms/Virginia, Canada/The Great Orange Pumpkin/Lefty/I'm not a Booky bib/Mickey lives!/He's my cousin, I swear/Alex's harem/D-wing soap operas/The Red Tomato/1, 2, 3 - jump!/Tubing at Pt. Pleasant/Alex, the CB and Channel 9/Alex's car phone/Rocky Horror at Becki's/All South Jersey w/Kathi - I need a staircase/ASTA 1991 - I own you one Kathi/Herman, the pet alligator/Alex's duck joke/What is pink-polka-dotted ping pong ball, anyway?/Alex's magical bag of hats/Aaron, the one in Maryland/Aaron, the Madrigal partner/Main Street/Don't eat my scrunchie/5th period gym/"The Freshman" - what was it about? Cluelesslocker magnets/Reality check? What's that? Bigger or better/All grasshoppers are green, except Rhonda's/Denny's, the milkshake and Dumbo/Rhonda's house on Saturday night/Funny Fickle Finger of Fate/ducky fuzz/Boston phone calls at 11:15/17 hour bus ride to Charleston/Belles and Mas rule/Haddonfield carrolling and Longwood Gardens/"Hot Shots" + shortcakes at midnight/Social decisions in the parking lot/Jen's 15th B-day/Cake in the Face/I still owe Becki $4 for Demo/Dancing to Rocky Horror at 12:30/Jr. + Sr. Serotas/Kathi and the Bicket/ The trip to the pros/Did I drop that stage light?/D-wing? Sane/Butterfingers/Aaron the Madribelle/Alex, you're the wind beneath my wings/Step into my office/Jen's Sweet 16/Who's that dressed in white?/How high is that flag pole?/You never said the log would break!/Dawn, put your suit back on/Edible finger paints/Bull underwear/Watch the dip, What dip? - BOOM/Alex, there's a hole in your bathroom door/The Hershey Kiss vacuum/We paid $12 for that boom?/Learning how to drive a stick/Can we braid your hair? The Dance of Joy/There are only 2 people in this hall/Koy is a PBJ/99% of the time/Alex, you owe me $4/Rach, I've got the rope/"When I created women, God damned me to Hell"/Becki, that thing hooks in front/Shaz, why are you wearing one of those?/Alex, is it snowing in your locker?/Kathi's clammy hands/Alex moaning Hilltop/WARNING: All information on hard drive will be erased/The bears drove, I swear/Alex, just be a Boooky bib/Duzzy F/Berky/Was that Broad or Chestnut?/So much for South Street/Peace!
WHATEVER . . . times down the shore; paper towel roll, to apple, to soda can, to reese's wrapper, to big red; Monica's slammer and the busy wallpaper; "We're not mean, just honest!"; Monica's driving experiences; "shopping" at Mr. Bulky's; shot down at the movies; Lisa - bashing; ANYWAY . . . ; "that's what bumpers are for"; two in one night . . . no, three in one night . . . no, New Year's topped it - four in one night (& who knows about ski trip); Ski trips '91 and '92; closet hopping; first times with Bryan; our mascot - Jan/Smuggles/Wolfie; Spring Fling at Penn and locked out of Beta house; Gusto-dunk; Margaritaville; MEANWHILE . . . ; "Esther, No!" at Port Washington; pop a squat at Bret Harte among other places; "to Senior year!" chug at Jen's; pizza deliverers; repulsive stripper; psycho-driver from hell; Bradfest '91 and we look forward to '92; "this can't be good for you" & "do I have an esophagus?"; B.J. saw me buck; kiss throw up cry "he hates me!"; Brad carrying trees at Leibo's; WHATEVER . . . Green Card kissing the screen; alligators down Monica's steps; "I can't feel my hands or face!"; "He,He,He" splat; can't stand her; served at San Diego's; coffee stops and slurpee runs; Rachel's grammar check; we hate Bob's Big Boy; "Yeah . . . but"; NEW JACK CITY; MGD bottle; Pink Floyd laser show; ANYWAY . . . ; run in with the cops - did you give your real name?; "where the hell is the theater?" - "somewhere on Market Street" - "what are we doing in Philly?"; dissing Cotillion dates for Chem reunion; Rachel's Birthday at Friday's '91 - who exactly was invited anyway?; double dates with Craig, Brian, Mike, Rich; CSN war; Lisa's Memorial Day shindig '90; MEANWHILE . . . ; honking at passersby; Fleetwood Mac; profound Dead Dog poetry (not!); Rudd-ucker's; "Maternity wear ladies??"; insane homeless man "LIAR!"; obsession with Israel; race for 30; Homecoming '91: we've been with so many; "hook-up", "Get outta here!", "who are you??", & "Cut it out!!"; he moans so well (Robert Plant); consecutive week-ends; immature Junior guys; WHATEVER . . . ; Jason — enough said, a fox in a fox, teasing sessions with Eric, from twelve to eleven with Jeff, don't fight over him - he's the worst kisser, ditto for Adam, Pat - he's so gross!, odd evening with Brett, classic break-up on Valentine's Day; ANYWAY . . . ; eggplant head, Matt - I don't think so, winner prep boys, Darren - after everything absolutely nothing, Jodi one too many times, kitchen with Chris, garage with Matt, family room with Dave, "was I with Joe??", bedroom with owner of the house, jeep with Jon, kiss in Lisa's car . . . and Steph wasn't worried!, I had him first (Leftovers), naive Sophomore with Drew, Booze Cruise with Brett and Jeremy, with brother's brother; MEANWHILE . . . ; sprawled, "do you have a pet?", button fly jeans, obsession - will she ever get over him?. Drew the housekeeper. Wach, bathroom floor at Rachyl's with brother's brother, Rachel saw on New Year's with Matt, "will you sleep with me?" (Penn - Not!), WHATEVER . . . ; Pamela's choice guys - enough said, "I've never been with an ugly guy", stick to your own age group, Penn - "what was his name?", Cotillion dates die hard, date rape, "what about Lowell??"; possibilities for the future!; ANYWAY . . . ; "See ya! and I wouldn't want to be ya!"

"PROMISE ME YOU WON'T FORGET ME, BECAUSE IF I THOUGHT YOU WOULD, I WOULDN'T LEAVE!" - WINNIE THE POOH
Meghan, Karen F., Tara, Melissa, Karen S., Donna, Meredith, Jen

“Although we may part, our memories never will.”

Young Life, Freshman Dance, Soccer, Field Hockey, Lacrosse, Saranac, Windy Gap, Lake Champion, Soccer camps, Pizza Hut, Jeremy, Jason, Derek, Fox’s house, Just a walk in the park, Dixie, locker room, Absolute biking, Lemonade Indians, Nelson, Donna’s shore house, Tara’s pink house, Bowl Twins, Turkey Trot, Janna’s campout, Mickey Mouse, Frank’s 4-day house-party, Piney’s forever, Midnight Runs, Margaritaville at Karen’s house, Jimmy Buffet 1 and 2, What medians?, Frank & Karen whip creamed at Wawa, camping trip #1, fishing, Moorestown and Medford crew, Top Secret, Holy Grail, Junior Prom-The Night That Never Died!, Dave Parker’s house, Melissa’s pillow, party on lamp post, Cruising Marlton 8, Main Street, Fran Mooney, Shore in Winter, Antioch, Coneheads, Icee Races, Robin Hood dance, Whipped Cream and egg assault, Woodcrest snack-bar, Medford Lacrosse games, Great Adventure-yeah, we busted Tara’s, Swimming at Melissa’s, The Mats, 7’s, Ben & Jerry’s, Olga’s, Nordic Twist, Saran wrap shoes, big bucks-no whammies, Stop!, Where’s the turnpike?, Lost in Medford, Beware of stationary road objects, sign the school, Snee Out, People-overs, birthdays, revival, Brett’s sister, Indigo girls, INXS, Billy Joel, The Dead, Joe’s parking lot, Wawa, guys, Stickshift, South Street, Buffet hocks, Dean’s house, Slurpie’s, Jeeps, Being Mrs. A. for a day, Bronco Billy, Jen 0’s house, July 4th, Snowball fights, temptations, bowling, Girls Night, carpool to Soccer practice—“You drive, I’m not dressed!”, Psych parties, Heathers, Denny’s, Dalt’s, Friendly’s, Columbus Mart, Point Break, private talks, Olga’s chocolate mousse cake, “I have a Meghan at my school!”, Revin’ at Springdale Plaza, 5 a.m. comics, struggling through Math,

“I’ve got the power”, Car Dancing, “I am the champion!”*, running in the rain, TCBY-Meg’s career, Speech impediments, trick or treating, Mr. Scher’s trick questions, 70 on 70!, getting pulled over, trips to the mall, “Nope, nope, nope” (Haddonfield), Steve who?, 69-89-109!, milkshakes, Rush, Rush Pettoukoff, “I’m gonna make you cry”, looping starships, hipsacks, our Dad’s sprinkler system, the Chef of Tortellini’s, “ya wanna race?”, Family Day at Gap, tennis at Cooper, obsession with Ari, the lunchtime stud, Hansell’s class, Meredith’s house, videotape, cookie dough, ice cream, brothers, Rich, EASY!, Piney Power, soccer tape-high speed dancing, inspection station, sleepovers, soccer cheer, Jonathan and Chris, curfews, dragging Tara on the Scream Machine, Theatre is a giant magic box!, Nursery School, Graduation ‘91, Franks’ jeep, Life, Bingo, Carrie, Misery, Hacking in courtyard, John’s house, Big Yellow dog!, Who is Billy anyway?, Barbeque at Meghan’s, Tara’s bananas, fights, Canada ski trip, Hanz & Franz, “This is not a zoo!”, the canes, clink, clank, “I broke my toe”, “The door locked, hurry up and go around!” the ultimate close call, saved by the phone call, Brian, Bob, Scott, Darius, Tom, Jodi, Adam, Camp Ockaniquin, LBI, butt traps, The Pub, cutting school, Vito’s—“This is ridiculous—we’re falling apart”, money talks, Zagara’s parking lot, Becky’s house, senior prom blues, last club, 6th period lunch, going insane, finger dancing, trampoline, “I threw the window out the apple”, parent pains, Brett’s hockey games, “Do it or Don’t!”: excommunication, English ’90, Marcy’s graduation party ’89, super-woman-longest laugh yet, roughboys, “you can see the freeway parking, cool aid,” Donna just pull down into the neighborhood!”, 5 P.M. ocean swims, “Karen get a flashlight-I think it’s gone!”, Ouch, these pricklers kill, DaBear’s winter snow trip, promenade, time capsule alarm clock attack, “It’s Frank Bittner’s fault!”: 3 a.m. drives to 7’s & Wawa, Christian Slater, TCBY thunderstorm, shopping carts, snow football, chick posse, Olive Garden, “Happy Birthday Keano Reeves”, Karen falling at the Eastern game, Hood Riding, Battle of the Bands, Delran, suntanning, Freshman Dance, 5 or 6, “where’s the handle?”, “where’s the window?”, “Where’s the volume?”, revival, Cotillion, What’s the date?, It’s hot in here, Ask him to come over, Little field, Watson and Ferrell, “and worst of all-my socks don’t match!”, “Can the neighbors smell Mike?”, Karen’s Sweet Sixteen, Prom dress shopping, Karen, Mere, Tara’s laugh, Tara’s tic-tac-toe, yearbook picture, sickness, Getting lost to My Blue Heaven, Donna in Denny’s, Rico Suave, Subliminal messages, secret language, Bets, party for senior graduation, “I’ve loved you since . . .”, licorice in snakes at McDonald’s, flying, Strawbridge’s furniture department. Love you guys forever.

302 ADS FOR GRADS
"It's so hard to say goodbye to yesterday"

SHAWN, RYAN, ANDY, KHALIF, ED AND BRY


THANKS FOR THE MEMORIES
A friend is a friend and our friendship will never end.
We've fought together in the past, we're back together - at last.
We've united senior year,
So let's toast and have a ----.

Diane's shorehouse-Di- we're so much alike-Sharri is my best friend, no she's mine-B's w/attitudes-Di, mailboxes are stationary-Can I borrow them?-I haven't worn them-Keira, it's 7A.M.- Betsy-talking the whole nite?!-NOT!-I can't believe he didn't call me-
Stock-Dairy-Prep-produce-salad bar-there's no one that we can't cover-who cares if he calls-pictures in the cold-I rate you first-left in O.C.-you look bad in a bikini-algebra notes-you're the only one who can dance-New Years '91-Josh is my cousin-Di, how many school's are you trying?-101 Tri-Counties-Bets, meet my new friend Marc-who hooked w/who-we take on any challenge-you really want to stay, don't you?-You're just jealous-Keira, which one was it?-Powder Puff-2 and 2-3 and 0, NOT- phone marathons-
Keira, Betsy shot down-secrets-scanning-Diane, where are we?-Sweet Wales-Diane's lost-"I'm free to do what I want any old time"-"Some people fear the night because it liberates the senses."

Just Between Friends

Dawn the Shore - Julie T.-Steph H.-Jamie G.-
"Okay ... Okay ... Okay", Cop-Drop-A.C.
Projects-G.H. dancing to EMF-working out-
Diane, redmeans stop-
"What's licking my face?" "Dirty Di"-Di,
Steph, Jules- Jet-skiing-But he is NICE1-
Beach Block Party-
Dad, you've got 5 more
daughters-Aunt & Unc-
le-frig-"Want to see my scar?" - Who drank
my Black Cherry?-
Wake up Calls-Boyz to

Men-Pizza Man- Mark
Stories-"Allen, how's your thumb?"-Di, can I
borrow that?- Swimming at 4 a.m.-Is she
mad?-Are we friends
again? - Me, Betsy and
You-Greg, it's 3 A.M.-
He's white! So is Tony!
New Year's Eve-(J.P.)-
Brian's 21st-Paul is so
hot!-Ang, your bro is so
Hot!-Are we ever gonna
get caught up?-Powder
Puff-Dodos-Eastern
game-Dirty and his
side-kick-Di, it's 2
A.M., where are you?-
Cop make me cry Kear-
nan.
CONGRATULATIONS TO
ELISA AND ALL HER FRIENDS!

With Much Love,
Lynn, Larry and Steve Levine
June 1992

Who would believe that would be the same arm to hold a mallet and to catch a soccer ball!

Love and All Our Best Wishes,
Mom, Dad, Andy, Becky, David and Igor

WATCH OUT WORLD - HERE HE COMES!
... and we're so proud.

We love you Howie!
Dad, Momi, Debbie and Betsy

From Kindergarten to Graduation ... you've always made us so very proud of you!
Love Ya -
Mom, Dad,
Matt and Mike

Melanie,
Jennifer and Randi

We now begin to grow in separate directions, but never apart, because we have something that no distance will ever take away - each other.

BH hotline - Randi cinematographer/psychic - Jennifer and Jason Priestly - Tori, Jen, Randi Best Friends - I want to see some flesh - Toritalk - the Magazine - The B-Book - Jen dares to wear her button - the Slap - get commercial timing right - we LOVE Joan/Melissa - we want Joan back - GOSSIP, GOSSIP, GOSSIP - the Book - "No pressure" - TGIF Gap Hat Guy - Jen Gap every color - get some PROTOCOL - R's expresso - 32 - 144 - Howie stay out of the book - shalomoh's poop paw - hi 5, let's play some B-Ball - break off the heels - stop asking questions floor - JS - wacko - Starkman culture lesson - mashed turnips and carrots - The Renee Mobile - Renee do you cook? - World Civ - video - Randi's manicure system - emergency nail polish - Randi Vitadini - no WHITE after Labor Day - Senior trip - Jen you're late - poof Jen's Jeep - Laurie did you make the tam? - TCBY trips - Jen not everything is an inside joke - Best Friends since kindergarten - BEST FRIENDS FOREVER.

CHERRY HILL EAST STUDENT GOVERNMENT
SENIOR EXECUTIVE OFFICERS

SCOTT ROSS
President

JEFF PERKINS
Publicity Manager

BRYAN GOLDSTEIN
Secretary/Treasurer

STEVE ASBELL
V.P. of Affairs

Congratulations To The CLASS OF 1992
CONGRATULATIONS and GOOD LUCK

TO THE CLASS OF 1992

HATS OFF TO

LEVY and ANGSTREICH
(Samantha) (David)

WE LOOK FORWARD TO YOUR CONTINUED SUCCESS

LEVY, ANGSTREICH, FINNEY, BALDANTE, MANN & BURKETT
Attorneys At Law
Executive Mews, Suite I-46
1930 Route 70 East
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08003
ANDREW KELLER
Andy we love you and we are very proud of you. You have a great future ahead. Congratulations and Good Luck in college. Love, Mom, Dad and Debby

To Our Wonderful Daughter and Sister
LORI STEIN and the Class of 1992
CONGRATULATIONS AND FOLLOW YOUR DREAMS
All Our Love, Mom And Dad Elisa and Amy

Thou Shalt Love They Neighbor.

"Goodbye grey skies, hello blue."

"We don't need Judge Rollo, we're going to Wisconsin."

"Can I borrow a piece of paper and a pencil?"

"Trust and the tree will grow back."

"It is a beautiful day in the neighborhood, won't you be my neighbor?"

"No, you moved next door to me!"

"You are such a gee!"

"Don't worry, we can just wash it off."
JILL

CAREN

A BEST FRIEND is like your teddy bear, always by your side.

J.A.C.K.

JAMIE VORONKOV

JEN BLAKE

Hook & Reel • Mod Chic • Blowing Peanuts • How many roses? • Where's South Street • Eye Boogies • SADD Auction • The Shore • Good Music • Silence • Prom • Meow • Material Issue • Simple Minds • Revival • Luther Vandross • Milk plus Six • Homecoming • Thor • Master!

Love Always - Stephanie

Camp Harlem - 8th grade HR - Hi There! - Slammer - Just take me upstairs (thanks alot) - Rutgers - Yo! - I'm nauseus - I'm still hungry - we're the best - shake your booday - we have so many friends - boys II men - depressing music - I'm obsessed - concerts - I'm taller than you - my eyes are so beautiful - weird, moody people w/attitudes - spiders - bathrooms - lovely - puppy rieburr - I need air - slippery couch - I've always liked you - are you sisters? - you have the perfect friendship - Thank You Very Much ... The past 5 years ... I Love You!

Never Apart, Always together, Our Friendship will last forever.

Dean - Thanks For The Memories
FOOT HEALTH CENTERS, P.A.
Podiatric Medicine and Surgery

Lawrence A. Levine, D.P.M.
Robert W. Barbuto, D.P.M.
Richard E. Adler, D.P.M.
Stanley S. Bodzin, D.P.M.
John W. Ridenour, D.P.M.

1420 Brace Road
Cherry Hill, New Jersey 08034
795 - 1003

905 Station Avenue
Haddon Heights, New Jersey
547 - 8826

505 No. Black Horse Pike
Runnemede, New Jersey
931 - 5445

BEST WISHES ELISA

Love,
Dad,
Uncle Bob,
Uncle Rich
Uncle Stan,
Uncle John
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"Hey-Chad
Hurry Up
We Need You"
Fang, Goliath and Antoine

Congratulations and Best of Luck in
your career in veterinary medicine!

Love,
Mom, Dad and Joanna
Barbi Uhr
Stacey Baratz
"FRIENDS FOREVER"

Big Ben, Parliament, Flooding the Beamer, Tie-dye shirt, Hit on by the 3 guys speaking Spanish, 5 more to go, who didn't pay? We're not following you!, that looks like art glitter, That looks like Christmas cookies!, The haunted house, Should we get one? Last chance - Atlantic City Expressway, Two cents plain, Punch block, You better get this, ski trip, Stuck on ski lift (forever), Denny's the motorcycle gang, Robin Hood, Grocery shopping, BMW car boat, MAC Machine, "Utö" box, palm reader, July 4th weekend, the storm, camp.

“You always know when a new friend is going to become a Best Friend.”

No, we're not twins! “T and D”, Late-night walks and talks, the Pigout, Sam's and camp, punch buggy, recommendations - not! Soph gym chats: Beaker, Physic, Knock yourself out! Let's not go to Chem! Spanish underwear, Va. Beach: the trash can, hurricane, which floor do you think they're on? Haunted House! Cousins: changing routes, crank calls, marble bags, gum cracking, big hair, their many Moms, I knew you liked him!, What-no pictures: Doing nothing and just hanging out!

THROUGH ALL THE LAUGHTER, TEARS, HAPPINESS AND HEARTACHES, WE WILL ALWAYS BE THERE FOR EACH OTHER.

CHRIS -
We’re so proud of you!
Congratulations and Good Luck.

With Love from,
Mom, Dad and all The Griffins
The LeClairs and The Greens.

KATHLEEN PAULATE

Our special Love and Congratulations on this very special occasion.
Mom and Dad
A FRIEND IS A FRIEND
EVERY STEP OF THE WAY ....

Marisol
Jennifer
Lisa
Oun Mi
Deana

Laura
Meg
Lois
Marniee
Tessa
Allison

Powder Puff: 2-0, YMCA, B148, Keys in the trunk, What if he gets hit in the nose?, Is it bigger than a bread box?, Polar Bear Club, Study Buds, studying for Psych ... Sike!, chasing Mr. T. in the DD Mobile, Rob will pass, Dalt's, Denny's, Friendly's, Olga's, Uno's, Oun Mi, Something dripped on your seat ... AAAH!! Does it have to be a red light? , Are you hungry? 7 dwarfs, Chinese Fire Drills, Teams, I'll be there soon, NOT!! The picnic, Jenn's friend. George! the saluté, escape through the woods, Oun Mi where are we?, the view: Hart Ct, roadkill, the curb crash - "Let me drive", Lisa, have a boyfriend?", Taylor's, pre-Cal G problems, Chestnut Street here we come, I used to call him Beaker, Murmur's slush coots, physic #42, one night in Bankok, ice fight in Friendly's, who do I trust?, Harmonica solo, Meg's boat, "Life first", Do you really want that piece of gum?, Truck-E, face erasing, we can't be late for gym, TCBY, the butts, dehydrated fruit, the moon is dawn, ice cream truck, you're too tight, ding!, Parabola dance, Spot on the couch, what did you say?, Is it lemon juice?, consequently frozen confection, do they play basketball here?, team troubles, dirty looks, are you wearing shoes?, Came Lights, sewing?, NOT! Where's the glu?, Lemon Heads, Devil can vestido aur, prom anxiety, is it Hawaiian Night?, What's your name again?- Cotillion, he's so immature, you're such a baby!, Click!, Tinytoons, You're so Beck!, Simon says paper due Monday, Mickey D's after softball, shopping in Philly, M and M's double-date, You bought another dress?, Mine's uglier than yours, Bloomers, Dork Walking, Polyanas, party at Walker's-NOT!, Ding! Next round (lunch table), rubber band, L and M dancing, ditched at tennis courts, you're such a loo!, winner Geek magnet, Chick-fil-A, pencil with chewed off eraser, The cake!, why so glum?, why so blue? , Move Out!, you can go now!, How do you shut this off?, I can't believe somebody stole my windshield wipers!, Homemade mustard, Did I just get hit by a car, Where exactly is the fulcrum, Don't worry, it's locked!, french fry phobia, Do Me, 3rd period lunch, high palm, Open your eyes, The Art Museum: move over, the bird after the State Fair, How old are you?, Chia weenies, I swear - no more bagels?, wrestlemania, Halloween, poppin' zits, mooned: Acme, Rugby, purple piop, sorry but no, Canada, Chuckie, Buchiebarn, USA and all the rest that was too vulgar to print!

To all the Good Times Past, Present and Future ....
Motts, Walnut, Tiny Kim, Do Me, Attitude, Truck-E, Megger,
Lua Shwa, Marn-B, Clueless, Murmur.
Monica • Jamie • Dylen • Staci • Kelli • Jen • Tara • Stephanie • Debbie • Lea Rachel • Lori • Pamela • Dev Elisa • Sharri • Rachel K.

“There’s a time you come of age
Hold your breath, turn the page,
On your own, round the bend
Welcome to the mystery . . . of childhood’s end.”
Congratulations to Ali P. We are so proud of you and we love you very much. May all your hopes and dreams come true!

Love,
Mom, Dad & Scott

Love,
Mom, Dad, Jason & Joshua

JOSEPH L. Perno,
D.D.S.
Family Dentistry
Adams Place
703 White Horse Road
Suite 2
Voorhees, N.J.
784-4747

BEST FOOT FORWARD
Feminine Footwear
Clover Shopping Center
Route 73, Cherry Hill
424 - 5722

NADINE & GINA

“A real friend is one who walks in when the rest of the world walks out.”
- Walter Winchell

Can we switch seats? • Cappuccino B-Day • Cake • The Big Intro • Hair Crises • Surprise! at Sarah’s • But, don’t you know - I’m a canoe! • Six mile beach walks • Roast beef at Lickety Beach at 9 A.M. • O my God - was he filming me? • Why are they in our seats? • Frying with Octagon • They’re here, Let’s Go! • She’s rolling around the mountain • $14 lion hoops • JoeSki and SchmoSki • Tacky clothes and Fashion Shows • There goes that top again! • Bonnie Raitt • Still trying to play paddle ball • Friday • I’ll never do that again! • Bianators and Clear Braces • I can’t believe you! • Driving in circles • Rude and Obnoxious • I’m getting a blood test • retakes • pleated skirts • The Ego - Maniac • No white sox • Fendi everything • she’s intrigu­ing • Black Bucs and Jeans • Anthony’s Blooper • The $90.00 disaster • Are you drunk? • Never at a loss for words • I have news • mints • We’re psychologically linked!
To Gina,
Summers past spent in the sand,
Down on Ventnor’s beach.
We played and swam, I held your hand,
You were always within my reach.

We got along, but fought sometimes
As brothers and sisters do,
You scratched my face, I pulled your hair
But soon enough, we’d start anew.

Through the years, we’ve become so close
And the petty fights have ceased,
Elementary school, Junior High
And now I’ve followed you to East.

Next year will be different though
With you away from home.
But you’ll always be there in my thoughts
And I will never feel alone.

Good Luck in everything you do
Our closeness will never end.
Saying Good-bye is so hard, sis
I’ll miss you, you’re my best friend.
Love,
Daniel

KEVIN & DENIELLE
“Together Forever”

Kevin: thanks for the best two
and a half years of my life, now
let’s make it forever. Remem-
ber, the search is over. I Love
You.

Thanks to Mark and Steve for
bringing us together.

The search is over - After all - April 9th forever - week of keeping us a secret - Christa’s, the first night - April 5, ’90 - X-Mas ’90-’91 - New Year’s Eve ’90-
’91, ’91-’92 - let’s go see Santa - Sept. 29, ’90 - Perrone’s during summer ’90 -
allsummer together ’90 - Reddi Whip - cold spaghetti dinner - let’s play -
Twister - We saw Robin Hood, fianally - Flatliners, Dying Young, My Girl -
About last night - “Where are we?” (Ben Franklin Bridge or Camden) -
Marlon 8 - 5 girls, no boys - did you miss me? - Yes, no you didn’t - I love
you, love you too - Jr. Prom in limo the whole time - “you don’t love me
anymore” - “don’t be gay” - Dec. 3, ’91 - college coaches on phone (Miami
&Pitt) - Where were you guys? - We got lost, yah, right (cc) - Summer ’91 -
August, going to the shore together - You’re such an imbecile (CC) - Italian
dinner - walking on the beach - freezing - full moon - stars above sand - I miss
you, miss you too - Is K. Jr. up?, he is now - he’s like a vampire, only wakes up
at night - about an inch - rain - shwr - bear rugs w/ fireplace - kit. table
bathroom - W.B. - C.B. - seat belt in car - you guys act like two years old - wet
Willy - 60 and counting - only 3 more years to go - “I don’t want you talking,
looking oreven glancing at another guy - he looks shot tonight - she looks
pretty - Cobras (Bennetton) - Ya look good in red - I hate it when you cry -
Kev, thanks for carrying me up the stairs and taking care of me - what’s
down my throat?” - “I can’t stand up” - “what” - Where’s Kevin, at a college
-Vaseline Intensive Care Lotion - Both of you are so stubborn - every Friday
night during football season - “I want you to come over now” - Family Living
together - what’s going to happen in the year 2000?

We’re not ending a scrap book -

only starting a new page.

Nec ’91
Lee Goldstein

You've always been in the driver's seat in your varied endeavors...

We wish you every success on all the new roads you are about to follow.

With all our love,
Mom,
Dad,
Lauren,
Daniel
and
Barley
The “S” sisters - Sol, Slate, Slash, Sex & Suck / “ABC, BBD, the East Coast Family!” / “What’s up, Buddy?” / Jump back, flip over and kill / Partying! / Crashin’ at Joel’s / Woodcrest / “Pull over, pull over!” / Passing three trucks / “It was my brakes, I swear” / car chases / Red Wranglers / Coming to America / Little Mermaid / Sebastian & Buddy / Out to Breakfast / IHOP / Denny’s / Olga’s / Friendly’s / “Mickey D.” / Maxx-women / Jeff the Mindreader / Basketball under the Stars / Cotillion / Cheating at Pictionary - Nic! / Junior Prom / Spit / Shots with Stacy / Midnight swims / “Don’t matter, just don’t bite it!” / “That’s what he said!” / “I’ll get you back!” / “Are you on drugs?” / “are you Crazy?” / Alpha Chi Omega, thank you / Guys with kids / Crabs at the beach / Mud throwing / Coke Puzzle / I’m being followed by a moonshadow” / Finding quarters at the movies / Wildwood / TCB’s / Lylas / Not! / Camp Trips / 90210 / Rep, ughty / Contadina / Willy / Pete & Chris / Big & Ghostbusters / Late nites at Squire / Renee’s 17th / Zach / Wookin Pa Nub / Feet! / Spring Garden / Rowdy Re- kant / Wrestle-mania / war tracks / Fofeccas / normal Pizza / Fargin / Double Dare / Walnut / Umbrella in the mouth / Recycle those bottles / Not the Momma / Marci / Gameboy / Powerpad / JA Nights / Winner / the Gum Wrappers / Bowling / Carpsens / “We’re dead!” / Minus degree bike rides / Free dinner at the Mall / Alison’s dog? / Wrong Way Runner / Velocball / “Da Bulls” / Clearly Canadian / Billy Joel, Rod Stewart & Steve Miller Band / “Are you sure our seats aren’t way back there?” / Teacher Alison / Teaching Nikki how to play basketball / Weekends at the shore / Medford Adventure / I love a man on a bike / I used to be a Cub Scout until I ate a brownie / “Gilligan, get off the island!” / “Happiness is one dot on the stainmaster!” / “Hello, Domino’s delivers” / Alison’s Bat Mitzvah video / “I love fashion, I love clothes” / “You’re so stupid, you tripped over the cordless phone / “what’s in an apple pie?” / “Oh, look, he’s eating Soft- serve” / “Shari let me see the ball” / Stacy and Renee’s weekend at Ithaca / You + Me = BFF.

IT’S SO HARD TO SAY GOOD-BYE TO YESTERDAY

NICOLE, STACY, RENEÉ, ALISON & JENN

ADS FOR GRADS 319
Frosh gymnastics. Goldstein’s slammers, get 8, Rana puke on the bed, chicken legs, airhead, we saw God walk down the street, “Margate”, Nicole vs. Keri frosh year, Holy Holly, Monstrous Marie, Jappy Janet, Frosh Year Jr. Prom, yea you went Nicole, NOT, brick-house condo, who went with me to the frosh dance?, he’s dancing his way back to me, can’t but me love, soccer fags, 4th of July ’91, Jr.s summer slammers, fat grams, lean legs, (Batman) viki vale, Jen and Nicole sneaking down the shore, “you must between the ages of 15-19 you polish your toes”, lifeguards, parties on Waverly, Lippencott Kansas, iced tea and popcorn, guys of ’90, ice cubes are nice, skinners, whatever anyway, parrot talk, you’re cool, going to Lenny’s Denny’s, no curfew, major League, you’re tough, that’s big, feet are gross, wind beneath my wings, p chunks m juice p2, who’s bigger?, JCC insane counselors, cookie monster (gajititas), it takes 2, bust amove, house your body, orange juice fights, JNK Kasuals, learning songs on Friday nights, killer, sure call at 3 a.m., Cotillion, magic forest, cops! run!, membership to NCA club, Grells 1, did that just pop up on you?, neato bus, tailgate, walking home after recital, Charlie Sheen rules, ha ha your nail broke, comedy works for Jen’s B-Day, we never get anything for our B-Day, FRIENDLY’S, Jen’s dad’s driving, Goonies, diet, I would do it for you, would you still be my friend?, Elton at the Taj, schrunchies, if only we drove, that’s a shh

BEST FRIENDS

NICOLE, • KERI • JEN

don’t tell anybody, driving mistakes, silk scar, TCBY, ape loves Jen, I like black pathfinders, sleeping a DM’s house, Md sneaking over at 3 a.m., Keri: Jason and Freddy are at the window, banging on the window at Chanticleer, I have to go home and study, Sami the lost dog, Mrs. Barnes, sorry to eat and run, we were served, it’s the challenge cly’s, lick my stomach and huf in my ear, Geza or Eliot, Boyle, Henkie, Jim, playing pool, how many licks does it take to get to the center of a tootsie roll pop? we know, tennis, how can we be lovers if we can’t be friends, SHAG the movie, Pat, jetskiing with with Pat and Ryan what, Ownlee eue, walks on the boardwalk, 14th st. beeste boys, if Schooley could see us now, neurotic woman, paranoid fitquest, racquetball, design, 3 strikes and youre out, Jr. Prom, nice corsage, at least he will look good in the pictures, teen town ’91, Margate ’91, lucy chicks, armband man, garbage man, he wants to marry me, I’ll never get back w/Erik yea right, afternoon walks, Don Henley, CSN, it was longer than a month, trips to CVS, we’re not in second, Delaware, S.S. it’s Jen, 90210 family living w/Mrs. Sitzer, buddy’s before boys, New Year’s ’92, wall paper peeled, but you don’t understand, Wiltsee’s class, Jims then Jeffs, Eriks then Jens, reading helper notes on the phone, true friends, the rest of memories or seniors are yet to be known but Keri, Jen and Nicole will be BEST FRIENDS FOREVER!
STACI,

Congratulations on Four Great Years!

You’re our HALL OF FAMER too!

We Love You, Mom, Dad, Lindsey and Jackie

Beth, Caryn, Kris, Stacey, Susan, Terri

Gym class senior year • Do we have to change for gym? • Left - right!! • I don’t feel so good! • Saturday Night Live - Young Actors Forum!! • What happened on the Homefront? • Don’t just sit around, you’ll get a zero for the day! • How many unprepareds does Beth have? • She has four but she received an “A” • We walk, we walk, we walk around the track got get our water • What’s a turtle? • Seniors vs. Frosh volleyball!

Esther -

I can’t believe you are already graduating. It seemed like yesterday that you were screaming on your way to nursery. Just remember that no matter where you go or what you do, your family will always love you.

As a poet once said:

“I have you fast in my fortress, and will not let you depart, But keep you down in the dungeon In the round-tower of my heart.

And there will I keep you forever, Yes, forever and a day. Till the walls shall crumble to ruin, And molder in dust away!

We love you and we’re so proud of you.

Mom, Dad, Galit and Karen

MIKI,

To BELIEVE is the first step in making your DREAMS come true.

Love, Mom, Dad, Jami, Frosti, Iggi, Rascal and Moki
To our sweet Keri who is so very. We wish you Happiness, Success and all the best.
We Love You! Mommy & Marla

FRIENDS FOREVER

Debbie,

"I know our love will never die, Just you and I through fields of joy." - L.K.

Ice Skating • Halloween • Ski Trip • Shore • Born to Run • Cruise ... Whoops! • Hall & Oates • Phil Collins and Fleetwood Mac • Baltimore • Lamberti's • DLB • Honey • Lee Lanes • Guess what? • Proms • and all our nights with other whipped ones.

I LOVE YOU ALWAYS
Shawn
"That’s What She Said!"

Steve Asbell • Brad Feldman • Marc Grossman • Matthew Heitzer • David Lean • Dave Leibowitz • Jeff Perkins • Shawn Ravitz • Scott Ross

Boggy, Leibo, Perks, Shnazz, Rav, Emilio/Johnny, Dirt, Critzer, Scross

Bradfest '91 - 5 big guys and Scott - Yearbook Picture Party - "Did you flosheim yet?" - Shusterman's 1990-1991 - Finnegan's at 9 - Fat Rat - "Go Home!" - Henley/Petty - Scott and Ribbs at the Leibo Jambo - Valerie - Memorial Days - Boys II Men after Pam's party - Ella and Kerfin at Denny's - "What's that language?" - B. Greg Brady - Tyrone & Jerome - Pete Townsend: The Clever Homosexual - Florida '91 - Rollin' in Dave's 5.0 - Sharps - Back to Trish - Snow football - Balderdash - The Whipped Ones - "Four Weekends in a Row" - Night & Day - Jessie's Girl - Thanks Bry - "Brad, where did you get that tree?" - "Dudley, let's play Tarzan" - J.C.C. summer - Greylock - Lowell and Jeremy - Bitter Herbs - Rockin' Gertman in the Freeworld - P is H - "Dom is Dead!" - "We're not Jeff" - "I have no ego" - Acoustic Lisa - Les Miz - Poor Man's Dabney Coleman - G.O.D. - Singin' around the table - S.G.A. Elections (we all ran) - Parallel Parking - Shawnee Girls - Pizza Stop at 2 a.m. - Chicanery - Fletch Lives - G Boys Run - "How to survive in south, central Trenton" - "Everything you wanted to know about sex" - with Sara - "Missy Spitz but " - House Party - R.E.M. Unplugged - "The Sky Came Down" - Pecks ... of Life - $25 at Shangri-Lai - The Leibowitz Twins - "Her? She's ugly!" - Kid Ray - Sideburns - Skeletons in the closet - Still not jealous of Carrie - Rosanne Barr, Nell Carter or Jon Glass?

"These songs are true. These days are ours. These tears are free." - Paul Simon
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"WE HAVE NO CLUE, BUT WE HAVE EACH OTHER."

Jon • Rahul • Monica • Nehul • Kathleen R. • Tho • Pauline • Mike • Kathleen P.

CONGRATULATIONS SHAWN RAVITZ

We're so very proud of you!

Mom, Harvey, Jason, Brett and Ginger
Delaware - Army-Navy Game - Shore '91 - Den's house - Bonzai - It's your turn to drive - Dinner at Mandy's - Comedy Works - Singing at Jen's - Football Games - Jump, Shake your bootie - Den? Jen? Do you have to go to the bathroom? - Halloween '91 - Denny's - Chinese Firedrill - I know we're near Columbus Street - It sounds familiar - Homecoming - ism - "Mom, Dad, You're home early!" - D.P. 90210 - Lunch, Senior Year 5th period - Is that fat right? - Is that skinny left? - Nets game - is dere anybuddy hooooome? - long distance bike rides - Speedy - I thought you had a boyfriend - truck driver - the doorlocks behind you - Jen's Pepsi games - Palazzo's parties - Sorority '91 - Maria's Bat Mitzvah - Public urination - CSN Concert - Don Henley Concert - CSN Weekend - Kaminski's - New Year's Eve '91-'92 - Do you have id's - Benedict - How far did yourun? - Jen, the road narrows and there's a ditch - watch out - Chris' pre-Prom Party - Junior Prom - Florida Trip - Mandy 89 and counting - Mary Francis at lunch - pretzels and mustard - Rocky - Den, born and raised in South Philly - Roxanne - If you feel like winning!

denise  nico  jen  keri  mandy
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NATHANIEL,

CONGRATULATIONS!
WE ARE VERY PROUD OF YOU.

DAD, MOM AND MICHAEL

LAUREN & MARIA

Trips on 295 - psychologically speaking - 5 more minutes - Katz's lawn - Pennypacker Park all-nighter - Golf Farm parties - Camden - drive to Phila. with no window - New Year's Eves - David's bagels - J. - those bankers - Maria's big "U" - secret Doctor - Joey's cookin' - Christmas '90 - Should I call him? - Ocean City, summer '90 - 227 - please, Tony, please - mornings at Denny's - teaching Maria how to drive - walks to school (thanks Tommy) - Joggin' at 6 a.m. - Grease - Chef Vola - Home/Away list - party at Joe's - P chief - produce aisle - shootin' pool - Lauren driving without license - wacme - where's Heartwood? - Shhhl! - Lauren's cavaricis - do you want those fries? - driving up the school curb - make drums beat - 3, 2, 1 - Contact - blame it on the beer - Eagles games - problems with Chris's car - men at pool hall, Maria's Acme

men - It's a sign - it makes me wonder - don't leave me like this - notes from Tony - Top It! - R. - Hanging with Mrs. P. and Crew - cutting 7th period, 11th grade - what color pass do you want? - Joey's graduation - we'll get out of it - cruising the 8 - the other 8 - Dave trouble - cruising the town - I'll walk ya halfway - Myrtle Beach - the bestest - out the Wazoo - Gertrude & Maurice - Jack & Diane - 360 in Don's vette - oh, it must be Masse - Alls Jo

- turn out the light - Lamant - Party at Lauren's - you're doggin' me - Stuart Cohen - visitors from Maryland - code 54 - "S.P." - my twin Lisa - Ballet - meatloaf - beads - getting Joey roped - I'm on it - he and him - coke man - Gianquilio field - party at Becky's pencils - I don't want to - Bear meistress - Jr. Prom - both Maria's dates - are you sick? - painting the walls - I'll tell ya on graduation - what the touch of your hand can do - apple juice - party at Don's - we really gotta study - Cecilia in bathroom - I don't wanna fight - good things come in trucks - lists of problems with D.J. - Florida - uh oh - Petey & Brian - Carlowoman - Maree - Mr. and Miss A. - phone - Tracy Smith - all the studs on the right and studs on the left - Paul & Joey, we can't forget you two!
France, on the road to Maryland "769 East or West -", w/losh, Steve Winwood w/Iken, Jen & Garth, "Where's that taxi?" Laura, Marisa & Adrienne.
Activities: Gymnastics 1, 2, 3; 4; Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 3; SGA 1; Volleyball 2; FOP 2, 3; French Exchange Program 2; Cum Laude 3, 4.

MARTINSON
VIRGINIA ALTAMIRANO
1964 North Birchwood Park Drive September 25, 1974
"We are here to add what we can to life, not to get what we can from it."
Best Memories: Duck Game, 5th dimensional locker, Secret Admirer, Ha-cherw, Jen-Woman, Marline, Is she from Boston?, "Mente", Philly w/Sam, English, math w/Sam, Bennigan's, miniature got, "You've Lost That Loving Feeling", Procrastinating w/Sam, No School Today?
Activities: Track 1; SADD 1, 2, 3; French Club 1, 2, 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Cotillion 2; Jr-Junior Prom 3; SGA 3.

AMMERMAN
LAUREN AMMERMAN
September 11, 1973
"Summer nights and my radio, that's all we need, baby, don't ya know we celebrate when the gangs are here, Hot summer nights, that's my time of the year."
Best Memories: Cruisin' w/Maria, hangin' in Don's basement, Joey's cooking, Myrtle '91 - the bestest, band, Mrs. P and crew, passes, always getting out of trouble, Joey's graduation, the sights, guys at the pool hall. And all the times w/ Joey.
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; Office Aide 3; DECA 4.

AMSDEN
LEIGH AMSDEEN
264 Lamp Post Lane
June 17, 1974
"Live for today, Dream for tomorrow, Learn from yesterday."
Best Memories: I live near you, Berr Merring, Flying 12, Bagge, Blackwater, Sub 60, Minus 50, Give 'em Hell, 4397, Back off man, I'm a Beast. Beaster. South Street, Are you Alan,?, Matisken Mullica Crossing, Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Lab Band 1, 2, 3; Crew 1; Fall Show 2; Spring Show 2; Lip Sync 2, 3; Tennis 2, 3; Wind ensemble 3, 4; Pit Orchestra 3; Singing Telegrams 3, 4; Battle of the Bands 4; East Singers 4.

ANGSTREICH
DAVID ANGSTREICH
1212 Heron Road
September 18, 1974
"Don't cry 'cause it's over, smile 'cause it happened."
Best Memories: Three Amigos on the golf course & in the swimming pool, passing out in 7:11, Flat tire w/ Brad, Matt & Kro, Mrs. Bunting, in her nuttygirland, Cards w/Wass, Brad, Kelly, Darin & Nick, Goldie, Frank's Jeep, Insane Ski trips, Millford, Macerstown, Sunday Lox, Wahoo's, Wendy's Frosties, Great friends: I love you all.
Activities: Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 2, 3, 4; Cheerleading (Basketball) 2, 3, 4.
Karen S., Lauren my AA partner Fri. nights, Pretty Woman, Men at work, golf; prom date, parties!, car accident; Matrix, X, JG, Jr. Prom, Craig Smith, Comedy Works, Jen R. "Golden Donuts.中部", Powder Puff party, Thanks, friends, for everything. Activities: Basketball 1, 2, Track 1, Cross Country 3, 4; Powder Puff 4.

SUSAN MARY BASS 5 Firethorne Road December 24, 1974
"If it is meant to be, it will be." Best Memories: Jr. Prom w/ the group, Bloomburg 91, Tiffany, best exhibition, fireman, blue jeans, banana keys in the Ivy brothers; troublesome 4, Radio Shack, the SCS, Main St., Tennis w/ melons, bites and crackers, cuttngs with turkey, ice skating with Jeff, Nina and Richie, trash can, tea party, times spent w/ Jeff, Nina and Lisa.

ELANA HECK 1305 Bunker Hill Drive July 21, 1974
"Understand that change begins with the individual.«" R.E.M.
Best Memories: Ocean City w/ Christina, parties at Jett, St. Danielles in front of the Chatterbox, 5 finger discounts, Lara - Dance lately?, surfing at Park Place with Christina, Stodmuffin, Christina and her miniatures, Upper township park - how's your doggie?, ragamuffin, Lara - Been in many stolen cars lately.

KELLI L. BEGUN 405 Society Hill Blvd November 15, 1973
"What the world needs now is love, sweet love. It's the only thing that there's just too little of." Best Memories: Elisa's Birthdays, 6 hr. trip to shore, Leah, Deb, Bridget, Tara, shak the bathtub, baby! Music is all the answer w/ Jamie, Jen and Leah then to Denny's, Where are we going after tonight? Beauty supply store w/ Debbie. Sr. Prom - Rachel, Pam, Shari. Debbie posse. Lea/Shmeag best friends always. Debbie, Elisa, Jamie, Jen, Lea, Shari and Tara. Peace & Love. Activities: Spirit week 1, 2, 3 FOP 1, 3; SADD 1, 2, 4; Student Govt. 1; Blood Drive 3, 4.

TARA BELAFSKY 402 S. Cranford Rd. February 3, 1974
"True friendship is the greatest gift of life, and I have received it."
Best Memories: The Prep, revulpsripstrip, Elisa's Birthday, of course, Deb, Dave and Josh, Sr. Prom w/Joe, Penn 89, ski trips, Buffet, Fivel, Dev's pie and tea, down the shore this year, Shari, who's next?, Waffle House, ... Israel w/Kelii and Deb. Kev. "Hey Mrs. J.," swm Lea, St. Elmo's, Tracy's Carrotman, Mike - you're the best, Michael B - my first love. To my closest friends, you know who you are. Activities: Homecoming 1, 2, 3 Spirit Week 1, 2, 3 SADD 1, 2, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Interact Club 2, 3, 4; Teen Council 2, 3, 4; One Act Stage Mr. 3, Powder Puff 3.

JEFFREY BELL 968 Kresson Road April 3, 1974
"Binky for breakfast, Binky for lunch, Binky is what I like to munch." Best Memories: Beast Busters, squishing pennies at Stroudsburg, video village, The Jester and centre of Eternity, the cheese and the mixed vegetables, lunch with Eric.
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastern European Club 1, 2; Demogorgon 2, 3, 4.

MARIA BENITEZ 111 Mimosa Drive September 28, 1973
"The Ultimate Dare is to tell the truth.» - Madonna Best Memories: Beach, Busting, squishing pennies at Stroudsburg, video village, The Jester and centre of Eternity, the cheese and the mixed vegetables, lunch with Eric.
Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastern European Club 1, 2; Demogorgon 2, 3, 4.

MELISSA BERGER 17 Cunningham Lane February 4, 1974
"I always wish I'd look back on my tears and laugh, but I never thought looking back on my laughter could make me cry.
Best Memories: Spending time w/ best friends: Sam, All, Car, and Jen, summers 90 and 91, - PFC Bville, Kari's Memorial Day 91 - work, I know u, whoops, I missed, shoot in it, weirdly - always, Mr. Buksy, Sam's z, walk and talk, I love u Mom, Dad & Michael! Activities: JV Tennis 1, 2, Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, Adopt-a-Grandparent 3, Blood Drive 4; FOP 4.

JEFF BERINGER 159 London Rd Drive September 9, 1974
"Smile!
Best Memories: Winning the Temple Press Tournament, Lunch with Rebecca, John, and Ali, the bust, listening to the B-life spel, the flop of the infamous Article 1 speech, The Long Walk Home, The Rose Activities: World Affairs Club 1; Eastside 2, 3; Editor 1, 2; Student Life 3, 4; Cam Laude Society 4; Model UN 3; SADD 2.

ELI BERKO 1514 Marlknk Road April 20, 1974
"Always do what you can have with your pants on!" Best Memories: The SHARPSY license plate, cursing out cologne, the 10 day Mc Guire, kicked out of ROTC, Seaside Hts, Playing Ski Jump, summer 90 - beach, Flippin' the stang, buying another one, and another one, 14 hours, paintball! twice more, Beta Tau, and of course Guns n' Roses. Activities: Racquetball 1, 2, 3; Football 1, Track 2, 3.

MELVYNE BERKOWITZ

NANCY BERTLES 36 Strathmore Drive December 2, 1973
"Always do what you are afraid to do." - Emerson
Best Memories: Stone Harbor, beating the clock, Denny's Imagine, fift, Halloween, lunches, surprises, Bless you, snow shoes, football, left handed kicking, Killingon, talks in French, 4 A.M. walks, Junior's Ladder, Rodgers, Where's my camera?
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3; SADD 1, 2, 3; Winter Track 1, FOP 2, 3; Photographer 4.

MARIA BESSER 133 North Woolbridge Dr July 10, 1974
"Men differ in their virtues, if any, but they are alike in their vices." Best Memories: The tradition, diving in the rain, The cookie cake disaster, Gemini twins, It should work from here, summer 91, theagry, movies w/ Scott & Jeff; situations w/ Matt & Dave, France w/ Ali, Great Adventure w/Jen, Meg, Nic and Drano, Screaming for yogurt, nights in Philly w/ Wells and Cello.
Activities: SADD 1, 2, Spanish Club 3; Gymnastics 1, 2, 3, French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 3, 4; Tennis 2, 3, Eastside 2, 3, 4, Interact Club 2, 3, 4; Food Drive 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 2.

DAVID BICK

DAN BILLINGTON 1519 Beverly Terrace June 11, 1973
"The years teach much which the days never know."
Best Memories: Midnight runs to 7-11, late night foreign radio, more evil, Red Roof, Not on my speaker Dan K. "Sorry about your couch", wickers Rose, Kim E. - the best 3 years of my life - I love you, Baseball field slammers, sheet on my roof, "Howie N., don't think Tang is a good substitute for lemon", "yow, what do you mean?" Activities: Swimming 1, 2, 3; Publicity 1, SADD 2, 3, 4; Ambulance squad 3.

JENNIFER BLAKE 1619 Hill Top Drive November 15, 1973

Thank you for being my best friends and for loving me. Now I know that “some one in the dark” was you. I love you. - Jen. 17-10-91
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; African American Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff Captain 3; SADD 4.
Before we end and then begin, we'll drink a toast to how it's been... A few more times, that I can say, I've loved these days..." - B.J.

Best Memories: summer of 90 down the shore w/ Naples, Jamie and Gin, nights w/ Kelli, Lei Anne, Jamie, Birthdays w/ Kelli, Rutgers w/ Jamie, summer 91 w/ Debbie & Jamie. Are you guys tired? (xmas) You're the most fun, sound exactly alike (Debbie), clip shopping w/ Leea, Blake Fest 91
Activities: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4, Sadd 1, 2, 3, 4, Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4, Homecoming 1, 2, Publicity 1, Ring Committe 2; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Cotillion 2

KRISTINA BAKER
192 Everham road December 9, 1973
"You see nothing, you hear nothing, you'll know all.
Best Memories: Knots, camp, We go all but 1, Kri, we love your..."jintu, custody order, All our men - all 3 of them, "The Bed is on my foot, '"candygram, socks, shorts, unher, Freshman Mike, Snake, Powder Puff, Flat tire, blackmaill, Mel, Chem and Baseball, love to my favorite walkaholic who is the best guy I know, Sanu, I'll tell you the most about.
Activities: Lacrosse 1; JV Field Hockey 2; FOP 2, 3, Winter Track 2; Varsity Track 3, 4; Mt. Misery 2; Powder Puff 2, 3; Sadd 3, 4; Chansons 3, 4; Volleyball 3, 4; Blood Drive 4; Student Hostess 4; Amnesty International 4

JONATHAN D. BORNFREUND
413 Castle Drive December 28, 1973
"This is the last step in a new beginning.
Best Memories: Football, basketball, movies, Mike's hair, Jon's finger, Johnny's left turn on Queen Anne, finally Growing. Deryl, German club ski trip w/ Melanie, Chad, and Jonny, Melanie attempting to teach Johnny to ski.
Activities: Cross Country 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 4; Winter Track 2

CARL BOSTELMANN

MARK BRANCH

MATTHEW BRECKENRIDGE
10 Charles Lane October 20, 1973
"The great test of courage on Earth is to bear defeat without losing hope." - R.G. Igerrow
Best Memories: Skating w/ Jon, Joe, the Mommans, Andy, & Dave, Soccer w/ Jon, Adam, Zombies Squad, Meeting Amy in Canada, spending two summers w/ her at LB1. You are the best people to hang w/ Todd, Lee's w/ Andy. Breek, get your suit on, we need ya. Amy, Jon, Joe, and Andy, I love you guys.
Activities: Freshman, Varsity Soccer 2, 3, 4, Latin Club 1, 2, 3; SADD 3, 4

KRIS BROBROAD
1210 Hadleigh Court November 13, 1973
"The greatest test of courage on Earth is to bear defeat without losing hope." - R.G. Igerrow
Best Memories: Skating w/ Jon, Joe, the Mommans, Andy, & Dave, Soccer w/ Jon, Adam, Zombies Squad, Meeting Amy in Canada, spending two summers w/ her at LB1. You are the best people to hang w/ Todd, Lee's w/ Andy. Breek, get your suit on, we need ya. Amy, Jon, Joe, and Andy, I love you guys.
Activities: Freshman, Varsity Soccer 2, 3, 4, Latin Club 1, 2, 3; SADD 3, 4

Cris Bubicki

Jonathon Burr
115 Williamsburg Way
"If at first you don't succeed - lower your standards.
TODD BURT
315 Longstone Drive September 4, 1974
"And so it goes.
Best Memories: Battle of the Bands 1st place, you got to shore who?, Cougar at last game, Harry Con- nit, Mr. Prom, Midnight Realast, and a half hours of Star Wars, Lip Sync 3rd place, playing the slots, parties, good friends, Will Parker. Nicely - nicely, Monkey.
Activities: Wrestling 1; Fall Show 2, Spring Musical 2; FOP 2, 3, 4; One Acts 2, 3; Lab Theater 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4, Improvisations Co. President 4; Mime Co. 3, 4; Battle of the Bands 4; Lip Sync 4

LaURA BUSSE
1413 Autumn Lane February 11, 1974
"He has achieved success who has worked well, laughed often, and loved much." - Hobohemian
Best Memories: Brown-eyed girls, To my best friend Meg, it could have been worse, Marshi & Jan, a very good place to start, Gina, R.U. driving? "balled taken by horns in 5 sec. '"Meg, the curb," the tradition, ski- ing, key chains, study buddies, the beach, soggy hot dogs cookies, "You broke my hand!" shut-up, an iron bell-kahous, reasons for rea, where's Fromet?, "Better than your sorry", minus 1, open eyes, hummin', anorak? all the laughs.
Activities: Sadd 1, 2, chairperson 3; Publicity manager 4; Homecoming 2, class liaison 2, Powder Puff 3, 4; Spirit Week 3; Candy Cane Chairperson 3; Eastside 3; Girls' State 3.

CARYN BUTLER
704 Marlrove Road November 8, 1973
"When you only learn to love by loving.
Best Memories: Battle of the Bands - thanks for the memories. I love you. All girls in the office, Minsky's parties, shabbat w/ Jean, Truth or Dare, Red Roof Inn. B-day party w/ Jean & Elda, Jr. Prom. Minsky - you're the best! 092010 night, Atlantic City, New Year's at Deb's 10th night, Wynn w/ Sue, Mink and Patrice.
Activities: Color Guard 1, 2; German Club 1, 2; Office Aide 2, 3, 4; Adopt-a-Grandparent 4.

ERICA BUZZETTA
1 Middle Acre Lane October 25, 1973
"Once you get a hold of something so special never let it go.
Best Memories: These past 7 yrs. w/ Jenny R., in- terest times w/ Deenie, great times w/ Mike, Jen M., Johanna's diary, parallel parking w/ Karen, South St. w/Mae and Jen, getting lost picking up the cake w/ Marky Mazzola, tennis w/ Brian, shore w/ Candice, Taylor's, Eustace cotillions, both Jr. proms, & most fall, the most fun, happy and special times I ever had in my life, the times w/ Eric. I love you and I thank you for everything you have given me. I'll never forget you.
Activities: DECA 4.

STEVE BUVN
2000 Byun Drive February 25, 1974

Activities: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Gymnastics 2, 3, Asian Youth Society 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3; Sadd 1; Homecoming 1; One Acts 3

"Let's pay with leaving.
Activities: Wrestling 1, 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Gymnastics 2, 3, Asian Youth Society 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3; Sadd 1; Homecoming 1; One Acts 3

SUING BYUN
151 Chalet Drive May 19, 1974
"Applaud, Friends, the comedy is finished. " Bee- theremina.
Activities: Soccer 1; Stage crew 1, 3, 4; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Asian Youth Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Streak, Stroker and others and to Donna for being my girlfriend, and my best friend - I will always love you.

ROBIN CAMPBELL
378 Kresson Road May 19, 1974
"When entering the world of adulthood, grab for the golden ring, if you fall, you fail, but to fall is better than not to try at all.
Best Memories: Dave Noah, Bumpin Moog's with the JCC, Stein's World, Peter's Drills, the Nut- cracker, the bear claw, Julie, Mrs. Genovesi, the Genovesi five hundred, Choo fest92, skiing with Tim and the German club.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 1, 3, 4; Sadd 1, Swimming 2; Track 1.

TIPPANY CAMERON
378 Kresson Road May 19, 1974
"At times in our life, we all have strength we need to borrow, but if we are wise, we know that there's always tomorrow.
Best Memories: cooper, Steph, Michelle, Dana, Homeroom with Patrice, lunch with my Roomie, Terry and Venus Butterfly, Illusias at the movies, Chem lab with Rob, Sports teams, The Ski trip, Lake Champion, Cadovers with Colleen, 12th lunch, Ju- nior Prom, Tacti's and Elvyn's, Terry 'Shawion,' The CCC, Homecoming 91, English with Fromm, fast break, Lenny's, Tay's Toilet.
Activities: Basketball 1, 2; Basketball Trainer 3, 4; Field Hockey Trainer 4; FOP 2, 3; LaCrosse Trainer 3; Latin Club 2; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Softball 1, 2.

ROBERT CANNADAY

PATRICE M. CAPPETTA
8 Blossom Court
April 15, 1974
"Make new friends, but keep the old; for those are silver, but these are gold."
sand. Tiffany-I will always remember you as a big sister. Thank you everyone.

Activities: All South Jersey 2, 3, 4; All State Chorus 3, 4; All South Jersey Symphonic Band 4; Asian Cultures Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Belles of East 2, 3, 4; Brazilian Society 2, 3, 4; East Singers 3, 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3; Wind Ensemble 3, 4.

ARTI CHAWLA
TIMOTHY CHEN
VINCENT CHEN
VincentChen 215 Nathaniel Avenue May 22, 1974
“Life’s temporary, friends are forever.”
Best Memories: Tennis, swimming George Michael, Wonder Womans jet, fool’s mate, beyond Spanish, Gold fish songs, “We just see blue” scroched earth, Tigers, engine, talking machines, voices, QPS, Indian Philosophy, bookbags and binders, Spanish “imagery” Turban, all teachers, Snoopy.
Activities: All South Jersey Orchestra 1, 2, 3, 4; Asia cultures Society 1; Certamin 1; Chamber Orchestra 2; Cum Laude Society 4; Eastside 2, 3, 4; Model UN 2, 3, 4; Passport Magazine 4; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 3, 4.

MIKE CHENEZETZ
21 Southwood Drive May 23, 1974
“What a Sick!”
Best Memories: 2 A.M. run to Que-nique, Roy Rogers, 21 at camp, Dan and Greg, Larry’s G.L.I. car, tape playing sprees, Midnight runs to Medford, Bryan’s boat.
Activities: Adopt-A-Grandparent 1, 2.

CRAGHERRAS 7 Autumn Park 20 July 1973
“Be the best you can be today, because yesterday is gone and tomorrow may never come.”
Best Memories: Four years of football, two years of band. World, Jay’s jokes, ski trip, Junior Prom, fit quest, breakfast at the Chatterbox, tennis with the twins, prom weekend at the shore, Jodi- Can you get the key out?”. Wendy’s Convention Hall?, run on boardwalk, Jen-Waasat?, Kara- I’m not talkish, Buffet concert, teen tour, all my teammates, Josh, Kris, Rib it.
Activities: Basketball, 2; Baseball 1, 2; Football 1, 2, 3, 4.

LELIE CHERRY
24 Tending Road December 15, 1973
“I broke my heart for every game, to taste the sweat, I’d face the pain.”
Best Memories: Summer 91 with Carolyn, Tara, Dena, Matt. Florida with Jen, Moores, Renoafo, Almeta’s, Ed’s, B.L.’s at 3 A.M., Dave Lang, Merehood with Nic, Quik and Poop, Sino/Moon Lee, Cheerfulness, movie buddies, lunch, rebeberbing, Buffet, B.S., B.W., P.T., Rock, Club Sex Crew, and Rodney.
Activities: Reading real soul basketball 2, 3, 4; Big Sister and Big Brother Character 3, 4, 5; Blood drive 3, 4; Freshmen Field Hockey 1; Varsity Field Hockey 2, 3, 4; Freshmen Orientation 2, 3; LaCrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Latin Club vice-president 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1; Student Government Representative 1.

SUMA C.M.
4 Cricket Lane August 21, 1975
“I won’t shout you’re just tall!”
Best Memories: Art sorority, Water polo, “Suma, Suas, Ica cab a dilemme”, The Tiffany Story, Be Medieval, Lecoree undies, our tree, can’t reach the mirrors, the water fountain, the paper towels, the office supplies, the glass students, the yardstick, Cougar’s Den, Gok, Dog and Fire Hydrant, Obsession, Sharks. Activities: Adopt-A-Grandparent 1; Amnesty International 2, 3, 4, Announcement 3, Announcement Head 4; Cougar’s Den 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3; Eastside News Boys 1, 2; Passport Edition 3, 4; Model U.N. 2, 3; Lab Theater 1; World Affairs Club 2, 3, Yearbook Literary Editor 4.

DARYL CHERCKOFF
1825 Meekbrooch Court September 18, 1973
“Our life is fretted away by detail... Simplicity, simplify, simplify.”
Best Memories: Saturday football games, Sleep-overs

Activities: F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2, 3, 4; Winter Track 2; Cross Country 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 3, 4; Intramural Volleyball 3, 4.

JULIE CHANG
MELISSA EVE CHIN
10 Westbury Drive May 3, 1974
“The best way to experience life is to love many children.”
Best Memories: Young life, The Shore, Great Adventure, Chic posse, Margaritaville at Karen’s, Buffet concert. Top Secret-Grenade, Chocolate Mouse, Boston trip-How many red cars?, Psych parties, Heathers, Glassboro Soccer camp, The Battle, Frank’s House Party, Buff and Buttercup, Main Street, 70 on 70, Great times with the gang-Megan, Karen, Tara, Donna, JenO.

HYUNG JUN CHOO
DANIEL J. CHOI
410 E. 9th Street August 4, 1974
“God is dead...” Nietzsche
“Negro is dead...” God
Best Memories: Working on Easter, Eldridge, O’Nell’s Drafting Class, U.S. History-Hillman, Summer at Shoney Rock, X-Country, Valleyforge with Jeff. Vito and has his red 1974 Impala Thanks for all the memories, Eas, Trevor, Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1; Mt. Misery Aide 2; Spirit week 2, 3, 4, 5; Homecoming Publicity committee 2; Liaison Committee 3; Freshman Orientation 3; Volleyball League 3; S.O.A. Representative 4; Battle of the Bands Chairperson 1; Student Hostess 4; Lip Sync 4.

LOIS CHOI
107 Morningside Drive December 20, 1973
“Men can be improved but not defeated.” Heminway
Best Memories: London and Boston with Lisa, Where should I not go next? Shopping with Jen, Gina’s lipstick, College essays and free will with Rita, The blood brothers, Pop Club, Late night with Hillman, Tennis with Nicole.
Activities: French Club 1, 2, 3; President 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3; Sec/Fren 4; Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1; World Affairs 3, 4; Model U.N. 3, 4; Cum Laude 3, 4; S.O.G. 3; Winter Track 3; Interact 4.

ROBERT CHOI
127 S. Highland Avenue October 26, 1973
“Push Ones.”
Activities: Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; World Affairs Club 1; Asian Society 1; Winter Track 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 2, 3, 4; Cum Laude 4.

PAULINE E. CHOW
39 Country Walk Drive February 15, 1974
“Don’t search in others for your purpose in life, look deep within your heart, your soul, for the answer.”
Best Memories: Marching Band, Virginia trip, Traveling copies, Ring around the-cranium, Hands, “Kiss me, Kiss me hard,” Physics studying, Parties with Mike, Perry, Pernig hair, The Singing Telegrams, Yearbook with Susan, Termpaper with Heath and Marcy, Bahamas, Taiwan Marching Band, Jr. Miss. Lab Theater, Philosophing with the Dead Poet gang, Springfield with Paul and Mike, Smiling contest.
Activities: Drama 1, 2; Newspaper 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2; Model U.N. 1, 2, 3, 4; Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Broadcasting 3, 5, 4; Asian Youth Society 1, 2, 3, 4.
Best Memories: Lacrosse, Field Hockey, and Meeresteer with the girls, P.S.U. with Gaj, Bowling-League 23 with why lane 241, William and Mary-Port-a-Pot, All night with Tara, Dime, Jen, and Nicole. Limbo to philly illegal, drives "Shake it", Chuck, Scud, Do-nuts, etc...Y.Y.D., Summer '91, You, etc...chi-chi, "parties." Tell with mom and the Diner. Slammers with Lelie, Buffet: Gek-stands...Active: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, Captain 4, Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4, F.O.P. 1; S.A.D.D. 1, 2; Winter Track 1, 2; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4, S.G.A. 1, 2; Student Hostess 2.

RACHEL COHEN 1966 Whitehall Avenue December 14, 1974

"Look around and choose your own ground. For long you live and you live high and you fly, and smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry and you all touch and you all see, is all your life ever will be." - Pink Floyd

Best Memories: Raw, Sharron's surprise party '89, Big, Summer '89 on foot with Park, Ruy, Ed, Elisa, Chen reunions, Steve Miller in rain, My "soda" evening, I love life moments-Lisa do they have sex", Elisa's R-bdays, ditch, July 4 '89 Philly and accident, Late night with Elisa, Bridget '91, My 1st love - Jason, New Years '91, Jason's Senior Prom (NOT) 4, in a coupe with Monica, Ski trips, Spanish Superhair, can soda, apple, Reese's wrappers, Mike. Worst kisser, Monica's slammer, Race for 30 time down the shores with Mark onto drive from bell, Resis- tive stripper, Times with Lisa, Pam, and Monica.

Activities: Athletics 1, 2, Student Government Relay 1, Freshman Dance Co-Captain 1; S.A.D.D. 1, 2, 3, F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; O.A. 1, 4; House Pride 1, 2; S.G.A. 1; Neominity Cheerleaders 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4, World Affairs Club 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 2, 3, 4; Yearbook Edition 2, 3, 4; Tuff 2, 3; Cum Laude Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Broadcast Team 1.

MARIA COKONIS 1202 Hadleigh Court April 20, 1974

"How many cares one loves when one decides not to be something, but to be someone..." - Coco Chanel

Best Memories: Art, Breakfast, Lunchroom debates, Home-made crayons in the micro-wave, Beba, Being clueless, Late night with Monica, Good times with good friends, Betsy Juanita Conchita.

Activities: French Club 1, 2, F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; S.A.D.D. 1, 2, 3, 4; German Club 3, 4.

TARA CONNORS 611 Croxden Road January 22, 1971

"With a friend by your side you will see the light- if your friends are there then everything's alright.

Best Memories: Times with Carolyn, Nic, Dena, and Jen, Sleeping in on Saturday, Dena sitting in y'ask, chuck, J.Y.D., knee-toe, krow-mobile, get, "how did you say something?" Summer of '91 Club West, Cityke, Ray, Zoomin SoominLicense Plate NO. ETC V.O. back seat. Active: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Basketball 1; Lacrosse 1; Cotillion Committee 2; Blood Drive Committee 3.

DYLEN COOPER 1806 Rolling Lane December 25, 1973

"It's a risk to love. Love if it doesn't work out? Ah, but what if you do?" - Peter McWilliams

Best Memories: Montage Ski Trip-Bobbie, Elisa's shoe parties, Prom with Mike, Bradiet '91 talks with Debby, the great times with Tara and Elisa. Every class with Jen, Public, sofa-bed-butt-torr, Dybbie Concert at staring at Mike D, Sugar free me, Rap Around, Junior and Senior Women, Fall Out. Activities: Softball 1, 2, 3, 4, F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 2; Freshman Dance Committee 1; Student Government 1, 2, 3, 4; Cotillion Committee 2.

JOHN CORRADO 1942 Sequoia Lane June 20, 1974

"Keep your attitude positive, believe in yourself and don't ever give up." - Peter McWilliams

Best Memories: C+C and Club Rock Weekends, Great Adventure Trips, Good Times with Jim, Jennifer and Mark, Tower, Sweet Pea, and Tony Montana. Top down, Convertible sound, Battle of the Bands, and exciting mishaps.

Activities: Model U.N. 2, Spanish club 2, 3; J.V. Basketball 3; Friends of the Environment 3, 4; Varsity Basketball 4; Student Congress 4.
Best Memories: Wawa lot w/Chris; "Jacka"; Gallow's Pole; Summer '91 w/MZ; Brett's Truck; Busted 9/24/97; Hackett; Taco w/GO; Gina; Stephen M; "Hookin up"; MR + MS; "Kickin' em"; Mustang; Shore Summer '92; Hangin w/Chris; Goldstein's; AK + JT; Tree wopming; Gambler.

Activities: 1, 2, 3.

RAYMOND GARDNER
HEATHER GARNICK
18 Black Latch Lane
January 12, 1974
"I'll call out my name and you know wherever I am. I'll come running to see you again." - James Taylor
Best Memories: Dave, Patty; Summer '91 in Israel; ski instructing, Melanie and I friend since K1; Dinners at Fridays, Don Henley, Environmental causes, West friends, Being Realistic, Doughnuts, The great friends I have made through at high school.
Activities: Lacrosse; Winter Track 1, 2; Office Aide (Diane); Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4; Tottenham 2, 3, 4; Soccer Manager 2; Student Government 3; Friends of the Environment Publicity Manager 3, 4; Mt. Misery 3; Bio Aide 4.

RACHEL LYNN GARFIELD
110 Fenwick Road
November 8, 1973
"I'll tell you what I see the face appears impassable, I then will tell you why I think that I can get across it if I try." - Martin Bdd.
Best Memories: Bert & Enrus; Group Therapy; I'm confused; Steach; Bungee Girl; Shir - I like your rap, csh - that's a good one; we eat pizza: Lis- naps, fairy tales, puzzles; Jen - Phillips & Daitz; Jo and Jen what should we do; Jen - Elistion; Hi-lighter hair; Mar - diving; M - chem wave; Taco Bell; the posse; Yes - ate atone.
Activities: Field Hockey 1; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Raquetball Club 1, 2, 3, 4; USA student liaison committee 1, 2; Eastside writer 1, columnist 2, 3, Editor-in-chief 4; SADD 1, 2, 3; Homecoming 1, 2, 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, 4; Freshman Orientation 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 2; Interact 2, 4; Cotillion Chairperson 2; Freshman Orientation Chairperson 2; Senior Editor, "Deans"; Freshman Chairperson 3-4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Photo Club 3, 4; Cum Laude 3, 4.

JAYLENE GEDDARD
13 Bordenberry Drive
January 11, 1974
"The older we get, the less nature we become." - James Taylor
Best Memories: Greg, Fox, Hollow, The Prom, Ocean City, Tickle Fights, Dicken's Inn, mini-golf wells, "open arms", and all of my best times! Massacreing The K's locker with Mavis, Balloons - Lee, Scott, Mau- sie, Mel, Pizza Hut, Andre; Junior Lunch - "The Bet"; Senior Prom - "The Mr. Gers Dance"; Lyle, mischief night '91; Kris, Mel-tubing, Peddlers, "Randi", X-Mass, Halloween, Bagel Bin, Guy Talks, the list is endless.
Activities: Balloon-a-gramps Chairperson 1, 2, 3, 4; Tennis Team 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 2, 3, 4; Daffodil Day 3; Walk America 3.

PAMELA GELLER
1809 Lark Lane
March 28, 1974
"Oh, the places you'll go! You'll be on your way up! You'll be seeing great sights! You'll join the high fliers who soar to high heights." - Dr. Seuss "You're only young once, but in intense forever!"
Best Memories: "whatever"; Israel summer of '90; consecutive weekends; warhol; Suzanne smart faces; Bradfest '91; weekends at Penn with Mon; blue runny warmers with Matt; Ski Trip '92; apples; Candy wrappers and toilet rolls among other things; weekends at the beach with Mon, Rach, Lisa, Sue; "She's straddling the hatbox"; "That's what bumpers are for"; Paquito and the Family forever!
Activities: JV Tennis 1; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1; Spirit Week 1, 2; Eastside 2, 3; Photo editor 4; Variety Tennis 2, 3, 4; One-Ace Plays 2, 3, Blood Drive 3; Cum Laude 3, 4; Edison 4; Lip Sync 4.

STEPHANIE GELLIS
1575 Bunker Hill Drive
August 14, 1974
Best Memories: Performing at PVAS; Caroling at St. Mary's; Teaching Spanish at Johnston.
Activities: Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club Officer 3, 4; Teaching Spanish at an Elementary School 4; Cum Laude 4.

KATHLEEN GERARD
TOOD GERSH
LISA GERTSMAN
1685 Blueley Drive
March 20, 1974
"I'm not too bashful and don't want to smile. If it takes just a little while. Open your eyes, look at the day. You see things in a different way. In a different way. In a more. More. More." - Best Memories: Journalism and 3-way talks with Edie and Lloyd; Ballet of the death and Billy Joel with Suzanne; Born on the Fourth of July with c; my slammer; Steve Miller in rain; McCartney with Andy and Scott and Jeff; Chem reunion and Elton with Lou, Steven With Staci, Ronti, Kopperman's New Year's, late night talks with Matt; Ski Trip 1973 with Monica and Rachel; Bradfest; Pam's shore house; Spring fling with Monica and Pam; Israel '91, all Eagles games!
Activities: Field Hockey 1; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; Freshman Orientation 2, 3, Chairperson 3; SPA 2, 3, Representative 1; Big Brother/Big Sister Chairperson 1, 2; Demagorgon 1; Wind Ensemble 4.

NIKKI GIBBON
403 Lavender Hill Drive
February 2, 1974
"The higher you build your barriers, the stronger I become."
Best Memories: Night on the town - Gerri and Renee, "Grate"; "Tiptoe, sticklet!" Always, yes, never, Gerri, Trip to Hampton Michelle and Renee, Pookie, "Mar - diving; M - chem wave; Taco Bell; the posse; yes - ate atone.
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2; Summer 1, 2, 3; Editor, 3, opinions Ed 4; FOP 1, 2; Ballroom Chairperson 3, Overall Chairperson 4; SADD 1, 2, 4; World Affairs/Mode UN 1, 2, 3; Clearwater 1, 2, 3; Freshman Orientation 2, 3, Chairperson 3; SPA 2, 3, Representative 1; Big Brother/Big Sister Chairperson 3; Demagorgon 1; Wind Ensemble 4.

HOWARD MICHAEL GOLDENBERG
414 Gateswood Drive
August 22, 1973
"Now I'm happy totally, thinking about the good things to come, and I believe it could be, something good has begun, Oh, I've been smiling lately, don't know why, and it all seems like the world could be, some day it's going to come." - Cat Stevens: Peace
Best Memories: Brighten-Place Memores schoo house '91; Olympic Synchronized w/Nec; Hang- ing out with the gays; The start of something good w/Lauren; The drives to F.O.C.; CNS and Yes w/Bry; Don't the 180 in Bry's car; The blue wonder-boat; Redhead Lunch on the beach; Live life the way you like riding w/Yuri; weekends on my boat; 4-wheelin' w/Laurien; the "UV"; Rich and Dan; Ice-foke 1-0 am: Party-mobile; Can I have the Jeep!; Fishing trips; Mom... Dad got us drunk again!; Liz' cousin Robert, who's a cool dude.
Activities: Variety Ice Hockey 3, 4; Hospital Volunteer 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter 1, 2, 3, 4; J.P.L. 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter Track 2; FOP 2; Volley- ball 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3; World Affairs Club 3; Business 3, 4; Editor; World Affairs Club 4.

DINA GOLDBERG
5 Tama Drive
January 11, 1974
"Wherever you go in life... that's where you'll be." - M.F.
Best Memories: Symphonic Movement 1990 (86 to 112); "take the trip down the EPA clee; Big D, Sexy Drummers, The Happy Little Donkey, Andies Candies, Food Fights with Wind Dance at Pomoz; Do a "Todd"; "No Tim, I won't dance with you." Nighttime Orchestra Rehearsals, sophomore year, Boston, Charlestown, Charlestown w/Laurie, Physics Labs with Carl in Tournaments with Willingboro Strikers, "Knotting with the UV"; Steps w/Jenna, Dana, Alex, Pat; Kristen at Knightriders at Machnik's 1991, Playing house and circling Collingswood with Laura and Lisa, Crown Heights w/Ellis and Caryn, Ms. Rocchino's 5th w/English Classical, Machnik's 1990 w/Sean, Frosh Dance, Seph Cotillion, and Junior Prom w/Sean. I am Basketball-Advisory with Sean. Sasch, Angie, Eagles Games.
Activities: Variety Ice Hockey 3, 4; Hospital Volunteer 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter 1, 2, 3, 4; J.P.L. 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Winter Track 2; FOP 2; Volleyball 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3; World Affairs Club 3; Business 3, 4; Editor; World Affairs Club 4.

BRYAN GOLDSTEIN
615 Guilford Road
September 6, 1974
"I know you got a lot of good things happening up ahead. The past is gone, it's all been said. Here's what I see now: With your chance you'll find better things." - Ray Davies
Best Memories: Met Witten, my 7th with S. and B. and his 9’s and wings, and football, Taylor’s V-ball, Buffet ’91, Ray’s jeep, Bradfest, swimming at Willowdale, Neil, California Summer, Cole - I was having a great time, Teaching chess, teas, "Hope" for LTC, Weds. Nuits, Tufts, Philly and the police chief, Shusterman’s 91, Mystic pizza and wine, Thee can a can and strawberries, Ski Trip, lawyers money and gunk, hitchhiking, number 84, Sidetreads, holidays at the shore, teddy bears, radios, the sixtens, Gambler, bingo, Rotary, Mug, SAG.

SADIE 335
SHIABAR NIREN
14 Thackery Lane
December 11, 1973

"I always knew I'd look back on the tears and laugh, but I never thought I'd look back on the laughs and cry."

Best Memories: Shirin: all the summers we've spent together, all the laughs we've had, learning what a true friend means. Ahbee: new year's, Jen coming out half naked, locking keys in the car, laughing all the time (non-stop), cheerleading tryouts. Liraz: always found a way to get out of bad situations, but buddies, twin (so called).

Activities: SADD 1, 2, 4; Liaison 1, 2; POP 1, 2, 4; Adopt-a-grandparent 1, 2; DECA 1, 2.

REAGAN HARDWICK

CHAD HARMA

ANDREW PERRY HARRIS
8 Robins Lake Drive
October 2, 1974

Best Memories: Ski Trip to Canada, Winter! Skiing with Matt, Josh and Mike, "breathe, give your suit out on"! Amanda: the best thing that has ever happened to me. Adam: "It's out of control guys. You've got to leave." The shoe, Pike-master, Swimming. Senior year was the best. "Let's take off next week and go skiing." "Sure, fantastic idea!" I'll bring my shoes and my glasses so I can swim." "Lunch Anyone?" Zombie Squad.

Activities: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4 (Co-Capt); Tennis 2, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 4; Football 1; Latin Club 1, 2, 3; Volleyball 2, 3, 4.

DAMON HARROW

BETSY HARVEY
103 Sandridge Road
April 26, 1976

"Life is like a party; you get there after it started and leave before it's over!"

Best Memories: Memorial Day Weekend '91, CaCahama's forever, Alison: we're rejects; Steve Miller; Holiday dinners: Ryan: now do you believe me? BB soccer games; Steinyard-1990: 90210 with Sharri; Jessica's house on Thanksgiving: Matt-somewhere we'll practice; Jr. Prom '91; Heather's: how's the stairs: Great Adventure; Betty Crocker.

Activities: Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Freshman Dance 1; Class Elections 1, 2, 3; Student Gov't 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Youth Group 1, 2, 3, 4; Collison 2, FOP 2; Comput- er Dating 2; Jr. Prom 3; Cheerleader 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; SADD regional director 3, 4; Operation Graduation 4; Battle of the Bands 4; Respect for Drugs 4; Drug Alliance Week 4.

MATT R. HEITZER
1216 Heron Road
April 7, 1977

"Grant me the serenity to accept the things I cannot change, the courage to change the things I can, and the wisdom to know the difference." - Kurt Vonnegut

Best Memories: Fatal stock error, Pavia/Indiana Jones/Steve & Ryan; Yoda/has a move, Who's the more foolish? NUTA Tape Preview; Cuz - Lee, Lous, Young Frankenstein, waffled, Godfather, why are you in trouble with the Chicago Police Dept?" parachute, sneak preview, Wawa vs. Seva, soundtracks, space quest III, midnight basketball, Hustler, the not-so-real gun fights, Roy's, THIS IS ALL FAR FROM OVER-Steve; Monobaby-Stacy; Katehre Ka- ren, Pittsburgh Andu & Scott; Ella-Scott & Steve; parallel parking-Brad: midnight STAR WARS jr. promotion; Raisina, 4hrs: Zeel, sharps, Blue Bunny Warners, TALK HARD.

Activities: Yearbook Editor 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 3, 4; Homecoming Chairperson 3; spirit Week 1, 2, 4; Soccer 1, 2; SGA 1, 2, 3; Amnes- sia International 1, 2; SADD Chairperson 1; unsuccessful attempts at class office 1, 2, 3.

ERIK HENRY
42 Thackery Lane
December 11, 1973

"I walked into East Arrow, I am stumbling out crook- ed"

Best Memories: Truck getting stuck at the shore, November 1973, Kevin, Frey, nights, Parties, thanks girls, purplebottom, fists messing up. Arranged football 1, 2, 3, 4: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4: Baseball 2, 3, 4.

LIRAZ HERSKOVITZ
1020 Peacock Lane
November 1, 1973

"It's been real, it's been fun, but it hasn't been real fun."

Best Memories: Sofia hair, nails, diets, shopping, ex- ercise, exercise, exercise, . . . Shila-We'll always find a way to beat the system and get popcorn. Aspen: Ski, football, Baseball Club 2, 3, 4; Publicity 1, 2; Adopt-a-grandparent 3.

EDWARD DEAN HILL
6 Luclle Lane
March 16, 1974

"We thought we had the answers. It was the ques- tions we had wrong."

Best Memories: YMCA w/ Ryan, Dave, and Brett, Frank's, Dean's 17th Bi-fet every time, Abolot tail- gate, Sannan, "Cheese!" "the main street, the Posse, Rough Boys, Wild Wednesday, S.S. Muffakres, Shore, Lax on Sundays, Prom's 3; Jen's 90, Grill, Champion '90, Tat- tooos, Beach Patrol, wings w/ the guys, Abolot Reali- ty, 2 on volleyball and football, South Pacific At- tacks, Road Trip 91 (PSU), Naked Skiing, Heinz and Tink, The Endless Summer, "the thing". Jen "will always "like" you, Hick. It's been real.

Activities: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1; Lacrosse 2, 3, 4; SGA 3, Jr Prom Chairperson 3; Lip Sync 4.

THOMAS HOFFMAN

ROBIN MICHELLE HORE
905 Francine Drive
December 18, 1974

"Think where man's glory most begins and ends, and say my glory was I had such good friends."

Best Memories: Wildwood and Seniors at the store, the kidnapping of Monica, the unproven parties, Kath- len's Christmas party, Soph, lunch, Depech Mode Concert, disco coed football, Susan and the stumpy oral, Kathlen's hair on fire, front-back, rose, Peggy's present, Courtyard games, Lilly with Monica and Cindy, levitation, Europe, letters from Syracuse, post-football party at Pauline's. 15 people in the car, my "brother" Thomas, switching cars at lights, Rookie, bowling on turkey day.

Activities: Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Cowgarettes 2, 3, 4.

DAVID ALAN HOLLANDER
1800 Timoderga Lane
March 30, 1974

"If a man does not keep pace with his companion, perhaps it is because he hears the beat of a different drum. Let him march to his own best heat instead mea- sure or far away." - Henry David Thoreau


Activities: Romance and Juliet 1, Peter Pan 1; One Act, Lab. theater 2, Little Shop 2, Oklahoma 2, Bahamas Tour 2; Brighton Beach Memoirs 3, Madrig- al 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Cowgarettes 2, 3, 4; Lip Sync 4.

KRISTEN HOLT
42 Thackery Lane
January 28, 1974

"Life is too short and so am I." - me

Best Memories: WARS jr, prom, Raisina, 4hrs, Zeel, sharps, Blue Bunny Warners, TALK HARD.

Activities: Yearbook Editor 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 3, 4; Homecoming Chairperson 3; spirit Week 1, 2, 4, Soccer 1, 2; SGA 1, 2, 3; Amnes- sia International 1, 2; SADD Chairperson 1; unsuccessful attempts at class office 1, 2, 3.
Best Memories: Seema's party, Mushroom, Surprise!, Really, Jimmies, Hot chocolate, Did I see that with you? Chavering, Princess Bride, BBYO. Bio-can you trace a drop of blood, piece of cheese, Cheers, Mickey Mouse. Thanks for your support, umbrella, Fish Called Wanda, sitting on the couch, soda at Stacey's, EFOR, Lucky, keychains, 4th period lunch, 10th grade home room, attitude deficiency, lay off the doo, Denney's Bus Parties, speed bump, pizza hut, NY Giants, 17th B-day party.

Activities: Space Park, Bellies of Fall Show 1; Sophomore Cotillion; Homecoming 2; PAVAS 2; Fall Concert 2; Spring Concert 2; SADD 2; Junior Prom 3; FOP 3; Student Liaison 3; Senior Prom 4; Student Hostess 4.

ALEX JANKOVIC
201 Halfacre Terrace
"If you love something set it free, if it doesn't come back it wasn't meant to be."

Best Memories: Jamming with A.K.A., Last year's lip sync & Variety Show, Taylors Tuesday Night, Main Street Bench, Dave Miller's party, Gina's Birthday, Hanging with Joe, Scott, Mike, Mark, Spending X mas with Pros; Late night swim at Michele's pool; 91 Summer; English classes with Danielle, Jim D.'s sister's party, Most important: Eating dinner over Pros; Hanging with Nancy- smoking cigs (won't forget NAAAD); Love those Villanova nights; Walking Rarely; CANDELS-my house; playing pool with Mr. Quarters; Michele--"don't forget the lake and ducks".

Activities: Lip Sync 3, 4; Variety Show 3, 4; Spirit Week 3, 4; PAVAS 3; Mr. East 4.

DAVID JASTROW
411 Gatewood Road
911
"I don't want to be wise, I just want to stay young."

Daryl Hall.

Best Memories: The "Be-Bin," I love you man! Keller's Chem class; Homecoming; Jim seniors at ZERO; Not being a "loser"; The "not loving" feeling).

LOST GUM: Weasel; Senior lunch; Fancy the Bear; Purple; Denney's; Cops and Custard; Van Halen; the prom; the park; I think I see a killer duck"; the zoo;

"You guys aren't going home tonight!"

More Than Words.

Activities: SADD 1; Friends of the Environment 1; Intramural Volleyball; Spanish Club 2; Biology Careers Club 2, Newspaper 3, Yearbook 3, 4; One Acts 3; Spirit Week 4.

SAMANTHA JAYASURYA
12 Latches Lane
May 30, 1974

"Cheer up, the worst is yet to come."

Best Memories: Stacey's storks; Kuala Bear; Are you a nerd?; Big Red; Attitude Deficiency; The Duck Game; FOP; Secret Admirer; No more watches; Ha-ew; Algebra Notes; Do you go to Georgetown?; Hitting Dave's Car; Boosted Lover.

Activities: Lacrosse 1; SADD 1, 2; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1; Friends of the Environment 2; FOP 2, 3, 4; Cotillion 2; Student Liaison 3; March of Dimes Walk a-thon 3.

KRISTEN JENSEN
1736 Lark Lane
May 26, 1974

"Unspoken memories are the ones you hold closest to your heart"

Best Memories: My dead groom: 1-2-3 June; Marcy and peppermint Patty; Bloomsburg; the hot towel; shore; Tennis with Tuna, Crackers, and Melanie; Great Adventure; unforgettable Christmas dinners; Sandra-OB, Laura and Jeannine-Lunch, Winter Track; Patty, Friends, All; Chris-thanks for being there for me.

Activities: Lacrosse 1, 2, 3; Winter Track 1, 2, 2; Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Latin Club 1; Friends of the Environment 2; Student Liaison 3.

KRISTEN E. JOHNSON
1204 Heartwood Drive
May 30, 1974

"We are only immortal for a limited time."

Best Memories: Zeke, Ian, Moose, Dark Sko-no Jay, Rand, Josh, Stage Crew late nights, Nancy's Malaysian Rain Forest, Gym Jocks-know you what they say about walking?; Senior History; Maine 90, New York 91, stolen Alfa Romeo; Route 73, Dalts, Activities; Romani and the Lost; Joe-est in the land; Peter Pan, Lab Theatre 1, 2, 3, 4; Little Shop of Horrors, Oklahoma; Ceramen 2, 3, 4; Demogorgon 2; Vacation Show 2; Guys N Dolls lip Sync 3, Tartuffe, Guidance Office Aide 4.

RACHEL KABER
1022 Rainfield Avenue
February 14, 1974

"Offer up your best defense: this is the end of the Innocence."

Don Hedley

Best Memories: a repulsive stripper, Montreal Trip '82, Elena's B-days I missed, "Rockey at the Trot", major league, "he has a sweep."

Camp Harlam, Israel '90, anniversaries w/Perkins, Brigantine men, long distance relationship, Tara--"Abby and Bob";

lunch gossips, Kuttner's, mono jokes, Red

nick--my little sister, Powder Puff champions, porch talks with Sam, Mohammed Ali, college parties w/Jo-Mama and U-Man, "Sydney, control her; best friends.

Activities: Homecoming chairperson 1; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Cotillion committee 2; Powder Puff 3, 4; Student Government Liaison 3; Friends of the Environment 3; Prom committee 3, 4; Spring blood drive 4.

KEVIN KAIN
427 St. John's Drive
December 23, 1973

"You can kill a man in many ways--take away his reputation, his pride, his glory, and his dream. But no matter how strong or weak the man is, a true heart never dies.

Best memories: Drugged in grass, serum tosing, late pool games, big big bar, JWA, Strippin', Hitches, Road trips, yoga parties, jello, jump off boards, chic, talks, Germany, science notes, late phone calls, nervous first date, Chinese dinner, spaghetti, "Let's give em something to talk about."

My dog sat off the alarm; WeeR, Mrs. Mintz to prom, Bravos, pictures, miniature golf, Debbie's yamikas, Oswalds.

Activities: Stage crew 1, 2, 3 master carpenter/master grip, 4 master electrician; Peter Pan 1; Student government 1, 2, 3, 4; Brighton Beach 3, School Mascot 4; Hospital Terrace 4; Powder Puff coach 4.

NELSII KALANI
1249 Sequoia Road
December 25, 1974

"After 4 years, I finally got my head out of the gutter."

Best Memories: Getting ripped by sub in bio, great talks with the guys. "The Corner."

Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3; Asian Youth Society 2, 3; World Affairs Club 2; Friends of the Environment 2; Spanish Club 2, 3; Junior Achievement 4.

CINDY DIANE KAM
18 South Birchwood Park Drive
February 25, 1973

"Peace is not absence of war; it is a virtue, a state of mind, a disposition for benevolence, confidence, justice."

-Spinosa

Best Memories: Heart-to-hearts w/Kathleen; Puppy Chow & the Purple Turtle; after-school Asia gang; "feelings" w/Dee; cotton candy; moonlight; late-night talks w/Jason; 4 AM swim; 6th period Pre-Calc; car talk; Beto's; Looney Tunes Prett Doll; The Little Mermaid; Beauty & the Beast; Kath's hair on fire; Calc w/Greg; Math w/Mo--Hey! Seniors at the Shore; Slushie adventures; Chapel of Love; Lacy & bubbles; Holiday parties; Meditation; Harry Connick Jr.; knowing the "group"- thanks for all the memories!

Activities: Cougarettes 1, 2, 3; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Symphonie Hand 1, 2; Vocal Workshop 2, 3, 4; Wind Ensemble 3, 4; Orchestra 3, 4; Chansons 3; East Singers 4; librarian, Pit Orchestra 1, 2; Bellies of East 3, 4; Co- officer; World Affairs Club 3, 4; VP; Broadcasting 3, 4; Adopt-a-Grandparent 3, 4; Cum Laude Society 4.

ANDREW EVAN KAMHOLZ
27 Pawtucket Drive

K is for Keyboarding; where typing is the key to success.
DAN KELLER
409 South Cranford Road
October 22, 1992

"I'm gonna tell you a little secret... I'm not crazy." - Lethal Weapon

Best Memories: 4-wheelin' with the guys; New Year's '91; "Can I go to the bathroom?"; Midnight mischief; Howie's boat; Myrtle Beach summer '91; Red Man Hell; Getting my car-thanks to Dad; Breakin' off Kathy; My wilderness trips with Jeff and Josh; Lifting with spry; Nights at Necowitz's; Trampoline; Billington, Goldberg, and Necowitz; My best pets; Mid-day naps; My excellent little brother Jeff I love you, I'm proud. You too, Mom.

Activities: Stage Crew; Sophomore Cotillion; Mock Trial 3.

MICHAEL KENIG
7 Banner Road
December 3, 1973

"People, people go, in this business you will never know some are good, some are bad, but we've got what no one's ever had." - Bel Biv DeVoe

Best Memories: Coming back to East; Ocean City; Summer School; St. Jean of Arc Carnival; Monday Night Football; Senior Prom; Boston; Kutztown; Chem. Class.

Activities: DECA; Junior Achievement 3.

ALTRAN KENIS
1292 Main Road
February 13, 1974

Activities: Soccer; Tennis; 2, 3; Office Ade 3.

DANIEL KESSLER
1890 Greentree Road
May 30, 1974

"He hopes not to try and not be someone you're not." - Best Memories; Going to the East football games; My class, Billy Joel and Phil Collins concert; B.B. King.

Activities: Baseball; 1 Concert Band; 1, 2; Symphonic Band 3, 4; Marching Band 2, 3, 4.

RAHUL KHURANA
174 Birchwood Park Drive
June 19, 1975

"Watch the world argue, argue, with itself; Who's gonna teach me peace and happiness?" - INXS

Best Memories: Chung and Kodak; X-Kellamates; Larry, Lower, Arnd Grantham; Smiling contests with Courpee; "Let's go, let's go Raaginal Simon"; So Good! Big E at Camden; also Mimma (you liked Bidwell); That's a Fem; the Asian gang; Kat; Dentice; Rambo markers; late nights with Yabba Dabba Doo- hie; don't want to be here; Be on Bang Bang; Lip Wars 1; Maurice the moron; Mr. Head; Tack tube staplers; Stairway to Heaven, Driveway of hell.

ANTHONY KIM
524 Brian Drive
April 19, 1974

"Never let go of love." - Best Memories: The Chapel of Love gang; Courgeries; Three Blind Mice with Mon and Soo; QPS nights with Suzanne; phone nights with Chric; going to the park with Chris, Seniors at the Shore; shopping w/ Susan for Family Living; her "Revival" w/ Jeff and Sue; Cotillion w/ Suzanne; Dancing w/ Soojin; '76-'78 retreat; Shore w/ Suzanne and Carolyn; the "girls" night! Cafe Lambert with Mon, Soo, and Seung; the 4 AM swim; Halloween w/ Rita; composing music w/ Seoul Shopping Mall; Remember Oliver; U Penn w/ Pauline and Soo.

Activities: Courgeries, 1, 2, 3, 4; Captain; SADD 1, 2; Korean Club 1, 2, 3; Publicity Manager, 4 President; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Treasurer, 4 President; FOP 1, 2, 3; Secretary; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3.

KWANG TAE KIM
LISA KIM
52 Forest Hill Drive
October 7, 1991

"We must love while these moments are still called love; while the youth of our youth as we must - until we are ashes to dust - until time makes history of us." - Indigo Girls

Best Memories: Magic Carpet Ride; "What's that smell?"; detention; "It was coke.

Activities: Korean Club 1, 2, 3; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1; Amnesty Int'l 2, 3, 4; FOP 2, 3, 4; Cheerleading 3, 4; Volleyball 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4.

MEK KYUNE KIM
26 Lafayette Lane
February 14, 1974

"Live every moment, love every day." - Best Memories: All night poker games with my only love, Gina; volleyball tournament; micro-wave; Ray's birthday; Butt vs. Butt; Great Adventure; Haverford; Nov 18, 1991; tennis; watching movies at Pennsauken; Robin Hood; and most importantly June 18, 1991.

Activities: World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2; Amnesty Int'l 3; Latin Club 3, 4; Korean Club 4.

REYANN KIM
318 Brownon Road
February 14, 1974

"Live every moment, love every day." - Best Memories: All night poker games with my only love, Gina; volleyball tournament; micro-wave; Ray's birthday; Butt vs. Butt; Great Adventure; Haverford; Nov 18, 1991; tennis; watching movies at Pennsauken; Robin Hood; and most importantly June 18, 1991.

Activities: World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Chess Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 2; Amnesty Int'l 3; Latin Club 3, 4; Korean Club 4.

SUZANNE S. KIM
194 Morris Drive
January 20, 1974

"Sometimes I cry sometimes, I question everything... M. G. Lorey

Best Memories: Doing all nighters at Mee Jung's house; Dancing at Revival; shadow and college par- ties with Jim Hae; The RSA Sports Competition and talent show; Hanging out at Onu Mi's house; Shoot-it; 1950s Greg, Carolyn, Richo, Ed, Fanger, and Phil; Black Rock and Alan.

Activities: FOP 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Asian Youth Society 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Inter- mural Volleyball 2, 3, 4; Amnesty Int'l 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 3, 4; World Affairs Club 4.

MEG KINNEY
132 Dumas Road
July 6, 1974

"Don't go changing and try to please me, we never could have come this far, I just someone that I can talk to, I want you just the way you are." - Billy Joel

Best Memories: Brown-eyed girls; tell me who you are; Jan & Marcia; Mr. Ed; wall destruction; Laura, it could've been worse... but I guess you're OK for a best friend; Charlie and Marvin, Oat index card; YMCA; road kill w/ whitley; beaker- nes; Trojans; my best pet; Your dog, Coop- goose; pick-a-name; playgrounds; heart to heart; KENT; rain again?; Frost Valley sking-not; to the shoote and almost back; car camouflage; pool noodle floats; bums; "candy" man; long business trips; dirty bathroom; Harrison and Peggy Sue; rose, being away; sad goodbye, making it work!

Activities: Varsity girls soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Adopt-a-grandparent 1; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, SADD 2, 3; Student Liaison 2, 3; Jr. Homecom- ing Representatives 3; Girls State Alternate 3; Vol- leyball league 3 Who's Who in High School Sports; Spirit Week 3; Student hostel 4.

JOELLA M. KLINGHOFER
206 Bayside Drive
September 7th

"Report cards are the crust of mediocre minds." - Best Memories: Being a bird at GDPPF; "Tomorrow & today"; chocolate-covered strawberries at PAVAS; English labs written in French; my first volleyball game near the net; lunch discussion of life, death and love.

JOON SUK KO
MICHAEL KO
1868 Gwyn Club Drive
July 6, 1974

"Not a failure who has friends." - It's a Wonderful Life

Best Memories: Mr. Haines; class projects; after- school teaching; Mr. Whitey’s. Cell phsys claping; John Lee’s comments; Tho’s, Richard’s, Monica’s and Neal’s surprise parties; Chess Club fights; Rita’s parties; Rittenhouse history II class;
KAVITA KUMAR
BRIAN KUPERSMITH
1781 Queen Anne Road
November 11, 1974
"If you didn't like me, I probably didn't like you first."
Best Memories: X-Kellmantites; Green Bay; puzzle; grade school; chores; Stetson's Gay street; beautiful winter; Marchesone; Ferbi; Lew; Rahul B.; Ancient Chinese Secret; Spartan; discrimination; Junior prom; Chric "Forgetting the Sunrise"
Activities: Chess Team 1, 2, 3, 4V; Intramural Bowling 1, 2, 3, 4V; French club 1, 2, 3, 4; World Affairs Clubs 1, 2, 3, 4.

DAVID A. KURZWEIL
31 North Riding Drive
June 1974
"When some fool starts an argument he's asking for a beating" — Proverbs
Best Memories: Hanging with the Ghettos Boys-Lew, Joe, James, and Joel; talking with Meg; License; Games at Lew's; Tennis State Champs '91; the TEAM; "I'm not paying!"; Ghetto sled; Uno-Beth- mumpff; Double or nothing; Coo-nique; Danny's Girls; Lifting; Driven to Blockwood with Joe; B-party at Alex's; B-Ball with Joe and Lew.
Activities: Varsity Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Afro-American Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

CAREN KRAMCHEN
18 North Woodleigh Drive
November 28, 1973
"Sometimes people have to say goodbye to friends... and so can one day say Hello again?"
Best Memories: Good times w/ friends; Summer '71; Camp; Proms; Holidays; Jon, Jeff, Dave, Stephen; Cruises; Skiing foreign connection; Sunday nights; Swim club; best neighbor Jen; family NY, NY; tour; Lacrosse; Donald Duck; belt dancing; girl get-togethers; Florida; Shore; Scavenger hunt; Careen; thanks for being a great friend.
Activities: Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit week 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; PFP 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 3, 4.

AMY KRACHMAN
18 North Woodleigh Drive
November 28, 1973
"Do no go where the path may lead; fo instead where there is no path and leave a trail."
Best Memories: Scavenger hunt; walks to Woodcrest; cruises; swim club; Evesham; Shore '91; ski trips; prom; getting into trouble; foreigner; Matoaka; Florida; lacrosse; Wonder women; bathroom; Donald Duck; lovers; holidays; which; Dave, Jon, Jeff and sis; friends; for all my friends; thanks for all the memories; my sister; my best friend.
Activities: Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; Soccer 1, 2; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit week 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; PFP 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4.

MICHAEL KRAFT
1753 Blue Jay Lane
May 24, 1974
"What the head makes cloudy, the heart makes clear." — Don Henley
Best Memories: Rim collecting with Sachs; Summer Spect; that never was; nightcap at Friendly's w/ Poly; Final Four hats (Sachs); Breek get your suit on we need a; Mad dog; Gold-digger's Class '94; M.C.'s; pickles; Fresh BH w/Sachs; Poly, Matt; Dein Zooquad; summer '72; Flat tire w/Sachs; Ang. Gifts; And talking mess.
Activities: Soccer 1, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Ping-pong 1; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; PFP 2.

CHRISTINE KUAN
1832 Cardinal Lake Drive
September 2, 1974
"Anything to avoid reality.
Best Memories: "Sanity; philosophical debates on happiness, death, religion, and men; 6 million stomach aches; "More Than Words" dear; Forgetting the Sunrise; believing in "Joe"; believing in everything — heaven, heavens, heaven.
Activities: French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Eastside 1, 2, 3, 4; PAVAS 1, 2, 3, 4; Demographics 3, 4; Model UN 3, 4; Amnesty International 3, 4; Foreign Language Literacy Society 4.
THEMAN

M is for Mathematics, where calculators replace the abacus.

MARVIN MAGALON

1666 Blue Jay Lane
January 14, 1974

"I can be destroyed but not defeated."

HENMANG

Activities: Best Memories: Trip to Hershey Park, FOP party, Rifle at Yearning,Dave and Peter playing pool at Consome, going to the movies, joker game,s lunch with Ralph and Yesh.

Asian Youth Society 1, 2, 3, 4, Chess Club 1, FOP 2, 4, Blood Drive 3, S.A.D.D. 3, 4.

DIANE MAEISE

1735 Country Club Drive
June 1, 1973

"Some people fear the night because it liberates the other senses."

Activities: Best Memories: "Dirty", Florida, U.S. Diving, Stephan, Matt, Jamaica, Albany, NY, School hopping, party at my house, shore house and Ocean City w/ the Eastern gang, all nighters, "2 hours to get ready for the beach!", Jet skiing, being friends w/Lara, the band, "How am I supposed to know who i called?"

Monica Majumdar

1224 Cardinal Lake Drive
September 22, 1973

"The only way to have a friend is to be one."

Best Memories: Being Bull Frogs w/Peg, all our crushes, and the 3's, Driving w/Peg (not), Afterschool "Caf i gang", cramping for Simon's tests w/

Jason, the "Chapel Gang", Philly w/Rob & Cind, 3 Blind Mice w/Bon & Soo, Belles trips, Yearbook gang, Physics Study/Movie Group, Neb the God, The Dynamic Gang, Studted hall group, Study group, "Simon's draw-ring" w/Kat, carpool group, dead pool 8th grade, "Bon & Soo, Chris, South St., "If I Only Had a Brain", kidnaping, Nancy's surprise (pop), "Tender kisses", My Quz, Harry.

Activities: Peter Pan chorus, Spring Track 1, Yearbook 1 (Faculty Editor), Clocks Editor 3, (Editor in Chief) AVS 1, 2, 3, 4, SADD 1; Vocal Workshop 2, Chansons 3; East Singers 4; Belles of East 3, 4; All-Star Singers 1, 2, 3; Ye Olde World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Amnesty International 2, 4; Cum Laude Society 3, 4, FOP 4; SGA Representative 4.

RACHAEL MALACH

1243 Chanticleer
January 2, 1974

Best Memories: Painting w/Lisa, Jr prom, Alisa's dad's house encampment, All nighter, Anyway, Okay, Biology, Alisa's shoes, Possibly, BARKIE (Lisa), tapes, Maryland 7, 11, Friday nights, Driving w/Alisa.

Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4, Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4, Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4, Bass Manager 1, Manager 2, Swimming Manager 1, 2, 3, 4, Model UN 1, 2, 3, Powder Puff Manager 3, Prom Committee 3, Trainer's Assis tant 4, FOP 4; Senior Prom Committee 4.

ADNAN MALIK

1848 Meekroom Court
December 17, 1973

"Whatever is wrong, I didn't do it."

Best Memories: Adam's apples, Art Soruitors, Scared of Heights, George O'Keefe's Movie, Elisa w/paint on her face, Mrs. Sacca's yard stick, 15 girls but only 2 guys in art class.

Activities: Newspaper 1, 2; Art Shows 1, 2, 3, 4, FOP 4.

DEANINE MANGANI

1821 Country Club Drive
January 1, 1974

"Life is too short; if you don't stop and look around, it may pass you by."

Ferris Bueller Best Memories: D&D, Causing trouble w/Erica

my best buddy always, "So many men, so little time."

The Pit, Playing cards, staying up all night w/D-6, hanging at Rob's, Wildwood Days, Summer of '91 w/ Cami, Aliasha, Michel, and Denise, Getting in clubs, Playing volleyball at Jim's and going to their softball games, Borrowing clothes - comme au cours of the 4th of July week, Margate '91, Journeys in the Maxima! To Me, I Love Ya, I'll miss everyone.

Activities: Cougarettes 1, 2, Publicity Committee 1, 2, DRU 1, 2, 3, FOP 2, Dairy Queen 1, BIRCA Fashion Show 2, 3, Blood Drive 3, 4, Citizen's Day for CH 3, Spirit Week 3, School Store 4.

JENNIFER MARINICCI

"Consider the lilies, which are too fast for you to hold it.

Consider the lilies, and the wind that gently sways them.

Consider the lilies, and tomorrow looks after itself.

Best Memories: Jay so we skipped a few yrs Can I have your necklace? Robin C. (and the gang do) you want some lines? Don't ever change, Dena, Carolyn, Nicole, & Tara-You're the truest friends, a friend could hope for. Thanks for everything-We always had fun-probably because we all know how to. The friend-you're a crazy, fun, but nuts, Ryan you're a part of my heart forever. I love you, Dena-I promised-Glass Bottle.

Activities: Accomplishments are to be remembered, not recorded.

LEA MANS

1421 Shalewood Park Drive

"What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny matters compared to what lies within us."

Emerson Best Memories: Ymca, 6 hr trips to the shore, Bob Peck, Jen is the best, Jamie is a model, Debbie Posey, Sunworthy (Rich), Rocked-at-the-Trot w/Rachel, Elisabeth B., Mary, Tracy Chapman, B. Rich, Jamie, Kelli, & C Music Factory, "Friendship is fragile, but ours is unbreakable."

Activities: Basketball, Baseball, Tennis, etc.

MARY MARTIN

310 Juniper Drive
September 12, 1973

June 26, 1974

Best Memories: Religious 'discussion w/Rick & Steve thumbing & the Biology Test. Picnic, the "rose" style of love, Late night work at "hell; white trash" by Tho Ngo (91).

Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4, Bowling 3, 4, Demongore 3, 4.

MICHAEL JOHN LIGGIO

108 Walt Whitman Boulevard
September 24, 1974

"I found it had, it's hard to find. Oh well, whatever, never mind."

Best Memories: Dave & Chris; Good Luck; Giants rule; Ray must go; Twin Stratford; what a place, not; I'm 16; God, Chandri; Hangin' w/James; Nehal & Zembel 4-scaring; Erika rules; Paul can draw, not; James-what an ego; The Exorcist and Porky's; killer must smoke scared James; "What's that?"; "It's the air conditioner."; Great Adventure-You know how I feel; Springdale kills; Hobbes, Donald, and Boat Thun Dom, Dad, and Chris.

Activities: Certem 3; FOP 3, 4.

COLLEEN LITTLE

1119Phiilor Avenue
June 6, 1974

"As crazy as it may seem, I just might miss this place. No, I don't think so."

Best Memories: I just want to say thanks to Chrissy for getting me off on the right foot; Wrong way Kim; Jr & Sr Proms, To the Michael's that have come and gone in my life. Love you Frida's isn't a table; crazy summers; so long stairmaster; The fight; Hairy Chuck; Thank God it's over; See Ya!

Activities: SADD 1; Bowling 1, 2.

CHARLES LU

1921 Owl court
June 13, 1973

"we grow great by dreams, grow strong by pains."

Best Memories: Mr. Berryman's Physics class; Chandi or Goof? Paper plate contest; Football game; Foolish one; Rob vs. Ed; 90 m/hr; Great Adventure; Thaska; Jellybelly; Computer breakdown; Lab work w/Robi; Tennis; Volleyball; Genesis - Pk w/Sixer's game; "Oh goosh! It's 9.8 acceleration."

Activities: Showing the Eyes Amusement Park; 2; Chemistry Team 2; Physics Team 3, 4; Volleyball 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4.

STACY LONKER

1015 Square Lane
June 28, 1974

"You should never ever doubt what nobody is sure about."

Best Memories: The shore w/the S sisters; crashing at Jc's; Junior Prom; Brady Trivia; all-nighters; Mon- ology; "Get out of the city girl!"; the Square Lane in English class; Koali bear bear claw; Super Sundays: #5 sock; morning pillow fight; what; my cousin in Gina; simon.

Activities: FOP 1, 2; SADD 1, 2, 3; Junior Achievement 2; SGA rep 2; Blood Drive 3, 4; Adopt A-Grandparent 4.

RITA LOU

17 North Green Acre Drive
June 25, 1973

"If people could be persuaded to read and write, not just to eat and make love, there was still a chance that they might come to reason."

Best Memories: "Hey ya!"; Mini-golf w/Pegmeister, Elmer, Roger; Red eyes, chilli fries; & D/orger at Denny's w/Peg, Mimi & co.; Pool, Donkey Kong, & parties w/basement gang; Loins college app's & Free Will; bathroom jam session w/Pauline; Music trips '89 & '91; Monica's b-day kidnapping; Sesame St. in World Civ.; History & iced tea w/Sai; "Be medieval!" Suma's more copy; Marches nights summer 90; 1 purple baloon; flying pizza w/pool gang; X-man friend; 11th lunch; Andy-Who now?; "Smile!"; I'll never forget the basement game; Take Care & Good Luck.

Activities: Track 1; French Club 1, 2; Asian Youth Society 1, 2; Chemistry Team 2, 3; Physics Team 4; Model UN 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 3, 4; Amnesty Interna tional 2; Treasurer 3; VP 4; Ushering 1, 2; House Manager 3, 4; Mecing Band 1, 2, 3, Drum Major 4; Symphonic Band 1, 2; Wind Ensemble 3, 4.

JONATHAN LOWENHAR

1056 Swallow Drive
October 11, 1974

"To be a teenager is to be invincible."

Best Memories: The Turtle Pose; B rigorous; the Rock"; The Contract; The Tomahawk Chop; Team;
"Imagination is the highest kite one can fly."
Best Memories: Fri. & Sat. night bowling, Monday afternoon at school."
"Nice bag. Look there's Elvira, I hate cooking," "White Man's Disease," Pupples, Lighten up, lady!" I'm only kidding, Bashful, Honk if you're crazy, Freshman English, 4th period lunch.
Activities: Stage Crew 1; Dance Club 2, 3, 3; Vocal Workshop 2; Chansons 3, 4; Marching Band 3, 4.

DANNY MATI
1613 Crown Point Lane
December 5, 1973
"You're gonna be famous you wanna go far your name up in lights everybody knows who you are!"
Activities: Baseball 1; Spirit Week 1; Homecoming 1; Journalism 3; Broadcasting 3; Cable 18, 5; Morning Announcements 3.

NICOLE MAZER
1021 Cardinal Lane
December 11, 1973
...I'll take with me the memories to be my sunshine after the rain. It's so hard to say goodbye to yesterday.
Best Memories: the best times w/the best friends in the world. Carolina, see, & Tara, "quality" time, and special times spent w/ the best boyfriend ever, Chris. All of my other close friends that I spend many words conversations and great weekends with who made my life interesting.
Activities: Football Manager 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1; SAU 1, 2, Lacrosse 1; DECA 4.

JENNIFER L. MCCORD
309 Morris Drive
"Move me on to any black square, use me any time you want, just remember that the goal is for us all to capture only one."
Best Memories: Lauren's European vacation, Young's(Winnie) Don's basement, Lunch w/Maria & the gang, partying w/all the friends that have come and gone, and all the great memories w/Donnie-I'll always love you!
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Publicity 1, 2; Fall & Spring Blood Drive 3, 4.

MATT MCCORD
309 Morris Drive
June 3, 1973
"Don't let the past remind us of what we are not now!
Best Memories: Summer of '88, July 7th at JFK, All dead shows, the jungle, the route, down the shore. Little house, Indoor hockey, Cos bathroom, Lindsay. Strollo, the proms. Dana, Jen, & Tara, "quality" time, and special times spent w/ the best friends ever, Kevin, Greg, Seth, Jack & the gang.
Activities: SADD 1.

JOHN MCDONALD
STEPHEN MCENVOY
JAMES MCGORMAN

CATHARINE MCNEAL
TIMOTHY MEAD
122 Weston Drive
July 27, 1973
"There are two ways of meeting difficulties: you alter the difficulties, or you alter yourself to meet them."
Best Memories: Walking to class w/Lisa before she changed, 10th grade. Jen, Lindsay, and all the great days w/her, all the times w/ my best friends Kevin, Greg, Seth, Jack & the gang.
Activities: SADD 1.

ELISA MINTZ
403 Downs Drive
June 5, 1973
"Although the times have come to part it's not the end, but a start ... for us to accomplish the adulthood ways, but never to forget the yesterdays."
Best Memories: Tara-No words can express, The best. Mr. Etomo's, Kelli's stripper, Jen prom w/Dave & Josh, Penn, Ski trips, Lunch talks, Dinner w/Kev, My B-day parties, Mike collage trips w/Dave, Mike is cool!, Shari's who's next?, Canada Trips, Tracy's carrotman, Buffett, Ed did we?, Dave-pumpkinpie fight, Art Sorority, The shore, Summer '80 w/Rachel, Ed, Heyan, & Park Wall w/Mike C., La Bon Vie, Late night phone talks, Dave's pie & tie, Sunrise with stones w/Deb, Rooster. To all my closest friends- thanks for the best yrs. Goodnight Step.
Activities: PAVAS exhibitor 1, 2, 3, 3; FOP 1, 2, 3; SAU 4; Student Council 1; Stage Crew 1; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Government Rep. 1, 2, 3; Freshman Dance Committee 1; Stage Action 2, 3; Sophomore Dance Committee 2; Designer of Spirit Week Cover 2; Blood Drive 3, 4; Poster Puff 3, Lip Sync 3, 4; Student host 4; Permanent wall crew.

JOSHUA HARRIS MELTZER
420 Frieside Court
April 7, 1974
"Goodbye to all my friends at home, goodbye to people I've trusted. I've got to go out and make my mark. You might get Freshman English, 4th period lunch.
Activities: Stage Crew 1; Dance Club 2, 3, 4; Vocal Workshop 2; Chansons 3, 4; Marching Band 3, 4.

MEREDITH MORALLY

1217 Chanticleer Avenue
"Life is too short..."
Best Memories: To my best friends in the whole world and Peggy, to my posse from last yr's senior class I miss you, Franchin's, parties and Philly in all my past boyfriends. I learned a lot, to my partner in school Mancini I love you and I'll miss you! PEACE
Activities: FOP 1, 2; Basketball 1; Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1; Student Council 1; Marketing Education Co-op Program 3, 4; DECA 3, 4; DECA 3, 4.

AMANDA MORGAN
930 Chanticleer Drive
January 2, 1974
"For long life you live and high you fly. Those smiles you'll give and tears you'll cry and all you touch and all you see is all your life will ever be..."
Pink Floyd
Best Memories: Shore '91 w/Jan & Ken, Nic, Dem, Jill & Chris, Don Herley, my car being towed, Mr. Estes, Enri, Chris & the cops, Atlantic City w/ Chris, Wheres's JILL?, Football games w/Nic, Dem, Jen, all times w/Jen & Ali, Jen. Bonzai. Is there anybody handsome?, Powder Puff w/Nic, Cruise '80, rare cheeseburgers, Jill, End the Innocence, All the times spent w/good friends.
Activities: FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Mr. East, Chairperson 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3, 4; Enri's Dance 1; Sophomore Cotillion 2; Publicity 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3, 4; Friends of the Environment.

ELIZABETH MORGAN
1029 Heartwood Drive
February 17, 1974
"We know the sound of two hand clapping. But who is the sound of one hand clapping?"
A ZEN KOAN
Activities: SADD 1; PAVAS 1, 2, 3, French Club 1, 2, Field Hockey Manager 1; usher 1; Adopt-a-Grandparent 2; Friends of the Environment 3, 4; Photo Club 3, 4; Amnesty International 3; Animal Rights 3.

JOEL S. MORGAN
105 West Riding Drive
November 5, 1973
"In future years, I hope that this school and all other
students will understand the needs and wants of minority
in today's society and help for the advancement of
people.
Best Memories: Middle-of-the-night excursions, Snaggletooth, Jungle Fever, Quee-nique, Happening West girls, East girls, girls, Sterling, Competition w/Lewis, Best Friends w/James, Black History Month Program, My Jammi Jam, Other People's Memes, Other People's Cars, and Other People's Sports.
Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, Track 1, Wrestling 1, 2, 3, Vocal Workshop 1, 2, 3, African American Club 1, 2, 3, (Officer), 3, 4 (Treasurer) Black History Month Program 3, East Singers 4, FOP 4, Amnesty International 4.

DANIEL S. MORRISON
12 West Fire Drive
March 25, 1974
"You can blow out a candle, but you can't blow out the fire. Once the flames begins to catch, the wind will blow it out.
Best Memories: Earth Science w/Mr. Schaefer, Disappearing Bio test, Athletic Injury and cadavers, 4th period w/Bob, w/Elvira, w/black girl, nices person. 11th-Amy Miller, I'm sorry and I'll always love you, 12th-getting donuts after English w/Donne Man
cini, Jimmy McGorman-best friend all yrs. 4 good luck, buddy!
Activities: Marketing 4; School Store 4

MANISH MENTA
1664 Blue Jay Lane
June 24, 1974
"To great is to be misunderstood." -- Ralph Waldo Emerson
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Activities: Spring Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1, 2, 3; softball 1; Cougarettes 2; Student Gov't 3, 4; cheerleading & freshman orientation 4.

JENNIFER NICOLE NOVAK
331 Juniper Drive
April 2, 1974

"there is no growth without discontent"

Best Memories: Ready 1, 2, 3, Schmood, Kaths' lake house, waterskiing. not, All-State Orchestra - Hoolas, Madame Gino, Tumor Humor, "will you have breakfast with me?" SAI 1990 w/Natacha, Jon and Joel, Junior Prom - Omaan, Fit Orchestra, "uh, guys where's the frog?"

Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4/6; Pit orchestra 2, 3; Madrigals 3, 4; All South Jersey Orchestra 2, 3; All-State Orchestra 2, 3; Chamber orchestra 2, 3; All-South Jersey Chorus 4.

JENNIFER ORODECKIS
3 Banner Road
October 28, 1974

"Obstacles are what you see when you're not looking at your goals."

Best Memories: Sophomore; Young Life; Chic Pose; Jimmey Buffet; Junior Prom; Lake Champion; Medford Conoeahound; Mountain town for House Parties; the Pub; Slambam; Canada Ski Trips; More than words; Can I have a ride?; Pinnies forever; Lik-it-up; We're falling apart! Cookie Dough Ice Cream; Saracin Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Swimming 1; Lacrosse 1; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP P, F, 2, 3; Track 2; Friends of the Environment 3, 4.

JANE OSGIEE
157 Pleasant Drive
June 10, 1974

"Pray the storms come, for it surely looks like rain."

Best Memories: Remember the Buffet's? Love to Glass people; Soup finally, Jere forever and a day; Keough; Merester - share men; Swanston - poll; TOUR; Forman; our tree; Shinn; Master; I love you; Love to my shrink; Joel, Brt, Keith, Amy, Lee-O and Bruce; Evan's; Thanks for everything.

Activities: Green Peace 1; World Affairs Club 1; Friends of the Environment 2, 3; Amnesty International 2, 3.

TARA OWENS
16 Harrowgate Road
January 23, 1974

"If this bridge holds, you will only take you halfway there - the last few steps you'll have to take alone."

Best Memories: DA Bears; Buffet; 1 and 2; Frank's House 6th period lunch; Big Bucks no wimmies; Great Adventure - Where's the Turnpike; Young Life; Field Hockey; Sunday L.A.'s; Whipped Cream with Karen F. and Frank; Who is Billy anyway? Snowboard winter + Summer '91; time capsule; Brett - nevermind; Do it or Don't, F.O.P. 1, Banana's, turtleneck.

Olive Garden Surprises; Set's Conheads; and the rest of the "crazy kids" Puck Party, shack, Beach, Family.

Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 1, 2, 3, 4; Student Government 1, 2, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2; Blood Drive 4.

"To be upset over what you don't have is to waste what you do have."

Best Memories: Fem hands, Air Ghandi, God, study hall people, Frank, my BFF black jack, Franke and Johnny, the Race with Jon and Cop, getting lost - thanks to T, super bowl party, high fives, fast Fanta - Circus Party, Row around the Cranium, Kate rules, Paula and Phil 4ever, the Tomato Hawk Chop, the Boat, Opposites Attract, white trash, Push Button Chop, hanging out w/ Cashman, Ekm, Arnold, Four Score, Eric Twin Straits - "my all time rec", and the whole recreation, writing notes to Mims and not Minim.

Activities: Asian Youth Soc 1, 2, 3, 4; FOP 3, 4; volleyball 3, 4.

BRIDGET PATRICK
200 Morris Drive
July 23, 1974

"We learned more from a 3 minute record than we ever learned in school."


Activities: Varsity Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Track 1; Lacrosse 2.

JON PATRICK
200 Morris Drive
July 23, 1974

"To be upset over what you don't have is to waste what you do have."


Activities: Varsity Basketball 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, Track 1; Lacrosse 2.

CHRISTIAN PATTerson
KATHLEEN M. PAUL2E
21 Birchwood Park Drive
May 29, 1974

"To be upset over what you don't have is to waste what you do have."

Best Memories: Summer of '89 - Joe, Belles of East, The calculator craze - Scott or Steve?, Turtle Pose, Surfpees, Dirty Dare - cartwheels and tennis balls, Monday night football w/ the gang, wedding party, A.A. party, Woodbridge w/ Jean and Kay, jam w/ Cindy's, hairfire 5/90, Brigitantine w/ Julie and Kay, Pants U, w/ the bebe incident, Camelback, Phys. Therapy - Art, Temporarily insanity w/ Huey Paic, Oreo cookies across the street, Flexilocks - Kuntal, Radjudum - "Simon", my old friends and new ones - I love you all.

Activities: Belles of East 2, 3, 4; Yearbook 2, 3, 4; Art Club 1, 2, 4; Latin Club 1, 2; Amnesty Internat'1; 2; Vocal Wship 1; Chansons; 2; Eastsingers 3, 4; All SJ Chorus 4.

EDWARD PEARL
44 Dr McCurt-by Club Ct.
October 11, 1973

"Too much of everything is just enough." - Grateful Dead

Best Memories: hangin w/ Matt, Kevin, Seth, Jack, Sherry, and the rest of the boys, my good friend Melissa Magness, hangin w/ Dave Knopp, the tunnel, Coo bathroom, summer '89, Kelly M., little house, Summer's, down the shore with Matt, Kevin's shrouse, Huster at the S-turn, hangin w/ Alfred J., Mike Forest w/ Matt, parting, T had a good time, Dead shows w/ Matt, Jerry Band, Scott and Staci in Philly.


STEPHANIE PEARSON
25 West Drive
November 11, 1973

"Smart is when you only believe 1/3 of what you hear. Brilliant is when you know which 1/3 to believe."

Best Memories: Everything w/ Dean, Elisa's '30 w/ Mimi, Leading reading camp, Earth Sciences, CSN w/ Carolyn, RDF, talks w/ Marn, Deb - Spirit Wk Adventures, Everything w/ Matt, Smokin' - How cool could it be, Canada, SADD meeting, Dinners w/ Greg, I love you, Dean, Good night, Elisa! Activities: Student Association 2, 3; Class S.C.C. 1, 2; Hispanic 1, 2; Student Exchange Program 1, Cheerleading 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4.
movies w/Kristine & Gregg; Back home to Call; Cou-
garde practices (piano); dinners with Mike; Turkey
in Olen's (Rhetta's) house; New Year's Eve; Hi-
Bon-Bon; Halloween; Pictionary at Nancy's party
(Karen, Monica, Robyn, Mike); "Bellboy Art’-pop
w/Dennis; Lew-Lex; Lew-Kaz; Shop 'n Go; D
Atison Lake w/Donna; Senior Year-Thanks for the
memories.
Activities: Peter Pan; Asian Youth Society 1, 2;
PAVAS 1, 2, 3; Cougarettes 2, 3, 4; Orchesis 2, 3, 4;
American Internationals of the Environ-
ment 2, 4; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4; Career Biology Club
2, 4; Mt. Misery 3, 4; Governor's School 3; World
Affairs Club 3; F.O.P. 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Office
Aide 4.
GERI REID
144 Ashbrook Drive
Nutley, NJ 07110
Best Memories: Finding my real, true friend Nikki
Giobbons; Night on the Town; squirellies; bubble-
noises; toilet paper; Canada; The Hat; The Key;
would: best times with Tammy; my giraffe; special
times with my snoogies; my pumpkin, Chris; and
finally graduating from East.
Activities: African-American Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Vice-
Press; Football Cheerleading 2; Varsity Football Cheer-
leading 3, 4; Captain; Project Harmony 3, 4; Girls' State
Delegate 3, Drug and Alcohol Awareness Week 4;
Varsity Basketball 3, 4.

NICOLE MICHELLE REKANT
14 Whitby Drive
October 10, 1974
A true friend is gold. The more you spend it on each
other, the richer you become.
Best Memories: All the memories with the shor-
ter sisters, the fun times with Sean, the good
times at night; let's go, let's go, late night swims; Olga's;
weekends without Anna and me; and me.
Activities: Field Hockey 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1, 2, 3, 4;
F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; Class Representative 1, 4; SADD 1, 2,
3; Academic Workshop 1; Spanish Club 1; Spirit Week 1,
2, 3, 4; SGA 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. Chairperson 4; Blood
Drive 3, 4.

MARC C. RICCI
26 Naimo Drive
November 6, 1973

"I'm not crazy, I just don't give a damn."
Best Memories: 1969 B-ball; Roman's New Years;
Henke's food fight; Dalti's spaghetti; Leo-"OK,
Joe!" Helmsley's D'W's yellow; Butterfield &
Jim-front; summer of '71; Football; '91; Mainstreet;
F.P.'s grad Brett's step; I'll always love you;
Tara, Nicole, Carolyn, Dena. Thanks for
being there-you're all great, N.C.-here we come;
Best times with Jeff; D'W., Duv., Hul, Hen, Po-'
Lu.; Rosies, Sees, Brett, Younger, Kimbo, Stepp, Moss;
Dals-you're like a brother, thanx for everything.
Activities: Volleyball 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4, 5;
F.O.P. Club 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4.

NINA MARIE RICCI
25 West Split Rock Drive
August 24, 1974
"Memories are treasures of the past, dreams are vi-
visions of the future."
Best Memories: Prom Queen Prom; shore w/meg
Arieta; Andy: Want some popcorn; foursome at the
five; Chainsaw Massacre Lisa, Chris, Richie; Louis;
Cock; Remember when...; Shore: Tote in Mill;
Pic?; Phantom Phan; Oh my god, your blowing;
Up on the roof; Apples and Improv; PUR-
PLE; Audobon Night; Miller: Shows; Roy.
Activities Concert Band 1; SADD 1, 3, 4; Symphonic
Band 2, 3; Homecoming 3; Stage Crew 3, 3, 4.

SHAWN RAVITZ
516 Gateswood Road
April 8, 1974
"I don't want to be wise, I just want to stay young."
H + O
Best Memories: Brad Fest '91; Proms; Grand Daddy;
potato; Gravity walk at G-World; Finnegans at 5;
Puddys; Shus 80-90; Florida: Ski Trip 88 MPH;
Conversation: Surprising Charity, Hishokinza Pizza Stop;
Indigo, Henley, Dylan, Van; Chapman; and Nelson;
Lunch Table: Shore; Track: Birds; Epsilon; To every-
body these should not be the forgotten years.
Activities: Football 1; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4, 5; F.O.P. 1,
2, 3, 4; Homecoming 2, 3, 4; World Affairs Club 3; Class Sec;
Tres: 4; Newspapers 4.

SHELBAI RAY
127 Cuffly's Lane
221 Duffy's Lane
November 24, 1973
"I don't realize the importance of something until
it's gone."
Best Memories: My obsessions with... phone con-
vocations & Echelon Mall/Library with Dorian
Football games with Elaine, Vicki, Stacy, & Soo Jin;
Best Memories: Minky: the all nighter; her "gather-
ings;" "Fork:; Pluto; Memorial Day Weekends; was
planning on for cocktails!; Staf the clubs; the
Malt the cinnamon guys; Dave; Fed; Philly Gang.
The tape and Senior Week (Joe, Buss, etc.); Wild-
wood Fest; New York; Ritz's; Truck Walkin'; Sara-
Pond; Pavilion; Mallins; Sean 6-noon; Rob M. "I
wasn't going"; RWSK III (Bob), Sean, "Turtle; Bad Girl;
stairs, Heavy Rock; Fiz, Chiefy, Joe and the
Beach Rental.
Activities: SADD 1, 2; Usher 1; Shakespearean Festi-
vial 1; Photo Club 3.

PAMELA ROBERTSON
116 Whitebird Court
August 21, 1974
"Why do we have brothers and sister-no one will know
who we are... until we know who we are." - Mal-
colm
Best Memories; Damon, my sweetheart - I'll al-
ways love you. Vanessa- Thanks for rides in the
Firebird; C-Wing; Troy my brother- Thanks for the knowledge and advice,
Rose-colder than a fan"- Thanks for the friendship.
The people: Those with whom you've shared your intel-
lect and have "knowledge of self."
Activities: African-American club 1, 2, 3, 4.

KEVIN RORKE
AMY LYNN ROSE
1517 Turlington Road
December 13, 1973
"Nothing is a waste of time if you use the experience
well."
Best Memories: Howie N.; Dan B.; Adam G. (69 Fire-
bird); Bri; D.; Rob G.; Chris N. (not; Sammy; Steve;
P.D.; Michael; Life); Saranac (South Jersey girls;
Shawn, Meredith, Jen, Kim, Meriam); Lake Char-
pines (Johan, Where's Waldo?; 79 Green Malibu
Classic). Activities: Adopt-a-Grandparent 1; Latin Club 1;
Intramural volleyball 2; Spring Track 2, 3, 4.

JOSH ROSE
460 Bellingham Road
July 17, 1974
"I always knew that finishing high school would make
me laugh, but I never guessed that looking back on
all the memories would make me cry."
Josh Rose
Best Memories: Steve; Alaska's got big fruits; Metal
Gear; Sick Sleepover; Milia; League and Talisman;
Our Philip report; Rob and Diane Journal; Mt. Or-
do 12 hour bus ride; filming at pep rally; Molder-
ing mass of crap; precious: chapter 16: lip sync;
Ping Pong; Steve's stereo-0:3 at the Eagles games;
Scodie Dumb; I got tiggetz; Turk; sword and the play;
Rick; Fielder's choice: D & D meeting; Ricky; Smir,
binder bag; D&P at the Football games; War-
lock; Affair; Cat Craps at lunch; Lost Worlds;
Dogg; The Fork Mutillitas; Paper Weapons; Laser
Tag Berts; Lieberman Lob; Eagles & Flyers games;
Hunting; Sking and Genesis at the Pocsonos.
Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Bowing 3, 4; AV
Club 2; Tennis 4.

RANA ALLYN ROSEBERG
7332 Millstone Road
October 23, 1974
"Life is a series of hellos and goodbyes; I'm afraid to say
it is time for a goodbye in- Billy Joe Your brother.
Best Memories: Summer of '89; Friendly's; Bret
Harte; yo Card; Penny Parker; long walks; 666-4
house; Vic's; Hili Lili; 81/24: From '90-Jim; Ga-
rage; P2:7; Quickier, Zoya; Killer; Scav. Hunt;
Ellos, Dissord; Pool games and wake up calls; Jr.
Froh '91; Vampire thee Laser Show; Lawn Doctor.
Activities: Soccer Manager 1; F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1,
2, 3; Academic Work 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Powder
Puff 3; Spanish Club 3.

HOWARD ROSEN
LEE ROSEN
103 Rye Road
May 26, 1974
"The greatest ideas are the simplest." - William Golding
Best Memories: Trash Can Incident; Chees Crack;
Flying Car; Physics Phourses, Renewading; Senior
Prom from Weekend; Junior Year and the summer of
'91; Picking Groceries with Sue; All of my friends
-thanks for everything.
Activities: ROMEO AND JULIET 1; FETER PAN 1;
Lab Theatre 2; LITTLE SHOP 2; OKLAHOMA 2;
Thespian Society 2, 3, 4; East Singers 3, 4, V.P. 4;
GUI R 4, 4; Band: Concert Chorus; Alternate 3;
GOODSPEL 3, Madrigals 3, 4; State All Chorus 4;
All South Jersey Chorus 4; FIDDLER ON THE
ROOF 4.

DONNA ROSENBERG
1015 Roumfort Avenue
January 23, 1973
"We all shine on like the moon and the stars and the sun." John Lennon
Best Memories: Denny's with Shalilaja, Karen, and Nancy; NAHON convention with Aviva; coffee talks with Nancy and Mike—does reality exist?; City slickers with Chet; Freshman year pencil painting; Shali- laja's obsessions; Soph motto—"People who aren't weird are boring."
Activities: Work: Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Amnesty International 1, 2, 3, 4; French Club 1; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Guidance 4; Math League 4; Physics Team 4.

JEFFREY ROSENBERG
422 Downs Drive
February 8, 1973
"Rock and Roll is the hamburger that ate the world." Peter York
Best Memories: To my two oldest friends, Elisa and Steve. Best of luck in the future; got some tickets Bread; Shore 88, 88, 90, 91; Mike W. I owe you (a turkey) tuna Hoogie. Vail and Aspen with Steve.

MICHAEL ROSMAN
36 Centura
June 30, 1974
"I consider myself a sex object because every time I ask girls to have sex, they object." Best Memories: Culture Club with James; Late Nights at Ben's; Buffet '91; Harbour Fest; Beach; Hen's Truck: "Guys-Run."; My House; New Years Eve: Britt, D.; Mischief nights; Patri- cki car; Flat out kickin' Reckin' with the talk. Activities: Ice Hockey 1, 2, 3; Volleyball 2, 3; Spirit Week 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4.

NATASHA ROSS
290 Highgate Lane
April 6, 1974
"When you walk through a storm, hold you head up high and don't be afraid of the dark." — Oscar Herm- serstein II
Best Memories: We don't want pants: Friendlies; Pathmark-at all; 1, 2, 3; Click and Pull; Tickets go on sale next Sunday; the whole "tc" family; win; Wood; Black cards; summery guys at roller rinks; fruit salad at 6:00 in the morning; Pamela fast: miniature golf in the rain Activities: SADD 2; Drama Productions 2, 3, 4; Rec Theatre 2, 3; Orchestra 2; Lab Theatre 3, 4; Broadcast Team 3, 4; F.O.P. 5.

ROBERT ROSS
18 Downing Street
June 6, 1974
"Wouldn't life be easier if you didn't have to breath?" Best Memories: Spaghetti programming in Mr. Koons's computer class; Earth Science with Mrs. Streep; 1989-1990 New Years Eve Party at my house; SAR convention in '91 at Virginia Beach; Paintball Skirmish; Beta iota.
Activities: F.O.P. 1; Spanish Club 1, 2, 3; Stage Crew 2; Animal Rights Club 2; Sigma Alpha Alpha Frater- nity 3 4; South Jersey Youth Rugby 4; Computer Team 3.

SCOTT ROSS
7 Tack Street
May 3, 1974
"East is a buffalo." — Fred Schickhoff
Best Memories: Freshman speech; private parts; Bull Run; brocs; Late phone nights with Edie; Pgh trip; Gorman's slammers; Cheers every night; Oklahoma (not); Witts at Petes; "Brave — Smitty's tape: Brad- fest '91; "still warm"; illegal weekend; pie-in-skii; New Years Eve; Squid: Squid; President: back to Trish; ownership; Sharp's Jr; Prov; Santiago; Ki- von; Indigo Girls/ball; Greylock; 5 Big Guys & Scott; Seудs; 1729/90; John & Yoko; Denny's; "eh Scotty"; Hotel Perkins; we're statement; the man has no life; smoking; flashburn; Roreitta; Greg; Brady; Les Mitz; Fletch Lives; Tricia — I love You.
Activities: Class Publicity Manager 1; One-Acts 1; Class Secretary/Treasurer 2; Eastside 2, 3, 4, Editor 4; SGA Secretary/Treasurer 3; LTC Delegate 3; SGA President 4; Boys' State Delegate 4; Senior Hall of Fame 4; Nat. Merit Scholarship Semi-Finalist 4.

ANDREA LAUREN ROTHCHILD
1616 Plymouth Rock Drive
June 22, 1974
"For all to be accomplished, for me to feel less lonely, all that remained to hope was that on the day of my execution there would be a crowd beside them and that they should greet me with hails of execu- tion." — Albert Camus
MARNI ROVNER
41 Cape Hall Lane
May 1, 1974
"We've grown all as people, our heart sores and mistakes we will make; our friends left behind the tears may flow, we will see you again."
Best Memories: Tennis, cheerleading; Matrix; Flor- ida; TUCY; Sleepovers; 666; concerts; ski trip; Lunch Break; Backyard bench; comedy works; puzzles; shore; talks with Steve; Jelly beans and sour patch kids; Free dinner; Total Recall with Ari; Wis- consin: Friendly Food Mart; Dall's: worst costume to worst best to come: Best Green Lane Johnson; Best: Easter; Navy Seals Ox: openedfriendship: What?; the park; my house; Scavenger hunt; Flymen; Slam- diggers; quarters: morning after; cards and games; hamming: Betsy, Caren, Amy — Thanks for the memories.
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; Varsity 2, 3, 4; Softball 1; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2; Spirit Week 1; Volleyball 2; Tennis 2, Cheerleading 3; Homecoming 2; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; Latin Club 3

NORA RUBEL
15 Bromton Court
October 27, 1974
"So come and walk a while with me and share/The twisting hills and wondrous world's I've known/But this bridge will only take you halfway there/The last few steps you'll have to take alone." — Shel Silverstein
Best Memories: "Call me a flower"; "Don't drink the New Year's Eve; Gardens and Thighbel- lises; When Harry Met Sally; Jones and James; Beni- hana; Little Me; All in Atlantis; Evil techies: 20 min. mysteries; N.Y. Trip; the ten sex movies/92102; "adventures" in the woods; Prom; Downtown Gentleman; Night sticks; shovew; PPM 1 & 2; "He looks like John." Flipit; "Life," Spree; Rutgers Tra- mas; Animal Crackers; "I kind of wanted that!"; Blood tests and bloody knuckles; really big piles of dirt; Uncle Jack.
Activities: French Club 1, 3; One-Acts 1, 2, 3; Lab Theatre 2, 3; Little Shop Stage Crew 2; Oklahoma 2; Filmmaker's Workshop 2; Brighton Beach Stage Crew; Thespian Society 3; Tartuffe 4.

VANESSA RUBIO
223 Balfour Terrace
August 31, 1974
"I've always known that I'd look back on my tears and laugh — but I never knew that I'd look back on my laughter and cry.
Best Memories: Tennis; cheerleading; Mock Trial; Prom; Scared: talks; Freshman Dance Party; Pine Forest; Skiing: Work: Scavenger Hunt; concerts; The morning after; Games; Slam diggers; Let's talk not speak; shore: short hair.
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, Volleyball 1, 2, 3; Cheerleading 3; Homecoming 2; Mock Trial 3; Blood Drive 3; Latin Club 3.

BETSY RUTTENBERG
51 Fries Lane
August 21, 1974
"Always knew that I'd look back on my tears and laugh — but I never knew that I'd look back on my laughter and cry.
Best Memories: Tennis; cheerleading; Mock Trial; Prom; Scared: talks; Freshman Dance Party; Pine Forest; Skiing: Work: Scavenger Hunt; concerts; The morning after; Games; Slam diggers; Let's talk not speak; shore: short hair.
Activities: Tennis 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, Volleyball 1, 2, 3; Cheerleading 3; Homecoming 2; Mock Trial 3; Blood Drive 3; Latin Club 3.

S is for Spanish, donde se dice, "Par- bonne, señor, donde esta el babo?"

BRAD SACHS
1627 Prince Drive
February 6, 1974
"You only go around this wacky world once, so don't regret in the morning what you did the night before."
Best Memories: Three Amigos at the golf course & in the pool — swimming with a twist, watching Dice w/ Dan & Adam, Flat tire w/ Neko, Ang & Golds, Cards w/ Wass, Partis, Dan, Keller, Ang & Eddie — Sum- mer '91, Ang passed out in 7-11, Listening to Led Zep w/Dein going to hockey games, Dein legendary red tomato, Miss Cleveland on July 4th — Ocean City, Playing Don in one million tennis matches, Fresh- man baseball w/Dein & Dan, losing money on the Belmont w/Dan, going 80mph in the tomato with friends, talking the door closed, your mom looks good in underwear & high heels, being pulled over 8 times, Ang hooking up with Sony on Junior night, Gold's slammers, Ang's alarm going off. West Virginia University w/Dein, working with Keller at Kaminski's, film collecting w/Kro.
Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2; Ice Hockey 2, 3, 4.

JILL SAFADY
1607 Prince Drive
April 4, 1974
"Fake friends are like fallen leaves, you can find them everywhere; good friends are like gold, rare and hard to find.
Best Memories: Pointmen, Gym L'a — tuna, End of Innocence, Lazar whistled, The Finger, swings, emer-
“I’ve got it! I’ll be sold and withdrawn - I’ll dwindle in the twilight realm of my won secret thought!” I’ll lay on my back here till dawn in a semi-catatonic state and dream guitar notes that would irradiate an eerie image of music. Best Memories: Utopia - the city in my head.

SETH SEIDEN

SCHWINDRICH

CARRIE SENDROW

“IT’s over... and I have never been so happy.” - Robert Prost

“Two roads diverged in the wood, and I - I took the one less traveled by, and that has made all the difference.” - Robert Frost

WENDY SEROTA

“Shad and four light years came out and carried forty jam-packed years of experience and memories.”

“IT’s mind over matter, if she doesn’t mind, it doesn’t matter.”

NISHANT SHAH

SAMANTHA SHAPIRO

DEAN SHARON
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DONNA SIMMERS
65 Harwgate Drive
April 29, 1974
"Even though you leave your friends, you never real-
ly lose them. You take part of them with you and you
leave a part of yourself behind." Best Memories.
All share great times with my best friends, especially our summers in On
sen City, and car chases with Lisa and Traci.
Activities: Socce, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse; Track 2.
JENNIFER SINGER
527 Brian Drive
April 15, 1974
"We memories forever, of all the best times we
spent. In times of joy and sadness and not realizing
how fast the years went by." Best Memories:
Friends like Sheryl, Nicole & Rana, Shore '81, Nicole & Keri, Tenen Town - Keri
is there always that bubble boosce, Mandy? pool, wake-up calls w/Rana, 
"We're off office sides." Erika. Late nights w/Mike, Saturday afternoon Football Games w/No-
icole, Deneille & Mandy, Can I have your sweatshirt, Steve?
Activities: Lacrosse 1; Gymnastic; 1, 2; Spur Week 1, 2, 3, 4, SGA 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2; Blood Drive 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Cheerleading 2, 3, 4; Spanish
Club 3; Volleyball 3; Powder Puff 3; Cum Laude 4.
DANIELLE SKYE
45 Harwgate Court
February 12, 1974
"Sometimes I wish that for one day you could step
into my shoes and see all that I see, so you could
feel everything I feel."
Activities: Cheer Club 1, 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 1, 2; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 3; Friends of the
Environment 3; Respect for Drugs.

TERRI SMITH
158 Thornhill Road
February 8, 1974
"Sometimes a fantasy is all you need." - Billy Joel
Best Memories: Geography w/Mrs. M.; Lunch themed, 
Track w/Ginny, Hot Jew, Nuns & Las, Mushroom, 
Seema's Party, Lisa's surprise party, Olivier, Gover-
nor's School, aper du fromage, Cotillion boat on 
Gin's shoe, American Love, Miss mignona, Bing 
Hitchcock, Billy Joel, Paul Bells & Dave, REALLY.
In Your Eyes From '91, Charade's OKay, Princess 
Brude, Bio-DNA, a drop of blood, Postcards from the 
Edge, Dued Again (again), Say, SADD 1, 2, 3, 4, Track 4, 
Spring Week 1, Cotillion 2, Friends on the Environment 
2, 3, 4, From 3, 4, Governor's School on Environ-
ment 3, Mt. Misery Aide 4, Cum Laude 4.
MICHIELE SNELL
14 North Green Acre Drive
May 24, 1974
"It's no or never, 'cause you're only young once."
Best Memories: Roof of the mansion, elevators, the 
big rumor, the hellish party, the great parties, Hi-C
and what? 3 dates in 1 night, 30 year old?, dumb 
blonde, Santa all the Dave's, Lori BFF, all concerts, 
sunburst peaple, anatomy class, Lysol, the wolf, 
countdown, "Don't worry he's dead", 7-11 runs, same 
difference, Ocean City.
Activities: Cotillion 2; SADD 2, 3, 4; Powder Puff 3; 
SGA 3; F.O.P. 3, 4; Mt. Misery Aide 3; Blood Drive 4, 
From 4.
JASON SOBIN
JENNIFER L. SONSTEIN
1762 Garwood Avenue
January 24, 1974
"We can eat our own star and dreamed of the way 
that we are and the way that we wanted to be." - Van
Morrison
Best Memories: Dudes of East, Therapy, "The Run" 
with Chad, Dan, Keri, and Lisa, Dreams Only, the 
Lonely Club, cakes & tummycackes with Laurie who's 
always right, AU w/Alison, USY, Cherry Hill '91, Harmony
of the neighbors, and teaching Class 9-8.
"MOYP", my "surprise" party and my promdate w/ 
Dio, "Nothing is somenging." Psych friends, forever and loves, 5 years and now memories with 
Sukie Starr & Jordi Amber, Memorial

DONNA RUSMAN
1625 Square Lane
July 8, 1974
"You only live once, bit if you right live, once is
enough!"
Best Memories: The Be In, jammin' with the band,
the few years, playing at 7:00 PM, Stop, rap & stroll,
dinner, and, "I love you man", weasell.
Activities: Stage Crew 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; 
F.O.P. 1, 3; Spirit Week 1, 4; Friends of the Environ-
ment 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 2, 3, 4; Annesey International 3, 
4; Lab Theater 3; Lip Sync 4; Variety Show 4.
JOHNNY SHYU
1761 Morris Drive
January 24, 1974
"The man who smiles for his ideals is the man who is 
alive." - Cervantes
Best Memories: Poker Night, traditional sleep-over parties, Mrs. Log...........................................................
phat parties, test tube clamp, etc., soy phat lunch, Sophomore Cotillion, Cross Coun-
try 19/36 (phase 3), English 11, Kow, The Bette Hattie 
Crew, ROTC Summer Camp, Coed football (still can't
play), Hey "Guys", let's keep in
contact. OK! Remember the times, my friends, and
live long and prosper!
Activities: Track 1, 2, 4; Cross Country 2, 3, 4; F.O.P. 
2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Biology Team 3, 4; Blood Drive 4; World Affairs Club
5; Spanish Club 3.

GREGORY SILVER
"Hope for the future, don’t dwell in the past, live in the present, and make today last."


Activities: F.O.P. 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 4.

JOSH STEINBERG
40 Cooper Run Rd
April 29, 1974

"Don’t worry too much about what lies ahead. Go as far as you can see, and when you get there, you can see farther."

Best Memories: Broad and Cherk, parties, Audobon chicks, ski-trip, Beehives, Hot Tub Fun, Kirsch, LBI, Junior Prom, New Year’s Eve! Cherk’s lucky shirt, Buffett Concert. Jay’s Jokes, Rib-It, Lifting at Fit Quest, guided tours, Sizzler, Ernie’s with Sue-Gun, ’91 Prom weekend, Breakfast at Chatterbox, Kicken’ at the Old Folks Home. Run on Boardwalk, Race Truck, sun burn. My “Steiny World”, Backyard BBQ, Sweden, Woo at my sink, 4 years of football, injuries, all my teammates.

Activities: Football 1, 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 4; SGA 4.

COREY STERN
1952 The Woods II
October 25, 1972

Best Memories: Soph year - “Master”; “that is correct” night at the yard, Kelter, “I hear yah!” 4th period lunch with the guys, Yes ’91.

FARA STERNCHOS
315 Pleasant Drive
July 7, 1973

“This is the time to remember, ‘cause it will not last forever. These are the days to hold on to, ‘cause we won’t always want to.” - Billy Joel

Best Memories: Cars, Al, Em, Beth, Nic, Mel, Lisa - Best Friends. “Clik”, Denny’s, USY Danzas, snatch, Senior Prom Weekend ’91, “Amazon Woman”, sharin’ big brother, driveway talk, Mag 7, Pitching Sisters, What’s the Blue, Psychic Foursome, Dork.

Activities: Tennis 1, 2, Basketball 1, 2, 4, Softball 1, 2, 3, 4, Powder Puff 3, 4, Respect for Drugs 4.

LAURA STITT
10 Sattergood Road
July 2, 1974

“Age does not diminish the extreme disappointment of having a scoop of ice cream fall from the cone.”

Best Memories: Graham - thanks for putting up with me for all these years, “explosions around you”, I miss you, Pete. Thanks to all my friends, Dina - Practice Erika - How Now Brown Cow, Marta - Movies, Jenny - “I think you’re standing on my trout”, Sue - Sounda & Spanish, Rita - “Skirt rampage”, Football W/Steve & Mike, Locker family, Steve - always next to me, Joanna - the yard. Art - “It travels”, Sam vs. Kristen - Lunch, Mary - Bowling.

Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 4, Adopt-A-Grandparent 4.

STEVEN SUMERSON
HARRY SUN
MICHAEL JOHN SURALIK
2025 Queen Anne Road
September 24, 1973

“Love.”


Activities: Cross Country 1, 2, Track 1, F.O.P. 1, Chemistry Team 2; Math League 3, 3, 4, Certamen 2, 3; Physics Team 3, 4; World Affairs Club 3, 4; Chess Club 3, 4, Debate Team.

SARAH ELIZABETH SWANSON
1500 Dogwood Drive
March 2, 1974

“Experience is what you get when you don’t get what you want.”

Best Memories: Last 2 years w/Shawn, I love you, Erika, “Should we go 2 day?” W/Jane, Late Nights w/Leigh, and Maureen, there is 2 much 2 say, I love all of you and will never forget all we have shared.

Activities: Field Hockey 1; Lacrosse 1, 2.

T is for Trigonometric error.

SOH-CAH-TOA - takes the trouble out of triangles.

ERIKA TAYLOR
16th North Street Green Drive
November 20, 1973

“When you wish upon a star, your dreams will come true.”

Best Memories: To my friends - Thanks for the memories: Minky’s “parties”, Wildwood, 5th & 6th period lunch, has ride w/d/o, Stapey’s spruce, New York & Skiing w/Deb, Atlantic City, State Fair w/Carrier, Math w/Jennie, Battle of the Bands, Inner Harbor, New Year’s Eve, Junior Prom, Bowling & Friendly’s - Jason, who love you! I do! Thanks for everything.

Activities: SADD 1; F.O.P. 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 3, 4; Biology Careers Club 4; Adopt-A-Grandparent 4.

SHIRA LYNN TAYLOR
22 Indian King Drive
October 14, 1973

“I’m not sure of too many things, but I know what I know and I mean, do ya?”

Best Memories: Therapy with Rach, Elis, Jen, Mar & Jen, Physics, Ben & Jerry’s, Go, Car, Go! Thanks of East, Misery loves company, Lockness and etc., “We ate pizza”, Laura - Miss Neurotic, Marcus - yes, Ghost, Katrina, Fish, Acapulco & Florida, David Ari - Dec. 21-22, 1990 Proms, Israel, sleepovers, driving skills, all my love.

Activities: Basketball 1, 2; Cougars 1; Track 1; SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming 1, 2, 3; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Cheerleading 2, 3, 4; Colition 2; Blood Drive 3; 4; Photography Club 3; PAVAS 3; Freshman Orientation 3; Powder Puff 3; 4; Racquetball Club 3, 4; Variety Show 3, Respect for Drugs 4; Young Woman of the Year 4.

MICHAEL TERZAGHI
SAJINI THOMAS
GEORGE THOMPSON
SHAWN THOMPSON
CHRISTOPHER TOBE
1756 Teare Lane
January 9, 1974

“If we can’t see each other for who we are and what we are, how can we possibly progress.” - Chris Tobe

Best Memories: Kim, 8/29/91, Stinky, Dana (Ocean City), Tiny, Spray & Curry, Europe - Summer ’91, Zurich see, Paris street, workin’ at the shore.

Activities: Gymnastics 1; Ice Hockey 2, 3; Blood Drive 2; F.O.P. 1.

YAO-YUNG D. TSAI
203juniper Drive
May 25, 1974

“Love, conscience, and hope.”

Best Memories: The year when I turn 13 is the worst and best year of my life. It’s when I hate this world the most, and it’s also when I learn the rule of the world, I think.

Activities: Soccer 1; Asian Youth Society 1, 2; Latin Club 3, 4.

DENNIS TURNER
U is for Understanding the Automobile, where the crankshaft is connected to the carburetor, the carburetor is connected to the catalytic converter...

BABBI UHR
1045 Bobwhite Drive
January 30, 1974

“The more I know the less I understand, all the things I thought I figured out, I have to learn again.”


Activities: JV Soccer 1, 2, Freshman basketball, SADD 3, 4, POP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week Committee 1, 2, 3, 4; Homecoming Committee 1, 2, 3, 4; Freshman Dance Committee; Colition 2, Homecoming Committee; SGA 4; Freshman Representative 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 3, 4; Homecoming Committee; Junior Prom Committee; Spanish Club; Photography Club 3; Chairperson SGA Publicity Committee 4; Student Hosts 4; Senior Prom Committee.

SHARI JOY UMANSKY
316 Nature Drive
May 16, 1974

“Let your life be arithmatic, joys added, sorrows subtracted friends multiplied, love undivided.”

Best Memories: Freshman dance, ski trips, Baltimore fraternity trip, all of our shore experiences, Frankie & Johnnie, getting lost on A.C. Expressway, Israel 90, camp memories, long distance relationships, Delaware visit, Penn, repulsive stripper, showers, did they have sex, falling menus, Canada trip, lunch talks, Silence of the Lambs, late night phone conversations, “real” friends, surprise parties, “whatever,” to all my close friends, thank you.

Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; POP 1, 2, 3, 4; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3; Chairperson 1, Freshman Dance Chairperson; Student Government representative 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Amnesty International 2; Sophomore Colition Committee, Homecoming; Blood Drive 3, 4, Junior Prom Committee; Student Host, Lip Syn 4.

HEATHER UMLAH
150 Square Lane
January 23, 1974

“I came and sat at the mountain and waited for my revelation, I sought the sky, I sought the trees, I sought the earth and the sea … my revelation came only when I sought me.”


Activities: Volleyball 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 2, 3, 4; Gymnastics 2; Friends of the Environment 3; Lacrosse, Chess Club 4; Biology Careers 4; French Club 4.
V is for Vertebrate
Anatomy, where we study animals with backbones, and we find out which students are spineless jellyfish.

SHERI VAN HORNE
79 Harrowgate Road
April 28, 1974

"Winter hangs over your head make sure Spring is in your heart." - David Goldman

Best Memories: Determining the planet of life; hanging out with young man; Venturing the seas ("totally tubular"); Escaping reality; Pool parties; raft-ups; romantic evenings; the many favors; true love; falling in love with country music.

Activities: German Club 1, 2, 3, 4; World Affairs Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Amnesty International 2, 3; Demogorgon 3; Vignettes 3; Co-editor: Photo Club.

THOMAS VANDERPUTTE

ESTHER VATURI
309 Lily Lane
February 11, 1974

"Let me listen to me and not to them." - Gertrude Stein

Best Memories: New York - "home"; Debbie; Jill Z.; Jeanne; Brooklyn Bookies; Kings Plaza; Sing; The "UA"; Julie; Emerald City; Help me; it's melting; Lauren California?; Sure; Jeanne; N.Y.; Israel: Where else? Marcy - cool tattoo; No Deadls on New Years - Keep the Peace: Let me tell you something! Activities: Stage Crew 1, 2, 3; Model Congress 1, 2; English Aid 1, 2; Winter Track 3; Blood Drive 3; Friends of the Environment 3; Amnesty International 3; Yearbook 4; Debate Team 1.

JILL VENTMIGLIA
40 Lakeview Drive
"Life is a wonderful gift; don't return it unopened." - Best Memories: Dance Party USA; Weekend in NY w/ Esther; EMF Concert w/ Esther, Daniel, Missey; Greg; New Years W/ Esther; Shelter Show w/ Joe; fun times w/ Jeanne; Weekend at Phillips College; the good times w/ Alvin, Mike, Joel; Tim; all the times at the Mall w/ Joe, Taco Bell, Shepforep, Poems Joe wrote me: Joe! Activities: DECA 4.

JOSEPH VERNA

STEPHEN E. VON STETINA
3 Lakeview drive
October 11, 1973

"I never recalled the joy until the joy was gone." - Lighting Seeds

Best Memories: D & D with the Gang; "I'm a Cleric!"; Antich; TGP w/ the Fresh; Renaissance Fair; Mr. Joe; Mr. Burgess; 3 Stogies form Spain; English 3A; The Steve Fits: Tiny Tim; Strolling with the Roadster: Cutting up frogs in Bio; Working at the Pink Bird.

Activities: Spanish Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Intramural Bowling 2, 3, 4; P. 2, 4; Friends of the Environment 4; Cum Laude Society 4.

JAMIE VORONKOV
319 Green tree Way
April 11, 1974

"Lichway - To LIFE!"

Best Memories: Ski Trip - Lea, Jen, Debbie; Kelli finally drives fast; Lafayette + Tulane; wash your face in my sink; interesting convo's w/ Nadine; 6 O'clock news with Gina; Felice; Fresh Dance w/ Shawn; Forced friendships at Fridays by Kellie Jen + Jamie/Lea + Debbie.

Activities: Softball 1; Girls Basketball Manager 1; F.P.O., 1, 2, 3, 4; SADD 1, 2, 3; Student Government 2, 3, 4; Class Ring Committee; Chairperson 2; Freshman Orientation; Chairperson 2; French Club 3.

DANA WACHS
1060 Plymouth Rock Dr.
March 3, 1974

"Instead of worrying about my clothes I could be someone that nobody knows. I wish I never woke up this morning. Life was easy, when it was boring." - The Police

Best Memories: Revival swims. Primus sucks. The Truck? Not the night before Thanksgiving! "I love being evil! Lollapalooza's Homophobic putzen in wild-life and Scoopy every day. "And it's (clap) just a box of rain" Pah, Pah. "Uh, like, do you like shelter?" Get a real life! "Jesu and Mary Clan."

Best Memories: Denny's with my girlfriend. She died, Crushboy at Bonnies, Will it ever end?

Activities: Romeo & Juliet 1; Peter Pan 1; Little Orphan Annie at Horizons: Oklahoma 2; British Heach Men's 3; Guys & Dolls 3; lab theater 1, 2, 3; one acts 2, 3; American in Israel 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3; Photo Club 3, 4; Governor's School Nominee 3; Finalist 3; Female Alternate 3; Chansons 3; Morning Announcement 3, 4; Tartuffe 4; Fiddler on the Roof; Eastside 4; East Singers 4.

VICTORIA M. WAKELEY
306 Highgate Lane
July 23, 1974

"When choosing between two evils, I always like to try the one I've never tried before." - Best Memories: Vivian's Goose; Fo Buzoo and East Bubble F; thanks Minky for Fred's and Fish; Hunq if you know me; the Can-Can cum and Germany; Hey Grace, Doc! The Lunch Bunch; Hey Babe, take a walk on the wild side; Wacky Orchestra rehearsals; physics; I had BCG test; Bugging Mel with Bio; Powder Puff; Thans Izzy at Antioch; German ski trips and beefer; Biggest light on the boardroom; For der doch so schon; Yesh boy-e!

Activities: Freshman Basketball 1; Freshman Lacrosse 1; German Club 1, 2, 3, 4; String Workshop 1; Copagettet 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Jr. Powder Puff 3; Announcements 3, 4; Biology Careers Club 4.

JENNIFER WALLNER
120 Sandringham Rd.
May 18, 1974

"Things may be bad, but at least you have your brakes!"

Best Memories: Freshman Field Hockey 1; Freshman Lacrosse 1; Freshman girls basketball manager 1; SADD 1, 2; Spirit Week 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Roadster 3, 4; SCA 2, 3, 4; Class Ring Chairperson 2; Junior Prom Chairperson 3; PFP 4; Interact 4; Powder Puff 4; Friends President 4; Friends Seat/Crew 3.

RMILIA "Mimi" WANG
5 Lucille Ln.
July 5, 1974

"Tell me, if you dare, are you the earth of him. Once in my pride; I know the worth of him. Now that he has died." Edward Arlington Robinson

Best Memories: A trip to Mystery's with Rita & Peggy; Disney Gang; "Red Eyes and Chillie Fries"; Orchestra trips; BLARF; Physics club buddies; History triad; All the formal dances; "Twinning" with Peggy. All the states: Root Beer; MCTS; Mini Golf; telephone communications with Asian invasion; Rochech; Pogo love; Stamos with Susan; Orchestra; Neh the God; Tho the fum hands; Calculus; summer & school (Rahul really loves Bidwell); Carr's class; Romance nov.

W is for World of Foods, where cuisine is the ambassador to the stomach of mankind.

ALISON WERNROTH
1156 Smith Ave.
May 10, 1974

"The only person you are destined to become is the person you decide to be." - Edgar Allan Poe

Best Memories: The "S Sisters," Willy, Pete, & Chris; Not the TCBY-Browdie Sunday; Crash, at Joel's, Dissed at Jerry's, went with Jen, 4th row; Israel 1974; "We're dead!" Island Stacion; "There's not much to it," Laurie, I failed the test! "Mommy, I'm perturbed," Pardon me, do you have any grease paup, Red heads rule! NBC Nightly right; "I'm getting a dog!

Activities: Girls Basketball Manager 1; SADD 1, 2, 3; PFP 1, 2; Student Government 1, 2, 3; Class Ring Chairperson 2; Cotillion Committee 2; Teen Advisory Health Board 3; Respect for Drugs 4; Adopt-a-Grandparent 4.

HEATH WEISBERG
165 N. Manfield Blvd.
September 14, 1974

"Q-D the ma and actors and actresses!"

Best Memories: Life with Becca; sophomore years; Little Shop Tour; Little Mermaid Sounds of Psycho; Musical, but not really; RYLA; H.S.; Drama Productions; Madrigals; Overnight Othello; You may not think so.

Activities: Romeo & Juliet 1; Peter Pan 1; Lab theater 1, 2, 3; East Singers 2, 3, 4 (President 4); One-acts 1, 2, 3; Freshman Football 1; Thesisian Society 3, 4; Little Shop of Horrors 2; Oklahoma 2; Little Shop Tour 2; Briton Beach Memoirs 3; Guys and Dolls 3; Madrigals 3; Rutger's Love Summer Schools 3; Male Bells 3; Rotary Conference 4; Tartuffe 4; Fiddler on the Roof 4; PAVASK 4.

DEVON WEXER
335 Brownstone Lane
March 8, 1974

"This is not the end. It's not even the beginning of the end. It's the beginning." - The Empire Strikes Back

Best Memories: Going to 7-11 and Billiards with my best dear, Jeff Bell; Oswalt at stage crews, chem II AP.

Activities: stage crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Lighting and carpentry crew 1, 2, 3, 4; Assistant Electrician 3, 4; Master Electrician 4.

SANDRA WEXLER
1800 Frieside Lane
July 5, 1974

"Today is the tomorrow we worried about yesterday.

Best Memories: Hanging out with my friends this summer Laurie, Inna, Rene, Alison, Stacy, Jen, etc. Jen-Ladies and Gentlemen, that no-no Laur-singing in the rain; Rene-Remeber . . . . Danielle-talking
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to Jason, 5-45; Suzanne- prom shoes; Are you crazy. Inna and Jen- the "party", watching movies at Ren- ne's; Joe's party and spending time with Direc- Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; PFP 2; Blood Drive 4.

RHONDA WISE
120 Eaton Way
July 17, 1974
"If you are sane enough to realize the craziness of your existence, you cannot possibly be declared insane." -Cauch 22
Best Memories: D-wing outings; Oscar; Conversa- tions with God about God; Soporans do it higher, Alex and his 72 balloons; Miss. Illusion or dissilla- tioned?, I have your Peace pin; Green balloons with Mr. Roche, we need toohs, fats, and Ubbers!, Ten thousand miles; All State and Scott; Thanks to all of my friends for making my first (and last?) years at East too interesting! I LOVE YOU ALL.
Activities: Chansons 3, East Singers 12, Madrigals 12, Video Crew 3, 4; Vocal Workshop 3, 4.

ANDREW WEISNER
26 Saint Andrew Court
November 24, 1973
"There are but three events in a man's life: birth, life, and death. he is conscious of being born, he dies in a pool, and he forgets to live." -Breyer

MIKE WIKLER
6 Thackery Lane
July 17, 1974
"Life moves pretty fast, if you don't stop and look around once in a while you might miss it." -Ferris Best Memories: Krazy night; time with Howie N, Dan B, Dan K, Howie G, Steve G; trips to Montauk; time with my best friends (1973-74); and all the Red Roof Inn; Sophomore Cotillion, Jr. Prom, Towson weekend; Krazy weekend (Return of Robb) FOP Par- ty; Kit Kat; Dc-K weekend; Kacker; 10 for dinner (Rob, Greg, Andy, Iggy, Billy, Eric... I love you all). Activities: Wrestling 1, SADD 1, 2, 3, 4, PFP 3, 4; Stل 3, 4; Blood Drive 4.

MARIA WILKINS
1806 Cardinal Lake Drive
February 14, 1974
"Well, we bust out of class, had to get away from this folks, we learned more form a three minute record, baby, than we ever learned in school. Best Memories: All the times with Lauren. These four years wouldn't have been the same without her. Hanging with her,rip, Under the Red Roof Inn, the 8th, the 8th, lunches with Jen, Partin' at Don's, summer nites at Myrtle Beach, times with Paul, He- llamae and all the other kids. And all the times we should have been in.
Activities: Hockey 1, 2, Swimming 1, 2, 3, 4; Lacrosse 1; Office Aide 5; DECA 4.

CRraig WILLE
226 Momo Dr.
February 2, 1974
"Young people enjoy your youth. Be happy while you are still young. Do what you want to do and follow your heart's desire. Don't let anything worry you or cause you pain. You aren't going to be very young very long. Best Memories: Midnight Realtor, Marting, Keeyt Kl, Dance belles, pirates, Big Guy, Old Man Carnes, Seve's Runs, Picking English windows, standing out English windows, strolling, Looney tunes, Hilton Head with Godzilla and the cooler, Hogastes- the Wil- son Skit, Parallel parking on south street. Tim get the balloons, never seeing Terminator 2, "The Duke Boys- First to Fly", the most expensive horn I ever bought, Duffys at so many a - more than once, may the "General Lee" rest in peace.
Activities: Fall Productions 1, 2, 3; Rec theater 1, 2, 3; Summer theater 1, 2, 3; One Acts 2, 3; Bahama's Tour 2; Spring Productions 1, 2, 4; The Crucible, Flowers for Algernon; Mr. Poindexter, Sophian Society 2, 3, 4; Singing Telegrams 3, 4; New Sound Balls; East Singers 4; Fellowship of Christina Athle- tes 4.

JOSEPH WITTMA
ALEXANDER SAMUEL WOLF
404 Downs
March 19, 1974
"Through the years and miles between us, it has been a long and lonely ride, but if I ever got that call in the dead of night I'd answer it by your side." - Bon Jovi
Best Memories: Michelle; D-Wing; It won't rain for at least 30 minutes; prom; Miche, Kevin, Kathy-watch out for flashing blue lights; Napalmidical cymbal play- ers, one each; fireball at 2 A.M.; Melanie; too many months late, late, very late summer nights; visiting Towson; Saturday Breakfasts; Rodger my rabbit and all of his problems; 10 mph; all my friends over the past 4 years; and I love you Michelle! Activities: Marching Band 1, 2, 3, 4; Concert Band 1, 2; Symphonic Band 2; Odyssey of the Mind 1, 2, 3; Stage crew 1; German Club 4; Wind Ensemble 4.

CHRIS WOOD

Y is for You and the Law, where litigation transends the T.V. tube.

LYNDA YI
1012 Red Oak Drive
June 18, 1972
"Reality sucks!"
Best Memories: Erin Portney- midnight calls and helping with problems, Bruce and Vincent. Allie's talks, Artie's tutoring, Joe's help, Chris' remarks, weird things on Eastside, Marvin and Eric sarcastic re- marks! Activities: SADD 1, 2, 3, 4; Asian culture Society 1, 2, 3, 4; Friends of the Environment 2, 3, 4; Korean Club 2, 3; Interact Club 3; Amnesty International 3; East- side 3, 4.

STEPHEN YOUNG
208 Horseshoe Court
October 25, 1973
"I won't spend tomorrow regretting the past for the chances that I didn't take. Cause I'd rather be sorry for something I've done than for something I didn't do!"
Best Memories: Dan, spyness, 12 Coke, That is why, negative, wechin' with Jen and semi-full circle, spelled D W I T - Marcus, Look me up, Dey-night, Bull- et, Thanks-all, Science partner, Steiny's, Neil- Gambler (Yes sir), Secret Handshake-semi Bare, Too scared? Round 3 will come, all of Baseball, weed, Dey, Hen, Lu-Lu, Marcus, Dals, Palar, selves, and much more. Thank you.
Activities: Soccer 1, 2, 3, 4; Baseball 1, 2, 3, 4; Wrestling 2; PFP 3, 4.

PEGGY YU
1703 Chestnut Circle
September 11, 1974
"In the cookies of life, good friends are the chocolate chip."
Best Memories: Bonnie and Clyde, Koala bear, roof, laughing, baking, and nights out with Elmer; Build- ing, Chem, Guys, and three 3's with Mon; Red Eyes and Chili Fries with Rita and Mimi; Orchestra stuff with Sooj, Jen, Mimi, and Grace; Cotillomm and Prom with the whole gang Depeche Mode with Sooj and Rohyn; Kimchee, Phoefshoff, and laughing at with Susan; PFP with Hub, Flo, Alf, Cindy, and gang, skilling with dend Cindy, Elmer, Alan, Jeanette, and Rita; sleepovers with Monica, Rita, Cindy, Jen, Susan, Starn, Mimi, Bonnie, Sooj, Kathryn, Rohyn and Elmer!
Activities: Varsity Tennis 3, 4; JV Tennis 1, 2; La- cross SADD 1, Asian Culture Club 1, 2, 3; French Club 1, 2, 3, 4; Blood Drive 2, 3, 4; FOP 3, 2, 3; World Affairs Club 2, 3, 4; Track 1, 2, 3, 4; Volleyball 3, 4, 3; Cam Lude Society 3, 4; Chamber Orchestra 2, 3, 4; Pit Orchestra 2, 4; ushering 3, 4; All South Jersey Orchestra 1; East State West, wind, Chinese Youth Council 2, 3, 4; Taiwanese Youth

JOHANNA ZALKIND
422 South Cranford Road
December 28, 1974
"Be certain to do what you want because those who mind won't matter, and those who matter won't mind."
Best Memories: diary, Do you have a quarter?, you Cari, questions, Zoya Israel 90', Skunk, Dead shows, long walks, Nov. 24, 1990, messy bike, laser show, smelly water, alwarshin, fishing trips, crying messages, 5 years-11, next door, K-12 twin pajamas, mono-thanks, Florida.
Best Memories: Knowing Eddie all my life, Club Med- Eleutheria, New Year's Eve, August 28, 1981, with Eddie, Danielle and all our great times, An- nmarie, Nicole, Gina, and Maria- I love you all, Jen- "smile like him", Lori's on-going number line of guys, Looking at him in English FVR, 6 in the Mer- cedes, Baking cookies at Annmarie's, Marc's help. Activities: SADD 1; National French Contest 1; French Club 2; FOP 3.

NICOLE ZAPPLE
561 Arthur Drive
May 14, 1974
"We must not expect too much from life, must give to live to life as much as we receive from it."
Best Memories: Knowing Eddie all my life, Club Med- Eleutheria, New Year's Eve, August 28, 1981, with Eddie, Danielle and all our great times, An- nmarie, Nicole, Gina, and Maria- I love you all, Jen- "smile like him", Lori's on-going number line of guys, Looking at him in English FVR, 6 in the Mer- cedes, Baking cookies at Annmarie's, Marc's help. Activities: SADD 1; National French Contest 1; French Club 2; FOP 3.

RANDY GREGG ZEMBLE
1765 Hillsdale Drive
November 14, 1973
"Catch that magic moment and do it here right now, for tomorrow may never arrive."
Best Memories: Keller's chem class, Jam sessions, Denny's My house (Thurs.), The shore (Righteous brothers), Elmer, Puckin' Bowies (AMC) Dave's ear, Snarf, Nerb B-ball, Senior Lunch, Fancy the Bear, Powos, Explosion in the Library, 16th birthday with Josh and Dave, New Year's 1992, Spanish book Cops and Custard, Uno, Wildwood, Monday night foot- ball, Von Hales.
Activities: Adopt a Grandparent 1; Volleyball 1; Friends of the Environment 1; 2; Biology Careers Club 2; Spanish Club 2; Football 3; SADD 2; Home- room Representative 3; Spirit Week 4; Blood Drive 4; Wrestling 3.

DOUGLAS ZIENBA

CHARLOTTE (KAROLINE FELICITAS) ZILOT
427 St. John's Drive
November 14, 1973
"If you want a friends, be a friend."
Best Memories: Shore Raggies, animals in story the- ater, Ovidals 8th period, I'm normal Chuckles + Joanna 1, auditorium. First day, Thanks to all the friends! I love you, Hi Caesar's son! Have a great year.
Activities: Powder Puff 4; Lab Theater 4; Stage Crew 4; Turtur 4; Mite Company 4; Im- prove 4; French Club 4; Lip Sync 4.
MAY THESE DOORS LEAD TO A FULFILLING FUTURE

Congratulations From Your Senior Class Officers

Laura Busse
Publicity

Shawn Ravitz
Sec./Treas.

Howard Necowitz
Vice-President

Jennifer Marinucci
President

352 CLASS OF 1992
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adopt-A-Grandparent</th>
<th>111</th>
<th>Exchange Students</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>Music Section</th>
<th>245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Advertising</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>F.C.A.</td>
<td>141</td>
<td>Office Personnel</td>
<td>234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-Honors Music</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>F.O.P/Rotary Party</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>Orchestra</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-South Jersey</td>
<td>190</td>
<td>Fall Show</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>Photo Club</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All-State Music</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>Fashion Outlook</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>Physical Education</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumni Lines</td>
<td>268</td>
<td>Fiddler on the Roof</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Physical Science</td>
<td>257</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amnesty International</td>
<td></td>
<td>113</td>
<td></td>
<td>102</td>
<td>Pit Orchestra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baseball</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>Field Hockey</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>Powder Puff Football</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battle of the Bands</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>Field Trips</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>Principals</td>
<td>236</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belles of East</td>
<td>183</td>
<td>Florida Trip</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>Prom Night</td>
<td>74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Friends</td>
<td>76-80, 171-175</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>R.O.T.C.</td>
<td>141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>Foreign Language</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>Racquetball</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biology Club</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>French Club</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Ranking Scholars</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blood Drive</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>Friends of the Environment</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>Red Ribbon Week</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board of Education</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>German Club</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>Respect For Drugs</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys Basketball</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>Girls Basketball</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>S.A.D.D.</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys Soccer</td>
<td>208</td>
<td>Girls Soccer</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>Science League</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys State</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Girls State</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>Senior Congratulations</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys Tennis</td>
<td>226</td>
<td>Girls Tennis</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>Senior Directory</td>
<td>328</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brass Ensemble</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>Grade Level Aides</td>
<td>133</td>
<td>Senior Messages</td>
<td>260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broadcasting Club</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Graduates</td>
<td>36-71</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Education</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Guidance</td>
<td>237</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-Wing Intersection</td>
<td>148</td>
<td>Guidance Aides</td>
<td>133</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable 18 Television</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>Gymnastics</td>
<td>204</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafeteria</td>
<td>149</td>
<td>Gymnastic Champions</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Administration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Hall of Fame</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>Spirit Week</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber Orchestra</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>Homecoming</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>Sports Section</td>
<td>199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chamber Winds</td>
<td>194</td>
<td>Homerooms</td>
<td>147</td>
<td>Spring Musical</td>
<td>102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chansons</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>Host/Hostess Program</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>Spring Track</td>
<td>223</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cheerleaders</td>
<td>214</td>
<td>Improv Club</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>Stage Crew</td>
<td>137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cherry Hill</td>
<td>156</td>
<td>Industrial Education</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>Spring Workshop</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chess Team</td>
<td>73, 131</td>
<td>Junior Classical League</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>Student Government Day</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class History</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Lacrosse</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>Student Leaders</td>
<td>108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class of 1992</td>
<td>36-71</td>
<td>Letters of Commendation</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Student Life Section</td>
<td>145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clubs &amp; Organizations</td>
<td>107</td>
<td>Library Club</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>Swimming</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concert Band</td>
<td>185</td>
<td>Lip Sync</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>Symphonic Band</td>
<td>186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Country</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>Lockers</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>Tartuffe</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cultural Clubs</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>Madrigal Singers</td>
<td>184</td>
<td>Teacher Tribute</td>
<td>248</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cum Laude Society</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>Magazine Report</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Tennis Champions</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current Events</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>Male Bells</td>
<td>192</td>
<td>The Way We Were</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D.E.C.A.</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>Marching Cougar Band</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>Video Crew</td>
<td>136</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debate Team</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>Mathematics League</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>Visual Arts</td>
<td>244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demogorgon</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Vocal Workshop</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drama Aides</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>Media Personnel</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>Wind Ensemble</td>
<td>187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagles Basketball</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>Merit Scholars</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>World Affairs Club</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>East Singers</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>Mime Company</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>Wrestling</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eastside</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>Mock Trial Team</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>Yearbook Staff</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eidolon</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>Model U.N.</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>Young Women of the Year</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>Morning Announcements</td>
<td>147</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Special Thanks To:
Mrs. Vickie Broxtermann, Plant Consultant, Josten's, Topeka Kansas.
Mr. Terrence McGovern, Sales Rep, Josten's.
Mr. Robert Yellen, photographer, Lorstan - Thomas Studios, Union, New Jersey.
Mrs. Shirley Vetter, Lorstan - Thomas Studios - the lady who doesn't say, "no".
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